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FOREWORD 

This study was commissioned by the Forestry Department of 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to 
review economic aspects of pricing and method of sale of products 
from the forests of developing countries. The work complements 
the earlier study of Forest Utilization Contracts on Public Land, 
FAO Forestry Paper 1, Rome 1977. 

It is appropriate to re-emphasise the statement of the 
foreword to the earlier study that forest utilization contracts 
are of major importance in enforcing national wood utilization 
policies in developing countries. Pricing and method of sale are 
basic considerations in the formulation of such contracts. Good 
design in these areas will ensure a proper recovery of value and 
revenue for the community and for the nation, will promote the 
sound utilization of the existing forest resource and conservation 
and renewal of its potential to contribute to future generations, 
and will stimulate appropriate growth of forest industries and 
trade and the contribution of the sector to the national econ~my. 

The generous assistance of the large number of people in 
many countries met and consulted by the author in the course of 
preparation of this study is gratefully acknowledged. 



To secure the value of the tropical 
forest resource for the community 

and the nation 
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Readership 

The paper is addressed to senior foreatry personnel as WIll as others 
involved in forest policy, forest revenue collection, the ad.tnbtr.tioD of 
forest concessions and foreat management. 

The paper will also be of interest to personnel tn minbtries of 
finance or planning agencies concerned with the fore.try sector, forest 
revenues and the revision of chargea. Ai thouah theae readers will not be 
familiar wi th technical forestry or perhaps wi th the forest industries, the 
paper can introduce them to the issues and factors involved in evaluat1ng a 
forest revenue system and in choosing among alternative forest charges. 

The paper will also be useful in forestry education and thus to a 
third group, forestry students and educators. There is a shortage of material 
on foreat economics applicable to developilll countries. The paper provides 
material and ex81llples in the area of foreat valuat1on, fe.1 and stumpage 
pricing, for courses in both forest management and forest economics. 

Although important economic concepta and forest economica terms are 
used throughout and an understanding of them is presumed, experience in admini
strat10n and forest management provides related experience in applied econo
mics. aids in understanding of forest economicl concepta. and lubst1 tutes in 
some measure for formal training in forest economics. While the forest 
economist will probably find little in the following pages that he does not 
already know, the paper should serve as Ii useful review of the concepts in 
practical applications. The economist trained in other areas will likely find 
little that is original, that he will learn lOme thing of the practical applica
tion of economic concepts to forestry. The design of forest revenue systems is 
very much an exercise in applied economics. 

Organization of the Paper 

As incUcated, the paper ts designed to serve not only lenior fores
try officials who have extensive experience and broad understanding of the 
issues and policy, as well as foresters, econombta and others involved in the 
administration of existing forest revenue Iystems and the design of new 
systems. To accommodate this range of readers with their diverse interests and 
backsrounds is something of a challenge, requiring a flexible organization of 
the paper. To achieve this, the paper 18 Itructured in three parts, each of 
which can be read independently. 

Part 1, Which conaiats of Chapters 1 and 2. provides a self-contained 
overview of the problems and issuel of forest revenue Iysteml and of the study 
itself. Chapter 1 introducel the problems and islueS. Chapter 2 provides an 
overview of the rest of the study, a sUlll1llary of the following chapters t Ii 

synthesis of the analysis, highUghts and important conclusions, and directs 
readers to the relevant chapters. For those with limited time, Part I serves 
to identify key issues and conclusions. For others, it servea aa a useful 
introduction to the rest of the study. 



xxi 

The main body of the paper is organized with the conceptual framework 
developed in Part II and applied in Part III. It is structured so that readers 
with a prtmary intere.t in the applied aspects of forest char~e8, or with time 
constraints, can read Part III or individual chapters without difficulty and 
with only minor loss of rigor and depth of understanding. 

Part II con,ists of Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. It presents the concep
tual framework for the analysis of forest revenue systems and forest charges. 
Chapter 3, which is concerned with timber values, introduces a simple exchange 
model which is used to identify timber values to buyers and sellers and prices 
of stumpage, logl or proce.sed products within a bargaining framework of price 
setting. Market value. and economic values are also distinguished in Chapter 
3. This chapter provides a basic framework for the study. 

In Chapter 4, the buyer's side of the exchange model is developed. A 
conceptual model of stumpage value is developed and the factors determining 
stumpage value are identified wi thin the model. This model and the fac tors 
affecting stumpage values are utilized in Part III in evaluating a wide range 
of alternative forest charges (in Chapter 9) and as a framework for timber 
appraisal (in Chapter 10). In Chapter 5, the other side of the exchange model 
is developed. The factors affecting the seller's value, the value to the 
government of timber in alternative use., are identified and applied in 
establishing minimum foreat charges for timber. 

Timber conce.aions and other cutting rights provided by forest utili
zation contract. have value in addition to the stumpage value of the timber 
thereon. Chapter 6 identifies factors which determine or influence the value 
of theae timber rights, both to the concession holder and to the government. 
These values provide a basis for concession charges. 

In Part III the theoretical framework and the concepts developed in 
Part II are applied to the evaluation of alternative forest charges and methods 
of setting the level of charges, and are utilized in the design of forest 
revenue systems. First, in Chapter 7, four broad objectives of forest policy 
and two general constraints are identified. Under each objective, specific 
criteria are developed. 

Following a review of alternative forest charges in Chapter 8, illus
trated by their applications in selected tropical countries, the alternative 
charges are each reviewed and evaluated in Chapter 9 against these four objec
tives and the specific criteria from Chapter 7, utilizing the theoretical 
framework and the concepts developed in Part II. 

In Chapter 10 alternative methods of setting the level of charges are 
similarly evaluated. The process of stumpage appraisal, through which stumpage 
values are esUmated, is reviewed in Chapter II. The methodology, data 
requirements and problems involved are surveyed and from these some practical 
approaches suggested. 



xxu 

Finally. in Chapter 12. the atrue ture of fo reat revenue sys tems is 
considered. drawing upon the conclusions of previoua chapters, the evaluations 
of individual charles and of methods of setting the levela of charles. The 
inter-relationships among charles are considered, and aUlleations offered for 
aeta of charlea that could be combined into a forest revenue. Thus Chapter 12 
represents a aynthesis of the analysis and implications of previous chapters. 

!leader'a Guide 

For those with very limited time available, Part I (i.e., Chapters 1 
and 2) will provide a reasonable overview of the issues and implications. 

Following Chapters 1 and 2, those interested ill acquiring a general 
appreciation of alternative revenue arrangements, the factors involved in 
choosing among them and issues in setting the level of charges might read 
Chapters 7, 8. 9 and 10. finishing with O1apter 12. A reading of these 
chapters might also suffice for those interested in the practical aspects of 
forest revenues and will1na to forego the more thorough development of the 
concepts and principles behind the analysis. 

Those directly involved in the establishment, evaluation and updating 
of forest charles as well as those involved in the ongoing administration of 
forest revenue arrangements will likely wish to read the complete paper; the 
conceptual chapters of Part II (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6) as well as most or all 
of the chapters of Part III (Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12). 

It is possible to read chapters outside of the normal order. The 
chapters in Part III can be read prior to those in Part II, if one is willing 
to accept certain concepts without demonstration. 
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PART I 

ISSUES AND OVERVIEW 

Chapter 1 

ISSUES IN FORESTRY AND FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Developing countries are becoming increasingly concerned about their 
forest revenue systems, as suggested in the Preface. This study is written to 
provide both guidance to developing countries in reviewing and evaluating their 
present system of forest charges, and assistance in revising and updating the 
structure and levels of forest charges. 

The objectives of the study are: (a> to develop a conceptual frame
work and criteria which countries can apply in the review and evaluation of 
their own forest revenue systems and the component charges, and (b) to utilize 
this conceptual framework and these criteria in an evaluation of the alterna
tive forest charges and the alternative means of setting the level of charges. 
The study provides countries with 8 general evaluation of alternatives which 
they can use to revise and update their forest revenue system. The paper 
focuses on the concepts and criteria involved in choosing among forest charges 
and in designing a system of charges. 

This introductory chapter provides the background to the review and 
design of forest revenue systems in developing countries. Recent and prospec
tive developments in tropical timber, their implications for forest revenue 
arrangements, and the issues and problems faced in the design of forest revenue 
arrangements are surveyed. The focus and scope of the study are identified 
along with the limitations. 

One of the important themes of this paper is that forest chargee in 
principle should be based on, and reflect as fully as possible, the stumpage 
value of the timber cut and the value of concessions.l/ 

!/ Key terms are defined in the Glossary. Stumpage value is defined as the 
value of the standing timber. It is determined by deducting from the price 
of the logs, or processed products, the costs of production, transporta
tion, logging, and allowing • normal return on investment. Stumpage value 
reflects the economic rent of the forest resource. Analogous concepts are 
involved in the valuation of mineral and petroleum re80urces. The concep
tual basis of stumpage values and for forest charges is developed in 
Chapter 4. Concessions and other forest utilization contrac ts can have 
value based on the security of timber supply. These concepts are developed 
in Chapter 5. 
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For most countries, a primary objective in designing a forest revenue 
system is to maximize forest revenues collected. To do 80, forest charges must 
closely reflect the stumpage values of the timber cut, as we shall see in 
Chapters 3 and 4. Forest revenue charges are often nart'owly and incorrectly 
viewed merely as taxes designed to raise revenue rather than as proxy for the 
stumpage value of timber cut. 

Where forest charges do not fully reflect the stumpage value of the 
timber, part of this value may be collected by those harvesting or processing 
the timber. Thus if they are foreign-owned or transnational corporations, part 
of the value of the timber may be transferred out of the country via profits or 
through lower prices of timber exports. On the other hand, 1.£ forest charges 
are set too high, exceeding the stumpage value of the timber, timber may be 
left uncut, and timber values again lost, this time through under-utilization. 
In either case forest revenues will be less than the maximum. 

A second important theme of the paper is that forest charges can 
serve as an important and useful tool of forest management and thus as an 
instrument both of forest policy and of economic development policy. As we 
shall see in subsequent chapters, forest charges, if set at appropriate levels 
can be used to influence logging activities and the utilization of the forest 
and so support forest management objectives. They can be used to encourage the 
utilization of currently under-utilized species, shift harvesting pressures 
away from species that are overcut, discourage the export of logs, or encourage 
the further processing of logs. 

On the other hand, forest charges can equally have pet'verse, unin
tended or unanticipated effects on foreat management, utilization and further 
processing. Thus a certain degree of caution is required in setting forest 
charges. Some of these perverse effects and lOme cautionary guidelines are 
developed in the examination of the individual forest charges. 

A third important theme is that forest charges can have important 
equity or distributional effects, not only on the distribution of revenue 
between government and timber buyers, but aho throuah their impact on timber 
production, utilization and local processing, 00 forest product prices, employ
ment and incomes of forest workers. 

The administrative feasibility and cost of .stablishing and admin
istering forest charges is equally important in the choice .. ong al tet'oative 
charges and in the design of a forest revenue system. 

In designing an effective forest revenue system, or in modifying 
existing charges, developing countries face a challenging task. They face 
greater challenges than do temperate countries. lbe tropia! forests of 
developing countries are diverse in species composition, tree quality and 
diameters. Species may range from the extremely valuable and well known 
tropical woods to as yet unused species of little current value. Forest 
inventory is difficult and frequently unreliable with the result that the value 
of the forest 1s hard to estimate. In addition, uneartaintiel of stand 
conditions and of ground conditions lead to uncertainties about logging costs. 
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Developing countries face further uncertainties about the value of 
their diverse species of tropical timbers in world markets. Imperfections in 
timber markets which distort competitive market prices can result from the 
presence of transnational corporations, transfer pricing arrangelDents between 
subsidiaries and parent companies and recognition of interdependence among 
buyers. In addition, competition for timber within tropical countries may be 
1 imited, either because there are few firms involved, or because government 
timber disposal policies have already allocated exclusive cutting rights to 
firms through timber concessions. 

Beyond these issues, developing countries face forest policy objec
tives and economic development objectives which are commonly more important and 
carry greater weight in planning and decision making than in temperate coun
tries. For example, establishment of local processing to encourage economic 
development is an important objective for many developing countries. 

Finally, developing countries need to design revenue systems to 
respond to the changing circumstances in tropical timber production discussed 
in the next section--increased demands and changing demands, rising prices, 
world inflation and potential future scarcities. 

Constrained by these imperfections of information, uncertainty of 
future trends of inflation, prices and values, imperfections of markets and 
competition, and faced with additional objectives beyond the maximization of 
forest revenues, the choice of the best forest revenue system for a particular 
country is difficult. For any particular country it involves the comparison of 
each alternative forest charge in terms of the objectives of revenue maximiza
tion, forest management and utilization, other forest policy objectives, as 
well as broader economic development objectives. The advantages and disadvan
tages of alternative forest charges as well as the interrelationships among 
alternative charges, must then be compared and balanced. 

As a result, it is unlikely that one can define an ideal set of 
forest revenue charges for any particular country. Consequently in this study, 
a wide range of alternative forest revenue charges are surveyed and evaluated. 
Application of this evaluation provides an opportunity for countries to weigh 
alternatives in terms of their own particular objectives and circumstances and 
from these choose the most appropriate forest revenue system. The practical 
experiences of a number of developing countries with some of these alternatives 
are also used to illustrate the virtues, problems and practicality of alterna
tive forest charges. 

1.2 DEVELOPMENTS IN TROPICAL TIMBER PRODUCTION 

Tropical forests are of importance in close to eighty developing 
countries with a population of around 1.8 billion people in Latin America, 
Africa and the Asia-Pacific regions. Tropical forests make a substantial 
contr;Lbution to the development of a large number of these countries. The 
contributions are almost as diverse as the tropical forests and the countries 
themselves. For these countries, tropical forests represent a valuable 
resource, producing not only fuelwood, charcoal and local buildina materia~8 
(the major forest products in many tropical countries) but also lO8s and other 
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industrial roundwood. For many developing countries, production of industrial 
roundwood yields ~overnment revenues, export earnings and a base for economic 
development through further processing. For such countries, forest charges on 
concessions and on timber cut or exported represent the means by which the 
government collects revenues from these resources and influences harvesti~ 

activities. 

1.2.1 Growth in tropical timber production, exports, timber concessions and 
timber prices 

Over the decades of the 1960's and 1970's, tropical timber producing 
countries have experienced increased demands for and production of tropical 
timber. The increase in production has been accommodated by a substantial 
expansion in concessions granted. Prices of tropical timber have risen, both 
in nominal terms and in real terms, although somewhat unsteadily. ~wever, the 
trends in demand for individual species and timber qualities, as well as among 
individual countries and regions, have varied from these general trends. 

Total roundwood production from the hardwood forests of tropical 
countries grew by 3.2 per cent per year over the decades of the 1960's and 
1970's, rising from 700 million cubic meters in 1961 to 1,280 million cubic 
meters in 1979 (FAO Yearbook of Forest Products). Although fuelwood is, of 
course, the major component of total roundwood production and an important 
factor in its growth, production of industrial roundwood increased more 
rapidly, rising by 4.5 per cent per year over the two decades, from 80 million 
cubic meters in 1961 to 180 million cubic meters in 1979 (FAD Yearbook of 
Forest Products). Production of tropical hardwood logs increased still more 
rapidly, growing by 5.3 per cent per year and rising from 49 million cubic 
meters in 1961 to 123 million cubic meters in 1979 (FAO Yearbook of Forest 
Products). This growth rate in volumes, which implies a doubling of the 
production of tropical logs every 14 years, has put great strain on forest 
revenue systems. 

Some countries, of course, have experienced above-average growth in 
production. Production of hardwood logs in the Asia and Pacific regions grew 
more rapidly than in the African' and Latin American regions. In some countries 
production of hardwood logs grew very rapidly indeed, by 15 per cent per year 
in Indonesia, 10 percent per year in Malaysia, 16 per cent per year in Papua 
New Guinea, 8 per cent per year in the Ivory Coast and 18 per cent per year in 
Liberia (FAO Yearbok of Forest Products). 

A large proportion, almost 60 per cent, of the hardwood log produc
tion of the tropical countries is exported, either as logs or as processed wood 
products. About 40 per cent is exported in log form while about 20 per cent is 
exported as processed produc ts. Exports of hardwood logs (savlogs and veneer 
logs) from tropical countries increased at a rapid rate over the 1960' s and 
1970's, rising from 13 million cubic meters in 1961 to 45 million cubic meters 
in 1979, a growth rate of 7.1 per cent a year (FAO Yearbook of Forest 
Products). 111is growth rate implies a doubling in exports fNery nine years. 
The rate of growth udght have been higher ltill, had it not been for export 
restrictions and quotas on log exports introduced by a number of tropical 
countries in the late 1970' I. Exports of logs have grown in spite of incen-
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tives to encourage domestic processing of logs and higher charges on export 
logs. 

Exports of processed tropical hardwood products, although initially 
small, grew rapidly over the 1960's and 1970's. Exports of hardwood lumber 
grew by 9 per cent per year, exports of hardwood veneer by 9 per cent per year 
and exports of tropical hardwood plywood by 17 per cent per year (FAO Yearbook 
of Forest Products). 

In spite of this rapid growth in processed wood exports, by 1979 only 
one-third of the volume of exports of tropical logs were exported as processed 
wood products. Two-thirds were still exported in log form. 

Alongside this rapid growth in exports of logs and processed pro
ducts, there has been a shift in exports from the traditional exporting coun
tries toward the newer exporting countries, primarily but not excluSively in 
South East Asia (Pringle 1979 The Outlook for Tropical Wood Imports Unasylva: 
10-18) • 

Thi s growt h in the produc tion and expo rt of tropical hardwood logs 
and processed wood products was accommodated by the rapid expansion of timber 
concessions over the two decades (Schmithiisen 1977 Forest Utilization Con
tracts on Public Lands; Schmithusen 1980 Forest Utilization Contracts). By 
1980 concessions had been granted to roughly 120 mU1ion hectares of tropical 
forests during the preceding two decades, and an additional 30 to 40 million 
hectares was requested by concessionaires or under consideration by governments 
(Schmithusen 1980 Forest Utilization Contracts :15). 

In spite of these increases in production and exports of tropical 
timber accommodated the increased world demand, the prices of both tropical 
logs and processed timber products also increased over the 1960's and 1970's. 
The average value of tropical log exports increased by more than three times 
between 1961 and 1979, but with most of the increase occurring in the 1970's 
(FAO Yearbook of Forest Products; FAO 1981 Forest Product Prices 1961-1980: 
46-58; World Bank 1979 Commodity Trade and Price Trends: 84-85). This repre
sents an average annual price increase of about 7 per cent per year (6.8 per 
cent per year based on export values, 7.5 per cent per year based on import 
values) (FAO 1981 Yearbook of Forest Products). 

The bulk of this increase in the prices of tropical logs is due to 
inflation, particularly the inflation of the 1970's. Real price increa'Bes 
averaged about 2 per cent per year over the period in spite of a shift of lower 
quality logs (FAO 1981 Forest Product Prices 1961-1980: 46-58; World Bank 1979 
Commodity Trade and Price Trends: 84-85). 

Prices of processed tropical timber products, sawnwood and plywood, 
also increased over the period of the 1960's and 1970's. From 1961 to 1980 
the prices of tropical sawnwoods increased by between two and four times, the 
prices of tropical plywood increased by between two and three times (FAO 1981 
Forest Product Prices 1961-1980: 71-80; World Bank 1979 Commodity Trade and 
Price Trends: 86-89). As with logs, moat of the price increase took place iq 
the 1970's and was due to inflation. In real terms, net of inflation, pric~s 
of aawnwood were nearly CODstant or even declined over the period, but with 
some variation among species, and with substantial short term fluctuations (FAO 
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1981 Forest Product Prices 1961-1980: 71-80; World Bank 1979 Commodity Trade 
and Price Trends: 86-89). 

Combining the increases in price and the increases in quantity of 
production measures the increase in the value of timber production. With the 
volume of tropical log production increasing by about 5 per cent per year and 
prices rising by roughly 7 per cent per year over the 1960's and 1970's, the 
growth in the total value of tropical log production \l8S over 12 per cent per 
year (the multiplicative combination of the two growth rates 1.05 x 1.07 "" 
1.123 or 12.3 per cent per year). The value of tropical timber production, the 
product of both timber volumes and prices, consequently grew even more rapidly 
than the volume of production or timber prices alone. This growth rate in 
value implies a doubling in value in six years, a redoubling after 12 years, 
and a redoubling once more after 18 years, an eight-fold increase in the value 
of tropical timber production over the two decades of the 1960's and 1970's. 

Implications for forest revenue systems 

The substantial expansion both in the production of tropical timber 
and in tropical timber exports, sustained over two decades, reflects the 
equally substantial growth in world demand for tropical timber and timber 
produc ts over the period. The increase of demand was accommodated by a rapid 
and substantial increase in the short term supply of timber both through the 
expansion of concessions and through the development of new timber producing 
areas. As a result the substantial increase in demand was accommodated with 
price increases only slightly above the rate of inflation, and thus a modest 
increase in the real price of timber. However, future increases in demand may 
not be so easily accommodated. 

Thus, the forest revenue systems of tropical countries have had to 
respond to very substantial increase in the volumes of timber cut, especially 
in those regions and countries which have expanded concession areas and experi
enced increased harvesting. This has placed increased pressures on the forest 
administration of those countries. 

Forest revenue systems' have also had to respond to price increases, 
even where these have resulted primarily from inflation such as that of the 
1970's. 

This growth in production, exports, prices and values, and the 
expansion of concessions have had different impacts on the various types of 
forest charges. Volume-based charges have to adjust to increases in timber 
production, putting strains on scaling, supervision and administration, export 
charges to the rapid growth in exports, area charges to the growth in 
concessions. 

Charges based on prices have to adjust to price increases and those 
based on values to the increases in total values. As we have seen, increases 
in total values, which reflect the combined increases in both volumes and 
prices, have been sizable. Thus charges, such as ad valorem export taxes, 
ba.ed on values of timber exports, must adjust to rapid changes in export 
volumes and export prices and to their combined impact. 
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For the most part the respon8e of foreat admini8trations has been to 
deal wi th problems as they have arisen and aa stres8es have built up. Forest 
revenues for many countrie8 have increased, but primarily as a result of the 
increased volume of the harveat rather than from the increased stumpage values. 
Forest charges have been raised as timber prices have increased, but they have 
commonly not been adjusted rapidly enough. nor sufficiently to fully reflect 
the effect of price increases on stumpage values. Another response has been to 
increase revenues by adding additional fore8t charges to the existing charges. 
Where this has happened the result is a multiplicity of charges leading to an 
increasingly complex forest revenue system. 

Future developments in tropical forestry, the long term supply of 
tropical timber and implications for fore8t revenue systems 

Up to the present increased demands for tropical timber have been 
accommodated by expansion in production. In the 1008 term. increases in demand 
for tropical timber, or even the present level of demand. may not be so easily 
accommodated as in the past through expansion of concessions or the opening up 
of new forest areas. Thus in the future, and over the longer term, forest 
rev~nue system.s may not have to respond to such rapid increases in timber 
harvesting and produc tion. Instead, they will likely have to respond to 
increasing scarcity of natural forest timber and rising real prices, with 
prices that substantially outpace inflation. Greater variation in prices among 
species, reflecting relative scarcity can also be expected. Finally, with 
scarcity of natural forest timber, a more prominant role for forest plantations 
and consequently a need for improved plantation charges can be expected. 

In most tropical timber producing countries much of the forest, or at 
least the more accessible forest, has already been cut-over in one or more 
rounds of exploitation (Pringle 1978 Quantity and Quality of the Tropical 
Forests) • Countries in which the forest has been largely worked-over might 
include Nigeria, Ghana and The Ivory Coast in West Africa; India, Thailand and 
the Philippines in Asia. Countries in which the more accessible lowland 
forests have been cut-over might include Gabon, Congo and Zaire in Central 
Africa; Burma,Cambodia, Indonesia and Malaysia in South East Asia, and Brazil, 
Columbia, Ecuador and Venezuela in Latin America (Pringle 1978; Pringle 1979 
The Outlook for Tropical Wood Imports, Unasylva: 13-14). 

Consequently, expansion in production of tropical hardwood logs or 
industrial roundwood is likely to be slowed. The supply of the more valuable 
species and higher quality material currently utilized may even decline. If 
so, significant increases can be expected in the price8 of tropical logs and of 
processed wood products, especially those derived from large logs of high 
quality (Pringle 1979: 18, Spears 1979: 173-4). Any rise in the prices of such 
tropical timbers will of course encourage harvesting in hitherto less acces
sible forest areas with higher logging COSt8 or lower yields of desired species 
and in countrie8 in which the forests have not been extensively exploited 
(Congo,' Zaire, Papua New Guinea, Burma, Brazil and other South American 
countries, for example). Price rises may also be expected to stimulate the 
production and use of secondary, currently less valuable species, in countries 
currently prodUCing timber (Pringle 1979: 13, 18; Spears 1979: 173-4). 
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The first signs of scarcity of high quality, more accessible timber 
and more valuable species and of price increases for tropical timbers may begin 
to appear early in the 1980's (Spears 1979: 174). Should these signs appear, 
they will have important implications for forest revenue systems. They will 
signal a new era for tropical forestry and a more demanding role for forest 
revenue systems. 

This more demanding role for forest revenue systems will require 
forest charges that reflect the increasing stumpage value of the more valuable 
timber, and charges that are more responsive to the price changes of tropical 
timbers. Forest charges will need to accommodate a wider range of timbers and 
timber values, from high quality timber and valuable species, to a growing 
number of lower valued secondary species. As logging activity extends into 
more distant, less accessible areas, forest charges will need to reflec t more 
adequately differences in accessibility, logging costs and other cost factors. 

Deforestation and implications for long term timber supply and forest 
revenue systems 

Forest clearing for the expansion of permanent agricultural activity 
has provided a large proportion of the harvest in a number of countries 
(Pringle 1979: 15). Clearing of tropical forests for agriculture has therefore 
contributed to increased short-term supply of timber. However, forest clearing 
for agriculture can lead to a decline in the long-term timber supply through 
deforestation. 

Deforestation resulting, not only from conversion of forest to perma
nent agriculture, but also from shifting CUltivation, fuelwood cutting and 
other pressures has raised concerns about the future of tropical forestry and 
about long-term timber supplies and sparked lively debate.l/ 

The rate of deforestation of closed tropical forests has been vari
ously estimated at between 5 to 20 million hectares per year, from 1 to 2 per 
cent of the present area of closed tropical forests each year.~/ 

Recent work by Lanly and Clement for FAO estimated that natural 
tropical closed forests would shrink over 100 million hectares from 1980 to 
2000, a loss of about 10 percent of the present area of tropical forest (Lanly 
and Clement 1979 Present and Future Natural Forest and Plantation Areas in the 
Tropics, Unasylva: 35). This estimated loss of forest area is less alarming 
than other estimates, but nonetheless represents a significant worldwide 

l/ A comprehensive survey of the issues and concerns in the debate is provided 
by Spears 1979 Can the Wet Tropical Forests Survive? Commonwealth Forestry 
Review. 

1/ See for example U.S. Interagency Task Force 1980 The World's Tropical 
Forests: 15; Spears 1979: 165-167; Saouma 1978 Keynote Address to the Eight 
World Forestry Congress; Meyers 1980 Conversion of Tropical Moist Forests; 
World Bank 1978 Forestry Sector Paper: 15). 
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decline in tropical forests. This work has been followed up by more detailed 
regional analyses for Latin America, Africa and Asia but the general conclu
sions remain. (FAD 1981 Tropical Forest Resources Assessment Project, Forest 
Resources of Tropical Africa; FAO 1981 Proyecto de Evaluacion de Los Recursos 
Forestales Tropicales; Los Recursos Forestales de la America Tropical). 

Deforestation trends have several significant implications for t~ber 
supply, timber prices and forest revenue systems, both short-term and long-term 
implications. Deforestation in the short-term will increase timber supply and 
keep prices from rising too rapidly, but in the long-term it will lead to just 
the reverse; scarcity of timber and significantly higher prices. Forest 
revenue systems will need to be prepared to respond to this reversal, to 
perhaps relatively sudden timber scarcities and substantial increases in timber 
prices and stumpabe values. 

Deforestation and the resulting scarcity of timber and price in
creases are also likely to stimulate increased plantation establishment. 
Forest revenue systems will need to provide for charges on plantation timber 
requiring perhaps quite different types of charges from those applied to 
natural forests. 

1.3 FOCUS AND SCOPE OF THE PAPER 

As indicated by the Preface, the paper focuses on forest revenues 
levied on the production of industrial roundwood from public forests on public 
lands. In most developing countries both forests and forest lands are owned by 
the central government, by state governments, or are communally or tribally 
owned. Thus, governments, communities or tribal organizations have a proprie
tory interest in the forest and the produce of forest land and thus an interest 
in maximizing forest revenues. Where forests are traditionally, communally, or 
tribally owned, they are commonly administered and managed by the state or 
central government, perhaps under some form of revenue sharing arrangement. 

Where public ownership of the forest is less common or less clearly 
defined, as in some Latin American countries, the government may still retain a 
proprietory interest in the forest and thus an interest in forest revenue 
arrangements as well. The paper is not concerned with forest revenues from 
forest lands that are under strictly private ownership, as in European coun
tries. Maximization of such revenues is the concern of the private landowner. 

The present study focuses on forest revenues from industrial round
wood. Industrial roundwood is the major forest revenue source for most 
developing countries. Fuelwood and charcoal production are 'important forest 
products for many countries (in volume and perhaps also in terms of economic 
values) but they are usually not a significant revenue source. 

The paper is concerned ~th public timber allocated through annual or 
short-tet;'l11 agreements or sales, longer-term timber concessions over large 
blocks of t~ber, and other forest utilization contracts (SchmithUsen 1977 
Forest Utl1izatin Contracts on Public Lands). Consequently, it is concerned 
both with forest charges on timber harvested, and wi th charges levied on the 
concessions and forest utilization contracts themselves. 
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Forest charges as understood in this paper include area based fees 
and charges on concessions and short-term cutting areas; stumpage charges, 
silvicultural charges, royalties and other charges based on the volume cut; 
charges on processed products, and export taxes on logs or processed products. 
Taxes such as log export taxes or taxes on processed products which are applied 
only to forest products are included as forest charges. As we shall see, such 
taxes can serve as a proxy for stumpage charges if carefully designed. 

Except for the corporation income tax, general taxes which apply 
broadly to all products, industries, or activities are excluded from the 
evaluation. The corporation income tax is discussed because it is often 
proposed, although incorrectly, as a substitute for forest charges such as 
stumpage prices or royalties. 

This paper focuses on forest revenue sys tems, because few, if any 
countries rely on a single forest revenue source, but instead depend on a 
combination of several forest charges--area fees, royalties, silvicultural 
charges, stumpage prices, processed product royalties, log export taxes, etc. 
These forest charges in combination may be designed to complement each other in 
their cumulative impact and incentive effects on forest management and utiliza
tion. However, individual charges can just as easily conflict, working at 
cross-p'Jrposes. 

The paper focuses on two main dimensions of forest revenue systems, 
the structure of forest revenue systems and char6es, and the level of charges. 
The structure of forest revenue systems is concerned with the types of forest 
charges, the base (volume, area, etc.), how levied, relationship to other types 
of charges, etc. Such aspects can be evaluated independently of the more 
contentious issues related to the level of charges. The following chapters 
therefore treat these independent questions of structure and level of forest 
charges separately. 
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Chapter 2 

FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is intended both as a summary and as an overview to 
guide the reader through the rest of the study. To assist in this comparison, 
the organization of this chapter parallels that of the rest of the paper and is 
keyed to the chapters and chapter sections that follow. The reader should then 
refer to subsequent chapters and to the relevant sections before making a final 
choice of forest charges or methods of setting their level. 

2.2 THE ROLE OF FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS 

Two important characteristics of tropical forestry, identified in 
Chapter 1, suggest that governments should play a significant role in esta
blishing forest charges. First, tropical countries face conditions which are 
fAr from competitive in the sale of timber and timber rights. Where competi
tive conditions are not attained in the disposal of timber and timber rights, 
forest charges will not maximize forest revenues, unless set appropriately, and 
the government must necessarily play an active role in choosing the appropriate 
forest charges, and in establishing their level. 

Second, the objectives of government policy may extend beyond that of 
revenue maximization alone, to concern about the impact of forest charges on 
utilization and forest management, on other forest policy objectives, on econo
mic development objectives and on employment and income distribution. These 
additional objectives, important 1.n developing countries, also require a more 
active role for government in choosing and structuring forest revenue charges 
to balance these objectives against the objective of revenue maximization. 
This active governmental role demands considerable art and skill in the design 
of forest charge~, and requires a clear understanding of the concepts 
involved. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR FOREST VALUATION AND PRICING (PART II) 

2.3 TlMBER VALUES AND PRICES (Chapter 3) 

The distinction between value and price is often overlooked in 
analysing forest charges. The value of the timber and the price charged for it 
need not pe the same. In Chapter 3, a simple model of exchange is used to 
distinguish values to buyers and values to sellers. The exchange model is 
illustrated first with a single buyer for a given block of standing timbex: 
containing a set volume of timber. The timber buyer is portrayed as having ,a 
range of financial values which he is willing to pay for the timber. These 
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values will depend on the use to which the timber is put, whether it is used to 
produce lumber, or veneer and plywood, for example, and whether utilized 
efficiently, or not. The buyer's maximum willingness to pay is represented by 
his most efficient and valuable use of the timber. 

The government, as seller, can also be portrayed as having a range of 
financial values it is willing to accept, stretching downward and bounded by a 
minimum value based on the alternative uses of timber to the government and the 
economic value of timber in those alternative uses. 

When the buyer's range of willingness to pay values overlaps the 
seller's range of values (willingness to sell), then it is possible to esta
blish a price, that is, a forest charge for the timber at a mutually acceptable 
level. There is a range of values to the buyer and to the seller, but only one 
price is established. 

It may be that the buyer's range of value and the seller's range of 
values do not overlap, in which case it will not be possible to find a mutually 
acceptable price. Sale of the timber would then not be possible unless cir
cumstances change; the value of timber products rises, costs are reduced, or 
the government reassesses its minimum acceptable price. 

When the exchange model is extended to a number of buyers, the range 
of willingness to pay values, and the maximum willingness to pay of each buyer, 
will depend on the uses and produc ts produced, and on the logging, produc tion 
costs and product prices experienced by each buyer. The maximum willingness to 
pay will then be established by that of the lowest cost, or most advantageously 
placed buyer. Consequently, by encouraging more buyers to enter, the govern
ment can raise the range of values and achieve a higher forest charge for the 
timber. 

This exchange model provides a useful basic framework for much of the 
rest of the study. The buyer's willingness to pay is developed into a derived 
demand model of stumpage value of standing timber. The components of the 
seller' & value of timber are elaborated. The components of both the buyer's 
value and the seller's value of concessions are identified. These extensions 
are then applied to the evaluation of alternative types of forest charges on 
timber and on concessions, to the evaluation of alternative methods of esta
blishing the level of forest charges from administratively set charges to 
auctions, and to the choice of recommended charges for a forest revenue 
system. 

2.4 TIMBER VALUES AND STUMPAGE VALUES TO BUYERS (Chapter 4) 

2.4.1 The Derived Demand Stumpage Value Model (Section 4.2) 

The stumpage value model develops the derived demand for standing 
timber from the value of the logs or processed products, and from the logging 
and processing costs involved. The stumpage value model is illustrated first 
for the situation in which logs are sold in a domeBtic or exj)Ort to~ market. 
The actual or anticipated price for the given species and grade of logs i8 the 
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starting point. From this expected price are deducted handling costs and log 
transport costs, to derive the value of logs at roadside. Next, logging costs 
are deducted to arrive at the stumpage value, the value of the standing timber. 
Also included in the deductions is an allowance for profit and risk, based on a 
normal rate of return on the investment, the rate of return that could be 
earned on alternative investments of equal risk. 

This derived stumpage value represents the maximum price the buyer of 
standing timber would be willing to pay for timber of given species and grade, 
while covering his costs and making a normal return on his overall investment. 
As we shall see below, the buyer may be willing to pay more for additional 
incremental timber. 

This derived demand model is illustrated in Chapter 4 (Table 4.1) 
using hypothetical prices and costs. The reader is invited to apply prices and 
costs for situations with which he may be familiar and derive stumpage values 
representative of these situations. 

The derived demand model of stumpage values Rerves to identify the 
fac tors affecting stumpage values and their impac t. It provides a theoretical 
basis for forest charges on the timber cut. In addition, the stumpage value 
model is used to introduce the concept of marginal stumpage value, useful in 
understanding the factors affecting utilization, the effect of forest charges 
on utilization and the means of encouraging utilization. The derived demand 
stumpage value model also provides the theoretical foundation for stumpage 
appraisal, examined in Chapter 11. 

As stumpage values are residually determined, a given increase in the 
prices of logs, or processed products, would result in a more than proportional 
increase in stumpage values. Consequently, forest charges would need to be 
adjusted more than proportionately for price increases in logs or processed 
products if they are to continue to reflect stumpage values. 

Species and grades of logs likewise influence stumpage values, as 
more valuable species and higher grades command higher log prices. Similarly 
stumpage values vary more than proportionately to variations in log prices 
among species or grades. Again, forest charges would need to vary more than 
proportionately to log prices if they are to reflect stumpage values. 

The derived demand model of stumpage value can be based on processed 
products rather than logs. In principle, the stumpage value model is the same, 
but it involves additional steps. Processing costs (overhead, depreciation and 
operating costs), as well as a normal return on capital invested in processing, 
must be deducted from the price of the processed products (sawnwood, plywood, 
or other products). These additional steps, and the increased complexity which 
results, may be necessary if log markets are not competitive, or do not 
adequately reflect log values. Basing stumpage values on processed products 
could result in higher stumpage values if processed products reflect a more 
valuable .use than logs, and if processing costs are not excessive. Alterna
tively, logs might yield a higher stumpage value, and thus represent the most 
valuable use. 
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Factors Influencing Stumpage Values (Section 4.3) 

The derived demand model serves to idendfy both the factot'S deter
mining stumpage values and the response of stumpage values to changes in these 
factors. lbe prices of logs, or forest products, produced from the timber is 
the first and most obvious factor affecting stumpage values. Based on the 
derived demand model, higher prices yield higher stumpage values. Stumpage 
values are sensitive to changes in the prices of logs or processed products. 

Log transportation costs and log production costs are deductions in 
estimating stumpage values. Because log transportation costs are a significant 
cost in many tropical countries, and vary with distance, stumpage values will 
likewise vary significantly wi th distance. Log production costs depend on 
logging conditions and, in turn, on such factors as ground conditions, slope 
and stand conditions. Consequently, stumpage values will be influenced by 
ground conditions, slope and stand conditions. 

Identification of the factors affecting stumpage values provides the 
basis for identifying possible variables to include in forest charges. 

Marginal Stumpage Values (Section 4.4) 

The concept of the marginal stumpage value of additional timber is an 
important extension of the basic stumpage value model. It is a useful concept 
in setting forest charges to encourage more complete utilization of the forest. 
Where some of the logging, transportation or processing costs are already 
covered (fixed costs such as road construction costs or overhead cost of 
logging, for example), the cost of logging additional timber will be less, and 
thus the stumpage value of the additional timber higher. Similarly, if capital 
investments in logging equipment or processing plants have already been made, 
the firm may be willing to accept a lower profit and rate of return in the 
short run, and consequently willing to pay a high price for additional timber. 

This concept of marginal stumpage value is useful in evaluating the 
effects of forest charges on the utilization of marginal timber, or additional 
timber, on lower valued species and on marginal timber stands. It is also 
useful in explaining why stumpage prices bid in auctions may sometimes exceed 
estimated average stumpage values. 

2.5 STUMPAGE VALUES TO THE SELLER AND MINIMUM CHARGES (Chapter 5) 

The value of timber to the seller is the other side of the exchange 
model. Just as buyers have a range of values and a maximum value, so the 
goverlDDent , as seller, has a range of values and, in this case. a minimum. 
The buyer's range of values and his maximum are based on the uses of the timber 
and prices obtained. On the other hand, the seller's range of values and his 
minimum charge are based on costs, administrative costs and opportunity costs. 

The government will normally wish to cover at least the administra
tive costs involved in selUng the timber and in supervising cutting activi
ties, otherwise the government will be out of pocket, and it then would be 
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better to let the timber remain uncut. Minimum charges should therefore cover 
the actual costs of selling the timber; that is the costs involved in making 
the sale, in supervision of harvesting operation, in enforcing girth limits, in 
scaling the output, in billing and collecting the revenue, and a proportion of 
the administrative overhead attributed to the sale of standing timber. 

In addition, the seller's value wUl reflect the alternative uses, 
the opportunities foregone in cutting the timber, or the costs of regenerating 
the area. Depending on the circumstances, the minimum charge should reflect 
one or other of these alternatives, and the higher of the alternatives where 
more than one is applicable. Where timber values in the future are expected to 
rise substantially, perhaps because a strong demand for timber products is 
anticipated in the future or because of a possibile shortage, then the govern
ment should be willing to sell the timber today only if it can get more for it 
now than it can by selling it later. Future timber values will be an important 
factor to consider in setting minimum forest charges when the values of forest 
products are rising rapidly, or are expected to rise rapidly in the future. 

If alternative uses of timber for fuelwood or non-marketed uses such 
as for food, game, wildlife, mediCines, erosion control, watershed protection, 
or other uses, then the seller's value of the timber should also reflec t these 
alternative uses. If minimum charges reflect these values then stands will be 
logged for timber only if the industrial use is of greater value than these 
alternative uses. 

Conversely, there may be benefi ts from harves ting the timber, bene
fits from salvage logging prior to plantation establishment, silvicultural 
benefits and benefits from improved utilization. In such cases the seller's 
minimum valu,e will be reduced, and minimum charges should be lowered. 

Of course the government in all cases should try to achieve charges 
close to the buyer's maximum price. 

Where the government is committed to replacing the forest after 
cutting, then it can be argued that the seller's value should reflect the cost 
of regeneration of the area cut-over, and this could become a basis for minimum 
Charges. The argument is a tricky one. It can be made only if the government 
will actually incur regeneration costs. In such cases, it would be unwise for 
the government to encourage the harvesting of timber through low forest 
charges, which yield insufficient revenue to finance regeneration, if the 
government will be committed to spending substantially more on reforesting the 
area. However, should the buyer's maximum willingness to pay be below the cost 
of regeneration, the government will face a difficult decision in setti~ 
minimum charges. If it sets charges to reflect regeneration costs, buyers will 
be unwilling to pay such charges, harvesting will be reduced and timber left 
uncut. 
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THE VALUE OF CONCESS IONS AND TIMBER RIGHTS (Chapter 6) 

The Value of Timber Rights to Concession Holders (Section 6.2) 

Forest concessions or other forms of timber rights have value to the 
forest industry, in addition to the timber contained thereon. They provide 
security of timber supply into the future at established forest charges. 
Therefore Where a concession provides future timber supplies at forest charges 
that are less than the stumpage value of the timber, the concession can be of 
considerable value. Concessions also provide security for the expansion of 
processing plants as well as bargaining power in obtaining additional timber, 
in the purchase of logs, or in negotiations wi th logging contrac tors. These 
values are in the nature of an insurance value. 

Based on the value of concessions to buyers, a case can be made for 
charges on concessions in addition to charges on the timber cut. To reflect 
these values, charges on concessions could be based on the area of the conces
sion, the volume of timber, or the allowable cut. An annual charge based on 
the total area of the concession is a simple alternative related both to the 
size of the concession and to the length of tenure. 

The Seller's Value of Concessions and Minimum Concession Charges 
(Section 6.3) 

The Government, as seller, will have a range of values and a minimum 
value for concessions. The seller's minimum value is based on the administra
tive costs of supervising the concessions. In addition, it incorporates the 
higher of the future value of the concession, or the foregone opportunities in 
allocating the area to timber harvesting. These seller's values provide a 
basis for minimum charges on concessions, in addition to minimum charges on the 
timber cut. 

APPLIED FOREST VALUATION AND PRICING: THE CHOICE OF FOREST 
CHARGES AND THE DESIGN OF A FOREST REVENUE SYSTEM (PART III) 

In Part III the analytical structure, outlined above is applied to 
the evaluation of forest charges and forest revenue systems, first to the 
evaluation of a range of alternative forest charges, then to several methods of 
determining the level of these charges. and then to practical questions and 
problems of stumpage appraisal. Finally. the analysis is synthesized in 
discussion of forest revenue systems. Four criteria for the evaluation of 
forest charges are first identified. 

2.7 CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING FOREST CHARGES AND FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS 
(Chapter 7) 

Forest charges serve not just to collect forest revenue. but also as 
tools for other forest policy and economic development objectives. In the 
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evaluation of forest charges and forest revenue system four broad objectives 
are applied to the individual forest charges. 

These four broad objectives are: (1) financial revenue to the govern
ment, (2) administrative costs and practicality, (3) economic efficiency in 
utilization and forest management and, (4) distribution of economic effects, 
revenue and income. 

In addition, two broad general constraints are identified: (1) 
physical and biological feasibility, and (2) social and cultural acceptability. 
Together, the four objectives and two constraints provide a cOluprehensive 
framework for the evaluation of forest charges or forest revenue systems. 
While policy objectives may vary among countries, these four broad objectives 
and two general constraints can be widely accepted. The importance, or weight, 
placed on these objectives by particular countries is likely to vary more 
widely than the objectives themselves, while the constraints may be of more 
importance in some countries than in others. 

Financial Revenue to the Government (Section 7.3) 

Financial revenue to the government is the first and most obvious 
objective. It may also be the most important criteria for many countries. 
Revenues can be evaluated in terms of revenue per cubic metre of timber, or in 
terms of total revenues collected. Additional factors to consider are the 
variability of revenues and the timing of revenues. 

Forest charges can also be evaluated by comparing the actual revenue 
generated (per cubic metre or in total) with the potential revenue. The stump
age value model developed in Chapter 4 provides the framework for identifying 
potential stumpage revenue froll tiluber cut, based on the willingness to pay of 
timber buyers. The value of timber rights and of concessions, discussed in 
Chapter 6, provides the basis for identifying the potential revenues from 
ground rental charges and other concession charges. 

Forest charges which reflect, as closely as possible, the stumpage 
value of timber and the value of concessions will mean that the actual revenues 
from the forest charge approach potential revenues, and consequently maximize 
revenues. 

Administration Cost and Practicality (Section 7.4) 

Some forest charges are simple and easy to administer, requiring few 
forestry personnel and involving little in the ley of administration costs. 
Others are much more complex and costly, even though they may generate more 
revenue or achieve better utilization. 

Administrative costs are measured in terms of the initial or "once 
only" costs involved in the introduction of new forest charges (or in a change 
in existing charges), and the ongoing annual operating costs of the charge. 
Administrative practicality is measured most conveniently in terms of the 
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manpower requirements for supervision, wood measurement and collection of 
revenues. 

Evasion of forest charges is another dimension of administration 
which affects both administration costs and practicality. Evasion of forest 
charges can be of significance in forestry activities, which are by nature 
carried out in rural and remote areas, are difficul t to oversee and are not 
always amenable to cross-checking through other transactions. 

The costs and practicality to the forest industry in complying with 
alternative charges should also be considered under administration costs and 
practicality. Even though such costs are not borne by the government, they 
affec t the overall economic efficiency of each al ternative charge. The 
certainty of liability is another dimension of concern to the forest industry. 

Economic Efficiency in Utilization and Forest Management (Section 
7.6) 

Forest revenues can serve to complement forest mana~ement activities, 
encourage utilization, restrict overcutting, and thus can serve to achieve 
economic efficiency in the use of the forest resource and forest management. 
On the other hand, if charges are improperly set they can cause difficulties 
for forest management and impose additional burdens in the enforcement of 
regulations. 

Equity in The Distribution of Economic Effects, Revenue and Income 
(Section 7.7) 

Forest charges through their effects on harvesting activities, utili
zation, local processing, etc. can have :Important effects on employment, the 
availability of forest products and prices, and hence on income distribution. 
Since income distribution is of increasing :Importance as a policy objective in 
many countries, it is important that these :Impacts of alternative forest 
charges be considered. 

Constraints (Section 7.8) 

The two basic constraints complete the set of criteria for the evalu
ation of forest charges and forest revenue systems. They are (a) physical and 
biological feasibility and (b) social, cultural and ideological acceptability. 
They are both broad and obvious, as well as important. They may significantly 
limit the choice of forest charges in the forest revenue system. 

Balancing Objectives in The Choice of Forest Charges (Section 7.9) 

These four objectives and the two basic constraints provide a broad 
set of criteria for the evaluation of the wide rause of forest charges 
introduced below and evaluated in the followina chapters. 
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Some forest charges may measure up well in terms of one or more of 
the objectives, although not in terms of others. In choosing among alternative 
forest charges, trade-offs among the objectives must be identified. The final 
choice of a forest revenue system for a particular country is a policy deci
sion, which will depend on the weight, or importance, placed on each objective. 
The choice is not for the analyst to make. Rather, the role of the analyst is 
to identify the alternatives and the trade-offs. 

2.8 SURVEY OF ALTERNATIVE FOREST CHARGES CLASSIFIED BY BASE (Chapter 8) 

The survey of forest charges from a selected group of eight major 
tropical forest countries in West Africa and South East Asia reveals a diver
sity of forest revenue arrangements and experience. Yet it also illustrates 
some common problems, approaches and responses to forest revenue arrangements. 

This survey is intended to contribute to the sharing of the experi
ence with and ideas on alternative forest revenue arrangements among developing 
countries. Much can be learned from the practical experience of other 
countries. 

2.8.1 Classification of Forest Charges (Section 8.2) 

Forest charges vary by the base upon which they are levied (area, 
volume, value, profits, etc.), the point or location at which they are levied 
(in the forest, at roadside, at a processing plant, at port, etc.), how they 
are determined (by negotiation, competitive auction, administrative decision), 
the timing of the charge (initial, annual, as timber is cut, etc.), and finally 
but most commonly, by the rationale for the charge; the purpose of the charge 
or the use to which the funds are put (stumpage fees, royalties, reforestation 
fees, silvicul tural cess, research fund contributions, public works charges 
etc.). In fact, the rationale for the charge by which it is named is the least 
useful basis for classification and analysis of forest charges. 

To facilitate a comparison of forest charges among developing 
countries and to enable countries to draw on the experience of other countries, 
forest charges and alternative forest revenue arrangements are classified in 
terms of the base upon which they are levied and surveyed under fourteen broad 
types of forest charges or forest revenue arrangements. 

These fourteen classes under which forest charges and forest revenue 
arrangements surveyed are: 

On Concessions 

- Licence Fees. 

- Annual Ground Rentals 

- Fees Based on Standing Timber, The Annual Allowable Cut, or 
Property Values. 
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On Timber Harvested 

- Per-Tree Charges 

- Volume Based Charges 

- Charges Based on Area Logged 

On Forest Products Production 

- Charges on Processed Forest Products 

- Charges on Minor Forest Products 

On Foreign Trade 

- Export Charges on Logs and Forest Products 

For Services 

- Fees for Services Provided 

On Productive Factors 

- Charges in Equipment and Workers 

On Companies 

- Corporation Income Tax 

- Profit Based Royalties 

Governement Partipication in Concessions, Harvesting and Processing 

- Joint Ventures or Full Government Ownership of Concessions, Lo~ging 
Operations or Processing Plants. 

These cover a full range of possible charges and alternative forest 
revenue arrangements. In subsequent chapters they are evaluated in terms of 
two dimensions: (a) The type of charge, classified by the base upon which they 
are levied (in Chapter 9), (b) The level of forest charges and the methods of 
establishing the level (in Chapter 10). 

2.9 EVALUATION OF FOREST REVENUE CHARGES CLASSIFIED BY BASE (Chapter 9) 

The fourteen types of forest charges surveyed in Otapter 8 are 
evaluated in terms of the four objectives established above (and in Chapter 
7). The choice of the base as the criterion for the classification facilitates 
their evaluation since their economic effects on utilization, forest manage
ment, employment and production, as well as financial revenues to the govern
ment, are determined by the base upon which the charge is levied. 
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The evaluation builds on the review of forest charges in the previous 
chapter and draws on the experience of the countries surveyed. The evaluation 
of these fourteen types of charges is summarized in Table 9.1, at the beginning 
of Chapter 9 (see pages 118-123). Table 9.1 provides a convenient overview of 
the evaluation. For the detailed evaluation, the reader is referred to the 
relevant sections of Chapter 9. 

2.10 SETTING THE LEVEL OF FOREST CHARGES (Chapter 10) 

The structure of forest revenue systems and the choice of types of 
forest charges, discussed in Chapter 9, is conveniently separated from the more 
contentious issues related to the level of charges dealt with in Chapter 10. 
Chapter 10 evaluates six methods of setting the level of forest charges: 
administratively set fixed-rate charges, value related (ad valorem) charges, 
formula approaches, negotiation, open-bid or sealed-bed auctions, and public 
log marke ts. 

Each of the six methods is described, reviewed and evaluated in turn, 
along with examples drawn from the countries surveyed. Each method is evalu
ated in terms of the four objectives and criteria established above (and 
in Chapter 7). The results of the evaluation of methods of setting the level 
of charges are summarized in Table 10.1 at the beginning of Chapter 10 (see 
pages 168-170). Table 10.1 provides a convenient overview of this evaluation. 
For the detailed evaluation, the reader is referred to the relevant sections of 
Chapter 10. 

2.11 STUMPAGE APPRAISAL (Chapter 11) 

Stumpage appraisal is the estimation of the financial value of the 
standing timber to be harvested as logs or converted into processed products. 
It represents a practical application of the derived demand model developed in 
Chapter 4. 

Stumpage appraisal, in some form, is an element in establishing the 
level of charges under several of the methods identified above. It is a neces
sary step in establishing the level of administratively set charges, in setting 
the ad valorem rates for value related charges, and in setting the parameters 
in formula approaches. It provides important information for negotiation of 
the level of charges, and it is desirable in establishing upset prices in 
auctions of standing timber and in public log markets. 

The stumpage appraisal systems of the United States Forest Se.rvice, 
the United States Bureau of Land Management and the British Columbia Forest 
Service in Canada are examples of 'Well developed and sophisticated stumpage 
appraisal systems. Each system benefits from detailed information on prices 
and costs gathered from generally competitive markets, and from a well trained 
staff operating an appraisal systems refined over a number of years. In 
addition, the large volume of timber sold by each agency warrants the invest
ment of time, effort and staff in information gathering and in the refinement 
of the system. 
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Stumpage appraisal in developing countries faces greater problems 
than these appraisal systems. Tropical forests, of course, are more complex 
and variable. Both logging costs and timber values are more difficult to 
estimate because of this. Markets for logs and processed production are 
commonly less competitive and prices less reliable. Logging costs are more 
variable. In addition, the skilled personnel to undertake appraisal are 
scarce. 

'nle solution to these problems lies in the application of more- basic 
and simpler appraisal methods that can be operated with fewer personnel and are 
less demanding in data requirements. The solution also lies in greater 
reliance on other methods of establishing forest charges, and in the encourage
ment of competition for timber, both to provide data. for appraisals and to 
reduce the reliance on appraisals. 

Examples of appraisal systems from several developing countries are 
reviewed, along with examples of the necessary studies of logging costs. 

2.12 FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS: STRUCTURE AND PROPOSALS (Chapter 12) 

The study develops a systematic approach, which has emphasized the 
interrelationships among forest charges. In the final chapter the conclusions 
on types of forest charges and on means of establishing the level of charges 
are drawn together, and some important interrelationships emphasized. The 
broad outlines of a general forest revenue system and alternatives are 
presented. The special circumstances of individual countries would, of course, 
require substantial adjustment to this basic system and choices among the 
alternative charges. 

2.12.1 Outline of B Basic Forest Revenue System (Section 12.2) 

The suggested framework of a basic forest revenue system consists of 
the fo 11 ow! ng : 

2.12.2 

1. Annual Ground Rentals on Concessions, based on the area of the 
concession, administratively set or established by bidding. 

2. Volume Based Charges on the Timber Cut, levied on all timber 
cut, whether used domestically or exported. Charges should 
incorporate a number of key factors such as species, distance, 
log diameters or grades. 

3. Export Charges and Domestic Processing Incentives. A uniform 
export tax on logs, to provide an equal incentive for domestic 
processing of all species, sizes, grades and qualities of logs. 

Annual Ground Rental Charge (Section 12.3) 

It is suggested tha t annual ground rentals play a more significant 
role in forest revenue systems, and that their levels reflect the value of the 
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concessions generated by the security of timber supply as well as by forest 
charges Which are below stumpage value (as discussed in Chapter 6). 

The level of annual ground rentals could be administratively set, or 
where competition can be achieved, established through auctions of concessions. 
Charges established by auctions would then aid in setting the level of 
administratively set ground rentals in non-competitive situations. 

Minimwn annual ground rentals should be established to cover the 
administrative costs related to concessions and their opportunity cost (values 
in alternative uses). 

An initial lump-sUM licence fee can serve as an alternative, or as a 
supplement to annual ground rental charges. The initial lwnp-sUID licence fee 
could. for example. take the form of a bonus bid on concessions allocated by 
auction or negotiation. 

Volume Based Charges on the Timber Cut (Section 12.4) 

Volume based charges on the timber cut should be the major charge in 
the forest revenue system. and levied on all timber cut, whether used domesti
cally or exported. The level would be based on stumpage values in domestic 
markets. with domestic processing incentives provided by the additional export 
charges levied on log exports. 

Volume based charges should reflec t differences in stumpage value. 
and where feasible vary with several of the key factors. such as species group. 
log diameter, log grade and distance. The choice should be limited to the most 
important of these, in order to facilitate administration, and to avoid a too 
complex set of volume based charges. 

Alternative charges on the timber cut include a charge based on the 
area logged, or a per-tree stumpage charge. Area based charges on the timber 
cut are recommended for plantation stands or high forest stands allocated by 
auc tion. Per-tree stumpage charges are recommended only for small scattered 
logging operations where scaling and supervision would be difficult. 

A tva-part charge on the timber cut, consisting of a fixed. uniform 
area based charge, and a lower volume based charge, is an alternative with ~me 
advantages. The fixed, uniform area based charge is administratively simple, 
collects revenue early and allows a lower volume based charge. The lower 
volume based charge encourages uti'lization, minimizes scaling problems and 
reduces evasion. 

2.12.4 EX20rt Charges on Logs and Domestic Processing Incentives. (Section 
12.5) 

Export charges, in addition to volume based charges, are recommended 
(a) to reflect higher stumpage values in export markets and (b) to provide
incentives for domestic processing. Ideally, the volume based charge shoul. 
reflec t the differences in stumpage value by species, etc., and the export 
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charge would then be a uniform additional charge. The uniform export char~e 

would provide an equal domestic processing incentive on all timber. 

An alternative approach consists of a higher volume based char~e 
based on stumpage values derived from export log prices, combined with a 
rebate, based on the output of processed products. The higher charge on logs, 
plus the rebate based on the output of processed products, would encourage full 
recovery of processed produc ts, and the two components would provide a cross
check on scaling and minimize evasion. 

Export charges on processed products are generally not recommended 
except for special purposes, as they tend to offset the domestic processing 
incentives. 

Export quotas and domestic processing requirements are better re
placed by higher export charges. Higher export charges can generally do as 
well and, in addition, yield additional revenue. 

2.12.5 Charges for Special Situations (Section 12.6) 

Some of the other charges reviewed and evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9 
can be useful for special situations, or as components of a two-part charge. 
Profit based royalties might be applied to new, large forest industry projects. 
Joint ventures or full government ownership of concessions, harvest ing and 
processing operations may be advantageous for certain areas. Such operations 
can provide useful information on market prices, logging costs and hauling 
costs. 

Establishing the Level of Forest Charges (Section 12.7) 

A forest revenue system should perferably include more than one 
method of setting the level of charges. One m~thod can assist in establishing 
levels under another method. For example, open-bid or sealed-bid auctions in 
competitive situations can yield information on stumpage values of use in esta
blishing charges by other methods. Public log markets can yield information on 
log prices, logging costs, hauling costs and stumpage values. 

A strategy for establishing and adjusting the levels of forest 
charges is suggested. It includes the following components: 

- The annual adjustment of administratively set, fixed-rate charges by 
means of a simple escalation fot'l'lula based on a readily available 
price index (the country's consumer price index, national accounts 
price index, or forest product prices). 

- Development and introduction of formula approaches, where feasible. 

- Inc rea sed use of open- bid or sealed bid auc tions where compe ti tion 
for timber and concessions can be encouraged, in order to test their 
feasibility, to develop administrative procedures and to provide 
information for setting charges by other methods. 
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- Limited introduction of public log markets. initially in the most 
sui table locations. to test their feas1 bUity. measure their bene
fits. as well as to provide information for setting charges by other 
methods. 

- Surveys of forest product prices. to provide information for the 
setting and adjusting of charges. 

Surveys of contra~~tor rates for 
information on logging and hauling 
of charges. l.Jhere custom sawing 
rates should be surveyed as well. 

logging and hauling. to provide 
costs and for setting and updating 
of logs is common. custom sawing 

A Cautionary Note on Things to Avoid in Forest Revenue Systems 
(Section 12.8) 

Finally to complete the discussion of 
revenue sys tem some things to avoid are ment ioned • 

the structure of a forest 
These includt!: 

- Avoid too many different charges in the forest revenue system. Use a 
basic system consisting of only two, three, or at most four charges. 

- Avoid several separate charges levied on the same base. 

- Avoid including too many factors in forest charges. Include only the 
two or three key factors affecting stumpage values. 

- Avoid charges based on criteria that are difficult to define. measure 
or verify, or are subject to interpretation or manipulation. 

- Avoid charges established by statute, as these are often difficult to 
up-date. 

- Avoid administratively set, fixed-rate charges which do not include a 
mechanism for adjustment and review. 

- Avoid value related (ad valorem) charges based on prices which are 
under the control of individual firms, such as export charges based 
on the declared value of individual shipments. 

Avoid using export charges on logs to 
and to encourage domestIc processing. 
quately serve two functions. 

both reflect stumpage values 
A single charge can not ade-

- Avoid using export quotas or domestic processing requirements to 
encourage domestic processing. Instead use higher export charges on 
logs. 

- Avoid the use of the corporate income tax as a substitute for forest 
charges on concessions or on timber cut. Charges on the timber cut' 
should be levied in addition. 
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Avoid creating uncertainty in forest revenue systems. The basic 
structure of the forest revenue system and the methods of setting tl~ 
level of charges should be clearly established. The individual 
charges and levels should be certain. If uncertainty is reduced, 
higher charges can be achieved and increased revenues realized. As 
well increased investment and improved utilization eRn be encour
aged. 
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PART 11 

A FRAMEWORK FOk FOREST VALUATION AND PRICING 

Chapter 3 

TL/18Ek VALUF.S AND PRICES 

3. 1 INTRODUCT ION 

The concepts of value and price are central to the establishment of a 
system of fotest revenue charges. While most people recognize that the value 
of commodities and the price of commodities differ, and that values can vary 
between users and used, in everyday discussion these distinctions are commonly 
overlooked. 

The objective of this short chapter is to identify, define and care
fully distinguish the concepts of value and of prke as they apply to standing 
til.lber, forest products or. timber rights. A simple model of exchange is used 
to identify the range of valu~s to buyers and sellers and to distinguish these 
from timber prices. This model of exchange ~rovides a basic framework for much 
of the remainder of thE' paper. 

Stumpage val ues to the buyer and the fae tors affecting these values 
at'l:! identified in Chapter 4 using a derived demand model, and the concepts are 
then applied In Part Uf, in the evaluatlon of alternative charges and in the 
discussion of timber dppraisal. Stumpage values to the seller, the government, 
are examined in Chapter 5. They serve as a be.sis for the establishmer.t of 
minimum forest charges. 

The model of exchange is also used to introduce the price setting 
process. It provides a basis for evaluation of negotiation, auctioning and 
administered price setting in Part III, compar.ing prices established by forest 
charges under these arrangements aga:i.nst the stumpage value of the timber. 

Thus t the distinction between values and prices is an important theme 
throughout the paper. Forest charges cOinmonly do not reflect the stumpage 
value of the timber to buyers, although the paver a1"!~ues that they should. 

3.2 VALUES AND Pk ICES OF TIMBER 

The distinctions between the value and price of marketed commodities 
are commonly blurred. In day-to':'day discussion we often uke value and price 
as equivalent. Values, that 1s financial values, and price coincide only in 
certain special circumstances, as for example. in competitive markets with many 
buyers, 8pllers and tt'ttnsactions. Under less compet1.tive situations, in uhich 
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many commodities includIng timber are commonly sold, financial values and 
prices are likely to diverge. 

The financial value and price of a commodity or service can be 
defined and distinguished as follows: 

Financial value to a buyer is the estimated range of potential prices 
he would be willing to pay, based on the alternative uses to which the 
commodity or service can be put. It is bounded by the estimated maximum price 
the buyer would be willing to pay for a given quantity of the commodity Ot' 

service based on its best use (Beuter 1971 Timber Value:2; Boulding 1955 Econo
mic Analysis:3l-33). Financial values to the buyer, based on willinl!';ness to 
pay, are dependent on the user, the perceived uses to which the commodity or 
service can be put, and the perceived revenues and costs involved. 

Financial value to the seller is the estimated ranl!';e of potential 
prices the seller would be willing to accept, bounded by the estilDated minimum 
price he would be willing to accept. Willingness to sell values are dependent 
on the seller, on the perceived alternative uses, and on the revenues and costs 
of these alternative uses. 

Market price is the amount actually paid by the buyer and accepted by 
the seller for the commodity or service when the transaction takes place 
(Beuter 1971: 2; Boulding 1955: 31-33). 

Thus there is but one market price established for a given trans
action, but a range of values based on the values to potential buyers and 
sellers. The value of the commodity or service depends on the potential uses 
and the circumstances of potential buyers. The value depends also on the costs 
and limitations or constraints faced by the buyer as ~ll as on the assumptions 
and judgement of the buyer. For example, high quality tropical logs have 
different values as sawlogs for lumber production, as peeler logs for veneer 
and plywood production, or as export logs. A stand of timber may have a hi8her 
stumpage value to a conveniently located processing plant than to one located a 
hundred kilometres further away. The value of logs to a locally owned proces
sing plant may differ from that to a transnational corporation wi th marke ting 
subsidiaries in consuming countries. 

3.3 A SIMPLE MODEL OF EXCHANGE 

The simple theory of exchange, illustrated in Figure 3.1, provides a 
useful framework within which to identify and distinguish values to buyers and 
sellers of timber, to distinguish them from the price and to introduce the 
prke setting process. 

The exchange model is illustrated digramatically for a single buyer 
of a given block of standing timber containing a given volume of timber in the 
left hand panel of Figure 3.1. The timber buyer will have a range of financial 
values which bP. Is willing to pay for the timber. 'nlese values will depend on 
the use to which the timber is put, whether it is used to produce lumber or 
veneer and plywood, for example. It will also depend on logging and processing 
costs, whether utilized efficiently or not, and whether used in an efficient or 
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FIGURE 3.1 

DLAGRAM REPRESENTING THE RANGE OF FINANCLAL VALUES 
TO BUYERS OF STANDING TIMBER AND A SINGLE SELLER 
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inefficient mill. The buyer's maximum willingness to pay is represented by hls 
most efficient and valuable use of the timber. 

The government 4S seller also has a range of financial values it will 
be willing to accept, stretching downward to a minimum acceptable price. The 
range of values for the seller reflects the government's range of prices which 
it would be willing to accept for the standing timber. The seller's minimum 
price reflects the lowest price the governement would accept. At prices below 
this minimum the government would rather leave the stand uncut. This minimum 
acceptable price reflects the administrative costs involved in selling the 
timber plus the higher of (a) the economic costs imposed by cutti.ng the stand 
(soil erosion, watershed losses, etc.)t or (b) the present value (value today) 
of revenue which could be obtained by holding on to the timber for future 
cutting, or (c) the cost of regenerating the forest. Although the government's 
minimum price could of course be zero, there are good reasons why it should not 
be higher. 

Agreement on the sale of standing timber is possible when the buyer's 
range of willingness to pay values overlaps the seller's range of willingness 
to sell values, as in Figure 3.1. Buyer and seller are then able to reach an 
agreement and establish a price (the forest charge) for the timber within this 
range of overlapping values, whether by negotiation, 4uctior.., adiministered 
prices established by the seller, or by other means. Although the transaction 
involves a range of values to buyers and sellers, only one price is esta
blished. 

It may be that the buye!" I 6 and seller's r6.tlge of values do not 
overlap, in which case it wBl not be possible to find a mutually acceptable 
price and so no transaction is possible. 1'1119 situation carl occur where the 
buyer's range of willingness to pay is lower than that illustrated 1n Figurt! 
3.1, perhaps because of lower forest products prices, lower quality of the 
stand, or because the logging or procet>sing costs are higher. No overlap may 
also result from a higher seller's minimum price, reflecting perhaps higher 
value of alternative uses or higher expected future prices. 

Extension of this simple model of exchange from one buyer to a number 
of buyers is likely to increase the range in ".fllingness to pay and to ra1st! 
the maximum as new buyers are introduced who are more efficient or have more 
valuable uses for the timber. This is illustrated in the right hand panel of 
Figure 3.1. !be range of wUUngness to pay of four buyers and their maximum 
values are shown. Those buyers wi th low logging or processing costs or with 
the ability to utilize the timber for higb valued products will have higher 
maximum prices within the range, others lower maximum prices. Thus by encour
aging more buyers to enter. the government can widen the range of values and 
perhaps achieve a higher forest charge. 

This framework of values and prices can also be used to portray for 
example the sale of logs at roadside or at a port, the sale of forest products 
at processing plant or at a port, sales between either government or private 
buyers, or between private sellers and buyers. It can also be used to portray 
the sale or disposal of timber concessions or other forms of rights to timber, 
aold by negotiation, auction, or other means. In all cases a range of values 



to buyers and sellers is involved and a price can be established if the ranges 
of values overlap. 

3 • 4 THE I.E VE L OF FORES T CHARGE S 

If the buyer's range of willingness to pay values and the seller's 
range of willingness to sell values overlap, as in Figure 3.1, there is oppor
tWlity to establish a mutually acceptable price, or forest charge, within the 
area of overlapping values. Within this area of mutual benefit, buyers would 
obviously prefer a low forest charge, approaching the seller's minimum. The 
seller would obviously prefer a forest char6e that approaches the buyer's 
maximum willingness to pay. 

The level of the forest charge (a single price) can be established 
within this range of mutual benefit by one of several approaches: by negotia
tion between the two parties where only one buyer and seller are involved, by 
open bidding auc tion or sealed tender if lUore than one buyer is involved, by 
market pricing if an active market exists, or by administratively established 
prices. These and other means of establishing the level of forest charges are 
eX8JIl.ined in Chapter 10, and their applicability to different situations and 
effectiveness evaluated. 

3.5 MARKET AND ECONOMIC VALUES 

The simple model of exchange and price setting has been developed in 
terms of financial value based on marke t: values, monetary costs and prices. 
This is appropriate since forest charges primarily involve financial pricing 
arrangements. To the private industry utilizing the timber, financial values 
are all that count, since they are concerned with monetary prices, costs, and 
profi ts. 

The government too is concerned with financial values. It is con-
cerned with maximizing forest revenues, and therefore wi th achieving forest 
charges that reflect the willingness to pay of buyers, and approach the buyers' 
maximum willingness to pay. However, the government is also concerned with 
broader economic values, both in pursuing other forest policy and economic 
development objectives in addition to revenues, and in the establishment of 
minimum forest charges. 

Economic values involve financial values derived from market values 
but adjusted for market distortions such as monopoly, unemployment, shadow 
pricing of foreign exchange, etc. and for non-market factors such as pollution, 
or other external costs or benefits. Economic values also include the value of 
non-marketed goods and services such as erosion control values, the value of 
food and game produced, etc. 

In pursuing forest policy objec tives such as efficiency in the utili
zation of the forest resource, or economic development objectives, such as 
encouraging further processing, it is economic values rather than financial 
values which are of concern to the government. 
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Likewise, in establishing minimum forest charges to reflect alterna
tive non-market uses such as watershed protection, etc., it is economic values 
rather than financial values which are of concern to the government. 

3.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter has served to identi fy the introduce a number of con
cepts which will be developed and applied in subsequent chapters. The simple 
model of exchange introduced in this chapter will serve as a basic framework 
for much of the rest of the study. 

The concept of the buyer's willingness to pay is developed into a 
derived demand model of timber value in the next chapter and the model used to 
identify the factors which influence the willingness to pay. 

In Chapter 6 t the willingness to pay concept of value is used to 
identify the value of timber concessions to concessionaires. 

The derived demand model and these factors affecting stwnpage values 
are applied in Part III, in Chapter 9 in evaluation of alternative forest 
charges, as well as in Chapter 10 in evaluation of the methods of determining 
the level, and in Chapter 11 on timber appraisal. 

The concept of the seller's value of timber provides the basis for 
the development of minimum forest charges in Chapter 5 and the minimum level of 
concession charges in Chapter 6. These concepts are applied in Part III in 
Chapters 9, 10 and 11. 

The distinctions between financial values based on market prices and 
economic values based on the values of non-market outputs and the adjustment of 
market prices for market distortions and imperfections will be utilized in 
evaluation of forest charges in terms of the other non-revenue objectives of 
forest policy introduced in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 4 

TIMBER VALUED AND STUMPAGE VALUES TO BUYERS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter extends the framework of the exchange model developed in 
the previous chapter, focusing on the buyer's range of values and maximum 
willingness to pay. A derived demand model Is developed for estimating the 
buyer's maximum willingness to pay for timber at various stages in the 
produc tion processes (for forest produc ts, for roundwood at roadside in the 
forest, for standing timber in the forest, i.e., stumpage). 

Timber values, refer to the value of timber at various stages of 
produc tion; roundwood at roadside in the forest, round wood delivered to the 
processing plants, processed products, or export logs delivered to the port for 
example. Consequently timber values must be qualified by form and location. 
Stumpage value, on the other hand, refers to the value of standing timber 
located "on the stump" in the forest. Thus stumpage value is the timber value 
of standing timber. 

In establishing stumpage prices, royalties, or other forest charges 
whether by auction, negotiation or administrative decision, the government 
needs to know the stumpage value (i.e., the buyer's maximum willingness to pay) 
of the standing timber. Moreover, a knowledge of the factors affecting timber 
values and stumpage values is important both in establishing forest charges and 
in revising and updating them. 

The objectives of this chapter are first to develope the stumpage 
value model which identifies the buyer's maximum willingness to pay for 
standing timber as a derived demand. Second, the chapter utilizes the model to 
identify the factors affecting this residually determined derived demand and to 
illustrate the effect of changing conditions affecting these factors. Finally, 
the chapter utilizes the derived demand model to develop the concept of 
marginal stumpage values and marginal timber values. 

4.2 THE DERIVED DEMAND STUMPAGE VALUE MODEL 

The stumpage value of standing timber, both to buyers of short-term 
timber supplies and to concession oolders, reflects the buyer's evaluation of 
t he timber in alternative uses and ·is based on their circumstances and costs. 
Thus the demand for stumpage is a derived demand based on the forest products 
and the stumpage value of the standing timber is a derived value. For the 
buyer producing logs, stumpage values are derived from the market price of 
logs. For the buyer producing sawnwood and plywood, stumpage values are 
derived from the market price of the sawnwood on plywood. 
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Stumpage Values Derived from Log Prices 

The stumpage value of standing timber, representing the buyer's maxi
mum willingness to pay, is derived in Table 4.1 for the simpler case in which a 
market of logs exists with an identifiable market price, using export log 
prices for illustration. Illustrative costs and prices in terms of U. S. 
dollars are presented in column 1 of Table 4.1. The reader is invited to apply 
the analysis to his own estimated costs and prices, based on situations with 
which he is familiar. Column 2 of Table 4.1 is provided for the reader's own 
costs and prices and his own derivation of stumpage value. 

In columns 3 and 4 of Table 4.1 t he illustrative costs are divided 
into fixed and variable costs. This division will be utilized at the end of 
the chapter in discussion of the marginal stumpage values in harvesting addi
tional timber from an area. Fixed costs represent those costs which are 
incurred irrespective of whether any logs are produced or hauled. Variable 
costs are those that are directly related to the level of production. Road 
construction, log transportation, overhead, and log production overhead can all 
be classified as fixed costs, approximately fixed regardless of the level of 
output. Port handling charges, trucking costs, felling and yarding costs can 
be classified as variable costs. 

In deriving stumpage values, the starting point is the average export 
price of logs for the species and grades contained in the stand. In Table 4.1 
an illustrative price of $100 per m3 is used. This average price is the 
price the purchaser of standing timber or cone.ession holder expects to receive 
and represents the financial value to him of the export logs. 

From this export price, port handling charges and log transport costs 
are deducted to arrive at a derived value of logs at roadside of $58 per m3 • 
In this example it represents the maximum price the timber buyer would be 
willing to pay for logs at roadside. 

Finally, log produc tion costs are deducted to arrive at a derived 
demand value of the standing timber of $30 per m3 , the stumpage value of the 
standing timber. This represent the maximum price that the buyer would be 
willing to pay for standing timber to be utilized for export logs. 

Costs are those expected by the concessionaire. They will of course 
vary with port handling costs, hauling distance, road conditions, the terrain 
on which logging is carried out, volume per hectare and other stand conditions. 
We shall have more to sayan these factors when we explore their effect on 
stumpage values. 

The derived demand stumpage value also incorporates a normal profit, 
that is, a normal rate of return on the investment, based on the level of 
investment in fixed capital investment, log inventories and other working 
capital requirements. This normal profit represents the rate of return that 
the buyer or concession holder could earn on alternative investments elsewhere, 
and includes the risk allowance incorporated into the return on alternative 
investments. A1 though this normal profit is not an actual "out of pocket" 
cost, it represents an opportunity cost. in determining the mximum price the 
timber buyer or concession holder would be willing to pay for stumpage. 
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Table 4.1 

ILLUSTRATED DERIVATION OF STUMPAGE VALUES BASED ON LOG PRICES 

Illustrative Reader's Illustrative 
Prices and Own Prices and Costs 

Average Costs Estimates 
Variable Fixed 

Costs Costs 
($/m3) ($/m3) ($ 1m3) ($/m3) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Export price of logs $ lOO/m3 

Less port handling charges 10 10 

Less log transportation costs: 

Road construction 7 7 
Transportation overhead 3 3 
Truck hauling, loading, dumping 18 18 
Normal profit on capital 4 4 

LOG VALUE AT ROADSIDE 
(Maximum willingness to pay)' 58 

~ log production costs: 

Logging overhead 6 6 
Felling and yarding 16 16 
Normal profit on capital 6 6 

DERIVED STUMPAGE VALUE 
(Maximum willingness to pay) 301m3 
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This, in outline, is the derived demand approach to estimating the 
stumpage value of standing timber. that is the maximum price the purchaser 
would be willing to pay. Such an estimate is a necessary step for the buyer or 
concession holder in purchasing timber from the government. whether by auction. 
negotiation or at fixed administered prices. so that he can decide whether the 
timber is worth purchasing. Such estimates of stumpage values are not easy for 
the pUfchaser. However. he does have information on potential prices. on 
logging cost. the level of investment required and the alternative opportunity 
cost rate of return on that investment. The government. on the other hand. is 
less advantaged. and consequently it is in a more difficult poSition in setting 
fees or in negotiation. Yet it is equally important for the government to 
obtain such information in order to realize an adequate price on timber that 
reflects stumpage values. 

Thi-s derived demand model serves to 
ing the stumpage value of standing timber. 
forest products prices, log diameter and 
distance and transportation costs. logging 
hectare. They are examined below. 

identify the key factors affect
These fac tors include species, 

quality, sawing costs. hauling 
costs. terrain and volume per 

This basic derived demand model also provides the theoretical founda
tion for the several methods of timber appraisal and stumpage appraisal. 
StUlD.page appraisal, used in setting the level of fees is, of course, more 
complex and detailed than the simple derived demand model present here. Stump
age appraisal and the data requirement for accurate appraisal are discussed in 
Chapter 11 below. 

4.2.2 Stumpage Values Derived from Forest Product Prices 

In the stUlD.page model illustrated above. the stUlD.page value of stand
ing timber was derived from export log prices. However, in many cases the 
purchaser or concession holder has a processing plant and utilizes the logs to 
produce forest products such as sawowood. plywood. etc. In such cases there is 
no market for logs and 80 the stumpage value· of the standing timber must be 
derived from the value of the forest products produced. 

In this section the basic derived demand stumpage model is extended 
to stUlD.page values derived from forest products. The extension is undertaken 
to demonstrate how stUlD.page values can be derived from forest product values 
and to illustrate that stUID.p8ge values can vary between uses. for example as 
logs or in plywood manufacturer. The deviation of stumpage values from forest 
products is illustrated in Table 4.2. based in this case on plywood prices and 
the price of pulp chips, a by-produc t. Recovery of pulp chips, al though 
unusual. 18 introduced to illustrate the recovery of more than one product. 
StUlD.page values could also, and just as easily, be derived from lawnwood and 
sawnwod prices. 

Illustrative COltS and prices in terms of U.S. dollars are presented 
in colUlD.n 1 of Table 4.2, jUlt as they were in the earlier example based on 
export logl. IDg transportation costs ancl log production cOStl are identical 
to those used in the earlier illustration to facilitate comparisons. The 
reader is again invited to introduce his own estimates of cost and prices and 
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Table 4.2 
ILLUSTRATED DERIVATION OF STUMPAGE VALUES BASED ON FOREST PRODUCT PRICES 

Illustrative Reader's Illustrative 
Prices and Own Prices and Costs 

Average Costs Estimates 

Selling price of plywood x 
recoverl fac tor 

($/m3) 

(1 ) 

($440/~ x 0.50 m3 plywood/ml 
logs) $ 220/m3 

Selliqg price of pulp chips x 
recovery factor 
($50/m3 x 0.30 m3 chips/m3 
logs) 15 

VALUE OF PRODUCTS RECOVERED PER 
m3 OF WGS USED $ 235/m3 

Less plywood manufacturing costs ---r conver ted to log input basis: 
costs/m3 of plywood x recovery factor) 

Overhead ($34/m3 x 0.50) 17 
Depreciation ($24/m3 x 0.50) 12 
Op. costs (labour 1 glue. etc.) 

($170/m~ x 0.50) 85 
Normal profit on capital 

($22 x 0.50) 11 
VALUE OF LOGS ENTERING PLANT 

(Maximum Willingness to pay) $ 110/m3 

Less lOS transportation costs: 

Road construction 7 
Transportation overhead 3 
Truck Hauling. loading, dumping 18 
Normal profit in capital 4 

VALUE OF WGS AT ROADS IDE 
(MaxbDum Willingness to pay) $ 78/m3 

Lesa lOS production costs: 
---roggina overhead 6 

Felli~ and yardina 16 
Normal profit on capital 6 

DEllI VED STUMPAGE VALUE 
(Maaimum Willingness to pay) $ 50/m3 

($/m3 ) 

(2 ) 

Var iable Fixed 
Costs 

($ /m3 ) 

(3) 

85 

18 

16 

Costs 
($ /m3) 

(4) 

17 
12 

11 

7 
3 

4 

6 

6 
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to make his own estimates based on them. Column 2 of Table 4.2 is provided for 
this purpose. 

In columns 3 and 4, costs are divided into fixed and variable costs, 
just as in the earlier illustration. This division will be utilized in estima
tion of marginal stumpage values at the end of the chapter. 

In the illustration chosen, the starting point is the appropriate 
market prices received by the company for plywood and pulp chips. Transfer 
prices paid by a parent company or a marketing subsidiary are "paper prices" 
and would not be an appropriate starting point for the analysis. They commonly 
underrepresent market prices, in order to transfer profits abroad, or occasion
ally exceed market prices to transfer profits into the country. 

Having established. the market prices of the products, the next step 
is to convert the pr ices to a log input basis. This is done by means of 
recovery factors representing the recovery of plywood and chips from the round
wood. In the illustration, 50 per cent of the log is recovered as plywood and 
30 per cent as pulp chips. Thus two cubic metres of roundwood are required to 
produce one cubic metre of plywood, so one cubic metre of roundwood will 
produced $220 worth of plywood. 

Plywood manufacturing costs are deducted to arrive at the value to 
the company of logs delivered to the processing plant, a value of $110 per 
m3 • This represent the maximum pr ice the plywood mill would be wi lUng to 
pay for logs delivered. Costs are normally recorded on the basis of plywood 
output, but are converted to the equivalent in log input, multiplying cost per 
cubic metre by the recovery factor to yield costs per cubic metre of logs 
used. 

Next, log transport costs and log production costs are deducted just 
as in Table 4.1, to arrive at the derived stum~ge value. In this case it 
yields, a derived stumpage value pf $50 per m3 , representing the maximum 
price that the plywood mill would be willing to pay for logs for plywood 
production. 

This model extends the derived demand approach, extending it one step 
further, from the price of the forest products produced back to stumpage 
values. Thus the derivation of stumpage prices from forest products involves 
additional steps and additional information on the production costs of forest 
products. 

4.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING STUMPAGE VALUES 

The derived demand models just developed conveniently serve both to 
identify some of the key factors determining the value of standing timber and 
to examine how the value of standing timber is influenced by these factors. 
This sectiun utilizes these stumpage value models to examine in turn the 
several factors influencing stumpage values. A knowledge of these factors, and 
particularly of how stumpage prices respond to changes or variations in the 
factora, will prove useful in designing forest charges that adequately reflect 
variations in stumpage value and are respon8ive to changing values. 



4.3.1 

- ')0 _ 

The Effect of Log Prices and Processed Product Prices on Stumpage 
Values 

Stumpage val ues to purchasers will vary depending on the produc ts 
produced. This can be illustrated by comparing the stumpage value derived from 
export logs (Table 4.1) and that derill'ed from production of plywood (Table 
4.2), brought together for comparison in Table 4.3. Logging costs are the same 
in both cases. facilitating comparison of the value of the products. 

In the comparison presented in Table 4.3, plywood prices are such 
that plywood is the highest value use. Plywood yields a derived stumpage value 
of $50 per m3 • export logs $30 per m3 • 'Thus companies with plywood plants 
would value the timb~r more highly. Where timber is allocated. for example, by 
competitive auction. then plywood plants would be able to outbid export log 
producers. If the auction is fully competitive and free of distortions, and if 
no add iUonal economic values are involved. then timber would be allocated to 
that use which yields the hIghest stumpage value. efficiency will be attained 
in the utilization of lhe forest at,d government revenue maximized. 

However, the situation could Just as easily be the other way round if 
export log pr ices were higher, or plywood prices lower. Ei ther way, the 
example illustrates that stumpage values depend on the use to which the timber 
is put. 

4.3.2 The Sensitivity of Stumpage Values to the Prices of Logs or Processed 
Products and to Price Changes 

Stumpage values, as they are residually determined, are very sensi
tive both to the level of the prices for logs or processed products and to 
variations in these prices. The sensitivity of stumpage values to log prices 
and the effect "'f changes in logs prices can be illustrated by Table 4.4. 
Using the initial price and the costs of Table 4.1, stumpage values are calcul
ated for price variations of plUG and minus 10, 20 and 40 per cent. 

From Table 4.4 it is apparent that stumpage values are sensitive to 
the prices of the logs or forest products from which they are derived. A 10 
per cent lower export log price (i.e., a 10 per cent decline from the initial 
$100 per m3 in Table 4.1 to $90 per m3 ) leads to a 33 per cent lower stump
age value. Export log prices 20 per cent, or 40 per cent lower result in 
stumpage prices 67 per cent and 133 per cent lower (a negative stumpage value 
for export log prices 40 per cent lower). Export log prices 10 per cent, 20 
per cent and 40 per cent higher lead to stumpage prices which are 33 per cent, 
67 per cent and 133 per cent higher, respectively. 

AB stumpage values are derived residually, changes in stumpage values 
are proportionately greater than changes in log or product prices. This con
clusion has a number of implicat;1.ons for stumpage charges and forest revenue 
systems. lo'1rst, stumpage values will be sensitive to any variation in log 
prices. As Bhown in Table 4.4, a 10 per cent variation in export log prices 
resulted in a 33 per cent change in the stumpage value derived. Likewise, a 10 
per cent error in exporc log prices would result in a 33 per cent error in the 
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Table 4.3 

C(I(PAR.ISON OF STUMPAGE VALUES lER.lVED FRCJol PLYWOOD AND EXPORT LOGS 

Stumpage Value of Timber in Plywood Production 

Value of plywood and pulp chips (per m3 of logl used) 
Less plywood manufacturing costs (per m3 of logs used) 
ViiUe of logs enteriDg plant 
LeiS log transportation costl 
Value of 10g8 at roadside 
LeiS log production costs 
DiiYVED STUMPAGE VALUE AS PLYWOOD 

Stumpage Value of Timber as Export Logs 

Export price of logs 
Less port hand11Dg charges 
LeiS 101 transportation costs 
varue of logs at roadside 
Less log production costs 
DEifVED STUMPAGE VALUE AS EXPORT LOGS 

$ 235/m3 
125 
110 
32 
78 
28 

$ 501m3 

$ 100/m3 
10 
32 
58 
28 

$ 301m3 
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Table 4.4 

THE EFFECTS OF PRICE CHANGES ON STUMPAGE VALUES 
(Based on Figures from Table 4.1) 

Prices, Costs and Values ($ per m3) 

Initial Declining Prices Increasing Price. 
Price 

-10% -20% -40% +10% +20% ... 40% 

Export prke of logs 100 90 80 60 110 120 145 

~ port handUng charges 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

~log transport costs 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 

~log production costs 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 

DERIVED STUMPAGE VALUE 30 20 10 - 10 40 50 70 

% CHANGE IN STUMPAGE VALUE - 33% - 67% - 133% + 33% + 67% + 133% 
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stumpage value derived. Thus accurate stumpage prices, which fully reflec t 
stumpage values, require accurate estimates of log and forest product prices. 

The second implication is that it is important for stumpage fees or 
other charges to be responsive to changes in log values or forest product 
values. Table 4.4 also serves to demonstrate the sensitivity of stumpage 
values to changing log prices or product prices. Ideally, stumpage prices 
should follow and respond to changes in stumpage values, although this may be 
difficult to achieve in practice. Log prices and forest product prices, like 
those of most resource commodities and other primary products, vary both over 
the long term, and cyclically wi th fluctuating wrld demand. Further, as 
changes in stumpage values are proportionately greater than changes in log or 
product price it may be difficult to fully adjust stumpage charges to reflect 
stumpage values especially for cyclical changes in prices. 

Adjustment to long-term changes, and to inflation may require fairly 
sizeable changes in stumpage charges. Formulae approaches to stumpage charges, 
discussed in Chapter 10, and based on log or produce prices have advantages of 
responsiveness by automatic adjustment to prlc.e changes, although they are 
usually not sufficiently sensitive to reflec t fully the changes in stumpage. 

The Effect on Stumpage Values of Variations in Log or Pi"oduct ~rices 
Among Species and Grades 

Just as the stumpage values derived vary with changes in stumpage 
prices, so too do the stumpage values derived vary among species and with log 
grades. Again, because stumpage values are residually derjved, thp. variati.on 
in stumpage values among species and grades will be proportionately greater 
than the variation in log prices. 

These points can also be illustrated with the aid of Table 4.4, by 
interpreting the columns headed "declining prices" and "increasing prices" as 
differing species or grades of higher or lower value than the standard species 
or grade (the "initial price"). Viewed 1.n this way, stumpage values in Table 
4.4 vary significantly between species, from -$10 to +$70 per cubic metre. As 
this variation in stumpage value is proportionately greater than the variation 
in log prices among species and grades, the variation implies that stumpage 
fees and charges, if they are to reflect stumpage values, ought to be varied 
significantly between species or grades. Commonly, the variation in forest 
charges is less than the variation in stumpage values. Thus higher valued 
species or grades are under-valued, earn greater profit and are commonly 
overcut. 

4.3.4 The Effect of Log Transportation and Log Production Costs on Stumpage 
Values 

Log transportation and log production costs are significant factors 
influencing the derived stumpage value estimated by the concessionaire or 
timber buyer. In the illustrations of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 logging costs are a 
sizeable deduction in deriving stumpage values, and can therefore significantly 
influence the stumpage values derived. In Table 4.1 transportation costs and 
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log production costs including profit totaled $60 per m3 , resulting in a 
derived stumpage value of $30 per m3 • With transportation and log production 
costs proportionately larger than the stumpage value derived, a 10 per cent 
increase in transporatation and log production costs to $66 per m3 , perhaps 
as a result of more difficult logging conditions, or as a result of an under
estimate of costs, would reduce the derived stumpage value by $6 per m3 , a 20 
per cent reduction. 

The complexity of factors affecting hauling costs, construction 
costs, the timber stand conditions, and terrain and soil conditions make the 
estimation of logging costs difficult even for companies and concession holders 
with experience in logging. It is also difficult for governments attempting to 
estimate stumpage values to set stumpage fees and forest charges which reflect 
these costs. To do so governments must rely on studies of logging operations 
and cost estimates that are synthetically developed from component cost items, 
time and motion studies, etc. Alternatively, logging, hauling and processing 
costs can also be derived from surveys of contract logging and hauling rates, 
custom sawing charges, etc. In spite of the difficulties, governments need 
such information in setting the level of forest charges, as argued in Chapters 
10 and 11. 

A number of studies by FAO have been undertaken to assist countries 
in strengthening their abilities to develop cost estimates for logging, hauling 
and processing activities (for example FAO 1974, Logging and Log Transport in 
Tropical High Forest; FAO 1976, Harvesting Man-Made Forests in Developing 
Countries; FAO 1977, Planning Forest Roads and Harvesting Systems; FAO 1978, 
Assessment of Logging Costs from Forest Inventories in the Tropics as well as 
studies for individual countries). 

Both log transport costs and log production costs are influenced by a 
large number of variables. Some of the more significant variables affecting 
transportation costs and log production costs are discussed below and their 
impact on stumpage values identified. 

Distance and transportation costs. Transportation costs are a signi
ficant component of the delivered cost of tropical timber because of the weight 
of tropical timber, the often difficult roads, the high cost of imported trucks 
and parts, rising fuel costs, and the costs of road construction. Thus dis
tance, road construction costs, road conditions and other cost factors have an 
important effect on the stumpage values. These factors have been considered 
and their impacts on transportation cost evaluated in the several FAO publiea
tions cited above. 

Stand conditions and ground conditions. Stand conditions including 
such variables as the diameters, stems per hectare, or volume per hectare are 
major determinants of log production cost and consequently of stumpage values. 
Terrain conditions affect cable logging costs, while terrain and soil condi
tions affect tractor logging costs. These factors and their impact on logging 
costs are evaluated in the FAO publications cited above. 

in 
in 

Normal trofits. Normal profits on capital, identified as a cost item 
Table 4.1 and.2, represent an "opportunity cost: of the capital investmen.t· 
log production, log transportation and the processing of forest products. 
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The "opportunity cost" of these capital investments is based on the rate of 
return on investments of equivalent risk and uncertainty ~ insecurity) else
where. They are "opportunity costs" in that if a profit, or rate of return, 
equivalent to that earned elsewhere cannot be maintained, companies will not 
continue to replace equipment and reinvest in logging. Companies may continue 
to operate in the interim, but without replacement or reinvestment. 

Determination of normal profits involves the identification of an 
"opportunity cost", alternative rate of return of equal risk and insecurity, 
and the estimation of the capital investment in fixed and working capital 
to which the rate of return applies. The fixed capital investment is based on 
the depreciated value of equipment, buildings, roads and other fixed assets, 
the stock of parts and other inputs. Working capital includes inventories of 
logs or other forest products and account receivable on logs and products 
shipped. 

4.4 MARGINAL STUMPAGE VALUES 

The concept of marginal stumpage value, the value of an addi tional 
increment in timber supply, is an important concept in estimating the value of 
additional timber harvested from a stand, in establishing charges to encourage 
increased utilization of the forest, or in estimating the value of increased 
timber supplies to processing plants. The concept of marginal stumpage value 
is useful, for example, in setting forest charges to encourage the more 
complete utilization of the forest. Where a company is already logging in an 
area it will not include road construction costs or the fixed costs of logging 
in considering the stumpage value of additional timber. As a result the 
company may be willing to harvest lower valued timber if the road system is 
already in or if it is already operating on the area. 

The concept of marginal stumpage value is also useful in estimating 
t he value of increased timber supplied to processing plants. Where a sawmill 
is operating at less than full capacity, it may be willing to pay more for 
additional logs, or go farther afield for logs, incurring much higher transport 
cdsts. In doing so, the sawmil~ is looking only at the marginal costs of the 
addi tional log supply. As long as the additional logs at least cover the 
additional, or marginal, costs of sawing they will contribute to profit and are 
therefore worth purchasing. It is for this reason that many small sawmills 
operating at less than full capacity are willing to go far afield to obtain 
additional timber, incurring sizeable transport costs for the additional logs. 
Similarly, a plywood mill, or pulp and paper mill, operating at less than full 
capacity will be willing to pay more for additional logs or pulpwood or to go 
farther afield for an additional wood supply, even though it could not pay that 
much, or go 80 far for all its timber supply. 

Marginal Stumpage Values for Logging Operations 

In deciding to log an additional volume of lower valued species, or 
lower grade logs from an existing logging operation, or to haul additional 
timber over an existing road, it is marginal stumpage values that is of 
interest. The roads are already built, the transport and logging overheads 
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have already been covered and the profit on the capital already earned on the 
initial volume lmrvested. Thus only the variable costs incurred are considered 
in estimating the marginal stumpage value. 

Thus, based on the variable costs presented in Table 4.1, the 
marginal stumpage value of the extra volume of wood from a logging operation is 
estimated as follows: 

Export price of logs 
Less port handling charges 
Less variable transport costs 
Marginal value of additional logs at roadside 
Less variable log production costs 

Marginal stumpage value of additional timber 

$ 100/m3 
$ 101m3 

$ 181m3 

$ 721m3 

$ 161m3 

$ 561m3 

Since only the extra costs incurred need to be considered in valuing 
t he add i tional volume cut, the stumpage value of this additional volume is 
correspondingly greater; $56 per m3 J versus the $30 per m3 derived in Table 
4.1 and based on average costs (both fixed and variable costs). 

When logging lower quality species or additional timber wi thin a 
stand stumpage valuation should be based on the variable log production costs. 
In harvesting an area using existing roads, marginal stumpage valuation should 
be based on the variable transportation costs, not on the full average log 
production costs, as the roads are already built. 

Although loggers may not think in terms of marginal costs or marginal 
stumpage values, loggers make these types of calculation daily in deciding what 
species, log grades, diameters or stands to log, based on their experience and 
feeling for these values and the extra costs involved. 

Marginal Stumpage Values for Processing Plants 

This section extends the analysis of marginal stumpage values to that 
of processed products, and shows why processing plants may value additional 
timber highly and thus might be willing to pay quite high stumpage prices to 
obtain additional timber. 

Referring back to Table 4.2, it can be seen that the variable costs 
of plywood manufacture are $85 per m3 of logs used, versus overall average 
costs (fixed and variable costs) of $125 per m3 of logs used. The $85 per 
m3 cost of processing an additional cubic metre of logs into plywood repre
sents the variable cost of labour, glue, materials, power, etc. used in produc
tion. Depreciation, overhead and other fixed costs are already covered by and 
included in the $125 per m3 average cost. 

Based on these variable costs of plywood manufacturing the value of 
additional logs delivered to the plywood plant can be estimated as follows: 
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Value of plywood and pulp chips recovered per m3 of 
log used 

Less variable plywood manufacturing costs 
Marginal value of additional logs 

$ 235/m3 
$ 851m3 
$ l501m3 

This value of $150 per m3 of logs represents the maximum price the 
plywood plant would be willing to pay for additional logs when the plant is 
operating at less than full capacity. It is $40 per m3 higher than the $110 
per m3 value of logs derived in Table 4.2 and based on full average costs. 
Thus where the plywood plant is operating at less than capaci ty it would be 
willing to pay up to $40 per m3 more for these additional logs, and so the 
stumpage value of additional timber to the plywood plant operating at less than 
capacity is $40 per m3 higher. 

4.4.3 Combined Marginal Stumpage Values for Logging Operations and 
Processing Plants 

The plywood plant operating at less than full capacity may be willing 
to pay even higher stumpage prices for additional logs hauled over existing 
roads for which the road construction costs are covered, or for additional logs 
harvested from stands being logged. If, as illustrated above, the plywood 
plant is operating at less than full capacity, then in valuing additional logs 
it is only concerned with the variable costs of $85 per m3 of logs used 
(Section 4.4.2). If, in addition, these logs will be hauled over existing 
roads, then the plywood plant is concerned only with variable transportation 
costs of $18 per m3 of logs. And if, in addition, the logs are extra timber 
harvested from a stand in which logging operations are already underway, then 
the plywood plant is concerned only with variable logging costs of $16/m3 of 
logs. Under these conditions the value of the additional timber is estimated 
as from Table 4.2 follows: 

Value of plywood and pulp chips recovered per 
m3 of logs used 

Less variable plywood manufacturing costs 
Marginal value of additional logs 
Less variable transport costs 
Marginal value of additional logs at roadside 
Less variable log production costs 
Marginal stumpage value of additional timber 

Vnder these specific condi tions in manufac ture, log 
and log production the plywood plant's maximum willingness to 
tional timber reaches $116 per m3 over twice the $50 per 
Table 4.2 above and based on the full average costs. 

$ 235 I m3 

$ 85 I m3 
$ 150 I iD3 
$ 18 I m3 
$ 132 I m3 

~ 16 I m3 
$ 116 I m3 

transportation 
~y for addi-

m derived in 

Marginal stumpage values depend on the specific proceSsing, log 
transportation and log production situations experienced. nte full range of 
alternative marginal stumpage values can be derived from the average and 
variable costs summarized in Figure 4.1, both for stumpage values based on 
export logs and those based on plywood. Marginal stumpage values are derived 
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Figure 4.1 

ALTKRNATIVE ROUTES FOR SELECTING MARGINAL 
AND AVERAGE STUMPAGE VALUE 

Derived from Export Logs 

Value of Export Logs $lOO/m3 

+ Less Port HandlinB Charges $lO/m 

Costs 
./ '- Full Average Cost!! 

V~a~r~i~a~b~l~e~~~ ~ ~ (Fixed + Variable[ 

$18/m3 $32/m ~ Log transportation costs 

~ Log production costs 

11arginal Stumpage Value of 
Additional Timber 

t t 
$16/m S28/m3 

"'/ Stumpage 
Value? 

Derived from Plywood and Pulp Chips 

Value of Plywood and Pulp Chips 
per m3 of Logs used 

Variable Costs 

Less Plywood manufacturing costs 

Less Log transportation costs 

Less Log production cost 

Marginal Stumpage Value of 
Additional Timber 

Sb.unpage 
Value? 

Full Average _Co~~~ 
(Fixed + Variabl~~ 
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by following the arrows from the value of the export logs or processed 
products. at the top. through the appropriate variable or average costs. to 
arrive at the marginal stumpage value applicable to each situation. 

4.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter has extended the framework of Chapter 3. by developing 
a derived demand model of stumpage values to identify the willingness to pay 
off timber buyers on concession holders. 

The derived demand model was first developed in application to export 
log prices and subsequently extended to plywood manufacture. Stumpage values 
were shown to be residually determined in the derived demand model. The model 
served to examine the effect of cost and price variables on stumpage values and 
the sensitivity of stumpage values to change in them. It also served to 
explore the effect of forest stand factors and other important factors such as 
distance on stumpage values. 

In addition the concept of marginal stumpage value based on 
incremental costs was introduced. These marginal stumpage values are useful in 
evaluating the effect of stumpage systems in utilization and in designing 
revenue systems to encourage improved utilization. Marginal stumpage values 
are also useful in explaining the value of timber to processing plants short of 
timber and operating wi th excess capacity, and in understanding their timber 
buying behaviour. 

The concepts of stumpage value developed here are utilized in Part 
III to evaluate alternative revenue arrangements and to suggest alternatives. 
They will also provide a conceptual basis for an evaluation of methods of 
establishing the level of forest charges and later in a review of timber 
appraisal methods. 
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Chapter 5 

STUMPAGE VALUES TO THE SELLER AND MINIMUM FOREST CHARGES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The value of timber to the seller represents the other side of the 
exchange model presented in Chapter 3. Just as timber buyers have a range of 
values and a maximum value for each buyer determined by the circumstances of 
buyers and by economic conditions, so the government as seller has a range of 
values, and in this case a minimum. The government as owner of public forests 
and seller of public timber is equally concerned with the seller's value in 
establishing minimum forest charges and in deciding whether to sell a stand of 
timber. 

The buyer's range of values and his maximum willingness to pay value 
were based on the uses of the timber and prices obtained. The seller's range 
of values and his minimum willingness to sell value are based on his costs; 
actual administrative costs, future values foregone, opportunity costs and 
regeneration costs, depending upon the circumstances. 

5.2 ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF SELLING THE TIMBER 

At the very minimum the government will wish to cover the administra
tive costs involved in selling the timber, otherwise the government will be out 
of pocket, and it I«)uld be better to let the stand remain uncut. The minimum 
forest charge should therefore, at the very least, cover the actual costs 
involved in making the sale, in supervising harvesting operations, in enforcing 
girth limits, in scaling the output, in billing and in collecting the revenue. 
Overall, the forest charges should also cover the proportion of the administra
tive overhead attributed to the sale of standing timber. However, on sales of 
additional timber the minimum charges need cover only the costs of selling that 
additional timber, and not the fixed costs of administration and overhead. 
Thus the minimum level of forest charges on additional timber need not be as 
high. Of course the government will wish to achieve forest charges close to 
the buyers' maximum price. 

5.3 ADDITIONAL DETERMINANTS OF MINIMUM FOREST CHARGES 

In addition to the administrative costs of selling the timber, the 
seller will normally also wish to obtain a minimum price which reflects the 
higher of (a) the future value of the timber if harvesting is po8tponed, (b) 
the economic value of other uses of the fore8t if uncut, (c) the economic value 
of benefits from harvesting the timber (incorporated by a downward adjustment 
of the minimum charge) and (d) the c08ts of regenerating the 8tand. Depending 
on the circumstances, the minimum charge should reflect one or other of these' 
alternative8, or the higher of the alternatives where more than one i8 app11-
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cable in addition to the administrative costs of selling the timber. The 
establishment of minimum forest charges, liS well as the decision to sell a 
stand of timber, involves consideration of each of these components. E'lch 
component is discussed in turn. 

5.3. 1 Future Timber Values 

Where standing timber is expected to rise substantially in value in 
the future, perhaps as a result of strong demands for tilDber products anti.ci
pated in the future or because of the possibility of future shortages, then the 
government might well be advised to hold over some timber for harvesting in the 
future. It should sell the timber today only if it can get more for it now than 
anticipated in the future. Forest charges should reflect this future value. 
The minimum charge should be the present equivalent of this future value, 
discounted from the future date in addition to the administrative cost of 
selling the timber. 

For example, if the stumpage value of a high forest species such as 
West African Obeche is expec ted to rise to $60/m3 in 5 years (three times 
today's forest charge of $20/m3), as a resul t of increased demand and antic i
pated inflation, it may be worthwhile for the government to hold over YOme 
t Imber to serve that future demand or to raise forest char6es to reflect this 
increased future value. 

If interest rates are, for example, 15 per cent (comprising a 10 per 
cent per year expected inflation rate and a 5 per cent real interest rate) then 
the present equivalent of this expected value of $60/m3 would be :1:./ 

$60/m3 x 1 • $60/m3 x 1 - $29.80/m3 
(1.15)5 2.0114 

Consequently, today's minimum forest charges should be raised from 
the present $20/m3 to $29.80/m3 , plus the administrative costs of selling 
the timber. Future timber values are an important fac tor to consider in 
setti.ng minimum forest charges when the values of forest products are rising 
and are expec ted to increase rapid ly in the future. 

1/ Alternatively, if future values are estimated in terms of today's currency 
then an interest rate free of inflation is used to estimate the equivalent 
value today. For example, if Obeche in five years time is expected to be 
worth $38/m3 (in 1981 $), almost twice today's forest charges of 
$20/m3 , then wi th real interest rates (free of inflation) at 5 per cent, 
the present equivalent of this expected future value will be: 

$38/m3 x 1 - $38/m3 x 1 - $29.80/m3 
(1.05)5 1.2763 

(Gregersen and Contreras 1979 Economic Analysis of Forestry Projects: 74, 
105-106, 182-184). 
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5.3.2 Foregone Alternative Uses of the Timber 

Where the alternative uses of timber for fuelwood or non-marketed 
uses are of significant value; where the forest is of value for food, game, 
wildlife, medicines or other non-marketed products; or where the forest is of 
economic value for erosion control, watershed protection, or other uses; then 
minitnwn charges on the industrial use of the forest for timber should at least 
reflect these alternative uses. If minimum charges reflect the value of these 
alternative uses, then the forest will be logged for timber only when the 
industrial use is of greater value than these alternative uses. In this way 
the minimum charge will help to encourage efficient allocation of the forest to 
its economically most valuable use. Wi thout minimum charges, or wi th low 
minimum charges, stands will be cut for industrial timber when these other 
products or other uses are a more valuable use. 

Determination of the value of timber or forest land in these 
alternative or non-marketed uses is not easy. However, it is important that 
the concept be recognized in establishing minimwn charges. The minimwn charge 
initially need only approximate the economic values of these alternative uses. 
Accurate valuation can come later. 

5.3.3 Benefits from Harvesting the Timber 

Rather than the economic costs of foregone alternatives, discussed in 
the previous section, there may be economic benefits from harvesting timber or 
logging a particular area. These economic benefits, which reflect non-marketed 
benefi ts to the government, would contribute to a lowering of the seller's 
minimum stumpage value. 

Several potential economic benefits can be identified by their 
source. They include: 

1. Benefits from salvage logging to areas prior to plantation 
establishement, or re-planting plantations. 

2. Sllvicultural benefits in the regeneration of high forest stands 
through removal of undesirable species or trees. 

3. Benefits from improved utilization of lower 
poorer grades and smaller diameter material 
otherwise be used. 

Benefits from Salvage Logging 

valued species, 
which would not 

In salvage logging, prior to the establishment of plantations, the 
government's objective is to encourage the removal of all usable roundwood and 
all usable species. Consequently, minimum forest charges need only cover the 
costH involved in administration of the salvage sale, in supervising the 
salvage operation and in measuring the wood removed. In fact, if extra 
material left on the ground imposes additional costs of clearing and burning o~ 
impedes the planting operation, the government's minimum willingness to sell 
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and minimum forest charges might be reduced below the administrative costs, if 
i t encour~es greater utilization, or even become a negative charge (i.e., a 
subsidy) • 

Ideally salvage logging charges should be designed as low marg inal 
charges on additional Umber salvaged so as to avoid sacrificing revenue by a 
low charge on all timber removed. Area based charges or lump-sum timber sales, 
discussed in Part III, are examples. They involve a zero marginal charge on 
additional timber removed. 

For salvage logging charges the additional determinants of the 
seller's minimum willingness to pay would not apply. 

Silvicultural Benefits in High Forest Regeneration 

In regeneration of high forest stands by selective cutting and in 
other silvicultural treatments there may be benefits, for example, from encour
aging the removal of lower valued species to shift the composition of the stand 
toward higher valued species, or from removal of diseased trees, trees of poor 
form, etc.. Again the government's willingness to sell value may justify 
marginal forest charges on certain species or trees below the administrative 
costs of selling the timber. 

Benefits of Improved Utilization 

There may also be economic benefits to the country from improved 
utilization of timber which might not otherwise be harvested. However great 
caution is required in accepting these gains as benefits. Such benefits may 
already be included in prices. In addition they can easily be overstated. 

Increased utilization of lower valued species, poorer grades, and 
smaller diameters can result in improved recovery of timber from logged areas. 
As a result, the country's wood requirements will be obtained from a smaller 
area, and so more of the forest area can be reserved for other uses, or for 
future timber supply. The benefits would be the alternative value of the areas 
reserved. However, if forest areas can be set aside, timber supplies must 
exceed demands and so the value of such reserves may not be very large. 

If the country's timber supply is becoming scarce, improved utiliza
tion can stretch this timber supply, providing a benefit to the country. This 
benefi t can be measured by the value of the extra timber. However, unless 
there are some constraints operating, the value of this additional timber 
supply wUl already be reflected in increasing market prices. Inclusion as an 
economic benefit would result in double counting. 

For these reasons great caution is called for before the benefits of 
improved utilization are accepted as a reason for lower willingness to sell 
values and lower forest charges. In moat cases the arguments can be rejected. 
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5.3.4 Regeneration Costs 

The previously identified determinants of the seller's minimum 
willingness to sell value and minimum forest charges are a consequence of 
harvest ing the timber. The costs of regenerating the forest after harvesting 
are not necessarily a consequence of harvesting the existing stand of timber 
and thus are not necessarily a legitimate determinant of the seller's minimum 
willingness to sell and of minimum forest charges. Only if the government is 
committed to regenerating the forest after harvesting can regeneration costs be 
considered as a basis for the seller's minimum willingness to sell, and for 
minimum forest charges. In such circumstances it wuld be foolish for the 
government to encourage harvesting of timber through low forest charges, 
yielding insufficient revenue to finance regeneration, if it is committed to 
spending substantial sums on regenerating the area. 

Where the high forests are being regenerated, regeneration costs 
include the costs of silvicultural activities. (enrichment planting, vine 
cutting, etc.), supervision and overhead, annual protection and maintenance 
costs, and a rate of return on this investment equivalent to the government's 
required or expected return on alternative government investments. The minimum 
charge required to earn this required rate of return can be estimated by carry
ing forward costs at the agreed rate of return to the end of the cutting cycle 
and comparing these capi talized costs wi th the yield, to derive the required 
charge per cubic metre. Alternatively, future costs can be brought back to th~ 

present and a charge determined which wuld yield the agreed rate of return on 
the present value of these costs. This later approach, although more difficult 
to describe, in practice, easier to calculate. (See Gregersen and Contreras 
1979 Economic Analysis of Forestry Projects: 105-106). However, either calcul
a tion wuld lead to the same resul t, (i.e., the same charge). 

Where plantations are being regenerated, regeneration costs include 
the cost of establishment, weeding, cleaning, annual protection and main
tenance, supervision and overhead, etc., and a rate of return on investment as 
above. The charge pet' cubic metre is estimated from the expected yield at the 
end of the rotation in the same way as above. 

Difficulties may arise in basing minimwu forest charges on the cost 
of regeneration. Several alternative estimates of minimum forest charges may 
result depending on the circumstances and the costs included. For example, 
they may be based on the estimated costR of establishing a new stand, or they 
may be based on the actual establishment costs of the existing stand. These 
two estimates of regeneration costs may differ, even after adjusting for 
inflation. 

Minimum forest charges for plantation timber based on regeneration 
costs will vary depending on the situation. For a plantation established after 
clearing the remnants of the high forest, regeneration costs will include 
clearing costs in addition to plantation establishment costs. Forest charges 
for the initial rotation wuld therefore need to be higher to cover these 
higher initial costs. For subsequent rotations, regeneration costs will be 
subgtantially lower so that a lower forest charge wuld be needed to cover, 
regeneration costs. 
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Another difficulty may arise When the buyer's maximum willingness to 
pay is below the cost of regeneration. The government then faces a difficult 
decision in setting minimum charges. If it sets charges to reflect regenera
tion costs, buyers will be unwilling to pay such charges, harvesting will be 
reduced and timber left uncut. On the other hand, if the government reduces 
the charges below the cost of regenerating stands, it will have insufficient 
revenue to regenerate the areas cut. 

5.4 SUMMARY 

Several determinants of the seller's minimum willin~ness to pay have 
been identified. They provide a theoretical basis for the establishment of 
minimwn forest charges. In all cases the administrative costs of selling the 
timber should' be considered in se tting minimum forest charges. Unless there 
are redeeming economic benefits there is little point in the government selling 
standing timber at stumpage charges that are less than its administrative costs 
involved in doing so. 

Depending on the circumstances, the seller's minimum willingness to 
pay and minimum forest charges may also include (a) the potential future value 
of the timber (discounted to equivalent present values), (b) the economic value 
of foregone alternative uses, (c) any economic benefits resulting from harvest
ing the timber (reflected in a downward adjustment of the minimum charges) and 
(d) regeneration costs incurred as a result of harvesting the timber. The 
conditions under Which each of these should be included in establishing minimum 
charges, were investigated, the cautions on including economic benefi ts as a 
downward adjustment noted and the special circumstances required for inclusion 
of regeneration costs identified. 

These cautions and qualifications aSide, it is important that 60vern
ments give consideration to these determinants of the sellers minimum willing
ness to sell in establishing minimum forest charges. All to often forest 
charges do not cover even the administrative costs of selling the timber, let 
alone reflect the opportunity costs of values and uses foregone. 
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Chapter 6 

THE VALUE OF CONCESSIONS AND TIMBER RIGHTS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

When the government grants a forest concession (i.e., a forest utili
zation contract) to a company or individual, it creates something of value to 
the timber user .J} Forest concessions or other forms of timber rights have 
value to the forest industry in addition to the value of the timber contained 
thereon. They provide security of timber supply into the future at established 
forest charges. They also provide security for the expansion of processing 
plan ts and bargaining power in obtaining addi tional timber, in the purchase of 
logs, or in negotiations with logging contractors. Consequently, a case can be 
made for charges on concessions in addition to the charges on the timber cut. 

Demands for concessions and pressures from indiviudals and companies 
that concessions be granted to them clearly indicate that timber rights have 
value. Charges that reflect these values, even if only approximately, can go a 
long way toward rationalizing these demands, as well as collecting more 
revenue. 

This chapter introduces and develops the concept of the value of 
concessions to the concession holder. It identifies the factors that determine 
the value to concession holders and relates them to the forest charges and 
price setting arrangements discussed in Part III. The govermnent's valuation 
of concessions, based on the opportunity costs involved, is identified, and 
used to establish a basis for minimum concession charges. Thus the chapter 
applies the framework of Chapter 3 involving "buyer's willingness to pay" and 
"seller's willingness to sell" values, and parallels its application in 
Chapters 4 and 5 to the valuation of the timber cut. 

The chapter does not include discussion or evaluation of the terms 
and conditions of forest utilization contracts. These are thoroughly analysed 
in an earlier forestry paper (Schmithusen 1977 Forest Utilization Contracts on 
Public Lands). 

1/ Forest concession, the more widely used term, is taken as synonymous with 
the more precise term forest utilization contract. A forest concession or 
forest utilization contract is defined " ••• as formal permission of the 
government or a public agency which enti tles an individual, a private 
company or a public or semi-public corporation, under clearly defined 
conditions, to the exclusive rights to explore the forest potential, to 
harvest wood and/or manage a specified area of pubUc forest land". 
(Schmithusen 1977 Forest Utilization Contracts on Public Lands: 10). 
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6.2 THE VALUE OF TIMBER RIGHTS TO CONCESSION HOLDERS 

The value of timber rights to concession holders is determined by two 
major components: (a) the profits earned as a result of forest char~es set 
below stumpage values and (b) the insurance value provided by the security of 
timber supply. 

The Profit Potential of the Concession from Forest Charges Set Below 
Stumpage Values 

Forest concessions provide a guaranteed timber supply until expiry of 
the concession. Where the stumpage value of the timber to the concession 
holder exceeds the forest charges levied on the concession, the concession 
provides a prof! t making opportunity of potential value to the concession 
holder over the lifetime of the concession. If the stumpage value of the 
timber is high but the fees and charges low, the potential profit is large and 
the value of the concession can be great. 

Where stumpage values of the timber exceed the forest charges, the 
annual value of the concession, the annual profit potential provided by the 
guaranteed timber supply can be estimated from the volume harvested annually on 
the concession, multiplied by the difference between the stumpage value (as 
derived in Chapter 4) and the forest charges levied. 

This first determinant of the value of concessions is related to 
underpricing of wood (ie., pricing wood at less than its maximum value to the 
concession holder). Concessions take on this value when the demand for 
concessions exceeds their availability and concessions then provide access to 
"underpriced" timber. 

The value of the concession itself, representing the maximum price 
the concession holder is willing to pay for the concession, can then be 
calculated as the present value of these annual values stretched out over the 
lifetime of the concession. This is done using a present value formula and a 
discount rate to weigh future year's values in their present value equiva
lent •. !.! 

'!bis present value will be influenced by the following variables: 
(a) the length of tenure, (b) the annual cut of timber on the concession area, 
(c) the difference between the stumpage values and forest charges and (d) the 
discount rate. '!be longer the tenure of the concession, the larger the annual 
cut, the greater the difference between stumpage values and forest charges 
(i.e., the higher the stumpage values, or the lower the forest charges), and 
the lower the discount ratej then the greater the value of the concession. 
This suggests that charges on concession designed to reflect the value of the 
concession be based on these variables. 

!/ For the present value formula methodology and choice of discount rate see 
Gregersen and Contreras 1979 Economic Analysis of Forestry Projects: 
105-106, 182-184. 
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The Insurance Value of the Security of Timber Supply Provided by 
Concessions 

A number of sources of this insurance value can be identified. Four 
are identified, although not all of the four are likely to apply on anyone 
concession. 

Option Value of Timber Supply 

The concession provides the concession holder with an option on 
future timber at the forest charges then in force. If the market for timber or 
forest products is buoyant and the concession holder wishes to cut the timber, 
the timber supply will be available. If the situation is not attractive he can 
leave the timber uncut, or even abandon the concession at little cost. Thus 
the concession provides him with an option to cut the timber if he 80 desires. 
It provides guaranteed access to a timber supply. Wi thout the concession he 
has no guarantee of access. This guaranteed access has value to the concession 
holder over and above the value of the timber itself. 

This option value exists as a result of uncertainty about the future 
and because concessionaires are risk-averse. For an option value to exist on a 
concession there must be (a) uncertainty of future demands for standing timber 
on the part of concessionaires, (b) uncertainty about future prices and (c) 
uncertainty of access to supply of standing timber. 1/ If concessionaires are 
predominantly risk-averse, the usual situation, the option value will be 
posi tive. 

Option value is an important concept and could be a significant 
component of the value of concessions, but estimation of the option value of 
concession is not easy. However, option values can be captured by bonus bids 
on timber concessions, where concessions are put up to auction and competition 
is relatively free (as discussed in Part III). 

The Value of a Secure Timber Supply in Allowing Construction of More 
Efficient Processing Plants 

One of the major arguments put forward by those seeking concessions 
is that the granting of concessions will allow them to build a larger, more 
permanent processing plant. Al though this argument is perhaps overplayed t 
there is an element of truth in it. A concession does provide security of 
timber supply, which does make construction of a large, permanent processing 
plant viable. A large and permanent processing plant is likely to be able to 
take advantage of economies of scale and 80 achieve lower operating costs. A 
more permanent plant is also likely to achieve lower operating costs. These 

The concept of option value has been developed to explain 
Rnd value of non-marketed public or collective goods 
Collective Consumption of Individual-Consumption Goods; 
Freeman 1971 Option Demand and Consumer Surplus). 

the demands for 
(Weisbrod 1964. 
Cicchetti and 
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cost savings, attributed to the security of timber supply from the concession, 
and the profits resulting therefrom represent a value of the concession, 
derived from the security of timber supply. 

This component of the value of the concession can be estimated from 
the reduction in processing cost per cubic metre of wood used which results 
from a large scale permanent plant constructed as a result of the concession. 
This coat saving (or additional profit) per cubic metre represents the annual 
value (per cubic metre) of the concession. The value of the concession is the 
present value of this annual value over the life of the concession. 

The Value of a Secure Timber Supply in Providing for Future Expansion 
of Processing Plants 

The' expansion of wood processing plants usually involves a reduction 
in processing costs either as a result of the economies of scale from expansion 
or because it allows the introduction of new technology to the plant and the 
production process. 'lbe lower costs achieved would result in an increased 
willingness to pay for timber and consequently a higher value of the timber 
concession. For this value to be applicable the concession must contain a 
volume of timber surplus to the requirements of the processing plant, and there 
must be an existing processing plant to expand. 

The annual value of this opportunity for expansion can be estimated 
from the cost reduction (the additional profit) per cubic metre of wood used as 
a consequence of the expansion. 'lbe contribution to the value of the 
concession is the present value of these annual values over the life of the 
concession, calculated as before. 

The Value of the Bargaining Power in Purchasing Wood and in 
Negotiating with Contractors 

Concessions, which can supply a substantial part of his wood require
ments, provide the concession holder with bargaining power in purchase of wood 
from other smaller operators. The same advantages of bargaining power provided 
by the concession can also extend to contract logging. Control of the forest 
in the hands of a few concession holders will mean that contract loggers have 
fewer concession holders to choose among, and therefore lesser bargaining power 
over contract logging terms or prices. If concession holders act together and 
maintain a capability to harvest a proportion of their own wood, the bargaining 
power of contract loggers is further weakened. 

TheBe four sources of the insurance value of timber supply provided 
by the concession will vary in significance depending on the country and the 
circumstances. 'lbe first will be significant where future wood requirements 
are qui te uncertain and the industry strongly risk-averse. 'lbe second and 
third will only exist where a processing plant is involved. 'lbe fourth will be 
significant only where concessions are closely held and bargaining power 
strong. 
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Although each of these sources of the insurance value of concessions 
is real, they may not be easily measured. 'ntis should not deter their 
inclusion in concession charges. To leave them out is to set concession 
charges equal to zero. 

6.3 THE SELLER'S VALUE OF CONCESSIONS AND MINIMUM CONCESSION CHARGES 

The government needs to be concerned with the seller's value of 
concessions, and with setting min1m\DD concession charges, just as it ws in 
evaluating the seller's value of timber cut, and in setting minim\DD charges on 
timber cut. 

In analysis of the seller's value of concessions and in setting mini
mum concession charges, the framework applied and the concepts invo~ved 
parallel those applied to the seller's value of timber cut, as discussed in 
Chapter 5. 

Determinants of the Seller's Value of Concessions and Minimum 
Concession Charges 

The seller's value of concessions reflects the administrative costs 
involved and the opportunity cost value of foregone alternative uses of the 
concession area. 'ntey are similar to the factors identified for the timber cut 
in Chapter 5. 

Administrative Costs of the Concession 

The government's administrative costs of allocating concessions among 
applicants, and in ongoing supervision, inspection and paperwork is not likely 
to be as large as those administrative costs involved in timber harvesting. 
However, it is still a cost Which should be included in the seller's value and 
considered in setting min1m\DD forest charges. 

These administrative costs of concessions will apply in all cases, 
but the opportunity costs of al ternative uses foregone Which are applicable 
will depend on the particular situation. 

6.3.1.2 Future Value of the Concession 

If the value of the concession to concession holders and applicants 
is expected to increase substantially in the future, and the government antici
pates that it might obtain better terms and higher concession chargee on future 
concessions, then there may be some advantage in delaying the granting of 
concessions. If so, the min1m\DD, concession fees should be set to reflect the 
present value of these anticipated better terms and higher fees, discounted as 
in Section 5.3.1 (and in Gregersen and Contreras 1979 Economic Analysis of 
Forestry Projects: 74, 105-106, 182-184). 
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Foregone Alternative Uses of the Concession Area 

In committing an area to a forest concession the government may loose 
the opportunity to utilize the area for other uses: community use, small wood
lots, game reserves, national parks, agricultural production, etc. Identifica
tion of these economic values, most of which are non-market values, involves 
shadow pricing and other approaches of economic analysis. Treatment of these 
is discussed in Gregersen and Contreras (1979: 77-89). 

Although valuation of these foregone al ternative uses of concession 
areas is not easy, minimum concession fees should include at least an approxi
mation of the values foregone. Their inclusion will not only provide revenue, 
but will also help to achieve efficient allocation of forest areas among forest 
uses and alternative uses.ll 

Benefits of Concessions 

Instead of, or in addition to foregone opportunities, the establish
ment of concessions may yield economic benefits to the country. These benefits 
may take the form of employment generated, imports replaced by locally produced 
forest products, industrial development wi th linkages to other industr ies, etc. 

These benefits should be evaluated in economic values rather than 
financial values, using approaches such as described in Gregersen and Contreras 
(1979, 57-72, 77-89). 

6.4 SUMMARY 

It is not commonly recognized that th~ concessions have value to the 
concession holders. This chapter has introduced the concept of the value of 
concessions and other forms of rights to timber. Its objec tive has been to 
identify the concepts involved and the factors which influence the buyer's 
value of concessions. Two major determinants of the value of concessions to 
concession holders were identified: (a) the profit potential of the concession 
from forest charges set below stumpage values, and (b) The insurance value of 
timber supply resulting from the security of supply provided by concessions. 

One method of measuring, at least the combined value of these deter
minants of the value of concessions to concession holders, is to introduce some 
form of competition for concessions as for example by auctions of concessions. 

II The evaluation of the economic costs of foregone opportunities also serves 
as the basis for zoning of areas for forestry, watershed protection, etc. 
Zoning is like a concession fee that is zero in areas wi th low foregone 
opportunity and infinite in areas of high foregone opportunities. Esta
blishing concession fees based on the value of the foregone opportunities 
merely includes charges between zero and infinity. Thus zoning is a sharp 
and arbitrary, but simpler approach to allocating forest areas among alter
native uses. 
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An auc tion would determine, if only approximately, the value of the 
concessions, and would also collect some portion of the value as revenue. 

It 1s important to recognize the value of these timber rights created 
by concessions, and to reflect them in various types of concession charges. 
With increasing scarcity of tropical timber and of concession areas, the rights 
to a guaranteed timber supply can take on increasing value. 

Finally, the chapter examined the value of the concession to the 
government 1n terms of foregone opportunities resulting from the granting of 
concessions. This concept, based on the idea of a seller's minimum price 
introduced in Chapter 3, serves as a basis for proposals on minimum charges in 
Part III (Chapter 10). 

This chapter has provided a conceptual basis for concession charges. 
To reflect the determinants of the buyer's value of concessions, or the deter
minants of the seller's value, concession charges could be based on the area of 
the concession, the volume of timber, or the allowable cut. For example, an 
annual charge based on the to tal area of the concession represents a simple 
alternative related both to the size of the concession and to the length of 
tenure. These alternatives are examined in Part III (Chapters 8 and 9). 
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PART III 

APPLIED FOREST VALUATION AND PKICING: 
THE CHOICE OF FOREST CHARGES AND THE DESIGN OF A FOREST REVENUE SYSTEM 

Chapter 7 

CkIT~RLA FOR EVALUATING FOREST CHARGES AND FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Forest charges, which represent the sales price of standing timber, 
are the vehicles for collecting revenues. They are also means of achieving 
development objectives and of influencing forest management. Forest charges, 
for example, can be set to encourage or discourage utilization of different 
species. High forest charges can help to slow the rate of exploitation and 
reduce over-cuttlng. Alternatively, low forest charges will encourage exploi
tatlon of the forest and perhaps the development of forest industries. Export 
taxes can be used to encourage domestic processing of roundwood although 
undesirable side effects of such a policy are common. 

If forest charges serve objectlves other than raising revenue the 
criteria used to evaluate forest revenue systems and a1 ternative charges need 
to be evaluated wi thin the conte)[t of broad forest policy and development 
policy objec tlves. This chapter will attempt to do just that. Starting from 
broad general economic policy objectives we establish criteria to be applied to 
evaluation of the range of forest revenue possibilities and then to forest 
revenue systems comprising sets of interrelated forest charges. 

7.2 ECONOMIC POLICY OBJECTIVES FOR FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS 

Economic policy objectives provide the starting point in establishing 
criteria for evaluating forest revenue charges. While policy objectives vary 
among countries, certain broad objectives can be widely accepted. It is the 
weight applied to, or importance placed on particular objectives which is like
ly to vary more than the actual objectives themselves, especially when the 
objectives are broadly defined. 

Four broad and widely accepted objectives are identified. The four 
broad objectives are: (1) financial revenue to the government, (2) administra
tion cost and practicality, (3) economic efficiency in utilization and forest 
management and (4) equity in distribution of economic effec ts, revenue and 
income. In addition, two broad general constraints are identified: (1) 
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physical and biological feasibility and (2) social, ideological and cultural 
acceptability·l/ 

Al though these four broad objectives along with the two general con
straints provide a comprehensive framework for evaluation for forest revenues, 
there are difficulties and disadvantages in such a broad set of objectives; 
difficul ties in defining specific operational criteria under each objective, 
difficulties in the integration of the various criteria and difficulties in 
adapting the framework to individual countries with diverse forest policy and 
forest revenue issues. Yet there are dangers to a narrower, more specific 
framework; dangers of omission of important considerations and dangers in 
predetermining or biasing the outcome by a narrower range of criteria. 

The four objectives are reviewed in turn. Under each, specific 
operational critiera are developed and refined. Al though the order in which 
they are discussed reflects a logical sequence of relevance to forest revenue 
decisions and of the interrelationships among them, it does not imply any 
ranking of importance. Some objectives may be of greater importance to certain 
countries, to certain decisions or in specific situations. 

7.3 FINANCIAL REVENUE TO THE GUVERNMENT 

Financial revenue to the government is an obvious objective for 
forest revenue systems and the first criterion considered in evaluating forest 
char~es. For many countries short of government funds for development purposes 
it can be the most important criterion. The revenues collected from alterna
tive forest charges can be evaluated operationally in terms of: 

- revenue per cubic metre of timber harvested 

total annual revenues 

- actual revenue compared to the potential revenue (based on the 
buyer's maximum willingness to pay). 

Additional factors to consider are: 

- the timing of revenues, (e.g., before harvesting, or after a 
long delay). 

1..1 These four broad objectives, the two general constraints and the specific 
criteria identified are synthesized from studies of forest policy. public 
finance and economic policy. See for example Adeyoju 1976 A Study of 
Forest Administration Problems in Six Selected African Countries; Allan 
1971 The Theory of Taxation; Clawson 1975 Forests for Whom and for What?; 
McKillop and Mead 1976 Timber Policy Issues in British Columbia; Musgrave 
and Musgrave 1980 Public Finance in Theory and Practice; Paulin 1980 
Management of Development Forestry; Prats-Llaurado and Speidel 1975 Compar
ative Study of the Public Forestry Administrations of Latin America; Velay 
1976 Administrative Organization of Forestry in the Developing Countries. 
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- the annual variability of revenues. 

7.3.1 Revenue per Cubic Metre of Timber Harvested 

The level of revenue per cubic metre of wood cut is an obvious 
measure for evaluating financial revenues from forest charges. It is the 
volume of tiluber that is being sold by the government and it is the volume of 
timber upon which the buyer's valuation is based. In addition, many of the 
forest charges evaluated are based on timber volumes and the charge per cubic 
metre is directly available from the schedule of charges. 

However revenue per cubic metre will probably require qualification 
by species and other aspects. Revenues per cubic metre may be high because 
high-value trees are being cut, areas are being selectively logged for high
grade material, or close-in accessible areas carrying higher stumpage charges 
are being logged. 

7.3.2 Total Annual Revenue 

The total annual revenue from a particular forest charge is useful 
for comparison with the administrative costs of the charge in judging the 
administrative efficiency of individual charges. 

The total annual revenue from a particular forest charge and 
aggregat~ forest revenue from all forest charges will be of interest to govern
ment ministers concerned with revenue requirements to fund development programs 
and to the ministries of finance in evaluating forestry activities. However 
total forest revenues is not a particularily good criterion without qualifica
t ion. Forest revenues may be large because the country is a forest-rich 
country, because the forests are being developed and exploited rapidly, or 
because the forest revenue system, for example, collects a large proportion of 
revenues by initial lump sum charges and a lesser proportion as the timber is 
cut. 

7.3.3 Actual and Potential Revenues from Forest Charges 

Ideally, forest charges can be evaluated by comparing the actual 
revenue generated per cubic meter, or in total, with the potential revenue. 
Potential revenue from the timber cut is measured by the buyer's maximum 
willingness to pay for timber, identified in the exchange model of Chapter 3 
and the derived demand model of stumpage value developed in Chapter 4. 

If stumpage values can be estimated, actual revenues per cubic metre 
can be compared with stumpage values (the potential revenues) and the propor
tion of the potential revenues cqllected used to evaluate and compare charges. 
Forest charges which reflect as closely as possible the value of timber to 
buyers will mean that the actual revenues from forest charges approach poten
tial revenues and consequently maximize revenues from the charges. 
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Even where stumpage values cannot be estimated, the concepts of 
potential and actual revenues will be helpful in choosing among or modifying 
forest charges. For example, in reviewing forest charges among species, the 
concept of potential revenue based on stUlDpa~e values helps to understand why 
high-valued species that earn a sizeable return over and above the fees charged 
are overcut, while lower-valued species remain uncut. This concept of stumpage 
values is likewise helpful in adjusting charges between species even where one 
cannot accurately estimate these values. 

7.3.4 Actual and Potential Revenues from Concessions 

The value of the concessions themselves and the rights to the long-
term timber supply provided, the security of timber supply identified in 

Chapter b, is another and separate dimension of the potential level of 
revenues. As the analysis of Chapter 6 suggested, the rights to timber supply 
have value to concession holders over and above the stumpage value of the 
timber harvested. 

Even where the potential value of concessions is not readily measured 
the criterion will be useful and appropriate 1n designing and assessing forest 
charges on concessions; lump SUID char~es, area based charges and others. 

7.3.5 The Timing of Revenues 

The timing of revenues is another dimension of the revenue object ive. 
The timing of revenues is illustrated for example by area char~es which collect 
revenue prior to cutt ing, versus volume based charges which collect revenue 
some considerable time after harvesting. 

Revenues received early are of more value to the government Rince 
they can be utilized immediately. Differing patterns in timing of revenue 
flows can be compared by calculating the present value of the financial 
revenues received at future dates using an appropriate discount rate to bring 
estimated future revenues back to the present.l/ 

7.3.6 The Annual Variability of Revenues 

The variability of revenues is yet another dimension of the revenue 
objective. The government would usually prefer relatively stable foreet 
revenues to widely fluctuating revenues. Annual area based charges on conces
sions, for example, provide a very steady revenue source. Revenues from volume 
based charges will fluctuate with the annual timber harvest. Charges based on 

1/ The discount rate serves to weight revenues received in future years at the 
equivalent in teAS of revenue received today. For the procedures of 
discounting and of determining present values the reader is referred to 
Gre~ersen and Contreras 1979 Economic Analysis of Forestry Projects: 
104-10b, 182-184. 
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prices or values, such as ad valorero export taKes, or char6es based on the 
value of sawnwood or other forest productc;; will vary in response to fluctua
tions in both the volume cut and timber prices. 

The variability of the revenue can be expressed either in a descrip
tive evaluation of variability or by a simple graphic plot of expected revenues 
over tilne.l/ 

7.4 ADHINISTRATION COST AND PRACTICALITY 

Forest char~es, or a forest revenue system comprising a set of 
char,ses, must be administratively and operationally practical if it is to 
function satisfactorily. Simplicity usually corresponds with administrative 
and operational practical ity. Some forest charges art! simple and easy to 
administer, requiring few forestry personnel and involvi.ng little in the way of 
administrative costs. Area based concession char.:,;es for example, require few 
personnel and are cheap to admillister. Others, such as charges based on 
volumes harves ted, requi re subs tant hl manpower in scal ing, billing and super
vision, and thus <lre costly to administer. Many forest revenue char,ses which 
may meet the revenue, economic eff iciency, and equity objectives may not pass 
the test of administrative practicality. 

Forest charges will usually be e\'aluated in tenns of the administra
tion cost and practicality to the government, but consideration should also be 
given to the costs and practicality of compliance for the forest industry. 
Other aspects such as the likelihood of evasion and certainty of liability 
should also be considered. 

7 .4.1 Government Administration Costs aud Practicality 

Very commonly, government budgets and manpower dre constrained 
resources, in short supply. Consequently, it is important that al ternat ive 
forest charges be evaluated in terms of these constrained resources. 

Government administration costs and operational practicality can be 
evaluated in terms of: 

1/ 

- implementation costs of charges or in introduction of new 
arrangements (i.e., the fixed capital or investlnent costs of 
charges) 

- annual ope rat ing costs of administering the charges 

- manpower r~qutrements for implem~ntation and operation. 

It could be expressed statistically by the variance, or the standard 
deviation. if sufficient data are available. 
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It is appropriate to separate the "once only" implementation costs 
from annual operating costs, first to recognize that changes in forest charges 
can involve significant initial costs, and second because some alternatives, 
although they might involve significant costs of implementation, may save on 
annual operating costs. 

Evaluating the monetary costs in administrat.1on of forest chardes 
also allows comparison of administl'ative costs of revenue collection with 
revenues collected. Administrative costs of alternative charges can then be 
compared as a percentage of revenue collected (Allan 1971 The Theory of 
Taxation: 41). 

Frequently the government is short of the skilled or trained manpower 
to determine the charges, collect revenues and oversee forestry operations. 
Where manpower is a major factor in the choice among revenue alternatives, it 
is important to identify manpower requirements in any evaluat ion of forest 
revenue charges and to identify the training needs or other iIleans to overcome 
the constraint. 

Other government resources may also be in short supply. acting as a 
constraint or barrier to implementation. For example. sometimes scalers do not 
have transportation to the forests in order to measure the logs from which 
revenues are derived. If there are other constraints, these too should be 
identified in evaluating or comparing revenue arrangements. 

7.4.2 Compliance Costs and Practicality 

Al though they are not borne by the government and do not appear in 
the government's budget, the costs and practicality of compliance on the part 
of the forest industry are also costs of implementation and operation of forest 
charges, costs borne by the country as a whole. 

Compliance costs are also important because forest charges may be 
difficult to implement if compliance is costly for the forest industry or 
demanding of manpower. For example, revenue charges that require the industry 
to undertake complex scaling procedut'es may be impractical if the trained 
scalers are not available. Thus compliance problems for the forest industry 
can cause administrative problems for government. 

Compliance costs may be of lesser concern to the government if the 
forest industry is foreign-owned since the compliance costs are then borne by 
foreigners. Yet if high compliance costs affect the stumpage value of timber 
to the foreign industry it may lead to lower forest charges and result in lower 
revenues. 

7.4.3 Other Aspects of Admini.tration 

Two other aspects of forest revenue administration are of concern in 
evaluating forest revenue alternatives: the level of evasion and the certainty 
of liability of charges. 
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Evasion 

Evasion of charges is of importance in forestry activities which are 
by nature carried out in rural or remote areas of the country, are difficult to 
oversee and are not always amenable to cross-checking through other trans
actions. For example, charges on sawlogs utilized by local sawmills may not be 
easily verified once the logs have been sawn and the lumber shipped. 

The difficulties in verifying the volumes cut and potential problems 
of evasion are reasons why a number of countries put emphasis on collecting 
forest revenues from export charges on logs or charges on fo rest produc ts. 
Exports, for example, are easily identified and measured at ports. 

Evasion ratios (the percentAge of revenue legally due but not 
reported through evasion) have been estimated for taxes and revenue sources in 
a few developed countries (Allan 1971 The Theory of Taxation: 39-40). However, 
in evaluating alternative forest revenue char~es perhaps only a rough judgement 
of the likelihood of evasion will be possible. 

Certainty of Liability 

The certainty of liability of forest charges is an important 
consideration for the forest industry and other forest users. Certainty of 
liability is important if forest charges are to serve in influencing utiliza
tion and encouraging forest management. If forest charges are to act as tools 
to influence forest management the rates or level of charges which will apply 
should be known before harvesting begins. They should not be set arbitrarily 
or established after cutting has begun. 

7.5 EFFI~IgNCY AND EQUITY IN THE UTILIZATION OF FOREST RESOURCES 

The objectives of revenue maximization and the minimization of 
administrative costs must be balanced against the objective of maximizing the 
contribution of the forests to the economic welfare of the country and to its 
development. As well as monetary values, forests provide important non-mone
tary values for fuelwood and local building materials, erosion control, 
watershed protection, food and game, among a diversity of forest outputs that 
add to the economic welfare of the country. 

The broad objective of economic welfare, the basis for the prescrip
tive field of welfare economics, is viewed in terms of the two dimensions of: 
(a) economic efficiency in resource allocation and use, and (b) equity in the 
distribution of economic effects, revenue and income. Economic policy involves 
both dimensions, but the classic separation of economic welfare into the twin 
objectives of efficiency and equity is followed here. This separation aids in 
a sharper definition of each and in the !denti fication of the trade-offs 
between the two. 

Forest policy choices which succe •• fully maximize both the net 
benefits and simultaneously distribute the benefits in the desired directions 
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are rare. The choice among policies commonly requires a balancing of these 
twin objectives, a trade-off between them. Such is the nature of the political 
choices in decision-making. At the end of this chapter we turn to the trade
offs in balancing these twin objectives as well as the revenue and administra
tive cost objectives. Several Approaches to the reconciliation of objectives 
are outlined. 

7.6 ECONOMIC EFl<'ICIENCY IN lJflLIZATION AND FOREST HANAGEMENT 

Having separated the welfare economic objective into the twin objec
tives of efficiency and equity, the present section focuses on the efficiency 
objective. The equity objective 1s discussed in the followi~g section. 

Measuring Economic ~fficiency Effects 

The economic efficiency effects of alternative forest char~es are 
evaluated in terms of economic values unlike the other three objectives (whi(~h 

are evaluated in financial values). For example, the financial value of fuel
wood, which iR often not marketed, may be low or even non-exi<;tent; yet its 
economic value, valued in terms of the savings in kerosene obta ined frum 
imported 011, may be subst.'lnt1al. In another example, if industrial use of 
timber is encouraged by 1ndu~tt'ial development incentives, the financial value 
of industrial wood, based (In the company's willingness to pay derived demand 
(as in Cha;>ter 4) will include the subsidy. The economic value of wood on the 
other hand should be net of the subsidy and thus lower than the financ ial 
price. Other illustratlons of the methodology of valuing project effects in 
terms of economic values and the methodology of shadow pricing of project 
inputs lind outputs are discussed in Gregersen and Contreras (1979 Economic 
Analysis of Forestry Projects: 55-99 and especially 77-99). 

7. 6. 2 Economic _Efficier:.<:.Land Forest Charges 

Forest charges are not Ii substitute for forest manAgement ~ctivities, 
but forest charges can complement forest management .'lctivities and together 
they can contribute to increased economic efficiency in the use of the 
coun try's forest resource. Forest revenue charges can be used to influence the 
ratE' of harvesting, the areas harvested, the spec ies cut and the level of 
uttl ha tion. They can help to discourclge creaming or high-grading of stands. 
For example, the level of forest charoSes will influence the profit level of 
firms and thus the desire of firms to expand or contr.act logging operations. 
Under low forest charges profi ts are correspond ing ly higher and loggint, firms 
will be keen to expand their activities. If forest charges are hiBh and 
profits correspondingly lower, firms will be less inclined to expand. Forest 
charges high enough to reduce profits to below normal levels will result in 
logging firms not replacing equipment and in reduced logging activity. 

Where the for~st is being depleted rapidly or the stock of valuBble 
timber is running out, then raiSing stumpage charges can lead to a slower rate 
of harvesting. Thus the level of forest charges can influence the level of 
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logging activity and so complement forest management r~gu1ations in achieving 
the desired rate of cutting. 

Forest charaes can also influence the areas harvested by means of 
differentials in forest charges among areas. A common problem is overcuttLng 
of near or readily accessible areas, the result of charges which do not r~flect 
the differentials in stumpage value with respect to distance and accessibil ity 
(as identified in Chapter 4). This can be remedied by forest charJes which 
discriminate by distance. 

Forest revenue charges can influence the species or grades cut. 
Charges that do not fully reflect differences in stumpage value between species 
or grades will provide higher protits in cutting the more valuaLle species or 
grades and so encourage overcutting of this more valuable timber, and at the 
same time undercutting of the less valuable timber (as suggested by Chapter 4). 
Forest charges which do not reflect the differentials in value among species or 
grades will also encourage creallling or high-gradinb of the forest, counter to 
normal forest management objectives. Alternatively, differentials in forest 
charges can be adjusted to encourage the utilization of species or grades and 
forest charges used instead as a tool of forest lDflnagelnent. Both economic 
efficiency and forest management objectives are achieved. 

Where there are social benefits frOID harvesting certain stands, 
species, grades or sizes of timber there may then be reason for depart ing from 
charges which reflect stumpage values. For example, where an area is being 
salvage logged prior to establishing a plantation, a reduction in forest 
charges to encourage ut ilizat ion, or even a subsidy, may be warranted to stimu
late utilization of as much timber as possible and facilitate planting (see 
Section 5.3.3 above). 

Where there are social costs involved in harvesting timber such as 
erosion damage, or losses of food or game, then forest charges should at least 
reflect these impacts in higher charges (see Section 5.3.2 above). 

7.7 EQUITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF ECONOMIC EFFECTS, REVENUE AND INCOME 

Equity in the distribution of the impacts is the other dimension of 
the overall economic welfare objective. The economic benefits of a particular 
programme of forest management or a particular set of forest charges fallon 
certain individuals or ~roups, while the costs often fallon certain other 
indivi.dua1s or groups. Only rarely, if ever, will the two groups be the same, 
and the benefits and costs fall equally on each. 

An equitable distribution of the economic effects of forest charges 
amon& individuals and groups, governments, industry and other parties involved 
is an important objective and the final one considered. 

All too often over100k~d, equity and distribut ion are important in 
analysis of forest policy and in political decision-making. They are an impor
tant part of the overall welfare objective, no less so than the economic 
effi.ciency objective. Thus for many countries development priorities have 
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shifted from emphasis on the net gains of development programmes to concern for 
their distribution. 

The choice in management of plantations for industrial wood or for 
fuelwood provides a clear example of the distribution of benefits; to the rural 
poor in the case of fuelwood, or to higher income wage earners, contractors, 
owners, and urban consumers in the case of industrial wood. Forest charges 
can also have distributional effects. In many countries only token charges or 
perhaps no charge at all are levied on fuelwood or charcoal. Although there 
are administrative difficulties in levying charges, there are also important 
income distributional implications in providing fuelwood and charcoal at low 
charges or free. 

Defining the Equity Objective and Measuring Distributional Effects 

There are several dimensions by which the equity objective can be 
defined, and based on these the distributional impacts of forest charges 
measured. 'lb.ese several dimensions can be classified under economic effec ts, 
revenues and income distribution. 

- Economic Effects 

- employment 

- regional effects 

- prices 

- foreign exchange earnings 

- Revenues 

- to government and the different levels of government (federal, 
state, local community government) 

- Income Distribution 

- on incomes of various groups 

- on profit, wages, prices, etc. 

- on overall income distribution. 

The above list is not an exhaustive listing of the full range of 
distributional effects. 'lb.ese will depend very much on the revenue arrange
ments and the economic structure of the country. However, the list does 
identify the major distributional effects. 'lb.e distribution of the effects of 
any forest policy is best measured by, first, <a) identifying the gainers and 
losers, and then, <b) the size of the gains and losses to each. 

Among the economic effects, the impact of forest charges on employ
ment i8 an important effect. 'lb.e level or types of forest charges can encour-
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age or redirect employment. Low forest charges can stimulate expansion 
of the forest industry but at some cost in revenue and perhaps, in the 
longterm, reduced timber supply. Forest charges are commonly used to encourage 
further processing and to generate additional jobs although not without also 
generating problems and unwanted effects. 

Forest charges may result in benefits to regions or rural areas; may 
have effects on prices through increased production of certain forest products 
and lower prices; or can encourage foreign exchange earnings. 

The distribution of revenues between governments (that is, between 
the federal, state and local governments, communities or traditional rulers) is 
another dimension of equity. 

Finally, the effect of forest charges on the distribution of income 
to particular groups; as profits, wages and other payments; or on the overall 
income distribution of the country may be of significance. 

7.8 CONSTRAINTS 

Two basic constraints complete the set of criteria for the evaluation 
of forest charges and forest revenue systems. They are: (a) physical and 
biological feasibility and (b) social, cultural and ideological acceptability. 
They are both broad as well as obvious, and are important. They can 
significantly influence the choice of forest charges in the forest revenue 
system. 

7.8.1 Physical and Biological Feasibility 

Unless forest policies achieve physical and biological feasibility 
there is no point in considering the policies further. Certain species will 
not grow in certain areas, plantation species are not suitable for certain 
soils, high forest species can be regenerated only under specific silvicultural 
systems, forest species are only suitable for specific end uses. Thus physical 
and biological feasibility is taken as the starting point to, that is a 
constraint on, the choice of revenue arrangements rather than as an objective 
to be maximized or balanced against other objectives. 

Factors in the physical and biological feasibility of forestry vary 
widely from country to country and even within a country, so that any discus
sion of physical or biological feasibility must to be specific to the country 
or area. 

7.8.2 Social, Cultural and Ideological Acceptability 

Social, ideological and 
within which decisions are made. 
these are basic and fundamental to 

cultural acceptability provides the context 
Like physical and biological feasibility. 

forest policy and are treated as constraints 
on the range of revenue alterndtives. 
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The social, ideological and cultural views of forestry and of accept
al'!le revenue arrangements will be specific to the countr.y or region. Some 
types of forest charges or methods of setting the level of forest char6es ~ill 
work well in one country but are not acceptable in others. 

7.9 BALANCING 08~~CTIVES IN THE CHOICE OF FOREST CHARGES 

The approach taken by this chapter in the choice of objectives has 
been intentionally broad, both to ensure that dll aspects are included for 
consideration, and to ensure that the approach ~ill be broadly applicable. If 
the coverage of the objectives Is complete, then the study can be tailored to 
specific countries without leaving out important considerations. 

As already suggested, the four objectives and the related criteria by 
which each objective is evaluated are not independent of each other. They are 
to a considerable degree Interrelated. For example, with a volume based charge 
on the timber harvested, to maximize revenues the charges should fully renec t 
differences in valu!:! among species, with log diameter and log quality, with 
distance and with factore affecting logging costs, the factors identified in 
Chapter 4. The charge should also be adjusted to fully reflect changes ov!:!r 
ti.me in sawnwood prices, logging and transportation costs, as discussed above. 
This may be ideal, both maximizing government revenue and encouraging efficient 
uti11zR.tion of the forest. two of the objectives. However, such charges are 
likely to require considerable manpower in setting and in adjusting the 
charges, in collection, and in enforcement. Administrative costs would be 
high, and manpower and data req t.lire1'l1ents might make volume based charges of 
this precision impractlcal. Thus, a trade-off will be required between the 
administration cost and practicality objective and both the government revenue 
and e~onomic efficiency objectives. 

Or in another exampl~, a poltcy of reduced forest charges on locally 
procesFled timber, de~igned to encourage development of the forest products 
industry, may have effec ts on all four objectives: government revenues, 
administratior; costs ::nc practical tty, economic efficiency, and equity in 
distribution of effects. This policy will have an obvious impact on government 
revenues, reducing re'lenue~ perhaps quite substantially, especially if it is 
succ~ssful in encouraging local processing (to which the reduced rates apply). 
It may also have significant distributional effects, generating jobs and 
increasing wages of those employed as well as providing an increased supply of 
processed products and building materials at lower prices. However, the policy 
may also have some economic efficiency costs, depending on how it is applied, 
distorting the markets for logs or for forest products. Finally, the 
administrative cost and prac ticality may be affected by a policy of 
adminio;;tering two sets of charges, (export charges and domestic charges) and 
the prob1e'lls of ensuring that export logs pay the full charges. Thus in a 
policy decision adopting charges to encourage local processing all four 
objl!c.tives are involved. A balancing of the objectives and a trade-off among 
the objectives Is required in the policy choice. 
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7.9.1 Reconciliation of Objectives 

How might the different objectives and related criteria be reconciled 
in making policy choices among forest revenue alternatives? Several approaches 
are possible. They are briefly outlined. 

For each of the forest charges considered, the first step under any 
of the approaches is to identify and list the effects and the level of 
attainment for each of the four objectives, measured by the criteria identified 
above. This is what is done in Chapter 9 for a range of alternative forest 
charges. The same approach is applied to alternative methods of setting the 
level of charges in Chapter 10. 

The evaluation of alternative forest charges against each of the 
forest objectives is a useful step to decision making in and by itself, even if 
carried no further. For policy decisions on forest revenue systems, to do so 
would greatly clarify the trade-offs among objectives and aid in a balancing of 
of the objectives. 

The next step in choosing among forest charges is to reconcile the 
trade-offs among the four objectives. There are several approaches to doing 
this, but we shall consider only three approaches. 

A first approach to reconciling or balancing the four objectives is 
to set minimum standards, targets, or "thresholds" for each: a minimum revenue 
target, specified in terms of level, timing, variability, etc.; a minimum 
administration target specified in terms of costs and manpower, etc.; a minimum 
economic efficiency target, spec! fied in terms of forest management targets, 
utilization standards, areas regenerated, etc.; and finally a minimum 
redistribution target specified in terms of minimum gains or losses to certain 
groups or income levels, employment generated, etc.l/ 

Forest charges are judged acceptable if they achieve the minimum 
targets or thresholds or are rejected if they fail to meet them. If there are 
several revenue alternatives a choice is made among only those alternatives 
which meet the minimum standards, picking those which exceed the minimum by the 
widest margin. For example, in the previously mentioned illustration of 
reduced forest charges de~igned to encourage local processing of forest 
products, targets might be set on forest revenues generated, on the output of 
processed products stimulated, on jobs created, on benefits to certain groups 
or income levels, and on administrative costs or manpower requirements "in 
supervision and control. 

Subjective judgement enters in the choice of the minimum standards. 
Where the minimum standard for a particular objective is set high, it implies 
that considerable emphasis has been placed on that objective. 

Minimum standards, targets, or thresholds imply a very great importance 
(i.e., an infinite weight) attached to the objective at levels below the. 
standardj but no importance (i.e., a zero weight) attached to the objective 
and the standard is reached. 
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A second approach to reconciling or balancing the four objectives is 
by comparing the alternatives in terms of the trade-offs between objectives and 
the criteria under each. Then a choice is made based on the trade-offs. For 
example, one revenue arrangement might offer higher government revenues than an 
alternative, but lesser encouragement of forest management. Again, using the 
illustration of reduced forest charges to encourage local processing, the 
trade-off between revenues and economic efficiency might be measured by the 
additional jobs created per dollar of revenue foregone, or in terms of the 
additional output of forest products per dollar of revenue foregone. The final 
choice among forest charges involves a comparison among the trade-offs identi
fied and a policy choice by the decision makers. 

The third approach is to apply weights to each objective and the 
criteria under each reflecting their relative importance. If one could attach 
weights to each of the objectives and to the criteria under each, it would then 
be a simple matter to add up the weighted objectives and criteria in a single 
index of overall social welfare. Although the approach sounds easy, it is not 
so easy to implement in practice. The approach to reconciling objectives would 
require decision makers to identify the importance, or weight, they place on 
each objective, specified in terms of the quantitative criteria. This is a 
difficult task. In addition, policy decision makers are likely to hestitate to 
specify their weights, preferring to retain flexibility in policy choices. 

In practice, therefore, it will usually be necessary to fall back to 
the less precise, less technical, more judgemental and more practical "minimum 
standards" or "trade-offs" approaches, or even to the first step of identifying 
and listing the achievements under each objective. The final choice of a 
forest revenue system will remain a policy decision, it is not for the analyst 
to undertake. Rather, the role of the analyst is to identify the alternatives 
and the trade-offs. 
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Chapter 8 

SURVEY OF ALTERNATIVE FOREST CHARGES CLASSIFIgD BY BASE 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The variety of forest charges and forest revenue arrangements in 
tropical countries reflects the diversity among them in forests, forest manage
ment, economic development, social and cultural background, governmental struc
ture and history. 

The objective of the present chapter is to develop a classification 
of forest charges, to identify and explain types of charges based on this 
classification and to survey examples of these charges drawn from selected 
tropical countries. 

A full range of types of forest charges (including alternative means 
of collecting forest revenues) are identified and surveyed: from licence fees 
and ground rentals on concessions, through per-tree stumpage charges, volume 
based charges, charges on processed produc ts, and export charges to profi t 
based royalties, joint ventures and government ownership of concessions, 
logging operations or processing plants. Examples of these charges are drawn 
from the experience of major South-East Asian and West African timber producing 
countries surveyed. These examples illustrate the actual application of the 
alternatives as well as some of the advantages and difficulties experienced. 

In the next chapter each of these alternative forest charges is 
evaluated in terms of the four criteria established previously (in Chapter 7). 

8.2 CLASSIFICATION OF FOREST CHARGES 

Forest charges are frequently classified by and described in terms of 
their name, intended purpose, or the use to which the funds are put rather than 
the base upon which they are levied. For example, "reforestation fees" applied 
in a number of countries may be levied on the area cut over, on the volume of 
timber cut, on the number of trees cut, or on logs and forest products 
exported. Royalties, reflecting the government's interest in the fore'st 
resource, may be levied in various countries as per-tree charges, on the volume 
of timber cut, on processed products, on exports, or even in some countries on 
the area cutover. Export taxes may be levied on logs or on processed products 
and on volumes or values of exports. 

However, the diversity among countries in the names of forest 
charges, intended purpose, or the use to which the revenues are put, make any 
classification based on these complex, comparisons among countries difficult, 
and their evaluation unconstructive. In addition, in anyone country there may 
be several charges with different names and purposes, although all are levied. 
on the same base; for example royalties, reforestation fees, or public work, 
changes, all levied on the volume of timber harvested. 
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To facilitate the review and evaluation of forest revenue arrange
ments, two dimensions of forest charges are singled out for analysis: 

(a) the type of charge classified by the base upon which it is 
levied (eg. area based charges on concessions, volume based charges on timber 
cut, log export charges, profit based charges) and the structure of charges. 

(b) the level of the forest charges and the methods of establishing 
the level (e.g. administratively set fixed rate charges, value related ad 
valorem charges, formula set charges, negot iated charges, sealed tenders and 
open-bid auctions). 

The review of forest charges in terms of these twin dimensions 
separates the questions of the type and structure of forest charges from the 
independent question of the level of these forest charges. It facilitates the 
evaluation of individual forest charges and the structure of forest revenue 
systems separately from more contentious issues related to the level of forest 
charges. 

Types of Forest Charges 

The forest charges reviewed in the present chapter, classified in 
terms of the base upon which they are levied, are listed in Table 8.1. The 
classification is broadly interpreted to include alternative revenue arrange
ments. 

This classification of types of forest charges, classified by the 
base upon which they are levied provides a framework within which charges and 
revenue alternatives can be grouped, compared among countries and evaluated. 
This classification can incorporate almost all of the forest charges used in 
developing countries. For example, it can include such volume based charges as 
royalties, reforestation fees, public works charges withholding charges, 
special deposits, scaling and grading fees and dredging fees all levied on the 
volume of timber cut. Some countries levy six or more volume based charges. 
These are best grouped together 'for evaluation of their effects on forest and 
for evaluation of their combined level. 

Each type of forest charge is evaluated in turn. Examples are drawn 
from the following West African and South East Asian countries: 

West Africa 

Liberia 
Ivory Coast 
Ghana 
Nigeria 

South East Asia 

Indonesia 
The State of Sabah, Malaysia 
The State of Sarawak, Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

These include the major timber producing countries of these regions, 
and a diversity of forest charges representative of those found in most 
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Table 8.1 

TYPES OF FOREST CHARGES AND 
ALTERNATIVE FOREST REVEN~~ ARRANGEMENTS 

Section 

On Concessions 

8.3 - Licence Fees. 
8.4 - Annual Ground Rentals. 
8.5 - Fees Based on Standing Timber Volume Annual Allowable Cut, or 

Property Values. 

On Timber Harvested 

8.6 - Per-Tree Charges. 
8.7 - Volume Based Charges. 
8.8 - Charges Based on the Area Logged. 

On Forest Products Production 

8.9 - Charges on Processed Forest Products. 
8.10 - Charges on Minor Forest Products. 

On Foreign Trade 

8.11 - Export charges on Logs and Forest Products. 

For Services 

8.12 - Fees for Services Provided. 

On Productive Factors 

8.13 - Charges on Equipment or Workers. 

On Companies 

8.14 - Corporation Income Tax. 
8.15 - Profit Based Royalties. 

Government Participation in Concessions, Harvesting and Processing 

8.16 - Joint Ventures or Full Government Ownership of Concessions, Logging 
Operations, or ProceSSing Plants. 
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tropical countries. The Ivory Coast, for example, is representative of charges 
found in other French speaking West and Central African countries. 

8.3 LICENCE FEES ON CONCESSIONS 

Licence fees for forest concessions, timber licences and other forest 
utilization contracts are common in tropical countries, but are generally low, 
essentially token charges. However, the issuing of a concession, or timber 
licence involves the granting of rights to timber, rights which can be of 
considerable value. The value to the concession holder of these rights, 
identified in Chapter 6, is based on two components: (a) profits earned from 
the concession where the forest charges on the timber cut are below the 
stumpage value of the timber and (b) the insurance value provided by the 
security of timber supply. 

A licence fee on the concession can be used to reflect the value of 
these timber rights. The licence fee may be either an initial lump-sum fee, or 
an annual fee payable yearly for the life of these timber rights. Both are 
common. 

In most countries the levels of license fees on concessions or other 
timber utilization contracts are administratively set. However, the level 
could be established by bonus bids in an open-bid or sealed-bid auction or by 
one or other of the methods discussed below, in Chapter 10. Bonus bidding on 
licences is commonly used to capture the value of mineral and petroleum leases. 

8.3.1 Examples of Licence Fees 

Examples of licence fees include both initial lump sum fees and 
initial fees based on the area of the concession. In most of the countries the 
levels of the fees are administratively set. 

Ivory Coast: Two initial lump-sum charges are levied on concessions 
(chantier); a Concession Permit Fee (taxe d'atribution) and a Public Works Fee 
(taxe de Gravaux d'int'r~t g'n~ral). 

The Concession Permit Fee (taxe d'atribution) 
(US $625) in 1980 is charged on each chantier and 
govermnent. As chantier are of fixed size (2,500 ha), 
Fee is equivalent to an area based ground rental of 
$0.25/ha). It thus represents a rather small charge. 

of 125,000 Francs CFA 
goes to the central 
the Concession Permi t 
50 Francs CFA/ha (US 

A Public Works Fee (taxe de Gravaux d' int'rat gln€ral) of 400,000 
Francs CFA (US $2,000) is levied on "rich" chantier and 200,000 Francs CFA 
(US $1,000) on "poor" chantier. These Public Works Fees go to the local 
govermnent to finance public works and general local functions. The rates on 
both of these concession charges are administratively set, and remained 
unchanged for the last five years. 

An additional charge on concessions, the Annual Area Charge (taxe de 
superficie) is an annual ground rental and is discussed below (Section 8.4). 
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Nigeria: In Nigeria, the State of Bendel, the major timber producing 
s ta te, is t he only Sta te to levy a licence fee on concessions. The "Spec ial 
Development Levy" is an initial charge on concessions and timber licences. It 
is based on the area of the concession or licence and levied on the entire 
area. The rates in 1981, unchanged since 1969, ranged from 0.70 Naira/ha to 
1.55 Naira/ha (US $1.00/ha to $2.30/ha). Rates vary by forest reserve and are 
intended to reflect differences in the stocking of the forest among areas of 
the State. 

Indonesia: Indonesia levies an initial Licence Fee on concessions 
based on the total area of the concession, an administratively set charge 
levied at 1,000 Ruphiahs/ha in 1980 (US $1.60/ha). 

Philippines: In the Philippines a Licence Application Fee of 1. 00 
Pesos/ha (U.S. $O.l3/ha) is levied on the area applied for. It is an initial 
or "once-only" charge paid at the time of application. 

Thailand: Although the area of concessions vary, Thailand levies a 
fixed Concession Fee for the concession period of 30 years. They are understood 
to be an initial charge. For teak concessions these Concession Fees were 
30,000 Baht (US $1,500) and 15,000 Baht (US $750) for non-teak concessions in 
1980. These levels, administratively set, were established in 1975 when the 
administratively set charges were revised and most charges doubled. 

8.4 ANNUAL GROUND RENTALS 

Annual ground rentals on concessions represent an alternative to 
initial licence fees. Like initial licence fees, annual area based ground 
rentals can serve to reflect and capture the value of concessions or other 
forms of timber rights. In fact, ground rents can offer advantages of greater 
flexibility and thus may better reflect the value of timber rights, as the 
evaluation in the next chapter suggests. An annual ground rental is adaptable 
to concessions of varying lengths of tenure and to concessions of varying 
size. 

It is possible to levy both licence fees and ground rental charges. 
The Ivory Coast, for example, levies both initial lump-sum charges on conces
sions and an annual area based ground rental. 

Examples of Annual Ground Rentals 

Annual ground rentals are usually applied to the entire licence area 
and levied at a uniform rate per hectare. In most countries the levels are 
adminstratively set, although there is scope to establish the level, for 
example as bonus bids in open-bid or sealed-bid auctions, or by formula, or 
other Methods examined in Chapter 10. 

Liberia: In Liberia, a "Land Rental" charge of US $0.10/ac/year. 
(US $0.25/ha/year) is levied annually on concessions, based on the total are .. 
of the concession. This per acre charge has remained unchanged, at pre-1977 
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rates throuah 1980. The Land Rental charge, however, ranks as one of the lesser 
charges, in terms of revenue. It ranks fourth in revenues, after the several 
volume based and export charges on timber cut, and accounts for just over 7% of 
forest revenues. 

Ivory Coas t: In the Ivory Coast an Annual Area Charge (taxe de 
superficie) is levied in addition to the initial Concession Permit Fee (taxe 
d' atribution) and the Public Works Fee (taxe de Gravaux d' inter€t gen€ral) 
levied on each concession (chantier), which were described above (Section 8.3). 
Like these other conce88ion charges, the Annual Area charge is a relatively 
minor charge. It is levied at the rate of 10 Francs/CFAlha/year (US $0.05/ 
ha/year) in 1980. The charge is administratively set with the level unchanged 
for at least the previous five years. 

Ghana: In Ghana an annual ground rental is levied on all timber 
leases and li~ences, both inside and outside forest reserves. The rate of 0.25 
Cedis/ha/year (US $0.10/ha/year) in 1980 is administratively set and remained 
unchanged from 1975. The revenues are shared with the customary land owners, 
Chiefs and the local council. 

Indonesia: In Indonesia an area based ground rental (luran Hak 
Pengusahan Rutan, IHPH) is levied annually on the total area of concessions. 
The charge of about 50 Rupiah/ha/year (US $0.08/ha/year) in 1980 is a relative
ly minor forest charge. Revenues are shared between the provincial government 
(76%) and the central government (24%). 

8.5 FEES ON STANDING TIMBER VOLUME, THE ANNUAL ALLOWABLE CUT, OR PROPERTY 
VALUES 

Charges based on the inventory volume of standing timber, on the 
annual allowable cut, or property taxes based on the value of the timber are 
three closely related alternatives which can serve to reflect the value of con
cessions. 

Olarges based on the inventory volume of standing timber in some 
circumstances might serve to reflect the value of the concession and the timber 
thereon better than a licence fee, or annual ground rental. However, for most 
countries, the forest inventory data are usually not sufficiently reliable to 
apply this charge. It is not a particularly promising alternative for most 
tropical countries, except perhaps for plantations. 

The annual allowable cut is a base related to the timber yield rather 
than the stock of timber. For managed forests it might provide a better base. 
AD obvious difficulty is in determining the allowable cut of tropical forests, 
except .. ain for plantations. In most tropical countries allowable cut 
estimates are, at best, estimates. 

Property taxes, and alternatives such as site productivity taxes and 
yield taxes, are moat cOlllllon in developed countries were they are applied to 
private lands. There 18 extensive literature on the application of property 
taxes to forestry in developed countries and their effects on forestry. 
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Property taxes on forest lands are uncommon in tropical countries, where most 
of the forest land is in government or communal ownership. 

8.5.1 Examples of Fees Based on Standing Timber Volume Annual Allowable 
Cut, or Property Values 

In spite of the difficulties and problems mentioned, a few examples 
of these charges can be found in tropical countries. 

Indonesia: The Indonesian IPEOA Property Tax on concessions, a 
property tax in name only, is levied at 20% of the total of all timber 
royalties and licence fees paid on concessions. The charge was converted to 
that base in 1976. Prior to that it was levied as an annual area based ground 
rental at 25 Ruphiah/ha/year. 

Philippines: In the Philippines an annual Licence Fee is levied on 
concessions based on the annual allowable cut of the concession area. This 
annual Licence Fee is 5% of the "value" of the annual allowable cut, determined 
by mUltiplying the allowable cut by the average forest charge per cubic metre. 

For example, if the annual allowable cut on a particular concession 
was 10,000 m3/year, and the average forest charge paid was 3.50 pesos/m3, 
then the annual licence fee would be: 0.05 (10,000 m3/year x 3.50 pesos/m3) 
s 1,750 Pesos/year. 

At a rate of only 5%, the fee is a relatively minor charge. It is 
equivalent to an additional volume based charge on the timber cut at rates of 
roughly 5% of the average charge peT cubic l1Ietre, a very small additional 
charge. 

In addition to the Licence Fee, based on the annual allowable cut, 
a Real Property Tax on Timber Concessions, established in 1975 by Presidential 
Decrees (PO No. 853 and PO No. 8SS), is also levied on concessions. It is 
levied at 1% of the assessed value, with the assessed value set at 40% of the 
"market value" of "the timber allowed to be cut annually." A "market value" 
set at 200 Pesos/m3 in 1975 was still in force in 1980. 

For example, if the annual allowable cut on a particular concession 
was 10,000 m3/year, the annual property tax would be 10,000 m3/year x 200 
Pesos/m3 x 0.4 x 0.01 - 8,000 Pesos/year. This represents an annual property 
tax of 0.80 Pesos/m3/year (US $0.lS/m3/year) on the allowable cut, again a 
relatively modest charge, equivalent to an additional volume based charge of 
0.80 Pesos/m3) (US $0.lS/m3) on timber cut. This property tax is collected 
by the central government and distributed to the provinces and municipalities. 

A 1% Special Education Fund charge, also based on the allowable cut, 
is levied in addition. Thus it effectively doubles the property tax charges. 
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8.6 PER-TREE CHARGES ON TIMBER HARVESTED 

One of the simplest charges on the timber harvested is a per-tree 
charge, or "stumpage charge" as it is termed in several countries. The charge 
is based on the number of trees cut, at a rate per tree usually specified by 
species or species group and with higher rates on the more valuable species. 
Rates per tree are usually constant irrespective of tree size. A few 
jurisdictions specify per-tree charges by diameter (girth) classes, but it 
makes the charge more complicated. 

Charges per tree can be based on the number of trees of each species 
class, that are to be cut, and a permit issued prior to harvesting operations. 
In this case revenues are usually collected beforehand, when the permit is 
issued. Alternatively, the per-tree charges can be based on the trees actually 
cut. 

8.6.1 Examples of Per-Tree Charges 

Per-tree stumpage charges, although not a common forest charge, are 
a component of the forest revenue systems of Ghana, Nigeria and Thailand. In 
Ghana, they are levied on timber cut, both inside and outside forest reserves; 
in Nigeria only outside forest reserves; and in Thailand only on concessions. 
Only in two Nigerian states do per-tree stumpage charges vary with tree 
diameter. 

Ghana: In Ghana Stumpage Fees per standing tree (also termed 
Royalties) are levied on all trees cut, both inside or outside forest reserves, 
wi th the same rates both inside and outside forest reserves. Revenues are 
shared with the customary land owners, Chiefs and the local councils. 

Stumpage Fees are administratively set for 39 species. Rates in 1980 
ranged from 6.00 Cedis/tree to 54.00 Cedis/tree (US $2.20/tree to $19.60/tree). 
Stumpage fees per tree are fixed irrespective of tree size. These rates were 
established in 1975, and were based on average log prices experienced from 1968 
to 1972. 

Nigeria: In Nigeria per-tree stumpage charges were the earliest form 
of forest charge. They are now levied primarily on timber cut in the more 
scattered logging operations outside of the forest reserves. 

In the forest tariff of most Nigerian states stumpage charges per 
tree are specified for about 40 major species, irrespective of tree diameter. 
Stumpage charges are administratively set. Bates in most states have been 
revised at intervals of from three to eight years. 

Stumpage charges vary considerably between states, partly in response 
to variations in timber prices, but more as a result of variatio~s in the 
timing of revisions among the states. 

Charges for higher valued species are between two and seven times 
those of the lowest valued species, but differencea are not uauslly great 
enough to fully reflect differences in the value of the standing trees and thus 
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the higher valued species are greatly sought after (Gray 1981 Nigerian Forest 
Revenue Systems). 

In 1981, in those states with the higher stumpage charges, the 
charges ranged from 30.0 Naira/ tree (US $45.00/tree) for the lowest value and 
"other" species up to 70.00 Naira/tree (US $105.00/tree) for the more valuable 
species. For those states with lower stumpage charge the range was from 3.30 
Naira/ tree (US $5.00/tree) for the lowest value and "other" species up to 26 
Naira/tree (US $39.00/tree) for the more valuable species. 

Stumpage charges in most Nigerian states are a set amount per tree. 
Consequently stumpage charges will not reflect the value of the larger diameter 
trees. For small trees, unless the charges are set at a low level they may 
exceed the value of the trees and 80 discourage cutting. Only two states, 
Anambra and Imo States vary stumpage charges by tree diameter i.e., by girth 
classes. 

Thailand: Thailand levies per-tree Stumpage Fees on timber harvested 
from within concessions only. Stumpage Fees are collected from concession 
holders at the start of the felling season, prior to felling, based on the 
number of trees they plan to fell. 

The level of Stumpage Fees is administratively set. Stumpage Fees 
range from 100 Baht/tree (US $5.00/tree) for larger Teak (Tectona grandis) and 
for Yang (Dipterocarpos spp.) down to 40 Baht (US $2.00!tree) for Shorea 
species and to 20 Baht (US $1.00/tree) for other species. For Teak only, 
Stumpage Fees vary by diameter, trees over 180 cm in girth pay 100 Baht/ tree 
(US $5.00/tree), those under 180 em in girth pay 30 Baht/tree (US $1.50/tree). 

8.7 VOLUME BASED CHARGES ON TIMBER HARVESTED 

Charges based on the volume of timber cut are one of the most impor
tant forest charges for tropical countries; most important in terms of revenues 
collected and in terms of their economic efficiency effects on forest 
managemen t • 

Volume based forest charges applied to the timber cut include 
severance charges, out-turn volume charges, royalties and a range of other 
forest fees or dues based on volume. In French-speaking countries they are 
referred to as "taxe d'abattage". "taxe de production", or "prix forfaitaire'de 
vente". In Latin American countries, they are referred to as "impuesto 
forestal", "precio forestal" and "derecho de mont". As reforestation fees, 
silvicultural cesses and other forest management charges are also commonly 
volume based charges. their revenue implications and economic effects are 
considered along wi th those of stumpage and royal ty fees. They are still 
sources of revenue to the government even if revenues are earmarked for certain 
purposes and they have the same impact on forest management, no matter how they 
are labelled. 

Charges levied on the volume cut are most commonly set at a fixed. 
rate per cubic metre which varies by species. or at an ad valorem rate based o~ 
the value of timber. However. the level of the charges can be administratively 
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established and levied at fixed rates, levied at value related (ad valorem) 
rates, established by formula, established by negotiation, or established by 
auctions. These methods are discussed in Chapter la, below. 

8.7.1 Examples of Volume Based Charges 

There are a wide range of examples of charges based on the volume of 
timber cut and some interesting variations in volume based char~es among the 
countries surveyed. 

Liberia: Liberia levies two volume based charges on all timber cut, 
a Severance Fee and a Reforestation Fee. In addition, an export charge called 
the Industrialization Incentive Fee, based on log volumes, is levied on log 
volumes of export logs only, and is therefore described below, in the section 
on export charges (Section 8.11).!/ 

The Severance Fee, introduced in 1977, is an administratively set, 
fixed rate charge of US $1.50/m3 in 1980, levied on all logs harvested, both 
those locally processed and exported. It replaced the Local Use Stumpage 
charge of US $1.00/m3 levied only on logs processed locally. The Severance 
Fee, remained unchanged at US $1.50/m3 in the 1980 revision of forest 
charges, and is Liberia's third most important charge in terms of revenue. 

The rationale for the Severance Fee is that it is a charge for the 
"ecological value" of the trees removed. Under such circumstances it serves as 
a minimum forest charge or "reservation price" reflecting the Government 
opportunity cost of the timber, a role mentioned in Chapter 5. 

The Reforestation Fee, a fixed rate charge of US $3.00/m3 in 1980, 
is also levied on all logs harvested, both locally processed and exported. It 
is Liberia's second most important charge in terms of revenue. The charge was 
introduced in 1977 at US $1.44/m3 and raised to US $3.00/m3 in 1980. When 
introduced, The Reforestation Fee was intended to cover reforestation costs. 
Concession holders who undertook to do their own reforestation were exempt from 
the Reforestation Fee. However, following unsatisfactory reforestation by 
concession holders, the exemption is no longer allowed and Reforestation Fees 
are charged on all timber cut. 

These volume based charges, and the Industrialization Incentive Fee 
levied on export logs, are based on the volumes of timber scaled in the woods 
as measured by Forestry Development Authority scalers. 

Ivory Coast: In the Ivory Coast the Felling Tax (taxe d'abattage) 
based on log volumes is levied on the timber cut. The rates vary between 
species, for three species classes, and between logs locally used and those 
exported. 

An additional, relatively minor volume based charge on timber cut of U.S. 
$0.25/m3 i8 levied to finance the Mano River Union Forestry Training 
Centre. 
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Rates under the Felling Tax are administratively set. Rates in 
effect in 1980 by species class, for locally used and export logs are as 
follows: 

Species 
Class Locally Used Logs Export Logs 

1 150 Franc CFA/m3 (US $0.75/m3) 300 Franc CFAlm3 (US $1.50/m 
2 100 Franc CFA/m3 (US $0.50/m3) 200 Franc CFA/m3 (US $1.00/m 
3 50 Franc CFA/m3 (US $0.25/m3) 100 Franc CFA/m3 (US $0.50/m 

These rates were established in 1966 and have remained unchanged 
since. As a result, the Felling Tax is no longer as important as other charges 
such as the Export Tax (Droits Uniques des Sortie, or DUS) on logs, described 
in Section 8.11, below. For example, the 200 Franc CFA/m3 Felling Tax on 
export logs of Obeche, or Samba (Triploch1ton sc1eroxylon) represents less than 
1% of the 27,000 Franc CFAim3 1980 posted export price (valeurs mercuriales). 
On the other hand, the Export Tax rate on Samba 1s 36% of the posted export 
price, and results in an Export Tax of 9,720 Franc CFA/m3 (US $48.60/m3), 
making the Export Tax by far and away the most significant forest charge in the 
Ivory Coast. 

Although Felling Tax rates are low, the Tax does have an appropri
ate structure, both to distinguish among species and to encourage domestic 
processing of logs. The Felling Tax distinguishes among three species classes, 
with species classed roughly by their relative value and higher rates for the 
more valuable species classes. The Tax also distinguishes between logs locally 
used and those exported, with higher rates on export logs to encourage domestic 
processing. However, with relatively low Felling Tax rates these differential 
rates are not sufficient, by themselves, to encourage domestic processing, or 
to fully reflect the differentials in value among species. Instead domestic 
processing is encouraged much more strongly by the Export Tax (Droits Uniques 
des Sortie) described in Section 8.11 below.ll 

lIOn small concessions and in the Savannah zone of the interior a volume 
based charge called the Special Tax (permis de coupe) replaces the Felling 
Tax (taxe d' aba t tage) • It also replaces the Concession Permit Fee (taxe 
d'atribution) and the Annual Area charge (taxe de superficie), described in 
Sections 8.3 and 8.4. 

The rates for the Special Tax (permis de coupe), applying in 1980, are as 
follows: 

Class 1 species 600 Franc CFA/m3 (US $3.00/m3) 
Class 2 species 400 Franc CFA/m3 (US $2.00/m3) 
Class 3 species 200 Franc CFA/m3 (US $1.00/m3) 

As for the Felling Tax (taxe d'abbattage) the rates are administratively 
set and have remained unchanged from the mid-1970's or earlier. 
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Nigeria: In the Nigerian states "Out-Turn Volume" charges are levied 
on the measured volume of logs removed from the forest. Out-Turn Volume charges 
are generally applied inside forest reserves, to smaller concessions, to small 
scale operations or to salvage logging operations. On larger concessions, in 
most states they are replaced by lump-sum charges levied on the area cut-over. 

The Out-Turn Volume based chaeges are set for 20 to 40 species, 
grouped under three to five separate rates. For most states, the rates are 
fixed irrespective of the size of the log. However, at least one state adjusts 
the charge for log diameter, charging half the rate on smaller diameter logs 
(Gray 1980, Nigerian Forest Revenue Systems). 

Levels of the Out-Turn Volume charges are administratively set. 
Recent revisions to Out-Turn Volume rates in several states have raised rates 
to 14.00-15.00 Naira/m3 (US $21.00-$22.50/m3 ) for the more valuable species 
and to 6.00'-10.00 Naira/m3 (US $9.00-$15.00/m3) for the less valuable 
species. 

Just as with per-tree stumpage charges, variation in rates between 
species are not generally sufficient to reflect the differences in timber 
values between species resulting in strong pressures to cut these more valuable 
species (Gray 1981). 

Indonesia: In Indonesia, log volumes of the timber cut is used as a 
base for eight or more forest charges. These include royal ties on the timber 
cut, export taxes, withholding charges for industrialization contributions and 
for corporation taxes, reforestation deposits, as well as other charges 
designed to finance government activities such as river and harbour dredging 
providing benefits to the forest industry, and fees for such direct services 
as grading and scaling. 

The more significant volume based charges, along with the method of 
determination, and the rates applicable in 1980, are given in Table 8.2. 

The levels of several of these volume based charges are administra
tively set. The levels of others are determined as an ad valorem percentage of 
posted export prices, cOlllllonly termed "check prices" and described in Chapter 
10. These charges are levied by a variety of departments and ministries of the 
Central Government. For example, the Timber Royalty, Additional Timber Royalty 
and Industrial Contribution are levied by the Department of Forestry (Ministry 
of A\griculture). The Timber Export Tax and MPO Tax are levied by the Ministry 
of Finance. 

Some of these charges, such as the Industrial Contribution and 
Reforestation Deposits, go into funds to be repaid upon performance of 
activities. Others go to finance specific purposes. Revenues from 80me 
charges such as the Timber Royalty are shared between the Central GoverDlllent 
and the Provincial Governments. 

Indonesia's experience wi th these eight volUlie baaed charges illus
trates the advantases of the use of a miform base, such as log volume, for 
several charses. There are economies if scaled lOS volumes can be used for 
several charges. and the base is standardized and uniform -ona charses. There 
are also economies in .. ttl. the level, for example, with several ad valorem 
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Table 8.2 

VOLUME BASED CHARGES ON LOG PRODUCTION AND EXPORT CHARGES ON LOGS: INDONESIA 

Volume Based Charges on Logs 
Indonesia (1980) 

On Log Production 

1. Timber Royalty (luran Halishutan, IHH) 
- 6% of posted export prices, 

"check prices"/m3 

On Log Exports 

2. Additional Timber Royalty (IRR Tambahan) 
- roughly Rp 500-1000/m3 , 

varies by region 
- on export logs only 
- intended to finance river and 

harbour dredging 

3. Timber Export Tax 
(Alokasi Devisa Otomatis, ADO) 

- 20% of posted export prices 
"check prices"/m3 

- on export logs only 

4. Industrial Contribution 
(Simpanan Wajib Industri) 
- on export logs only 
- refunded upon investment 

in processing plant 

5. MFO Tax (MPO Exim) 
- Rp 40/m3/U.S. $ of check price 
- on export logs only 
- withholding tax on corporations 

6. Reforestation Deposit 
- U.S. $4.00/m3 
- on export logs only 
- refunded when reforestation achieved 

Total Volume Based Charges 

On Domestically Processed Loga 
On Export Logs 

Representative Average Level 
(Based on an average check price 
on logs of U.S. $135/m3 ) 

(Ruphiah/mJ) 

Rp 5,000 

Rp 700 

Rp 16,900 

Rp 2,000 

Rp 5,400 

Rp 2,500 

Rp 5,000 
Rp 32,500 

(US $/mJ) 

$ 8.00 

$ 1.20 

$27.00 

$ 3.20 

$ 8.60 

$ 4.00 

$ 8.00 
$52.00 
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charges based on the same posted export prices, .. check prices". However, wi th 
a variety of charges levied by several different departments and ministries 
there are obvious problems of coordination. Without coordination of the 
various charges it is difficult to ensure that the charges will reflect the 
stumpage value of the timber cut, will not discourage or distort utilization, 
and will not conflict with other forest policy objectives. 

Sabah, Malaysia: Volume based charges on timber cut lire the major 
forest revenue source in Sabah, Malaysia. They include Royal ties on logs 
exported or processed domestically (or alternatively on the processed output). 
These Royalties account for 85% to 90% of forest revenues. The volume based 
Timber Development Charge is levied on export logs only, and accounts for a 
further 5% to 10% of forest revenues (see Section 8.11). 

Royalty rates are set monthly for six species groups for export logs 
and for domeEitically processed logs by means of royalty formulae and based on 
the monthly FOB log prices obtained by the State sponsored, Sabah Foundation. 
Sabah's formula approach to setting the level of Royalties is reviewed and 
evaluated in Chapter 10 (Section 10.5), where attention is focussed on the 
other dimension of forest charges, setting the levels of forest charges. 
Separate formulae for export logs and for logs which are processed domestically 
yield substantially higher charges on export logs. For logs processed domes
tically, Royal ties can be based either on log volumes or on the volume of the 
processed products (see also Section 8.9). 

This formula approach is a most effective royalty system, and yields 
some of the highest forest charges among tropical countries. For example, for 
red and white Serya, the major species cut and the most valuable species, 
Royalties in April 1980 on export logs were equivalent to US $76/m3• For 
Kapur and Yellow Serya, the other major species, Royalties on export logs were 
over US $63/m3. 

Royalties set for the month of April 1980 for each of the six species 
classes and for export logs or logs processed domestically were as follows: 

Species Class and Major Species 

A Selangan batu 
B Bed Serya, White Serya 
C Kapur, Yellow Serya 
D Jongkong 
E Ram in 
OT Other Timbers 

Export 
Logs 

Domestic 
Logs 

(Malaysian $/Hoppus ft). 

2.05 0.57 
5.89 0.75 
4.93 0.65 
5.00 0.66 
3.27 0.49 
4.23 0.58 

Export 
Logs 

Domestic 
Logs 

(US $/m3 ) 

26.40 7.40 
76.00 9.70 
63.60 8.40 
64.50 8.50 
42.20 6.30 
54.50 7.50 

Under the formulae, the high Royalties on export logs coupled with 
the substantially lower Royalties on logs processed domestically provides size
able incentives for domestic processing, which is discussed in the section on 
export charges below (Section 8.11). 
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Sarawak, Malaysia: The Malaysian state of Sarawak levies three 
volume based charges on the standing harvested from concessions: Royalties, the 
major volume based charge; and two minor charges, the Timber Cess (or Native 
Premium), and the Timber Development Premium. 

Royalty rates are specified for over 30 species, grouped into five 
separate species classes. Their levels, which are administratively set, were 
revised in 1980 and most rates increased by 50%. Royalty rates for logs of the 
more valuable species group which includes Meranti (Shorea spp.) and Bindang 
(Agathis spp.) and account for over 50% of Sarawak log exports were increased 
to $30 Malaysian/Hoppus ton (of 50/H ft.) (US $7.50/m3 ) of logs. Royalty 
rates on logs of other species groups were revised to levels of between $9.00 
Malaysian/Hoppus ton and $22.50/Malaysian/Hoppus ton (US $2.20 to $5.60/m3 of 
logs). 

Royalty rates for Ramin (Gonystylus spp.), unlike those of other 
species groups, vary by regions of the State. Following the 1980 revision they 
ranged from $24 Malaysianl Hoppus ton to $36 Malaysian/Hoppus ton (US $6.00 to 
$9.00/m3). 

In Sarawak, Royalties on timber cut can be paid either on round log 
production from concessions, or on the sawnwood volume produced from the logs. 
Royalty rates, specified both for round logs and for converted sawnwood, are 
equivalent if sawnwood recovery is 50%. 

In addi t ion to the Royal ties, two other volume based charges are 
levied on the timber cut. Both are levied at low rates, which are administra
tively set aud have remained unchanged for a number of years. 

The Timber Cess (or Native Premium) is levied on "hill timber" from 
inland areas at the rate of $1.00 Malaysian/Hoppus ton (US $0.25/m3). 
Revenues are credited to the Sarawak Foundation Fund, earmarked for development 
projects benefiting the hill tribes. 

The Timber Development Premium is levied on all swamp species at the 
rate of $2.00 Malaysian/Hoppus ton (US $0.50/m3). Revenues are credited to 
the Sarawak Timber Development Corporation and used for the promotion of 
Sarawak forest products. 

Philippines: Until consolidated into a single charge in 1980, volume 
based forest charges in the Philippines comprised a set of six volume based 
charges. Each was established under separate legislation or authority, for 
different purposes, or to fund different activities. 

The Regular Forest Charges were established by Congressional Act a 
number of years ago with rates of 0.60 Pesos/m3, 1.25 Pesos/m3 , 2.00 
Pesos/m3 and 3.50 Pesos/m3 (US $0.08/m3 to $0.47/m3) for four species 
class. Rates have remained unchflnged because the revision of rates required 
legislative revision of the Act, a complex and time consuming step. To 
raise the rates and increase revenues the Bureau of Forest Development 
reclassified species to higher species classes. Almost all species are now 
classified to the highest species class. 
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Over time, additional forest charses were added to provide forest 
revenues and help finance forestry activities. These include the Reforestation 
Fund charses, which also vary by species class; the Forest Information Fund 
charse; the FORPRIDECOM Fund charse; and Special Deposits for The Working Unit 
Trust Fund and Research and Development Trust Fund. Like the Resular Forest 
Charses, all of these have administratively set, fixed rates. Tosether these 
volume base charses in early 1980 totaled between 6.35 Pesos/m3 and 9.35 
Pesos/m3 (US $0.85/m3 - $1.25/m3) on loss used domestically t. and between 
10.85 Pesos/m3 and 13.85 Pesos/m3 (US $1.45/m3 - $1.85/m~) on export 
loss. 

Later in 1980 these six charses are understood to have been replaced 
by a single uniform charse of 20 Pesos/m3 (US $2.7 0/m3)m which was to be 
raised to 30 Pesos/m3 (US $4.00/m3) in 1981. 

Thailand: Thailand levies a volume based Timber Royalty on timber 
cut both inside and outside forest reserves. Inside forest reserves. Forest 
Improvement Fees are also levied. Forest Improvement Fees for Teak are an 
additional two-times the applicable Royalty, for non-Teak species they are an 
additional one-times the applicable Royalty. Thus on timber cut inside forest 
reserves the combined total volume based charses (Royalty plus Forest Improve
ment Fee) are three-times the Royalty for Teak, and two-times the Royalty for 
non-Teak species. 

The levels of both Royalties and Forest Improvement Fees are admini
stratively set, with the 1980 levels having been established by the revision of 
charses in 1975. 

Timber Royalties for Teak illustrate volume based charses which vary 
with loS size. Four size classes of loss are determined by log volume. Timber 
Royalties in 1980 on Teak loss, alons with combined Timber Royalties and Forest 
Improvement Fees applicable to timber cut inside reserved forests are as 
follows: 

Teak 
LoS Size (by volume) 

aore than 0.5m3/lons 
0.3 - 0.5m3/los 
0.2 - 0.3m3/los 
less than 0.2m3/long 

Teak 
Timber Royalties 

(Baht/m3) (US $/m3) 

150 Baht 
120 Baht 
60 Baht 
15 Baht 

$7.50 
$6.00 
$3.00 
$0.75 

Combined Timber Royalties 
and Forest Improvement Fees 

(Baht/m3) (US $ 

450 Baht 
360 Baht 
180 Baht 
45 Baht 

$22.50 
$18.00 
$ 9.00 
$ 2.50 

Varying royalty rates by loS size, measured in terms of loS volume, 
offer an interesting approach that could ease the administrative burden of 
adjusting rates, especially under an automated scaling and billing system. For 
example, if field measurements of length and sirth or diameters are fed into a 
cOllputer prosr ..... that calculates loS volumes, in calculating the royalty 
payable the proSramme can easily be instructed to automatically adjust the 
royalty rate based on the volume of the individual loss. 

Timber Royalties for non-teak species vary between species, but not 
with loS size. T1aber Royalties in 1980 ranged between 100 Baht/m3 
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(US $5.00/m3) and 20 Baht/m3 (US $1.00/m3). Timber Royalties and the 
combined Timber Royalties plus Forest Improvement Fees applicable to timber cut 
inside reserved forests are as follows: 

Non-Teak Species 

Dipterocarpus spp. 
Shorea spp. 
Lowest low valued species 

Timber Royalties 
(Baht/m3) (US $/m3) 

100 Baht 
40 Baht 
20 Baht 

$5.00 
$2.00 
$1.00 

8.8 CHARGES BASED ON THE AREA LOGGED 

Combined Timber Royalties 
and Forest Improvement Fees 

(Baht/H3) (US $ 

200 Baht 
80 Baht 
40 Baht 

$10.00 
$ 4.00 
$ 2.00 

Charges based on the area logged are an alternative to volume based 
charges. Under this type of charge, a block of timber is sold at a rate per 
hectare or at a lump sum for the whole block. The logger then removes all the 
timber he wishes from the area. As removal of additional timber involves no 
additional forest charges, the marginal charge per cubic metre is zero. With a 
marginal charge of zero, stumpage charges cannot discourage utilization of 
those low value species or trees. 

The advantage claimed for charges based on area logged is that fuller 
utiliza tion of low-valued trees and species is encouraged. As area based 
charges on the area logged, are designed to encourge full utilization of the 
timber on the area, they are most appropriate where clear cutting is the 
silvicultural system applied. 

Area based charges on the area logged require accurate information on 
the volumes, species and other characteristics of the timber on the sale area, 
both for buyers and for the government. 

Lump sum timber sales represent an example of area based on the area 
logged rather than the volume removed. In lump sum timber sales a block of 
timber is sold as a unit, commonly by auction, although setting the level of 
charges and disposal can be by other means. 

8.8.1 Examples of Charges Based on the Area Logged 

Although not common, there are a few applications of charges based on 
the area logged among the tropical countries surveyed, including examples of 
lump sum timber sales. 

Ghana: Ghana levies a Silvicultural Fee on the area cut-over each 
year. Although not intended as a charge on the timber cut, it is none-the-lesa 
a charge on the area cut-over. ~nside forest reserves, a Silvicultural Fee of 
7.50 Cedis/ha (US $2.70/ha) in 1980 is levied on the area the concession bolder 
is permitted to cut each year. Outside foreat reserves, the Silvicultural Fee 
is levied at 2.50 Cedis/ha (US $0.90/ha) on the area Which is actually cut each 
year. These rates, which are administratively set, have remained unchanaed 
from 1975. 
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The revenues are placed in a fund for forest improvements, such as 
thinning and other silvicultural activities (excluding reforestation). Yet, in 
practice the levels of the Fee and the revenues generated have been 
insufficient to cover the cost of these activities. 

Nigeria: In Niger ia, charges based on the area cut-over, termed 
"Area Charges", are used in several States. They were first introduced in the 
late 1960's on larger concessions as a replacement for out-turn volume charges 
on the timber cut. Thus it is intended as a charge on the tilnber cut. 

The "Area Charge" is a flat rate charge per hec tare levied on the 
area of the concession to be logged each year. The lumtrsum charge is 
collected prior to cutting. A charge per hectare is established for each 
forest reserve, based on a broad estimate of the average stocking of timber 
within each forest reserve and its relative accessibility. The same rate is 
applied throughout the forest reserve, irrespective of the actual stocking on 
t he area cut. 

The levels of these area based charges are administratively set. In 
several states the levels were raised substantially in 1979 or 1980j in Ogun 
and 010 States to 400 Naira/ha (US $600/ha) in all forest reserves, in Ondo 
State to between 220 Naira/ha and 270 Naira/ha (US $33O-$405/ha). The trend in 
revision of area charges has been toward a uniform area charge for all forest 
reserves. Area based charges have been favoured because they are relatively 
easy to administer, avoid the necessi ty of scaling timber cut, and collec t 
revenue before harvesting rather than after cutting. 

Area charges are said to encourage utilization. As they are a charge 
per hectare, irrespective of the timber cut, they should encourage the removal 
and utilization of all merchantible timber from the areas cutover. Yet because 
a uniform rate per hectare is charged throughout the forest reserve, it will 
encourage the logging of the better stocked and more valuable timber stands 
first, leaving the poorly stocked and less valuable stands for later. To 
overcome this problem, rates would have to be dependent on the stocking, 
species and quality of each area cut, perhaps based on a detailed pre-sale 
inventory, a difficult and expensive process. 

Lump SUID timber sales have been used in the Anambra State for the 
sale of plantation timber by sealed-tender auction. 

Thailand: Lump sum timber sales have been successfully used in 
Thailand for the sale of blocks of plantation timber sold by sealed-tender 
auction. Although the volume of timber involved have been anall, these lump 
SUID sales by sealed tenders have yielded revenues three to five times the level 
of Royalties and Forest Improvement Fees, and in excess of the reserve prices 
established. 

8.9 CHARGES ON PROCESSED FOREST PRODUCTS 

Charges levied on saWRwood, or other processed products can be used 
in place of volume based charges on logs, or as a supplement to charges on 
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logs. Charges on processed forest products, in their simplest form, may be a 
uniform rate per cubic metre, rates may be varied by species and grade to 
reflect differences in value, or they may be levied at ad valorem rates based 
on values. 

As a replacement for volume based charges, charges on sawnwood or 
other forest products offer advantages, primarily in administrative simplicity. 
Measurement of the output of sawnwood and other forest products at processing 
plants may be cheaper and easier than scaling of logs in the forest. 

From the viewpoint of utilization, charges on forest products have 
one major disadvantage. Since they are based on the output of sawnwood or 
other processed products, rather than on the logs used, they will not encourage 
the full recovery of processed products. With charges on logs, the sawill 
pays the same forest charges, even if recovery is poor. With charges on; the 
sawnwood, they pay less if recovery is poor. 

However charges on processed products can serve to supplement charges 
on the timber harvested. In this case they function as a component of a 
two-part charge system. With separate charges on the timber cut and on forest 
products produced, each charge can be lower than otherwise. The two charges 
can also serve as a cross-check on each other, thereby reducing under-reporting 
and evasion under each charge. For example, if there is under-reporting of the 
trees cut under stumpage charges, or underscaling of logs under volume based 
charges, then sawnwood production and recovery would be out of proportion to 
reported log input. 

8.9.1 Examples of Charges on Processed Forest Products 

Several tropical countries levy charges on processed products. These 
may be as substitutes for or in addition to charges on the timber cut. The two 
examples from the selected tropical countries both illustrate charges on 
processed products which are substitutes for charges on the timber cut. 

Many tropical countries also levy export charges on processed wood 
products, commonly at ad valorem rates on declared FOB prices or on posted 
export prices, established by the Government. However, export charges are 
levied on a different base, that is, on processed products shipped out of the 
country. Export charges are discussed below (Section 8.11). The charges 
discussed here are levied on all production of processed products, both exports 
and domestically consumed production. 

Sabah, Malaysia: In Sabah, Royalties on domestically processed 
timber are payable either on the logs or on the output of processed products. 
The levels of Royalties for logs and for processed products are set monthly, 
for six species classes by means of royalty formulae and based on the FOB 
prices obtained by the State sponsored Sabah Foundation on its export log sales 
(as described in Chapter 10, Sectton 10.5). 

The Royalty formula for domestically processed logs is: 

Royalty (Malaysian $/hft) - 0.07 x FOB price of export logs (Malaysian $/hft.) 
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The Royalty formula based on processed products is: 

Royalty (Malaysian $/true cu. ft.) • 0.15 x FOB price of export logs (Malaysian 
$/hft.) 

Royalties paid under these two alternative formulae will be equal 
when 37% of the log is recovered in sawnwood or other processed products. 
[(0.07/0.15) x (1/1.273 true cu. ft. per Hft.) • 0.37]. If sawnwood recovery 
is greater than 37%, Royalties based on the processed products will be greater 
than Royalties based on logs. Thus if sawnwood recovery is, for example 50%, 
the forest industry will prefer, and choose, Royalties based on logs. 

These Royalty formulae have remained unchanged from 1977, when the 
Royalty rate on logs was reduced to 7% (ie. 0.07) from 10% (ie. 0.10). As the 
FOB prices used in the formula have increased, the Royalties have risen. 

Sarawak, Malaysia: In Sarawak, Royalties levied on the timber cut on 
concessions can also be assessed and paid based either on round log production 
or on the production of the converted sawnwood. The rates on logs and sawnwood 
are specified 80 as to yield equivalent royalty revenue where 50% of the log is 
recovered as sawnwood. If sawnwood recovery is higher, then royalty payments 
based on sawnwood would exceed those on logs. 

Royalty rates, which are administratively set, were revised in 1980, 
with most rates increased by 50%. Revised rates for the more valuable species 
group which includes Heranti (Shorea spp.) and Bindang (Agathis spp.) were 
raised to $60 Malaysian/Hoppus ton (US $18.80/m3) of sawnwood. Royalty rates 
on sawnwood of other species groups were increased to levels of between $18 
Malaysian and $45 Malaysian/Hoppus ton (US $5.60 to $14.00/m3). 

8.10 CHARGES ON MINOR FOREST PRODUCTS 

Forest charges on minor forest products (poles, piling, railway ties 
or sleepers, etc.) are normally based on the products themselves, rather than 
the volume of the trees used in their production. For minor forest products 
this usually involves a complex schedule of charges for each product, and in 
many cases for each size or grade of minor product. Such charges are usually 
laid down in the Forest Regulations. Consequently they are changed infre
quently and as a result lag behind inflation. 

B.10.l Examples of Charges on Minor Forest Products 

Examples of charges on minor products have been selected for only a 
fev of the countries surveyed. 

Nigeria: In the Nigerian high forest states, plantations of teak 
(Tectona grandia), Gmelina (Gme11na arborea), Opepe (Nauclea diderrichii), 
Idigbo or Afara (Terminalia spp.), and Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.) are 
utilized for a variety of highly valuable and special uses such as poles, pit 
props and mine timbers, for savlogs, and in the future for pulpwood. Most high 
forest states have pole tariffs, with charges by species levied on a piece 
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basis, and charges per pole which vary by pole diameter. Several states 
producing plantation timber for pit props and mine timbers have separate 
tariffs for pit props with charges based both on diameter and length. 

In addition to these plantation charges, forest tariffs include 
charges for fuelwood, charcoal, and a variety of minor products including yam 
sticks, fence posts, raphia, chewing sticks, fruits, palm nut collecting, palm 
oil tapping etc. These are levied on a per piece, or for some products as a 
licence on persons gathering the products. 

Sabah, Malaysia: Sabah levies fees on poles, shingles, fuelwood and 
charcoal. Pole fees per foot of length depend on the girth. Fuelwood fees 
include both fees based on stacked volumes and licence fees for those cutting 
fuelwood. Charges on charcoal include fees on production and a charge for each 
oven. 

Sarawak, Malaysia: Sarawak levies Royalties on a variety of minor 
products. It levies administratively-set, fixed-rate charges on poles (with 
rates which vary by diameter), shingles, firewood and charcoal. An ad valorem 
charge of 10% is applied to other products. Rates have remained unchanged for 
a decade or more, in spite of inflation. 

Philippines: In the Philippines, charges are levied on a wide 
variety of minor forest products at an ad valorem rate of 10% of the "assessed 
market value". These "assessed market values" are specified in Department of 
Finance, Revenue Regulations. Assessed market values and charges are listed 
for almost 40 products from charcoal, bamboo and rattan to resins and a variety 
of barks, nuts and leaves. 

8.11 EXPORT CHARGES ON LOGS AND FOREST PRODUCTS 

Export charges on logs and processed products are a common forest 
charge, and for many tropical countries their major forest revenue source. 

Export taxes on logs are the volume based charges levied on export 
logs rather than all timber harvested. In many cases export charges are a 
8ubstitute for volume based charges on all timber. They are distinguished from 
such charges by being based on export logs rather than all logs, an important 
distinction since charges levied only on export logs can serve to encourage 
domestic processing. 

Export charges on logs or other roundwood can be set as fixed charges 
per cubic metre which may vary with species or species class 'and perhaps with 
log grade as well. Alternatively, export charges on logs can be set as a value 
related (ad valorem) charge. The ad valorem rate may be varied with species 
class, but is usually a constant percentage rate. These ad valorem charges .can 
be based on the declared FOB prices of individual export shipments, or' on 
posted export prices, established by the government or a government agency. 
Posted export prices are obviously less prone to problems of under-reportins of 
prices than are declared FOB prices. 
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Export charges on logs are nOl'lllally levied at higher rates than are 
volume based charges on logs. As a consequence, export logs may pay higher 
charges than those processed locally. Exported charges are also levied at 
export points, such as ports, rather than in the forest. 

Export charges on processed products can be a set rate per cubic 
metre, or can be varied with species, grade and product. More usually they are 
levied as ad valorem charges based either on declared FOB prices, or posted 
export prices. 

Export charges on sawnwood and other processed products are generally 
lower than charges on logs. They are often lower, or even zero, the grea ter 
t he degree of processing. Thus export charges on processed produc ts are 
usually a less important revenue source than charges on export logs. 

An important role for export charges, in addition to forest revenue, 
is to encourage the domestic processing of logs, and the further processing of 
forest products. The incentives for domestic processing of logs depend on the 
difference in charges between export logs and logs used domestically. These 
differences are determined from the differences in rates on export logs and on 
logs processed domestically, but are also dependent on the relative value of 
logs by species and grades and on the level of export charges on processed 
products. 

Domestic processing is also influenced by export quotas or restric
tions on logs, or by domestic proceSSing requirements which require that a 
certain proportion of the timber harvested be processed within the country. 

In summary, export charges serve two important functions: (1) as a 
substitute for forest charges on the timber cut and (2) as a means of encoura
ging domestic manufacture of forest products and their use. 

8.11.1 Examples of Export Charges on Logs and Forest Products 

The examples of export charges on logs and on processed products 
drawn from the countries surveyed illustrate a wide range of experiences with 
alternative variants of export charges. 

Liberia: 
Incentive Fee on 
exports.y'" 

Export charges in Liberia consist of the Industrialization 
log exports and the Forest Products Fee on sawnwood 

The Industrialization Incentive Fee, levied on export logs, is 
Liberia r s most illportant forest charge, both in terms of its purpose and 
revenue generated. Its purpose, stated in the Revenue and Finance Law, is 

!/ The only other export charge is an Export Duty of US $2.12/.3 on logs and 
US $1.27/113 on sawnwood. but rates are low and very few export logs pay 
Export duty. Practically all concession holders are exempt from payment of 
this duty if they export the timber thellselves. 
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" ••• to encourage the establishment of a timber industry in The Republic of 
Liberia" (Revenue and Finance Law, Section 20.3). The charge generates over 
60% of Liberia's forest revenue. However, to the extent the Industrial 
Incentive Fee encourages further processing, revenues from it should decline 
over time. 

The Industrialization Incentive Fee is specified for 27 different 
species of logs under Forestry Development Authority regulations. Administra
tively set cates, established in 1977, ranged from US $50.00/m3 for the lDOst 
valuable species down to US $2. 00/m3 for "other" species. In 1980 rates were 
raised to US $75.00 for Sipo (Entandrophrgma utile), and to US $35.00/m3 for 
a number of other important species. A relatively high Industrial Incentive 
Fee on export logs should provide a strong incentive for further processing of 
logs. 

The Forest Products Fee, levied on exports of sawnwood, was intro
duced in 1977 under the new Revenue and Finance Law (Section 20.4). Before 
1977 there were no export taxes on forest products. Rates are administratively 
set by the Forestry Development Authority by means of FDA regulations. 
Separate rates are specified for 27 species and, in addition, for three degrees 
of processing (sawn through-and-through, rough lumber and lumber planned-four
sides). Lower rates apply on the more fully processed sawnwood.l/ The rates 
were revised by new regulations in 1980, and rates for the more valuable 
species were raised, while other rates remained unchanged and a few were 
reduced. Rates in 1980 for semi-processed sawnwood (sawn-through-andthrough 
logs) range from US $60.00/m3 for the most valuable species down to the US 
$1.50/m3 for "others" species. Rates for the more fully processed, planned 
lumber are a token US $1.00 to $2.00/m3 in order to provide an incentive to 
fuller processing. The Forest Products Fee is a relatively minor forest 
revenue source, both because of the low rates on more fully processed products, 
and because Liberia still exports the bulk of its forest production in log 
form. 

Ivory Coast: In the Ivory Coast the export tax on logs (taxe 
d' exportation, or Droits Uniques de Sortie) is by far the lDOst significant 
forest charge on logs, accounting for 85% to 95% of the total charges on 
exported logs. 

The Export Tax on logs is a value related (ad valorem) charge based 
on the posted export prices (valeurs mercuriales) set by the government. 
Posted exported prices (valeurs mercuriales) are established for 47 species of 
logs by the Ministry of Finance, and revised approximately annually (see 
Chapter 10, Section 10.4). Valeur mercuriale prices are based on FOB log 
prices, but not rigidly. They are generally set somewhat below FOB prices. 
Export charges are based on these posted export prices (valeurs mercuriales), 
rather than declared FOB prices of logs, thus avoiding any incentive for under
reporting of export prices which might result from export charges based on the 

1./ The Revenue and Finance Law provides for rates on all forest products but 
the Forestry Development Authority Regulations established rates for 
sawnwood only. 
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declared FOB prices of individual shipments. Ad valorem export tax rates are 
established for four species grouping, with rates in 1980 of 24%, 30%, 36% and 
44% for the four species groupings. These ad valorem rates are reviewed 
periodically, but have remained unchanged or raised only sUghtly. An addi
tional 0.6% Shippers' Tax (taxe au benefice du Consell ivorien des ArmateuTs) 
based on valeur mercuriale prices is also levied on log exports. 

These combined ad valorem rates, when applied to the valeur 
mercuriale prices prevailing in 1980, yielded export charges on logs ranging 
from 31,110 Francs CFA/m3 (US $155.50/m3 ) at the very top, down to 1,107 
Francs CFA/m3 (US $5.50/m3 ) for the lowest valued species. Representative 
1980 export taxes levels of some of the major species of export logs 
are: 

Valeur 'IBx lDg Export ~es 
Species M:!rcuriale Rate 
(Ivorian, Trade & Scientific Name) (Francs CFA/nil) % (Francs CFA/nil) (US $/nil) 

Sipo or Utile 50,000 44.6 22,300 $ 111.50 
(EntaRirophragma utile) 

Aboo::l1kou or Sapele 31,000 44.6 18,826 94.lO 
(FhtardroptragDB cyliRlr1Cllll) 

Acajou or MalDgany (lChayas spp.) 27,000 44.6 12,042 60.20 
Iroko (Chloroplnra excelsa) 36,000 36.6 13,176 65.90 
N:1.lqon (Tarretia utilis) 27,000 36.6 9,882 49.40 
Sambl or (J)eche 27,000 36.6 9,882 49.40 

(Trip1ochiton sclera,cylon) 
llcmba 13,000 24.6 3,198 16.00 

(Pymanthas ~lens1s) 
Frake or Afara 9,000 24.6 1,lO7 5.50 

(Tetminalia superb!) 

Export taxes on forest products are based on declared FOB prices, and 
are levied at lower ad valorem rates. With lower ad valorem rates, the 
problems of under-declaration of FOB prices are less likely. Export tax rates 
in force in 1980 on processed products were relatively low, having been reduced 
in 1979, to encourage further processing. Rates on sawnwood range from 2% or 
6% on the low valued species to 6% or 11% on the high valued species. Veneer 
and plywood is taxed at 1% or 2%. The ad valorem Shippers' Tax (taxe au 
benefice du Conseil ivorien des Armateurs) is also levied on processed products 
at 0.6% of the FOB price of processed products. 

Together the relatively high export taxes on logs coupled with the 
relatively low export tax on processed products produces sizeable incentives 
for domestic processing of logs, especially for high value species.ll 

Larger domestic processing incentives for the higher valued species 
result from the combined effect of three dimensions of the export tax on logs: 

!/ The volume based Felling Tax (taxe d'abattage), described in Section 8.7, 
imposes higher charges on export logs and thus it also contributes to this 
domestic processing incentive. However, as a result of the very low rates 
its contribution is insignificant. 
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(a) the higher export tax rates on these high value species, that are then (b) 
applied to higher valeur mercuriale prices, which in turn are (c) closer to the 
FOB prices. 

Using the tax rates, valeur mercuriale prices, and FOB prices applic
able in 1980, a comparison of the forest charges on export logs with those on 
domestically processed logs and sawnwood yields the following estimates of the 
levels of domestic processing incentives for representative species: 

Species 

(Ivorian, trade & scientific names) 

High Valued SpeCies 
Iroko (Chlorophora excelsa) 
Acajou or Mahogany (Khaya spp.) 
Samba or Obeche (Triplochiton scleroxylon) 

Lower Valued Species 
Ilomba (pycnanthas angolensis) 
Fromager or Ceiba (Ceiba pentandra) 
Frake or Afara (Terminalia superba) 

Domestic Processing Incentives: The 
Extra Forest Charges on Export Logs 
(Francs CFA/m3) (US $/m3 ) 

10,400/m3 
8,600/m3 

$521m3 
431m3 

8,000/m3 401m3 

2,OOO/m3 $10/m3 
l,800/m3 91m3 
l,600/m3 81m3 

The higher export charges on logs result in sizable incentives for 
domestic processing of higher valued species, in the order of 8,000-10,000 
Francs CFA/m3 (US $40-50/m3), providing a considerable cost advantage for 
domestic processing. Domestic processing incentives for representative lower 
valued species are much less, roughly 1,600-2,000 Francs CFA/m3 (US 
$8-10/m3). 

Export quotas, imposed by the Ivory Coast about 1978, are the other 
vehicle used to encourage domestic processing. Under the quota policy, in order 
to export logs of Class A, the highest value species, the exporter must deliver 
an equal volume of Class A logs to processing plants. The quota is not speci
f ied in terms of log quality, and so the right to export logs can be earned 
through delivery of lower grade logs to processing plants. Under the quota 
policy, the exporter can also earn the right to export high valued, Class A 
logs, by exporting an equal volume of lower valued, Class Clogs. 

Ghana: In recent times Ghana has utilized Export Taxes, an Export 
Bonus and an Export Ban on logs of designated species to discourage the export 
of logs, and to encourage the production and export of processed wood products. 
The Export Tax, however, is the only revenue raising policy instrument. 

The Export Tax is a value related (ad valorem) charge levied on logs 
and processed products at the following rates: 

on logs - 10% of, FOB value declared 
on lumber - 5% of FOB value declared 
on veneer, plywood and manufactured wood products - none 

The status of the Export Tax in 1980 is unclear. Some sources 
suggested that it has been dropped, others that it was stUl 1n place. With 
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the introduction of an Export Ban on 14 species of logs in 1979, the Export Tax 
became a non-operational charge on most species of logs and thus largely irrel
evant. Wawa, or Obeche (Triplochiton scleroxylon) was the only major species 
excluded from the ban. It previously accounted for over one-third of log 
exports and apparently \18S excluded because it was not in short supply. The 
1979 Export Ban was invoked, following an earlier ban, quotas and other 
restrictions on log exports. The ban has resulted in a substantial increase in 
custom sawing of logs formerly exported. 

An Export Bonus based on a percentage of the foreign exchange earning 
from export of logs or forest products has been utilized to encourage exports. 
It ac ts rather like a reverse export tax. Wi th a fixed exchange rate and a 
shortage of foreign exchange, the opportunity to retain a percentage of the 
foreign exchange earnings in foreign currencies is an attractive incentive to 
exporters. Like the Export Tax its status in 1980 is unclear. In the past the 
Bonus had been dropped but later reintroduced. 

Indonesia: Indonesia levies Timber Export Taxes on both logs and 
sawnwood. These export taxes are ad valorem charges, applied to posted export 
prices, or "check prices" as they are termed. Check prices of logs and sawn
wood are established quarterly by the Indonesian Government. (See Chapter 10, 
Section 10.4). 

The Timber Export tax on logs is the country's major forest revenue 
source, accounting for about half of the forest revenue from export logs. 

The export tax on logs is levied at an ad valorem rate of 20% of the 
check price. The export tax rate on logs was raised from 10% to 20% in 1978. 

Although the ad valorem tax rate on logs is a constant 20%, the check 
prices, established quarterly, vary by species, by log grade and by region of 
the country, and thus log export taxes vary over time and by species, log grade 
and regions. Check prices are designated for about a dozen species groups, for 
three species groups and for three regions of the country. 

In the second quarter of 1980 check prices for the Meranti species 
group (Shorea spp. and others Kelompok Harga Kayu Heranti), which is the most 
important export species group and the highest priced group, ranged from US 
$160/m3 down to US $100/m3 , depending on the region of the country and log 
grade. These check prices yield log export taxes which ranged from US $32/m3 
down to US $20/m3 • 

For the Kapur species group (Dryobalanops spp., Dipterocarpus spp. 
and others, KelOlDpok Harga Kayu Kapur), the second most important species group 
and also the second highest priced group, check prices in the second quarter of 
1980 ranged from US $120/m3 down to US $80/m3 depending on the region of 
the country and log grades. TIlese check prices yield log export taxes which 
ranged from US $24/m3 down to US $16/m3 • 

The Timber Export Tax is the major export tax on logs, but several of 
the volume based charges, discussed in Section 8.7 above, are levied on exports 
only. Thus they are, in effect, additional export taxes. The Additional Timber 
Royalty (luran Halishutan Tambahan) and Industrial Contribution (Simpanan Wajib 
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Industri), are apparently levied only on export logs. Together they represent 
an additional charge of approximately US $4.40/m3 , equivalent to an addition
al export tax of slightly over 3% (at an average check price of US $135/m3 ). 

The other volume based charge levied on exports is the MFO Tax, a 
withholding tax on corporations levied at the rate of 40 Ruphiah/US dollar of 
"check price". It is apparently levied on exports of both logs and sawnwood. 
It is equivalent to an additional export tax of about 6% of the check price of 
each. 

On processed products, an ad valorem tax of 5% is levied on semi
processed sawnwood (horizontally sawn and 5 cm or thicker) with rates based on 
the check prices of products established quarterly. From 1971 to 1977 the rate 
was set at 10%. The rate was dropped to 0% in 1978, but then reintroduced at 
5% in 1979. Fully processed sawnwood (sawn four sides) veneer and plywood are 
now free of ordinary export tax, although an extra export tax on fancy woods 
applies to designated species. This extra export tax on fancy woods is applied 
to sawnwood of designated species at rates of 5.60% to 18.04% of check prices, 
but most fancy species pay 6.75%. Semiprocessed sawnwood of these fancy 
species would therefore pay both export taxes. 

As Indonesia levies relatively high export taxes on logs, low export 
taxes on semi-processed sawnwood and nothing on fully processed wood products, 
export tax differentials provide a significant incentive to, and protection 
for, domestic processing of logs. For example, on logs priced at US $150/m3 
the 20% export tax represents an obvious US $30/m3 advantage in log cost for 
domestic sawmills or plywood mills. At a 50% recovery of processed products 
this translates into effective protection of US $60/m3 in sawing or 
processing costs per cubic metre of sawnwood or plywood compared to that of 
foreign processing plants. The effective protection provided by the 20% export 
tax on lower priced logs is less, but stU 1 significant. On logs priced at 
US $85/m3 it represents an effective protection of US $17/m3 on logs or US 
$34/m3 of sawnwood or plywood produced (based on 50% recovery of processed 
products). 

The several volume based charges mentioned above (Addi tional Timber 
Royalty, Industrial Contribution and MPO Tax), levied only on export logs, add 
to the differential and to the effective protection provided to domestic 
processing. Together they are equivalent to an additional export type tax of 
about 9%. 

Sabah, Malaysia: In Sabah, export charges on logs include both 
Royal ties, and the Timber Development Charge. Royal ties on export logs are 
determined by a separate Royalty formula and are substantially higher than 
those on domestically processed logs. They provide a strong domestic proces
sing incentive. 

follows: 
The Royalty formulae for export logs, as revised in 1979, are as 

Where: R - Royalty in Malaysian $/Hft. 
FOB - FOB log price in Malaysian $ /Hft. (derived from pr ices 

received by the Sabah Foundation for export logs) 
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For all species classes other than Class A (Class B, C, D, E, Other) 

- where FOB is $1.80 or less R .. 0.1 (FOB) 
- where FOB is $1.80 to M$8.00 R ,. 0.1 (FOB) + 0.5 (FOB-$1.80) 

This is simplified to R "" 0.6 (FOB - $1.50) 
- where FOB is $8.00 or more R .. 0.1 (FOB) + 0.6 (FOB-$2.66) 

This is simplified to R • 0.7 (FOB - $2.28) 

For Class A species R = 0.25 (FOB) 

The Timber Development Charge is levied on export logs, in addition 
to Royalties. The Charge of Malaysian $0.50 Malaysian/Hft. (US $6.40/m3), 
established in 1979, combines three previous charged. It is applied only to 
export logs, adds to the level of charges on export logs, and so slightly 
increases the domestic processing incentive. 

The levels of Royalties on export logs are set monthly based on FOB 
prices of export logs obtained by the State sponsored Sabah Foundation on its 
export sales .ll 

Apart from the formula for Class A species, these formulae yield sub
stantial Royalties, and result in high export charges on logs, among the 
highest of any tropical country. For example, export charges on logs, inclu
ding both Royalties and the Timber Development charges for the month of April, 
1980, for each of the six species classes for export logs were as follows: 

Species Class & 
Major Species 

A Selangan batu 
BRed Serya, White Serya 
C Kapur, Yellow Serya 
D Jongkong 
E Ram in 
OT Other Timbers 

Royalty & 
Timber 

Development Royalty 
Charge Domestic 

Export Logs Logs 
(Malaysian $/Hoppus ft) 

2.55 
6.39 
5.43 
5.50 
3.77 
4.73 

0.57 
0.75 
0.65 
0.66 
0.49 
0.58 

Royalty & 
Timber 

Development 
Charge 

Export Logs 

Royalty 
Domestic 

Logs 
(US $/m3 ) 

32.80 
82.40 
70.00 
70.90 
48.60 
60.90 

7.40 
9.70 
8.40 
8.50 
6.30 
7.50 

Royalty rates on logs processed domestically are included both for 
comparison and to indicate the magnitude of the domestic processing 

1/ The structure of this formula approach to setting forest charges as well as 
the process is examined 1n greater detail 1n Chapter 10 which examines the 
question of establishing the levels of charges. (See Section 10.5). 
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incentive.ll 

Royalties for export logs (plus the Timber Development Charge) in 
April 1980 for Red and White Serya (Class B), the major species cut and the 
most valuable species, were equal to US $82.40/m3, the highest of any species 
class. Royalties plus the Timber Development Charge in April 1980 for Kapur 
and Yellow Serya (Class C), the other major species, were equal to usl 
$70.00/m3 on export logs. 

The high Royal ties (plus the Timber Development Charge) on export 
logs, when compared to the Royalties on domestically processed logs, yield very 
substantial incentives for domestic processing. For Red and White Serya logs 
(Class B) the Royalty and the Timber Development Charge in April 1980 totalled 
US $82.40/m3 of logs, while the Royalty on logs processed in Sabah was only 
US $9. 701m3 of logs. The di fference yields a domestic processing incentive 
equivalent to US $72. 701m3 of logs used. For Kapur and Yellow Serya logs 
(Class C), the domestic processing incentive is lower, but still substantial. 
The Royalty and Tlmber Development charge totalled US $70.00/m3 of logs, 
wh1l e the Royalty on logs processed in Sabah was only US $8. 401m3 of logs. 
The domestic processing incentive, based on the differences in the two rates, 
is US $61.40/m3 of logs used, somewhllt lower than that for Red or White 
Serya, but still substantial. 

Local processing increased in 1979 and 1980 in response to these 
strong incentives for domestic processing, although the bulk of the logs 
continued to be exported as round logs. 

Log export quotas provided another incentive for domestic processing, 
encouraging the export in processed form, logs that could not be exported as 
round logs. 

Sarawak, Malaysia: Sarawak levies an ad valorem Export Tax on logs, 
based on the declared FOB value of the \ logs. The Export Tax rate was raised 
from 5% to 10% in 1980. 

This Export Tax on logs provides a modest incentive for domestic 
processing. Sawnwood exports pay no export tax and roughly the same Royalty is 
payable on logs or sawnwood. Based on an average declared value for Meranti 
(Shorea spp.) logs of about $180 MalaYsian/m3 , the 10% Export Tax is $18 
Malaysian/m3 of logs used (US $8.00/m3). 

Philippines: In the Philippines, export charges are levied on logs, 
lumber, veneer and plywood. In 1980 export charges on each were as follows: 

II The Royalty formula for domestically processed 
lower Royalties. The Royal~y formula for logs 

logs yields substantially 
processed in Sabah is as 

follows: 
R - 0.07 (FOB) where R - Royalty Malaysian $/Hft. 

FOB - FOB log price tn Malaysian $/Hft. 
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Research and Development Trust Fund 
ad valorem Export Tax 

Lumber 
ad valorem Export Tax 

Veneer and Plywood 
ad valorem Export Tax 

4.50 Pesos/m3 (US $lO.bO/m 
20% of FOB value 

4% of FOB value 

4% of FOB value 

To avoid problems of under-declaration of the FOB values, the Central 
Bank bases the Export Tax for logs on posted export prices ter:TD.ed "guide 
prices" (See Chapter 10, Section 10.4). The Export Tax on lumber, veneer and 
plywood is lower, and is usually based on the declared values. 

The Export Tax on logs has undergone several changes in recent years. 
The Export Tax was originally 10%. It was reduced to 4% and then in 1974 
eliminated. Finally it was reimposed at 20% in 1979. This 20% ad valorem 
Export Tax on logs, exceeds the 4% ad valorem Export Tax on processed products, 
and so provides an incentive for domestic processing. 

In addition, export restrictions on logs were introduced in 1976 to 
encourage domestic processing. Presidential Decrees PD No. 705, amended by 
PD No. 865, restricted log exports to 25% of the allowable cut from licences. 
It also required licence holders to construct processing plants or to enter 
into contracts with existing processing plants for the processing of their log 
production. In addition, an overall annual quota on logs was introduced. This 
further restricted log exports and made a share of this export quota both 
valuable and sought after. 

Export limits on the production of sawnwood and plywood have also 
been introduced. These restricted exports to 70% sawnwood production and 80% 
of plywood production. As these are quantity restrictions only, they can 
provide an incentive to export the higher grades and more valuable species of 
logs, sawnwood and plywood, leaving the lower grades and less valuable species 
to serve local markets. 

8.12 FEES FOR SERVICES PROVIDED 

A variety of fees are charged by tropical countries for a wide range 
of required and optional administrative services to forestry and the forest 
industry. The most significant and most common fees are: 

fees related to the allocation of concessions or other timber 
rights 

fees related to forest management 

scaling, grading and other fees related to forest production 

port charges and other transportation service fees. 
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Fees are commonly levied for many of the government activities 
required by the Forest Regulation on concessions and in meeting forest manage
ment requirements. for such required activities as applications. approvals. 
inspections. marking hammers and a wide variety of other required approvals. 
based on the services provided. The fees. which in most countries are normally 
very low. or even token. are usually set forth in the regulations. infrequently 
changed. yield little revenue and do not cover the administrative cost 
involved. 

Scaling and grading fees for logs are commonly levied on a volume 
basis. and thus are more appropriately evaluated as an additional volume based 
charge (Section 8.7). or where levied only on export logs as an additional 
export charge (Section 8.11). Grading fees for sawnwood or other processed 
products are usually based on the output of the product. and so are appro
priately reviewed as an additional charge on the processed product (Section 
8.9). or if on exports only. as an additional export charge (Section 8.11). 

Scaling and grading fees are generally relatively low. and thus a 
relatively minor additional charge. The levels of the fees are commonly 
adjusted to reflect scaling and grading costs. 

Port charges. reflecting the operating costs of ports and handling 
costs. are commonly levied on exports of logs or processed products. They vary 
depending on the particular port. but are usually a relatively minor charge. 
In some cases they may be based on the volume or value of logs or processed 
products exported. in which case they can be viewed as additional export 
charges (Section 8.11). 

Dredging or log pond fees are another example of fees for services. 
These also may be based on log volumes. If so. they too can be viewed as an 
additional volume based charge (Section 8.7). 

8.13 CHARGES ON EQUIPMENT AND WORKERS 

Charges on logging and processing equipment. or on workers can serve 
as alternatives to charges on the timber cut. Charges on equipment may take 
the form of either an initial or an annual charge. and may be levied on such 
things as on trac tors. rubber-tired skidders. cable yarders. power saws or 
other logging equipment. logging trucks. sawmill equipment. complete sawmill 
installations. veneer and plywood plants. or secondary wood processing plants. 
Charges on workers may be a charge on all employees or on designated employees 
and can take the form of a charge per worker or a payroll tax on the company. 

8.13.1 Examples of Charges on Equipment and Workers 

Charges on equipment or workers are not common among the countries 
surveyed. but they illustrate several alternatives. 

Nigeria: Charges on logging equipment and operations. logging' 
trucks. processing plants and equipment are included in the forest tariffs of ~ 
number of the Nigerian high forest states. 
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Charges on sawmills are the most commonly applied charges, and the 
most significant in terms of revenue. Charges include an initial "Installation 
Fee" and an "Annual Renewal Fee". For those states which recently revised 
their fees, the initial Installation Fees in 1981 ranged between 250 Naira and 
1000 Naira (US $375 to $1500), and for most states were invariant with sawmill 
size. The Annual Renewal Fees ranged between 100 Naira/year and 600 Naira/year 
(US $150 to $900) and in some states varied with sawmill category, saw size, or 
capacity. 

In some Nigerian states there are also initial Installation }o'ees and 
Annual Renewal Fees for veneer and plywood mills, pulp and paper mills, fibre 
board mills, particle board mills, or even for secondary wood processing plants 
such as furniture factories and timber preservation and seasoning plants. 

A few Nigerian states have charges on logging operations and equip
ment in addition to charges on processing plants. Bendel State, Nigeria's 
major forestry state, included a "Timber Contractors' Registration Fee" in the 
forest tariff. The charge varies by size of operation (number of trees cut per 
year) and by region within the State. Cross-River State has introduced both an 
initial registration fee and an annual fee for power saws. Several states have 
considered a charge on logging trucks. 

Indonesia: Indonesia levies a tax on production equipment in the 
forest such as tractors (Bea Balik Nama). 

Indonesia also levies a tax on expatriate workers of us ~100/month 
payable by the company on each foreign worker. 

Sabah, Malaysia: Sabah introduced "Logging Vehicle Fees" on logging 
equipment in 1977. These fees, unchanged in 1980, are: 

tractors $400 Malaysian/year (US $l80/year) 

sk1dders $200 Malaysian/year (US $ 90/year) 

other vehicles $100 Malaysian/year (US $ 45/year) 

Philippines: A Sawmill Permit Fee is levied by the Philippines as an 
annual charge of between 700 Pesos/year and 1000 Pesos/year (US $13 to $130 
year) depending on the capacity of the sawmill. 

8.14 CORPORATION INCOME TAX 

The corporation income tax on corporate profits is a general tax 
levied on all corporations, not just corporations in the forest industry. It 
is included here only because it is often suggested, incorrec tly, that the 
corporation income tax would serve as a simple and convenient replacement for 
forest charges on timber, because the additional profits resulting from 
elimination of forest charges will be taxed under the corporation income tax. 

However, the corporation income tax is not a substitute for forest 
charges for several reasons. It can not reflect the factors determining 
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stllmpage values of timber cut or the value of concessions. Corporation income 
tax rates of 35% to 50% would, at best, only coHec t part of the value of 
timber of concessions. Tax incentives and investment incentives result in even 
lower t:!ffective tax rates. In addition transfer pricing of inputs and outputs 
can reduce taxable profit. These issues are examined in the following chapter 
when the corporation income tax is evaluated as an alternative to forest 
charges (See Section 9.14). 

Because the corporation income tax is a general tax rather than a 
forest charge, examples have not been included here, even though a corporation 
income tax is now levied in most tropical countries. 

8.15 PROFIT BASED ROYALTI~S 

Although the corporation income tax is not a substitute for forest 
charges, profit based royalties can be. A profit based royalty is levied on a 
different base from the corporation income tax, a base which attempts to 
isolate the economic rents earned from resource exploitation. One example of a 
profit based royalty is the "Resource Rent Tax" designed to tax the economic 
rents from mining or other resource based operations (Garnaut and Ross 1975, 
Uncertainty, Risk Aversion and the Taxing of Natural Resource Projects: 
272-287; Garnaut and Ross 1977, A New Tax for Natural Resource Projects: 
7H-91). Under the resource rent tax profits are defined differently than under 
the corporation income tax. The tax is based on the cash flow of receipts and 
payments, excludillg depreciation but allowing deduction of a normal rate of 
return on the investment. Profits over and above this normal rate of return 
are then taxed at high rates to capture a proportionate share of the economic 
rent that reflects the value of the resource itself. 

The Resource Rent Tax itself has attracted considerable interest and 
discussion in seminars and workshops on mineral leasing and negotiations, and 
in academic journals. The resource rent tax itsel f, a number of variants of 
the tax, and combinations with other charges have been suggested and evaluated 
(Sumner 1978 Progressive Taxation of Natural Resource Rents; Emerson 1980 
Taxing Natural Resource Projec tj Palmer 1980 Mineral Resource Policies in 
Developing Countries). 

The structure of the Resource Rent Tax, and its prospects of applica
tion to forestry are examined in greater detail in the next chapter, drawing on 
these references. 

The mining tax legislation introduced in Papua, New Guinea (Income 
Tax, Mining and Petroleum Act, 1978) is a version of the resource rent tax, 
combined with a corporation income tax. Other variants of the resource rent 
tax and other profit based royalties include the British Petroleum Revenue Tax 
levied on North Sea 011, Norway's "special tax" on North Sea 011, the United 
States windfall profits tax on the petroleum industry, Indonesia's special 
corporate income tax on windfall profits and the Malaysian progressive royalty 
on tin. (Gillis 1980 Fiscal and Financial Issues in Tropical Hardwood Conces-
sions: 51-55). In Canada examples of profit based royalties include the. 
progressive incremental royalty on oil and gas from federal lands, the uranium 
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royalty in the Province of Saskatchewan and the mineral royalty system in the 
Province of Manitoba. 

Profit based royalties in forestry are not common. Examples might 
include the Malaysian timber profits tax and the logging profits taxes levied 
in the Canadian provinces of British Columbia and Quebec. However these are 
levied at low rates and, in the case of the Canadian provinces, are fully 
deducted from corporate income taxes, and thus are not truely profit based 
royalties. 

8.16 JOINT VENTURES OR FULL GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF CONCESSIONS, LOGGING 
OPERATIONS, OR PROCESSING PLANTS 

Full government ownership of concessions, logging operations, and 
processing plants, or joint ventures with private companies can serve to 
complement forest charges. They can capture the stumpage values of timber 
harvested and the values of concessions which are not captured by exist t.ng 
forest charges. In this way government ownership and joint ventures can become 
an important component of a forest revenue system. 

There is a diversity of types of arrangements for government parti
cipation in resource development and thus for capturing a share of the value 
value of the resource either through participation in the costs and returns of 
projects, or by taking a share of the output. These arrangements are well 
developed in the petroleum industry and in mining, both between private 
companies and between the government and private companies.!/ 

Joint ventures of various types, including equity participation, 
partnerships, production sharing and profit sharing arrangements are all means 
through which the government can capture a proportion of the value of the 
forest resource. Finally, among the range of alternatives there is full 
government ownership of concessions, logging operations or of forest products 
operations. Full government ownership of course, need not preclude the hiring 
of private contractors to carry out logging operations, just as large private 
firms do. Under full government ownership, all revenues, costs and profits 
accrue to the government. The value of concessions and the stumpage value of 
timber not reflected in forest charges will be captured as profits, provided 
the government owned operation both obtains appropriate prices on logs and 
processed products, and operates under efficient cost conditions. 

8.16.1 Examples of Joint Ventures and Government Ownership of Forestry 
Operations 

The countries surveyed provide several examples of government parti
Cipation or full ownership in forestry and forest industries. These examples 

!/ See for example, United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations, 1980 
Alternative Arrangements for Petroleum Development: A Guide for Government 
Planners and Negotiations. 
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illustrate several variations in government participation, ownership and opera
tion. 

Liberia: Under Liberia's Forest Development Authority Act, the 
Government has the authority to either participate in joint ventures in logging 
and processing or to undertake these activities on its own. 

The Forestry Development Authority Act was established to coordinate 
forestry activities and to oversee and regulate concessions. The Act, 
developed with the technical assistance and advice of an FAO/UNDP project, was 
approved by the Legislature in 1976. Under Section 4 of the Act the Forest 
Development Authority is given wide powers: 

" ••• to engage in commercial undertakings as a principal or in conjunction 
wi th others ••• to fell trees or to have them processed locally ••• to 
trade with such timber ••• and to engage in all other operations directly 
or indirectly connected with the trade in forest products". (Subsections 0 
and P) 

Although the Forest Development Authority has not exercised these 
powers, they provide it with an alternative both for capturing the value of the 
forest resource and for influencing forestry development. 

Ghana: Ghana has four major state owned and controlled enterprises 
in the forest industry. These firms, originally foreign-owned, were acquired 
through nationalization in 1972. These four enterprises, their ooldings of 
timber licences and leases, and their shares of industry production are as 
follows: 

Forest Share of lndustrl Production· 
Holdings· 

(ha) Logs Lumber Pll!ood 
African Timber & 

P1 ywood (Ghana) Ltd. 596,000 10% 9% 17% 
Min Timber Co. Ltd. 97,000 9% 11% 
Gliksten (West Africa) Ltd. 243,000 6% 5% 14% 
Takoradi Veneer & Lumber Co. Ltd. 163,000 2% 12% 

Totals 1,099,000 27% 25% 43% 

• based on figures for 1975-76 

Combined the four have significant forest holdings and a sizeable 
share of production of logs, lumber and plywood; sufficient to provide an 
opportunity of influencing the industry's output prices and behaviour. 

The Ghana Timber Marketing Board, established in 1970, is another 
instrument of forest policy. The Timber Marketing Board acts as the exclusive 
agent in the export marketing of Ghanian timber and wood products, sets and 
enforces minimum export prices for timber and wood products, promotes Ghanian 
forest products and develops export markets, and allocates import licences for 
equipment, material and supplies among the forest industry. 
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Beyond these functions, the Board is given a broad mandate under the 
Ghana Timber Marketing Board Instrument (1970) and subsequently the Ghana 
Forestry Commission Act (1980): 

- ..... to control and supervise the production for export and the exportlng 
or sale in Ghana of all types of timber, and wood products 

- ..... to control the number of timber mills and factories and their siting 

- ..... to declare species of timber tha t should be turned into finished and 
semi-finished produc ts for export or for use in Ghana ..... 

- ..... to establish prices of, and secure the most favourable returns for 
logs, lumber, plywood and other wood products ••• " 

These functions provide the Timber Marketing Board with potentially 
broad powers which it can use to influence the struc ture and ac tlvities of the 
forest industry, establish prices and implement forest policy. 

The Timber Marketing Board levies charges on exports to finance the 
Board's activities, to promote Ghana woods and to provide foreign currency 
deposi ts for the purchase of spare parts for the forest industry. 

In addition to its marketing activities, the Board itself also has 
three small subsidiary operating companies: 

- Ghana Timbers Ltd., which prior to the export ban purchased and exported 
logs from smaller logging operations. 

- Ehwia Wood Products Ltd., which operated a small sawmill and owns timber 
concessions. 

- Kumasi Furniture & Joinery Ltd., which produced furniture moulding and 
doors. 

Sabah, Malaysia: The Sabah Foundation, a state established and 
endowed quasi-government organization, is the major concession holder in Sabah. 
It holds concessions over 85,000 ha for a period of 100 years. The profits 
from ownership and operation of the concessions are used to fund the Founda
tion's economic and social development activities. As remaining privately held 
concessions expire, it is intended that the Sabah Foundation take over these 
concessions to become the sole concession holder in the State. 

The Sabah Foundation utilizes contractors to undertake the logging. 
Contractors are assigned blocks within the concessions and are responsible both 
for developing a felling plan and for marking the trees under supervision of 
the Foundation. They are paid on the basis of logs delivered. The delivered 
prices paid contractors reflect logging costs rather than the FOB prices of 
logs, and include an allowance for distance of $0.01 Malaysian/ hft/mile (US 
$0.07/m3t'al) in 1980. Rates paid contractors in 1980 were about $1.80 
Malaysian/hft (US $23/m3 ) for higher grade logs and $1.70 Malaysian/hft. (US 
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$22/m3) for lower ~rade logs, plus the distance allowance of $0.01 Malaysian/ 
hft/mile (US $0.07 /m3 /km.) • Logs are delivered by the contractors to log 
ponds or to processing plants. Logs exported are sold by the Sabah Foundation 
through contracts negotiated with large buyers, primarily Japanese. 

The Sabah Foundation is also involved in the several joint ventures 
with foreign companies and concession holders in timber processing and one in 
aforestation. These are: 

Sinora Sdn. Bhd.: A joint venture on a 50% equity basis with Yuasa 
Company, a Japanese company, to develop sawmill and plywood opera
tions. 

Pacific Handwoods Sdn. Bhd.: A joint venture owned 51% by the Sabah 
Foundation and 49% by the large American based Weyerhaeuser Timber 
Company to develop sawmill and plywood operations. 

Sabah Melale Sdn. Bdh.: A joint venture with a Philippine Company to 
develop sawmill operations. 

Sabah Softwoods Sdn. Bdh.: A joint venture owned 60% by the Sabah Founda
tion and 40% by North Borneo Timber Sdn. Bhd. to develop softwood 
plantations on 60,000 ha of logged lands provide by the Foundation on 
a 99 year lease. 

The joint ventures in processing are intended to draw upon the tech
nical and management skills of the other partners and to utilize their 
marketing organizations in the sale of the product. In most cases, the Sabah 
Foundation will have an opportunity to collect, as profits, a proportion of the 
stumpage value of the timber cut, which is not reflected in and captured by the 
forest charges levied on the timber cut. If the costs of the joint venture and 
the prices obtained reflect efficient costs and competitive market prices, the 
share captured by the Sabah Foundation will then depend on its percentage share 
in the joint venture. 

Thailand: In Thailand, the Forest Industries 
state owned corporate organization, plays a dominant 
industry. The Forest Industries Organization illustrates 
and wide range of alternatives in government ownership of 
ing and processing operations. 

Organiza tion, a 100% 
role in the forest 
the opportunities for 
concessions, harvest-

The Forest Industries Organization holds major timber concessions and 
is engaged in logging, processing and marketing of logs and wood products. It 
is the largest concession holder in Thailand, controlling about 75% of the 
mature teak stands. 

In logging, the Forest Industries Organization (FlO) has almost sole 
responsibility for extraction and marketing of Teak (Tectona grandis) and Yang 
(Dipterocarpus spp.), both from FlO concessions and from private lands. Teak 
is harvested by the FlO itself, non-teak species commonly by sub-contractors. 

Forest Industry Organization logging operations produce roughly 
100,000 m3 per year of teak logs, and about 300,000 m3 per year of non-teak 
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logs. The FlO also operates several large centrally located sawmills, a number 
of small transportable sawmills in the forest, dry kilns, and a wood preserva
tion plant to process a share of its log production. Most teak logs are either 
utilized in FlO sawmills or sold by flO at public log auctions (described in 
Chapter 10, Sec tion 10.8). Lower grade teak 108S are sawn in the FlO's own 
transportable sawmills or sold locally, by auction, to private sawmills. The 
non-teak logs are utilized either by the no's sawmills, by the Thai Plywood 
Company, a state owned affiliate, or are sold at public log auctions to 
privately owned wood processing plants. 

In addition, the Forest Industry Organization is engaged in a 
substantial reforestation programme. The bulk of the reforestation is under
taken by "forest villages" established and operated by the FlO. 

Finally, the Forest Industry Organization is involved as a major 
partner in Ptovincial Forest Companies, in each of the northern provinces of 
Thailand. These are joint ventures between the FlO and local logging and 
sawmilling companies and individuals. The Provincial Forest Company esta
blished in each province is granted long-term timber extraction concessions 
province to harvest non-teak species. 

The extent and diversity of the ac tiv1ties of the Forest Industries 
Organization described above indicate that the FlO is a major factor in the 
forest industries of Thailand and that it can playa significant role in forest 
policy. The logging, log marke t sales, sawmill1ng and lumber sales allow the 
FlO to earn profits which capture the stumpage value of the timber not 
reflected in the forest charges levied. The FlO renits 70% of these profits to 
the Government and is allowed to retain 30% for reinvestment. Through its own 
logging operations and through ac t1v1ties such as the transportable sawmills 
utilizing lower grade logs, by operating log markets, and by means of its own 
processing plants, the FlO also has the capability to pursue forest policy 
objectives leading to silviculturally improved harvesting, fuller utilization 
of timber stands, fuller utilization of logs and improved processing. Forest 
policy for regeneration and in agro-forestry is achieved through the forest 
village system. 

8.17 SUMMARY 

In the chapter a variety of forest charges and forest revenue 
arrangements were identified and illustrated by examples drawn from the experi
ence of selected tropical countries. These provide any country wishing to 
review its forest revenue system with a full set of alternative charges, 
combined with the actual experience of other countries in applying the al ter
natives or variants. 

The alternatives were classified by the base on which they are levied 
rather than by the names attached to them since royalties, license fees, export 
taxes, reforestation charges, etc. can each be levied on a variety of bases. 
The choice of revenue base allows for the grouping of several charges, all 
levied on the same base, and analysis of them in terms of their impacts and 
economic effects. 
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In the next chapter each of these charges is evaluated in terms of 
the four criteria established in Chapter 7. Then in Chapter 10, methods of 
establishing the level of forest charges are surveyed and evaluated, again 
utilizing examples froUl the experience of selected tropical countries and the 
criteria established in Chapter 7 for their evaluation. 
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Chapter 9 

EVALUATION OF FOREST REVENUE CHARGES CLASSIFIED BY BASE 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

The present 
It evaluates each of 
previous chapter and 
countries. 

chapter builds on the analysis of the previous chapter. 
the fourteen types of forest charges identified in the 
illustrated by examples drawn from selected tropical 

The objective of this evaluation is to provide a structural evalua
tion which administrators and policy makers can use in the review of their 
country's existing forest revenue system and in the evaluation of alternative 
charges. In the present chapter reviews and evaluates these fourteen types of 
forest charges, classified by the base upon which they are levied (area, 
volume, value, profits, etc.), in terms of their effects and effectiveness, 
evaluated in terms of the four criteria established in chapter 7. The level and 
the methods of setting the level of the charges (by negotiation, auction, 
formulae, administered prices, etc.) are evaluated in the next chapter. The 
levels of the charges, as well as the methods used in setting the levels, must 
necessarily be referred to in the present chapter, thereby se tting the stage 
for their evaluation in the next chapter. 

9.2 THE FOREST CHARGES EVALUATED AND AN OVEkVIEW OF THE EVALUATION 

The forest charges evaluated are those identified and illustrated in 
the previous chapter. To both guide the reader and facilitate comparison among 
charges, the charges and a summary evaluation of each are presented in 
Table 9.1. This provides a preview of the charges to be discussed and presents 
the highlights of the evaluation. 

Forest charges are evaluated in terms of the four criteria esta
blished previously (Chapter 7): (a) financial revenues to the government, (b) 
adminstrative costs and practicality, (c) economic efficiency in utilization 
and forest management, and (d) equity in the distribution of economic effects, 
revenue and income. This evaluation utilizes the distinctions between value and 
price, the concept of the stumpage value of the timber cut, and that of the 
value of concessions or timber rights developed in Part II (Chapters 3,4,5,6). 
These provide the conceptual basis for the evaluation of the alternative forest 
charges. 

From this evaluation, based on these four broad criteria, countries 
can choose a set of forest charge~ from among these fourteen alternative forest 
charges or variants and refine their own forest revenue system in terms of 
t heir national objectives. The evaluation of the present chapter in terms of 
these four criteria is by nature qualitative and judgemental rather than quan
titative. Once the choice of forest charges is narrowed to a set of alterna-

40-

tives which look feasible for a particular country, or for particular circum-
stances, then attention can be focussed on a more quantitative evaluation. 
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Table 9.1 

AL TERNATI VE FCREST CHARGES NolO THE IR EV ALUATI ON 

Forest Revenue Charges, 
Base and DescrIptIon 

CHARGES ON CONCESS I ONS 

LIcense Fees on ConcessIons 

- base: lump sum. 
- InItIal or annual payment. 
- level: usuallyadmlnlstra-

tIvely set, could be set by 
auctIon of concessIons and 
competItIve bIddIng. 

Annual Ground Rentals 

- base: the area of the 
concessIon. 

- annual payment. 
- level: usually admlnlstra-

tlvel y set, coul d be set by 
auctIon of concessIons. 

Concess Ion Charges Based on 
StandIng TImber Volumes, the 
Annual Allowable Cut or 
Property Values 

- ba .. : Inventory volume of 
tImber on concessIon, annual 
allowable cut, or assessed 
value of the concessIon and 
tImber. 

- annual payment, but a charge 
on tImber volume could be an 
InItIal Charge. 

- level: usually admInIstratIve
ly .. t. 

EvaluatIon: FInancIal Revenue to the Government; AdmInIstratIon 
Cost and PractIcalIty; EconomIc EffIcIency In utIlIzatIon and 
Forest Management; DIstrIbutIon of EconomIc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: Usually low. PotentIally sIgnIfIcant. Can reflect 
the value of concessIons If set by competItIve bIddIng. 

AdmInIstratIon: Easy to admInIster, eIther as InItIal or annual 
fee. compliance Is easy, evasIon low. 

EffIcIency: Charges whIch reflect the value of concessIons wI! I 
discourage accumulatIon of large areas. Charges should at least 
reflect alternatIve uses of areas as mInImum charges. 

DIstrIbutIon: Involves prImarIly dIstrIbutIon of revenue 
between concess Ion ho I ders and goverrvnent. 

SuggestIons: Scope for greater u .. of lIcense fees or other 
concession charges to reflect the value of concessIons. 

Revenue: Usually low rates, yIeldIng lIttle revenue. PotentIally 
signifIcant. Can reflect the value of concessIons If 
approprIately set (eg. by bIddIng). 

AdmInIstratIon: Easy to admInIster. ComplIance Is easy, evasIon 
low. CompetitIve bIddIng can help to set the level. 

EffIcIency: Low ground rentals can encourage acquIsItIon of 
large concessIon areas. HIgher rates wIll dIscourage excess 
accumulatIon and encourage better use of SKlstlng areas. MInImum 
ground rentals should reflect economIc values of alternatIve 
uses of the areas. 

DIstrIbutIon: Involves prImarIly the dIstrIbutIon of revenue 
betWiin concessIon holders and government. 

SuggestIons: Annual ground rentals can reflect the value of 
concessions and can be used In conJunctIon wIth charges on the 
tImber cut where feasIble. CompetItIve bIddIng for concessIons 
can serve to set rates. MInImum rates should reflect the values 
of the concessIon area In alternatIve us.s. 

Revenue: I f these bases match the val ue of concess Ions better 
than area based ground rentels, they coul d theoretIcally be 
better revenue source. In practIce they re unlIkely to be much 
better, If at al I. 

AdmInIstratIon: DIffIcultIes and uncertaIntIes of forest Inven
tOrtes, allowable cuts, or valuatIons make thIs charge 
ImpractIcal for most sItuatIons. 

EffIcIency: Charges based on volumes, or property values may 
encourage rapId lIquIdatIon of mature tImber, but charges based 
on the allowable cut wIll not. Charges levIed on al I three 
bases can encourage concess Ion hoi ders to rell nquTsh excess rea 
If charges are hIgh enough. 

DIstrIbutIon: Involves prImarIly the dIstrIbutIon of revenue 
bitween concess Ion hoi der. and gov.rnment. 

SuRt;stlons: Not recanmended for most countrl... Ground 
rin als are sImpler. 



Table 9.1 (contTnued) 

Forest Revenue Charges, 
Ba se and Oeser T pt Ton 

CHARGES ON TIMBER HARVESTED 

Per-Tree Charges 

- base: number of trees cut, 
charges usua I I y vary by 
speeTes but not by 1ree 
dTemeter (gTrth). 

- often levTed prTor 1'0 
harvestTng. 

- level: often aanTnTsfratTvely 
set, but could be esteblTshed 
by other methods. 

Vol ume Based Charges on TTmber 
Harvested 

- base: measured (scaled) 
volume of tTmber cut. 

- Tncludes stumpage fees, 
royaltTes, reforestatTon fees, 
s TI v Tcu I tural fees, etc. 

- charge can vary wTth specTes, 
log grede or product val ues, 
dTstance, or locatTon, for 
example. 

- very wT del y used Tn one fonn 
or another, a maJor forest 
charge Tn most counfrTes. 

- level: can be aanTnTstratTvely 
set, value rela1'ed (ad 
valorem), formula based, 
negotTa1'ed, open-bTd and 
sealed-bTd auctTons. 
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Eval uatTon: FTnancTai Revenue 1'0 the Governnent; AdmTnTs1ratTon 
Cost and AractTcaiTty; EconomTc EffTcTency Tn utTITzatTon and 
Forest Menaganent; DT s1rTbutTon of EconanTc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: Rar tree charges can not easTly reflect varTatTons Tn 
stlll1page val ues of tTmber cut. They can be col I ected pr Tor 10 
harvest, an advantage. 

AdmTnTstratTon: A sTmple, easy to edmTnTster charge. AvoTds 
problsns arid costs of sealTng the vol urnes cut. 

EffTcTency: Rar tree charges wTI I encourage full utTITzatTon of 
eacn 'ffee cut, but can result Tn smaller frees beTng left, 
IIIless charges vary wTth dTameter. Charges often ere not varTed 
suffTcTently among specTes 1'0 fully reflect stumpage values, and 
so the more val uable specTes are overcut. 

DTstrTbutTon: InequTtTes may result, wTth IIDre benefTt to those 
cufffng larger frees or the more valuable specTes. 

SU9¥estTons: Per tree charges should be used only where sTmpie 
aam nfstratTon Ts Tmportant. 

Revenue: A maJor revenue source for most coun1rTes. Cen collect 
substentTai revenues Tf set 1'0 reflect stumpage values and 
adJ usted 1'0 changes Tn costs, prTces and Tnfl atTon. M::Ire 
sophTstTcated and comple< charges may better reflect stlll1page 
val ues and collect more revenue, but admTnTstratTon Ts more com
pIe< and costly. Often charges do not reflect the full verTatTon 
Tn stumpage val ues between speeTes and so hTgher val ued specTes 
do not pay charges approachTng theTr ful I value. 

AdmTnTstratTon: A sTngie unTform charge Ts relatTvely sTmple. 
ine vi"IStt6n of charges for several fac1'ors wTlI canpl Teete 
edmTnTsfratTon and encourage mTsciassTfTcatTon Tn'to lower rate 
classes. Wood measurement Ts dsnandTng of manpower and costly. 
It may be subject 1'0 abuse and underscal Tng. 

E f fTc T ency: Yo I ume based charges can d T scour age cutt T ng of lower 
valued margTnal tTmber. ThTs TncentTve Ts counterbalanced by 
the low mergTnal costs of I09gTng e<tra tTmber. Charges that 
ere unTfonn, or do not fully reflect stumpage values, wT11 
encourage cuttTng of the more valuable speeTes, gredes, etc., or 
of neerer tTmber. Charges whTch reflect stlll1page val ues 
accuratel y wT II provTde Iln equal TncentTve for cuttTng al I 
tTmber and assTst forest management. 

DTstrTbutTon: If charges reflect stumpage values, the value Ts 
collected by the government; Tf not, then values ere dtsfrTbuted 
to concessTon holder or tTmber buyers. 

SuggestTons: Vol ume based charges should be an Tmportent com
ponent of a forest revenue system. Charges shoul d be set 1'0 
ref leet dT f ference. Tn stlll1page vlli ues IIIIOng specTes, eit:. 
Charges should be adjusted CHer tTme for changes Tn prTces, 
costs and TnflatTon. 



Table 9.1 contTnued 

Forest Revenue Charges, 
Base and DescrTptTon 

ChargeS Based on the Area Logged 

- base: the tTmber on a gTven 
erea rather then a charge per 
unTt volume. 

- I ump-Slll'l tTmber sales ere one 
versTon Tn .tITch tTmber Ts 
sold by auctTon. 

- usua II y an Tn TtT al payment 
prTor to cuttTng. 

- level: admTnTnstratTvel y set 
or establTshed by auctTon but 
other methods are applTcable. 

CIi'R(£S ON F<REST PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTION 

ChargeS on Processed Products 

- base: the vol ume or val ue of 
the processed products 
output. 

- a per IIItt vol ume charge or an 
ad valorem (J of value) charge. 
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EvaluatTon: FTnancTal Revenue to the Govermenti AdmTnTstretTon 
Cost and PractTcalTtYi EconanTc EffTcTency Tn litTl T UltTon and 
Forest Management; DTstrTbutTon of EconomTc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: TheoretTcal'y could yTeld slTghtly greater revenue 
tnen volume charges, but Tn practTce, wTth uncertaTnty about 
tTmber volumes, or the value of the tTmber Tnvolved, revenues 
obtaTnable ere ITkely to be sanewhat less than for volume based 
charges. 

AdmTnTstratTon: tt> seal Tng requTred of tTmber cut, a slbsten
ff al sav f ng of manpower and aan Tn T 5 trat Ton costs. A data Tied 
tTmber survey may be requT red to set charges to ref I ect tTmber 
val ues, or on lump-sum tTmber sales to reduce uncerta Tnty of 
bTdders. 

EffTcTency: As no addTtTonal forest charges are paTd Tn cuttTng 
margfnal speeTes and trees, utTl T UltTon wTII be encouraged. The 
charge Ts suTtab Ie for clear-cuttTng or sal vege loggTng. Charges 
should very wTth stockTng of stends to dTscourage cuttTng of the 
best. 

DTstrTbutTon: A un Tform charge per hectare can be TnequTtable 
TO canpanfes cuttTng poorer stends. 

SuggestTons: Area based charges have advantages of o!IdmTntstr~ 
tTve STmpifcTty and of fuller utTlTzatTon. They could be ncre 
wTdel y used where clear-cuttTng and utTl TzatTon Ts to be 
encouraged, where tTmber surveys can be accurate; and where 
competTtTve btddTng can be encouraged. 

Revenue: Charges on products Tnstead of logs may be able to 
reflect prtces, recovery, log grade and defect, but not those 
due to loggtng factors or dtstence. Charges on products can 
canplement charges on logs, but the two must be c~rdtnated. 
Charges on products that supplanent charges on logs can 
dtseourage danesttc processtng tf the charge Ts sTgntftcant. 

- can be used Tnstead of charges AdmtnTstratTon: Measurement of products may be easter than 
on the ttmber cut. seal fng of logs and can al so serve as a cross-check on log 

- level: can be admTntstratTvely volumes. 
set, val lie related (ad valorem) 
or establTshed by formula. EffTctencx: Wtth charges on products, standtng ttmber wtll be 

iPi6ted a a" free good" and so recovery and utT IT Ult ton wt II be 
I ess. Niter stands and better stands wt II be over cut • I-bwever, 
charges on products that supplement charges on the ttmber as a 
part of a "two-part charge" may together better reflect stumpage 
values. 

OTstrTbutton: The structure of charges can be used to tnfluence 
thi pr&lucfton of products, employtll8nt, regTonal Tmpacts, e1t:. 
However, charges on products can encour,e log _ports, unless 
matched by equTvalent charges on _port egs. 

SU¥g!stTons: Charges on products should replace charges on logs 
on y wnere there ere aanTnt .trattve beneffts, o!II they can have 
undesTrable effects on utTl tzatton or forest maneganent. I-bw
ever, they can usef ull y serve as pert of a "two-pert charge" on 

____ .tTmber_and products, Tf the two ere carefully co-ordTnated. 



Table 9.1 (contInued) 

Forest Revenue Charges, 
Base and DescrIptIon 

Charges on MInor Forest Products 

- base: the products themselves 
or the fIrms and IndIvIduals 
producIng them. 

- per unIt (quantIty), or value 
based charge. 

- level: admInIstratIvely set 
or ad valorem. 

CHARGES ON FOREIGN TRADE 

Export Charges on Logs 
and Products 

- base: The volume or value of 
logs processed products 
exported. 

- often used In place of volume 
based charges on tImber cut. 
May ~Iso be used In addItIon 
to them. 

- frequently used to encourage 
domestIc processIng. 

- can be a per unIt (volume 
charge) or an ad valorem (. 
of value) Charge. 

- level: admInIstratIvely set, 
value related (ad valorem), 
or fonnula set charge. 
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EvaluatIon: FInancIal Revenue to the Government; AdmInIstratIon 
Cost and PractIcalIty; EconomIc EffIcIency In UtIlIzatIon and 
Forest Management; DIstrIbutIon of EconomIc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: Charges usually low, or even token, to avoId evasIon 
problems, and for Income dIstrIbutIon reasons. 

AdmInIstratIon: WIth many, scattered, small producers admInI
stration Is expensIve. A sImple system Is needed. HIgh charges 
encourage evasIon. 

EffIcIency: Low charges may contrIbute to overcuttlng, but 
higher charges would not reduce overcuttlng, but only encourage 
evasIon. Other non-economIc polIcies are better solutIons to 
overcutt I ng. 

DIstrIbutIon: Low charges can encourage productIon, Jobs, save 
foreign exchange (eg. fuel wood) and benefIt the low Income rural 
populatIon. 

suygestlons: Above all charges should be sImple and easIly 
en orced. 

Revenue: Export charges on logs are the mauor forest revenue 
source for many countrIes. Charges can be based on world market 
prIces. RaIsIng rates on logs brIngs In more revenue, or 
encourages domestIc processIng, provIdIng benefIts eIther way. 
Export charges on processed products are usually low as hIgh 
charges would dIscourage processIng. 

AdmInIstratIon: Export charges are often easIer to admInIster 
than volume based charges on the tImber cut, as they ere col
lected at export ports, and are based on more readIly measured 
volumes and values. If export charges are a sIgnIfIcant part of 
export pr Ices, they may encour age under-report I ng of vo I umes or 
FOB values. Charges can be based on posted export prIces to 
avoId under-reportIng of FOB values of shIpments. Export charges 
may al so encourage ml sreportlng of specIes and g-ades, especial
ly If they attempt to reflect dIfferences In stumpage values. 

Efflclenc¥: Export charges on logs can serve to Influence forest 
managemen and utIlIzatIon In many of the same ways as volume 
based charges. They can be varIed by specIes and log g-ade, and 
perhaps a I so dl stance or reg Ion. Export charges on processed 
products have sImIlar effects to other charges on products. 

DomestIc ProcessIng IncentIves: Export charges on logs, because 
they are a significant charge, can generate sIzeable IncentIves 
for domestIc processIng. These IncentIves are larger on more 
valuable logs because of the hIgher export charges on then .. 
Export charges on processed product Ion reduce the I ncent I lie, but 
charges on products are usually low so the effect Is mInImal., 

DIstrIbutIon: Export charges whIch stImulate domestIc processIng 
can generate employment and Income, Influence product prIces, 
and the avaIlabIlIty of products, foreIgn exchange earnIngs, and 
government revenue. 

SuggestIons: Export charges on logs can serve as a substItute 
for vo I ume based charges on tImber cut. They can be ef feet I ve 
revenue source. Export charges on logs can al so serve to encour
age domest Ic process I ng. However, export taxes alone can not 
achIeve both obJectIves. They should be co-ordlnated wIth other 
forest charges on logs, and wIth export charges and other 
charges on processed products. HIgh export charges shoul d be 
used Instead of quotas or domestIc processIng regulatIons. 



Table 9.1 (contTnued) 

Forest Revenue Charges, 
BOle and DescdptTon 

CHARGES FOR SERV ICES 

Fees for ServTces ProvTded 

- base: servTces for' applTce
tTons, TnspectTons, scalTng, 
gradTng, port charges, etc. 

CHARGES ON PRODUCTIVE FACTORS 

Charges on EquTpment 
and Workers 

- base: I ogg 1 ng or process 1 ng 
equT pment, nLlllb.,. of IIIOr kers , 
foreTgn IIIOrk.ers, or payroll. 

- based on capT tal or labour 
lnputs rather than outputs of 
logs or products. 

- annual ~, plus Tn some cases 
an TnTtlal fee. 

- level: usually adnTnTstratTve
I y set, other methods are not 
practTcal, except ad valorem 
payroll ChargeS. 

CHARGES ON CO~AN I ES 

CorporatTon Income Tax 

- base: t he net profT ts of 
corporate forms of busTness. 
Net profTts allow deductTng of 
deprecT atTon and Tnterest 
payments, etc. *t profTts re 
based on the corporatTon's 
audTted accounts. 

- levTed on corporatTons onl y. 
- level: tax rates usual I y 

35.-50. of net profTts. 
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Eval uatTon: FTnancTal Revenue 10 the Goverrment; AdmTnTstratTon 
Cost and Pl"ectTcal1ty; EconanTc EffTcTency Tn UtllTzetTon and 
Forest Menllgement; 01strTbutTon of EconanTc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: I'tlt a m~ or revenue source, nor shoul d Tt be. Fees 
should only cover costs. 

AdmTnTstratTon: Fees should reflect costs, and be adjusted for 
COST cnanges. Charges for' servTces should be grouped Tn'lo a 
mTnTmum of classes. 

EffTcTency: If fees reflect the edmTnTstratTon costs, efflclent 
use of servTces wTl I result. 

OTstrTbutTon: If fees cover costs they wTI I be equTteble. 

Su stTons: Fees should be kept sTmple, set '10 reflect costs, 
a e a usted Tn ITne wTth chan s Tn costs. 

Revenue: Usual I y low blSt 1C0pe for greatel"' U18 and for hTgher 
rates. 

AdmTnTs1TatTon: STmple and easll y admlnTstered charges. Based on 
readily loentlfTable Ttems. Fees on loggTng equTpment can asslst 
Tn supervTsTon of forestry actlvltles. 

EfflcTencr As fTxed lump-sum charges they wlll not deter forest 
maneg_n 0/'" utTIT mtTon. They can serve wTth charges on the 
tlmber cut as a Jolnt "tlllO-part" charge. They can al so encourage 
more effTcTent use of equTpment. 

OTstrTbutTon: WTI I lnfluence use of equTpment and the substTtu
t Ion of I iiiour and capT tal. 

sug¥estTons: A useful charge as part of a forest revenue 
sys em. XomTnTstratTvely sTmple. Scope for greater use. 

Revenue: I'tlt a good substltute for forest charges. ~pl les 10 
corporatTons only. The tax collects only". to 50. of proflts. 
Thus T t can collect, at most, 35. to 50. of the stumpage val ue of 
the tTmber cut. Invesfment TncentTves and transf.,. prTces of 
logs, or products sold, and of equTpment purchased can reduce 
taxable profTts. 

AdmTnTstratTon: AdmTnTstratTvely easy Tf a corporatTon Tncome tax 
Ts IIlreidy 1n piece, but requTre. rel1able eccolM"ltTng systems and 
goverrment aud1tTng of accounts. 

EffTcTency: SubstTtutTon of a corporate Tncome tax for forest 
charges would put forest canpen1es 1n a more advantageous 
posTt10n than other corporat10ns, as they lIIOul d receTve a free 
1nput, tTmb.,., and onl y prt of the tTmber val ue would be col
lected by the Tncome tax. ThTs lIIOuld encOUl"ege over use of the 
"fr .... t1mb.,. 1nput and ov.,. .epansTon of t1mbr productTon. The 
1ncentlve 10 cut more val ueble tlmber" wl I I be stronger sTnce onl y 
". to 50. of thls hlgher' val ue ls captured by the corporate 
Tncane tax. 

01s1TTbutlon: nmb.,. produclng canpenTes lIIOuld be better off 
Thin riOlFTiiliber canpenTes followTng a swltch fran forest chargas 
to corporatlon lncane tax. 

SjlijstTons: Countrles should not rei y on the corporatlon lncome 
T s a substltute for forest cherges. Q)rporatTon Tncane ta.s 
shou I d eppl Y eque I I y 10 al I ccrporatTons. Forest corporatTons 
would then pay forest charges and 1rellt th. as II cost Tn 
determlnlng texeble profTts fO/'" corporetTon Tncome tax. 



Table 9.1 (contInued> 

Forest Revenue Charges, 
Base and DescrIptIon 

ProfIt Based RoyaltIes 

- base: profIts earned from 
exploItatIon of the netural 
resource. ProfIts defIned to 
reflect the economIc rent, 
the value of the resource 
Itself. 

- The resource rent tax Is a 
wIdely dIscussed example. 
ProfIts are defIned In terms 
of receIpts and payments 
(cash flow> and a normal rate 
of r~turn allowed. ProfIts 
above that are taxed at then 
hIgh rates. 

GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION IN 
CONCESSIONS, HARVESTING AND 
PROCESSING 

JoInt Ventures or Full Government 
OwnershIp of ConcessIons, LoggIng 
OperatIons or ProcessIng Plants 

- J 0 I nt ventures may take the 
form of equIty partIcIpatIon, 
profIt sharIng, productIon 
sharIng, or optIons on 
productIon. A gr~at dIversIty 
In deta II ed arrangements Is 
possIble. 

- the government may own and 
operate concessIons, or may 
hIre loggIng contractors. It 
may then sell logs, or 
operate Its own processIng 
plants. 

- an alternatIve revenue 
arrangement In addItIon to 
forest charges. 
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EvaluatIon: FInancIal Revenue to the Government; AdmInIstratIon 
Cost and PractIcalIty; EconomIc EffIcIency In UtIlIzatIon and 
Forest Management; DIstrIbutIon of EconomIc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: Potentlelly able to capture a slzedble proportIon of 
the stumpage Value. Transfer prIcIng problems can reduce 
revenue. A major problem Is the delay In revenue until the 
Investment Is recovered. ThIs delay perIod can result In 
polItIcal dIssatIsfactIons. 

AdmInIstratIon: Can be relatIvely easy If accountIng Is relIable 
and accurate audItIng Is possIble. Transfer prIcIng can create 
problems. The resource rent tax cen supplement and complIment 
an exIstIng corporatIon Income tax. 

Efflclenc¥: It Is claImed thi!lt It wI II not deter margInal 
Investmen. It should not dIstort utIlIzatIon or forest menage
ment If appl led to forestry. 

DIstrIbutIon: If effectIve, It Is likely to collect greater 
revenues from the forest Industry than alternatIve charges. 

SuggestIons: The resource rent t4X Can convenIently complement 
an existIng corporatIon Income tax, collectIng a sIzeable share 
of stumpage values wIthout requIrIng ~dltlonal ~mlnlstratlon. 
It Is suItable only for self-contaIned "projects". 

Revenue: JoInt ventures should be able to capture a portIon of 
the stumpage value not captured by other forest charges, the 
proportIon dependIng on the ownershIp arrangements, the 
effIcIency of the operatIon and the lIkelIhood of transfer 
prIcIng problems. Full government ownershIp should be able to 
capture a greater proportIon of the stumpage value of the 
tImber, eIther by other forest Charges, or as profIts provIded 
the government can obtaIn world prIces, and can operate at costs 
equal to, or lower than, the prIvate sector. 

AdmInIstratIon: For JoInt ventures, admInIstratIon can be 
relatlvely easy If the prIvate partner undertakes plannIng and 
management. But government expertIse and supervIsIon Is stIli 
requIred. Government ownershIp Involves establIshment of a 
government enterprIse to operate the concessIon and substantIal 
skIlled manpower requIrements. Contractors Can be used, but must 
be superv I sed. 

EffIcIency: AdVantages In pursuIng utIlIZatIon or forest manege
ment objeCtIves. Normal forest charges stIli can be levIed on 
the operatIon. 

DIstrIbutIon: Scope to pursue Income or employment ObJectIves. 

SO¥98stlons: Can serve as a supplement to forest charges, but Is 
n recommended as a substItute for forest Charges. A useful 
component of a forest revenue system, becauSe government 
partIcIpatIon provIdes InformatIon on the forest Industry, 
costs, prIces, rates of return, and InformatIon that Is helpful 
In settIng other forest charges. 
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9.3 LICENCE FEES ON CONCESSIONS 

Licence fees on concessions can be either an initial lump-sum char~e 
on the concessioD, or an annual lump-sum charge over the life of the conces
sion. 

Licence fees on concessions and other forest utilization contracts, 
can be an important cOlDponent of forest revenue systems, reflecting the value 
of the timber rights granted by the licence. As suggested by the analysis of 
Chapter 6. the value of the timber rights granted, reflects both (a> the 
profits that can be earned in cutti.ng the timber (the excess of stumpage value 
over the forest charges levied on the timber cut> and (b) the insurance value 
of the concession resul ting from the secur ity of timber supply provided. The 
value of these timber rights can be significant, if stumpage values are high 
but are not reflected in forest charges, and if security of timber supply is 
important. However, licence fees are often low, making the acquisi tion of 
concessions attractive and profitable. 

9.3.1 Evaluations of Licence Fees 

Financial revenue to the government: Licence fees are ususlly 
administratively set charges. They are often set at low rates. Consequently 
they are not an important source of forest revenue for most tropical countries. 
Where licence fees are applied, they tend to be used to reflect the costs to 
the government in granting the licence, rather than the value to the concession 
holder of the timber rights granted. 

However, licence fees could play a more significant role in forest 
revenue systems, serving as charges designed to reflect the value of 
concessions. Where licence fees are intended to reflect the value of the 
timber rights granted, the level of fees can be established and the timber 
rights allocated by negotiation, open-bid auction, sealed-tender bidding, or at 
administered prices, methods discussed in the next two chapters. If, for 
example, concessions are allocated by competitive auction, using sealed-tenders 
or open- bidding on the licence fee, then the licence fees bid will at least 
partly reflect its value. However, with uncertainty on the part of bidders 
about the volume and quality of the timber, future timber values, logging 
costs, and the level of forest charges on the timber cut, the licence fees bid 
are unlikely to capture the full value of the concession. Bids may also Qot 
capture the full value of the concession if only a small number of bidders are 
involved. Bidders are likely to recognize their interdependence and not bid 
strongly against each other. 

Licence fees can be either an initial lump-sum charge, or an annual 
fee over the life of the concession. Revenue from initial fees will be received 
early, as concessions are granted, but will peak and then drop off as soon as 
all forest areal have been licenced. Annual payments may yield leIS revenue in 
early years, but will continue as long as there are licenced areas. Annual 
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payments are likely to yield greater total revenue, but later.ll 

Initial lump-sum licence fees are more suitable to auction bidding in 
the form of a bonus payment. Annual licence fees are more suitable to admini
stratively set charges. Annual licence fees can be varied over time to adjust 
for inflation and to reflect changing circumstances. 

Administration cost and practicality: Either initial or annual 
licence fees are easy to administer. If these fees are set to collect a 
reasonable share of the value of the concessions, administration costs will be 
a small percentage of the revenue collected. The major administrative problem 
is in establishing the value of the concessions and setting the level of fees. 
Appraisal of the value of concessions to set administered prices is not easy as 
the value of concessions is hard to measure. If competition for concessions 
can be encouraged, then open-bid, or sealed-tender auctions can be used to 
establish licence fees, as well as to allocate concessions. Auctions can both 
increase revenues and reduce pressures on administrative officials to favour 
one applicant over another. 

Minimum licence fees should normally be set to at least cover the 
administrative cost of granting the concession, plus the economic value of the 
alternative uses of the area; the economic values for watershed protection, 
food, medicines, environmental values, or future uses. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: As initial 
or annual licence fees are lump-sum payments, independent of the forestry 
activities of concession holders, they will not influence or distort the 
logging activities of concession holders or their utilization of the timber. 
Thus if part of the value of the timber can be captured effecthely through 
licence fees, then lower forest charges can be charged on the timber cut. 
Lower forest charges on the timber cut will encourage utilization of marginal 
trees or marginal stands. In this way, licence fees become one component of a 
two-part forest revenue system, comprising charges on both concessions and on 
the timber cut. 

Distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: If licence 
fees are set to reflect the value of the concession, they should not result in 
economic effects on the industry, employment, forest products prices, etc., 
because they are lump-sum charges not related to logging activity or other 
forestry activities. The only distributional effect will be that of revenues 
between concession holders and the government. This is dependent on the level 
of the licence fees. 

Overall evaluation of licence fees: Licence fees can play a useful 
role in forest revenue systems to reflect the value of the concessions them
selves. Where concessions are allocated by auction, initial lump-sum licence 

II Annual and initial payments can be compared by calculating the present 
value of the annual payments using a discount rate reflecting the govern
ment's time preference (i.e., impatience). (See Gregersen and Contreras 
1979 Economic Analysis of Forest Projects: 104-106). 
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fees are appropriate and can serve to capture the value of the concessions as 
bonus bids on the concession licence. 

Licence fees on concessions can usefully function as part of a two
part system of forest charges, consisting of separate charges on concessions 
and on the timber cut. 

Licence fees are most suitable to concessions of uniform size and 
length of tenure, or if concessions are allocated by auctions with licence fees 
set by means of bonus bids. Annual ground rentals, as discussed next represent 
an alternative to licence fees with advantages of flexibility in these 
respects. 

9.4 ANNUAL GROUND RENTALS 

An annual ground rental is an alternative to a licence fee on conces
sions. Because a ground rental is an annual charge and is based on the area of 
the concession, it can more easily accommodate concessions of varying lengths 
of tenure, and of varying size. As suggested in Chapter 6, the value of timber 
rights granted are related to the length of tenure and the volume of timber 
involved, so an annual, area based ground rental is an appropriate concession 
charge for many situations. 

Evaluation of Annual Ground Rentals 

Financial Revenue to the Government: Annual ground rentals are 
usually administratively set charges. They are commonly levied at relatively 
low rates, as suggested by the examples of the previous chapter. Yet, they can 
playa more important role in forest revenue systems, as a charge designed to 
reflect the value of concessions. 

Administration cost and practicality: Ground rentals, which are 
usually based on the total area of the concession, are easy to calculate and to 
administer. Administration costs are low. As annual char~es, they can be 
billed and collected regularly every year. Compliance by the forest industry 
is easy and the costs of compliance low. The charge, once established, is 
certain for the concession holder. Evasion is unlikely to be a problem. 

Ground rentals could be based on the forested area or area of mer
chantable timber rather than on the total area of the concession. However, 
this would require accurate forest inventory data and mapping, as well as an 
ability to carefully delineate forested or merchantable area, and thus is not 
practical for most countries. 

The major administrative problem of ground rentals is in establishing 
the levels of the charges to reflect the value of the concession. Again, this 
can be overcome if competitive bidding for concessions can be introduced and 
encouraged. Another administrative problem is in establishing minimum area 
charges designed to reflect both the administrative costs of concessions and/or 
the social opportunity cost of foregone uses and of damages. 
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Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: Low area 
charges will encourage the acquisition of large concession areas, beyond the 
immediate needs of concession holders. At low area charges concession holders 
will have little to lose and potentially much to gain from retaining large 
areas, as the value of the concession to the concession holder in terms of a 
secure timber supply can easily exceed the low holding cost involved in paying 
the ground rent. Acquisition of large areas of concessions is encouraged and 
large forest areas will be tied-up and held without being utilized. Regula
tion will then be required to force concession holders to utilize the timber, 
or to relinquish areas exceeding their needs. For example, the government may 
place conditions on the concession, requiring a given volume of cutting each 
year similar to work requirements imposed as a condition of petroleum and 
mining exploration leases and permits. The net result is two inefficiencies. 
The government first dissipates potential economic rents and revenues by 
encouraging concessions over large areas at low ground rentals and then further 
dissipates potential rents and revenues by requiring produc tion before it is 
economically efficient to do so. The problems of low ground rents, which do 
not collect the value of the concessions, are not corrected by requirements 
which dissipate the remaining potential rents in early utilization. It would 
be better to charge higher ground rentals initially. 

Low ground rentals that encou=age acquisition of large areas of con
cessions under lease also reduce competition for timber and, by doing so, lead 
to lower prices in negotiated sales and in auction sales. Offering less con
cession areas for lease would encourage competition and allow higher ground 
rentals. The forest industry would have a smaller cushion of timber reserves 
and would be more eager to compete. 

Low ground rentals can also result in another inefficiency. The 
concession holder with an excess area, beyond his requirements, will tend to 
treat his timber supply as unlimited, viewing it as a "free-good", and 
Consquently to move on to new cutting areas, rather than logging the present 
cutting areas more intensively and to higher utilization standards. Thus low 
ground rentals where they result in large holdings of concessions, can also 
encourage "high grading" or "creaming" of the forest. 

Ground rentals, just like licence fees, can be part of a "two-part" 
stumpage pricing arrangement: a fixed annual charge, the ground rental; and a 
variable charge based on the timber cut. The ground rental would reflect the 
value of the concession, while charges on the timber cut serve to reflect the 
stumpage value of the timber. As a result charges on the timber cut can be 
lower, thereby encouraging greater utilization (see Section 9.7). 

Minimum ground rentals should be established to reflect the economic 
value of alternative uses foe such uses as erosion control, food supplies from 
the forest, or environmental values of preservation, the social opportunity 
cost of concession areas. 

Distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: Ground rental 
payments, like licence fees are not related to logging activity, or the volume 
of timber cut. Consequently the only distributional impact is on the distribu
tion of revenues between the concess'.on holders and the government, and is 
dependent on the level of the charge per hectare. 
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Overall evaluation of ground rentals: Ground rentals can play an 
important role in forest revenue systems, both as a charge reflecting the value 
of the concessions themselves and as part of a "two-part" charge on timber cut. 
More emphasis should be placed on ground rentals. In many situations the level 
of ground rentals could be raised substantially. 

Where appropriate, competitive bidding for concessions can be 
utilized to establish levels of ground rentals that better reflect the value of 
the concessions to concession holders. 

Where the levels of ground rentals have been administratively set, 
their importance has been eroded by inflation. They are usually established as 
a fixed amount per hectare and are revised infrequently. Thus, a means of easy 
or automatic adjustment of rates is suggested, perhaps by an adjustment formula 
based on the increase in the general price level (Sections 10.3, 12.7). 

Minimum ground rental charges should be set to reflect, at least, the 
costs of granting and administering concessions plus the opportunity costs of 
harvesting. To reflect these opportunity costs minimum ground rental charges 
might vary by region of the country. 

9.5 CONCESS ION CHARGES BASED ON STANDING TIMBER VOLUMES, THE ANNUAL 
ALLOWABLE CUT, OR PROPERTY VALUES 

Rather than ground rentals or licence fees, charges on concessions 
can be based on the inventory volume of standing timber, on the calculated 
annual allowable cut, or on assessed property values of the concession. 
Concession charges based on the inventory volumes, allowable cuts and property 
values are utilized in a few tropical countries surveyed, most notably the 
Phillippines (Chapter 8, Section 8.5). 

Standing timber volumes, the annual allowable cut, or property values 
could be more closely related to the value of the concessions than are licence 
fees or area based ground rentals. On concessions logged for the mature timber, 
it is the inventory volume of standing timber that is of value to concession 
holders. In this case, a charge on the inventory volume rather than a ground 
rental may better match the value of the concession, especially if volumes per 
hectare and species vary widely. In principle the charge could be based on the 
volume of selected species, all commercial species, all mature timber, or both 
mature and immature timber. It is also, in principle, possible to apply dif
ferent rates to the inventory volume of species or species groups. In practice, 
because of the diversity of species in tropical forests, reliable inventory 
data for individual concessions makes charges based on inventory data 
uncertain. 

For concessions operated as managed forests and for plantation 
forests, it is the annual cut yielded by the area ~ich is of value to the 
concession holder. In this case the annual allowable cut might be an appro
priate base. However, accurate allowable cut estimates depend both on reliable 
forest inventory data and on accurate data of forest growth. In practice, 
accurate charges based on the annual allowable cut may be even more difficult 
than those based on the inventory volumes. 
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Property taxes or charges based on the assessed value of concessions 
go one step further, by applying valuation to the forest inventory, or annual 
allowable cut estimates. They may be yet more difficult to apply, in spite of 
any theoretical advantages. 

9.5.1 Evaluation of Concession Charges Based on Timber Volumes, the Annual 
Allowable Cut, or Property Values 

Financial revenue to the government: If standing timber volumes, 
allowable cuts, or property valuations of concessions correspond more closely 
to the value of the concessions than the area of the concessions, then these 
alternative bases, theoretically should be able to capture a greater share of 
the value of the concessions. However, in practice ground rentals may yield 
nearly as much revenue and be a good deal simpler. 

Administration cost and practicality: Concession charges based on 
standing volumes, allowable cuts or property values involve administrative 
problems in establishing and measuring the base for the charges. The problems 
hinge on the reliability of inventory data. The difficulties in achieving an 
accurate forest inventory in tropical forests of diverse species and stand 
conditions are well known, and are significant. This affects both the 
implimentation costs for the government, and the certainty of liability of this 
type of charges for concession holders. Uncertainty of liability could cause 
significant administrative problems. The charge could be subject to abuse 
through manipulation of inventory figures, allowable cut estimates, or the 
valuations of the concessions. 

Frequent adjustment of charges would also be required as stands of 
mature timber on concessions are cut-over, as plantations grow, as allowable 
cuts in response to changes in volume and growth, or as property values of 
concessions change. Consequently, periodic up-dating of charges would be 
required. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: An annual 
charge based on inventory volumes is likely to have undesirable effects on 
forest management, encouraging rapid cutting of the timber. By cutting the 
timber rapidly the concession holder reduces the volume of growing stock, and 
thus the annual charge. The higher the charge, the greater the incentive to 
rapid cutting. A charge on the inventory volume may also encouraKe the conces
sion holder to relinquish part of the concession, but only if the concession 
holder has an extremely large volume of timber which he cannot cut within a 
reasonable time, and only if the charge is high. 

Charges based on the allowable cut will not encourage the liquidation 
of mature timber stands on concessions. A charge on the allowable cut may still 
encourage concession holders to relinquish part of the concession if he has a 
large concession with an allowable cut beyond his needs and if the charge is 
high enough. 

Charges on assessed property values may encourage rapid liquidatio~ 
of mature timber, and also the relinquishment of concession areas surplus t;o 
needs, if the charge is high enough. 
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Distribution of economic effects revenue and income: As with ground 
rentals or other concession charges, the major distributional effects are in 
terms of revenue, between concession holders and government. 

Overall evaluation: Because of the administrative difficulties and 
the uncertainties resulting from the problems of forest inventory, annual 
allowable cut estimates and property valuations, concession charges based on 
these measures are not recommended for most countries. In most situations, 
simpler ground rental charges can reflect the value of the concessions almost 
as well, and with fewer administrative problems and uncertainties. 

9.6 PER-TREE CHARGES ON TIMBER HARVESTED 

Examples of charges on the timber cut, levied on a per-tree basis and 
termed "stumpage charges" were applied in several of the countries surveyed .1/ 
Among the countries surveyed per-tree stumpage charges vary by species but are 
usually uniform, irrespective of tree diameters. If 80, charges per tree are a 
relatively simple and easy to administer charge. In a few cases, per-tree 
charges for high forest timber are varied by diameter, but this adds to the 
administrative complexity of the charges. 

Per-tree charges are also applied to planta tions, the most common 
examples are the pole charges mentioned in Chapter 8 (Section 8.10). Surpri
singly, pole charges in many countries are varied by diameter, even though 
plantation trees are of more uniform diameters than high forest trees. 

Evaluation of Per-Tree Charges 

Financial revenue to the government: Charges per tree will not 
usually rank highly in terms of revenue effectiveness. If charges per tree are 
constant irrespective of tree diameter, they can not fully reflect the value of 
the larger diameter, more valuable trees, and thus revenues will be less than 
they might be. As well, smaller trees may be left uncut and 80 revenues from 
them will be lost. Where st\DUpage prices do not vary sufficiently between 
species to reflect the full value of higher valued species, then potential 
revenue will again be lost. 

Stumpage charges can be collected prior to harvesting, as a permit 
fee based on the number of trees to be cut. If so revenues are received 
early. 

Administration cost and practicality: 
simple, uncomplicated and easy to administer. 
popularity. It is easy to levy a charge on a per 
for a given number of trees of each species, and 

Per-tree stumpage charges are 
This perhaps explains their 
tree basis, to issue a permit 
to collect the revenue before 

1/ 'nley are termed stumpage charges, perhaps because they are based on, and 
verified by, the number of stumps. 
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cutting. This is an advantage especially for small scattered logging opera
tions. Many of the problems of wood measurement (scaling) and of collecting 
forest revenues are avoided. 

With per-treE' charges, supervision of cutting involves policing to 
ensure that cutting takes place within the area designated, that the diameter 
or girth limits are respected, and that the trees cut (or the stumps) corres
pond to the number of trees and species authorized and paid for. However, this 
may still not be easy to carry out on the ground. Evasion of per-tree stumpage 
charges can be just as much a problem, as it is with other charges on the 
timber cut. More trees may be cut than authorized and paid for. Also high 
valued trees may be cut when stumpage was paid on low valued trees. Close 
supervision of logging, and a cross-check with the log volumes (by species), or 
against the forest products produced may help to reduce evasion. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: Per-tree 
stumpage charges will encourage full utilization of those trees worth cutting. 
Having paid for the tree, the logger will take as much of the tree as is of 
financial value to him. 

On the other hand, per-tree stumpage charges can discourage the full 
utilization of all trees within a stand. Where stumpage charges are the same 
for large or small diameter trees, they will encourage the cutting of larger 
trees and discourage the harvesting of smaller diameter trees, so that smaller 
trees are left unharvested. This may be advantageous or disadvantageous, 
cepending on the silvicultural system used. If a selective cutting method of 
silvicultural based on diameter limits is practiced, per-tree charges would 
help to support minimum girth limits, making smaller trees financially less 
attractive to cut. Where clearcutting and utilization of all trees is desired, 
uniform per-tree stumpage charges will discourage full utilization. 

When applied to plantations, per-tree stumpage charges, levied at a 
constant rate irrespective of diameter, may reflect the value of the timber 
reasonably well, because the trees are approximately the same size. Even 80, 

some of the smaller trees may be left. 

Per-tree stumpage prices usually do not vary sufficiently between 
species to reflect fully the difference in value between high valued and low 
valued species. Thus they often make the cutting of the high valued species 
more profitable, and so encourage overcutting of these high valued species. 

Distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: From what has 
been said about the revenue effectiveness of stumpage charges, it can be seen 
that per-tree stumpage charges can distribute a sizeable share of the value of 
the timber cut to the forest industry. The more effective the stumpage charges 
are in reflecting the value of the timber, the larger the share of timber 
values collected by the government as revenues, but the more complex the 
charges. 

Overall evaluation of per-tree stumpage charges: Since stumpage 
charges do not reflect timber values very closely, they do not rank highly as 
revenue sources. On the other hand, stumpage charges rank highly in admini
stration simplicity. Stumpage charges can also help support diameter limits 
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designed under selective cutting silvicultural systems, and they encourage 
fuller utilization of those trees cut. 

9.7 VOLUME BASED CHARGES ON THE TIMBER HARVESTED 

Royalties, severance charges, out-turn volume charges, reforestation 
and silvicul tural fees, and a wide variety of other charges are based on the 
volume of timber cut. As indicated by the survey of forest charges in the 
previous chapter, volume based charges are perhaps the most widely applied 
forest charges in tropical countries. For many countries, they are a major 
eevenue source. 

Charges based on the measured volume of timber cut should be a key 
charge in a forest revenue system. The stumpage values of the timber cut are 
derived from the uses of the timber and are related to the measured volume of 
timber that is sold by the government. Other bases such as per-tree charges, 
charges based on the area logged, charges on processed produc ts, or export 
charges are alternative, or proxy, measures. These proxy measures are used 
because they are more readily measured, or are utilized in order to pursue 
other objectives such as improved utilization or forest management, or to 
en~ourage domestic processing. 

As volume based charges are levied on the measured volume of timber 
removed from the forest, the scaling of the timber cut is a major ac tivity. 
Volumes are commonly determined from measurements of ind ividual logs, but can 
also be derived from measurement of stacked volumes or truck loads, or from 
weight measurements. 

A wide range of variation in types of volume-based charges is 
possible, from the simple to the complex. Some of the more important variants 
based on a n~ber of the factors which influence stumpage values (identified in 
Chapter 4) are: 

- a uniform charge per m3 (or other volume measurement) Invariant wi th 
species, log grades, log values, location or other factors. 

- a charge per m3 that varies by species or species group. 

- a charge per m3 that varies with log grade. 

- a charge per m3 that varies with log or product prices. 

- a charge per m3 that varies by region or zone, reflecting 
differences in costs. 

a charge per m3 that varies ~ith distance, reflecting transport 
costs. 

a charge per m3 that varies with forest stand conditions, reflecting 
differences in logging costs. 
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Combinations of the above types are possible. For example, volume
based charges could be established by species and by distance for example, or 
to vary with log prices distance and stand conditions. 

Evaluation of Volume Based Charges 

Financial revenue to the government: To be an effec the revenue 
source, maximizing revenues from the timber cut, volume baaed charges should 
reflec t the stumpage value of the timber cut as closely as possible yet be 
simple and prac tical. To illustrate this, consider a uniform volume based 
charge on all tilnber, irrespec the of species, the simplest possible volume 
based charge. If this uniform rate per cubic metre is set at a low level, more 
timber will be cut. Marginal stands, less valuable species, lower quality 
logs, and smaller diameter trees will be harvested. However, at a low rate, 
forest revenue will obviously be low, and only a small proportion of the 
stumpage value of the higher valued species, higher quality logs, and larger 
diameter trees will be captured. Revenue effectiveness, measured by the 
percentage of stumpage value captured as revenue, will be relatively low. 

On the other hand, if this simple uniform rate per cubic metre is 
increased, in order to capture more of the stumpage value of the higher valued 
timber, this will discourage the cutting of some species, sizes and qualities 
of trees, and discourage the cutting in some stands al together. More of the 
marginal timber will be left and less total volume of timber will be cut. 
~evenue per cubic metre will be higher, but total revenue may not be greater. 
Total revenue will be greater only if the percentage increase in the rate per 
cubic metre exceeds the percentage reduction in the volume of timber cut. 

In any case, revenue will not be maximized unless the rates per cubic 
metre reflect the variables affecting stumpage values. To reflect stumpage 
values more fully, and thus maximize revenues, volume based charges should vary 
with the factors affecting stumpage values, identified in Chapter 4 and 
mentioned above, namely: 

- species 

- log grades 

- log species and/or processed product prices 

- transportation costs, or distance (which influence transportation 
costs) 

- log production costs, or stand conditions and ground conditions (which 
influence log production costs). 

The adjustment of volume based charges to reflect these factors will 
affect the other criteria, perhaps improving economic efficiency in utilization 
and forest management, but also increasing administration costs and complexity. 
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Among tropical countries, volume based charges are most commonly 
varied by species. Volume based charges that vary by log grade are less 
common. Charges Which vary by distance, by region of the country, with stand 
conditions, or with ground conditions are found, but are uncommon. 

Where volume based charges vary by species, the variation is usually 
not sufficient to fully reflect the variatlon in stumpage values. This can be 
Ulustrated below for three West African species based on Nigerian figures. 
Representative logging, hauling and sawing costs are deducted from sawnwood 
prices to yield an estimate of stumpage values; ie., the residual value of the 
standing timber. Stumpage values are estimated for three species: Cebia 
(cebia pentandra), a lower valued species; Obeche (triplochiton scleroxylon), a 
medium valued species; and Iroko (chlorophora excelsa), a high valued species 
(sawnwood prices and sawing costs are converted to the equivalent per cubic 
metre of logs, using on an average sawnwood recovery of 50%). The stumpage 
value estimates are as follows: 

SEecies 
Cebia Obeche Iroko 

( Cebia (Triplochi ton ( Chlorophora 
pentandra) scle:.."oxylon) excelsa) 

Sawnwood prices US$ 901m3 US$ 140/m3 US$ 2l0/m3 
Times recovery rate (50%) equals 

sawnwood value of logs US$ 451m3 log US$ 701m3 log US$ 105/m3 log 
Less representative logging, 

hauling and sawing cost US$ 401m3 log US$ 401m3 log US$ 401m3 log 
Equals stumpage value (residual 

value of the standing timber) US$ 51m3 log US$ 301m3 log US$ 651m3 103 

Examples of Volume Based US$3.70-6.70/m3 US$9.30-10.00/m3 US$9.30-10.00/m3 
Charges (for three Nigerian 
States Which recently raised 
their charges) 

For these species, the stumpage values derived range from US $5/m3 

for Cebia, the lower valued species, to US $65/m3 for Iroko, the higher 
valued species.l/ This is a wide range in stumpage values. Yet the varia
tion in volume based charges between species is much narrower than this range 
in stumpage values. Volume based charges in the three representative western 
Nigerian States in 1981 were US $3.70 to 6.70/m3 for Cebia, about equal to 
the derived stumpage value of approximately US $5/m3• However, volume based 
charges for Obeche J the medium valued species J and Iroko, the higher valued 
species, were substantially less than the stumpage values derived. 

This comparison of stumpage values and forest charges illustrates a 
common phenomenon common to many countries. If the variation in forest charges 

1./ As a result of the residual, derived demand nature of stumpage values, the 
stumpage value of Iroko is more than twelve times that of Cebia, although 
its sawnwood price is just over that of Cebia. 
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between species is substantially less than the variation in stumpage values 
potential forest revenue from the med ium and higher valued species will be 
lost. In addition, overcutting of the medium and higher valued species will be 
encouraged by the extr.a profi ts from forest charges less than the ~tumpage 
value of these species. 

Fluctuations in revenues from volume based charges will parallel 
variations in logging activity. Where the levels of volume based charges are 
quickly adjusted to fluctuations in log or product prices, the annual varia
tions in revenues will follow the combined fluctuations of both logging 
activity and prices. In terms of the timing of revenues, revenues from volume 
based charges can only be collected after logging, following the scaling of the 
t itnber. 

Administration cost and practicality: Volume based charges that make 
a minimum of distinctions in rates with respect to species, log grades or other 
factors will be the simplest to administer. However, this simplicity of 
administration will be achieved at some loss in revenue and in efficiency of 
both utilization and forest management. Consequently in designing a set of 
rates, a trade-off will be required, balancing adlilinistrative simplicity 
against revenue and economic efficiency. 

Distinctions among species, by log grades, or other factors require 
the identification and classification of the logs scaled to each of the cate
gories adopted. Volumes cut under each category must then be kept for calcula
tion of charges and billing. Problems are created if it is difficult to 
distinguish different species, grades, or other categories. Misclassification 
or evasion may be encouraged by too many classifications. 

Volume based charges can involve significant manpower requirement and 
administration costs. The measurement of logs and the estimation of volumes is 
time consuming and requires substantial skilled manpower. Usually all logs are 
measured individually for length and girth, and the volumes estime.ted indivi
dually from these measurements, defects estimated and deducted from the 
volumes. 

The underestimation of volumes cut can be a problem and can result in 
loss of revenue. The forest guards or forest rangers can be put in a difficult 
position in measuring the timber. They work in close proximity to the loggers 
and sawmillp.rs, and so are subject to strong pressures to be conservative in 
estimating the volumes of timber and to be generous in allowing for defect and 
they be subject to bribery. In addition, if forestry departments are Wlder
staffed, it is easy to miss logs or even entire truck loads. As a result, 
volumes measured and charged may understa tP. the timber cut. These problems, 
the \Dldermeasurement of volumes cut and the evasion of charges, are likely to 
rise as the level of charges is increased. 

With volume based charges, administrative problems can also arise as 
a result of the lag between the cutting of the timber and the payment of the 
charges. After cutting, the logs must be measured, the volumes and charges 
calculated and the concession holder billed for the timber cut. All of these 
steps can take time and suffer delays. Also the receipt of payments is often 
delayed, as there is no incentive for quick payment. Delay in billing and 
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collection of volume based charges may result in default of payment, especially 
when the logs have already been processed exported. 

Potential administrative difficulties can be reduced or overcome by 
careful planning and implementation of a system of wood measurement, billing 
and collection of revenue tha t is as simple and streamlined as possible, 
includes incentives for efficient operation and accurate and correct measure
ment, and incorporates cross-checks. For example, if fallers, skidder 
operators, truck drivers, or scalers are paid, in part, on the basis of their 
production, measured by the scaled volume, a cross-check and a degree of self
policing is built into the system, counter balancing the incentives for under
scaling. Scaled log volumes can be compared wi th the sawnwood output from 
sawmills, providing another cross-check on scaling. 

In some situations, the measurement of volumes can be streamlined by 
weigh-scaling of the timber, utilizing weight as a proxy for measured volumes 
of individual pieces. This approach is particularily advantageous for pulpwood 
or plantation timber, where there would be many smaller pieces to measure. 
Measurement of stacked volumes either as piled wood or on trucks is another 
proxy measure of the volumes of individual pieces. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: As volume 
based charges are levied on the volume of timber cut and removed frOID the 
forest, they may discourage the utilization of some of the merchantible trees 
in the stand and the full utilization of the trees cut. The logger will 
compare the charge per cubic metre with the value of the tree, or the value of 
the additional logs cut from the tree. Marginal trees or logs will be left. 

Obviously, the impact of volume based charges will depend on the 
level of the charge. If volume based charges are low, and are a relatively 
small cOl1lponent of total logging costs and of the price of logs, then the 
impact on utilization will be minor. For example, a charge equivalent to us 
$lO/m3 represents only 8% of the price of logs sold at US $l20/m3 • Factors 
such as logging and transportation costs will have greater influence on utili
zation. As volume based charges are raised they become a larger proportion of 
costs or log prices, and a greater deterrent to utilization. Greater attention 
to their impact on utilization will be required. 

Under some si tua tions utilization may not be discouraged, even if 
volume based charges are a significant component of log prices or costs. Where 
roads are already in place and logging operations are already being carried out 
within stands, then the marginal or incremental costs of removing additional 
timber will be low. Low marginal logging costs will lead to high marginal 
stumpage value, as illustrated in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4). In such situations 
high marginal stumpage values of marginal trees and marginal logs will help to 
offset the effects of volume based charges on utilization, encouraging utili
zation of marginal timber. 

The structure of volume based charges can also have important effects 
on the utilization of various species, sizes or qualities of trees, on the 
utilization of certain stands, or the utilization of timber from different 
locations. Volume based charges often are not varied sufficiently between 
species to reflect the full stumpage value of the medium and higher valued 
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species as demonstrated above, as shown for the three West African species. 
This can result in greater profits earned in cutting the more valuable species, 
the overcutting of the more valuable species and the familiar "high grading" or 
"creaming" problems faced by forest management and forestry administration. 

Likewise if volume based charges do not fully reflect differences in 
stumpage values with respect to sizes and qualities of trees, stands or timber 
in different locations, then the higher profits earned in cutting that timber 
will encourage the overcutting of high quality and larger size trees and the 
logging of the nearer, more accessible stands. Conversely, areas that are 
further distant or involve higher logging costs will be less attractive, as 
will be the lower valued species, qualities and sizes. 

Where volume based char.ges do not fully r~flect stumpage values, they 
will also encourage a temporal reallocation of cut ting. They "jill encourage 
cutting of high-valued stands, species, qual ities and sizes first, leaving 
lesser-valued timber for future cutting. Concession holders will prefer to 
earn profits sooner rather than later and so will cut timber yielding the 
largest profit per cubic metre first. The same phenomenon is experienced in 
mining, where the richer deposi ts and richer parts of the deposi t are mined 
first. 

These problems of utilization and forest management are all generated 
by volume based charges that do not fully reflect the differences in stumpage 
values. Volume based charges are in conflict with forest management objec
tives. These problems are usually tackled by regulations, by on-the-ground 
supervision and inspections, by fines and other penalties. Such administrative 
approaches are expensive and not always effective. 

Yet, these conflicts between forest management and forest revenue 
systems need not be. For example, higher volume based charges on the more 
valuable species, nearer and more accessible stands can help to discourage 
overcutting. Lower charges on underutilized species or for distant areas can 
shift harvesting toward them. Thus volume based charges can be used as a tool 
of forest management, supporting rather than conflicting with forest management 
objectives. 

Distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: Volume based 
charges can, by the level and structure of rates, influence employment as well 
as the utilization of the timber. Similarily, they can influence the prices or 
availability of forest products. Volume based charges can also influence 
regional development through regional differentials in charges. 

A primary question of distribution is that of the stumpage values, 
either as profit to concession holders, or as revenue to the government. Where 
volume based charges do not fully reflect the stumpage value of the timber, 
there may be sizeable gains to concession holders, particularily of those 
concessions containing the best timber. Also there will be sizeable profi ts 
awaiting those able to obtain concessions, especially the concessions contain
ing the better quality, or more accessible stands. This may result in strong 
pressures on the government and on officials to award concessions and parti
cularily those containing the best timber. If the volume based charges reflect 
both a greater proportion of the stumpage value and reflect the differences in 
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the value of stands, these pressures will be less, as the potential gains are 
less. 

Overall evaluation of volume based charges: The volume of timber 
removed is a good base to reflect timber values. Consequently volume based 
charges can rank highly in revenue effectiveness if some of the major admini
strative problems can be avoided or overcome. Administrative difficulties pose 
the biggest problems for volume based charges. Means of improving the admini
stration of volume based charges can make this type of charBe more useful. 

In order to to reflect the value of the tilDber as closely as 
possible, volume based charges should take into account the important factors 
which affect stumpage values. Volume based charges which more accurately 
reflect the value of the timber will: (a) collect more revenue and a greater 
percentage of the potential value; (b) discourage overcutting of high-valued 
species and encourage a shift of cutting to low-valued species; (c) discourage 
"high grading" or "creaming" and reduce the pressures on administrative regula
tions, supervision and policing; (d) discourage a rapid and early cutting of 
the more valuable species etc., and (e) encourage a more uniform cutting 
pattern over time. 

Volume based charges which more accurately reflect the value of 
timber will achieve a greater degree of both revenue effectiveness and economic 
efficiency. Unfortunately these may come at the expense of administrative 
simplicity. The art of establishing a forest revenue system lies in designing 
charges which are as simple as pOSSible, yet collect a substantial share of the 
stumpage value of the timber, encourge utilization and support forest manage
ment objectives. 

9.8 CHARGES BASED ON THE AREA LOGGED 

Charges based on the timber harvested can be levied on the area cut 
over rather than on the volume or number of trees removed. The charge on the 
area logged may be on a per hectare basis, or as a fixed sum for the entire 
area. In one version, termed a lump-sum timber sale, the timber is allocated 
by auction,\ with the charge established by competitive bidding. Examples of 
area based charges on the timber cut in Chapter 8 illustrated several versions 
of charges based on the area cut-over. 

Under a charge on the area cut-over, the logger pays for the timber 
on the area, and can then remove any trees he considers merchantible. Scaling 
of the timber cut is not required, there is no marginal charge per tree or per 
cubic metre of timber cut to deter the full utilization of all 11lerchantible 
timber. 

9.8.1 Evaluation of Charges Based on the Area Logged 

Financial revenue to the government: In theory, under perfect know
ledge of the timber available, area based charges on the timber cut should be 
able to collect somewhat more revenue than volume based charges. As area based 
charges involve no additional charge on additional timber removed, increased 
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utilization should result, and the purchaser would, in theory, be willing to 
pay a somewhat higher amount for the extra timber cut. In practice, with 
uncertainty about the volume of timber on an area and with risk-aversion, the 
purchaser lUight not be willing to pay as much in a lump-sum payment for an 
uncertain volume of timber.ll 

As scaling is unnecessary, and billing for the timber cut is avoided, 
area based charges on the timber cut might generate greater net revenues, net 
of scaling and billing costs. If scaling and billing are costly, the saving 
could be substantial. 

Area based charges on the timber cut offer advantages in timing of 
revenues. Revenues are usually collected prior to cutting, when a cutting 
permit is issued, or at the auction when the lump-sum timber sale is awarded. 
Thus, revenues are available early and default in payments avoided. 

Administration cost and practicality: As no scaling or wood measure
ment is required, area based charges on the timber cut are simple and cheap to 
administer in comparison with volume based charges. This is a major saving in 
manpower and administration costs. 

Area based charges requires careful inspection in order to make sure 
that cutting operations are confined to the cutting area. Evasion of payment 
by cutting too large an area may be greater than wi th volume based charges, 
although evasion through under-scaling will be non-existent. 

For lump-sum timber sales a detailed timber survey of the area prior 
to the sale is desirable, in order to reduce uncertainty among buyers and 
encourage higher bids. Thus the savings in scaling manpower and costs may be 
offset by the manpower requirements and costs of the detailed timber survey 
required. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: A key 
advantage of charges based on the area logged is their encouragement of the 
more complete utilization of timber on the area logged. This was one of the 
reasons for the introduction of area based charges in Nigeria (Nigeria, Federal 
Deparbnent of Forestry 1978 Regeneration of Nigeria High Forest: Call for 
Review of Tariff: 3). 

With area based charges there will be no additional charge for addi
tional timber removed. As a result, utilization should be higher than under 
volume based charges. If volume based charges are relatively high, a switch to 
area based charges would lead to a greater improvement in utilization than 
where volume based charges are low. 

1./ The government may be able to reduce this uncertainty through more accurate 
surveys of the volume and thereby achieve higher revenues. However, the 
government would need to compare the increased cost of lUore accurate 
surveys against an estilUate of the additional revenue likely. 
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Where clear-cutting is the preferred silvicultural system, area based 
charges can be efficient in encouraging full utilization. But where selective 
cutting by diameter limits or of marked trees is practiced, area based charges 
could encourage the cutting of too many trees. Close supervision of cutting 
would be required. 

Area based charges are appropriate for salvage logging of areas being 
converted to plantations. Utilization of timber of positive marginal value 
will mean that less material is left behind to inhibit planting, or create 
fire, disease, or insect hazards. However, a major difficulty in applying area 
based charges to salvage logging results from the uncertainty about the volumes 
of timber available on salvage areas following primary logging. 

Area based charges can be appropriate on plantations for the final 
clear-cut felling, prior to regeneration. They will encourage full utilization 
and the clearlng of the site for regeneration. 'IWo examples of area based 
charges applied to plantation timber were given in the Chapter 8. 

If area based charges are not varied to reflect the stocking of the 
stands being cut they will reinforce the concession holders' desire to select 
and cut the high volume, valuable stands first, and will provide a powerful 
incentive to do so. Thus they can easily lead to scattered logging operations 
that leave poorer stands or patches of mature forest untouched. To avoid this, 
area based charges ought to reflect the stocking and value of the stands to be 
logged. 

Distribution of economic effects revenue and income: If area based 
charges are a fixed charge per hectare, and the forest varies considerably in 
stocking either by species or in volume per hectare, area charges may not be 
very equitable between the government and the concession holder. On areas that 
are well stocked with valuable species, the government's revenue may be very 
much less than the value of the timber thereon. On very poorly stocked areas, 
the area charge may even exceed the value of the timber. Sale of timber by 
auc tion establishing the level of area based charges by bidding can help to 
overcome this. Alternatively, administratively set charges would have to be 
varied to reflect variations in ~tocking as suggested. 

Overall evaluation of area based charges: Area based charges have 
advantages in encouraging full utilization of stands. They have advantages of 
simplicity and efficiency in administration, avoiding the need for scaling and 
collecting revenue early. The major disadvantages are in setting the level of 
the charge to reflect the value of the timber cut. These are heightened by 
uncertainties of the volumes and values of timber on the areas to be cut. 

Charges should be varied with the stocking and value of stands for 
efficiency in utilization and forest management and for equity between the 
government and loggers. A uniform area charge per hectare levied throughout 
each concession or forest reserve can encourage the rapid cutting of the better 
stands and the leaving of poorly stocked stands, result in lower revenues being 
collec ted and in inequi ties. These disadvantages could be overcome if some 
level of competition were introduced, timber allocated by auction and the level 
of changea eatablished by bidding that would better reflect the value of the 
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block of timber involved. Attention is focussed on these issues in Chapter 10 
(Section 10.7). 

9.9 CHARGES ON PROCESSED FOREST PRODUCTS 

Charges levied on sawnwood or other processed forest products can 
serve in place of volume based charges on logs, or they can be used to supple
ment charges on logs. Examples in the previous chapter were the Royalties 
levied in the Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak and payable either on logs 
or on the sawnwood produced. 

Charges on processed products can be applied both to exports of 
processed produc ts and to products consumed domestically. Export charges on 
exports of processed products are often used to supplement charges on logs (see 
Section 9.11, below). 

9.9.1 Evaluation of Charges on Processed Forest Products 

Financial revenue to the government: Charges on sawnwood or other 
processed products are a second best alternative to volume based charges on the 
timber cut. Charges on processed produc ts, as they are a step removed from 
charges on the timber cut, can not fully reflect the stumpage value of the 
timber. For example, charges on processed products can not reflect differences 
in stumpage values with respect to such factors as distance, stand conditions, 
ground conditions, or other factors affecting logging or transportation costs. 
On the other hand, charges levied on processed products, since they are based 
on the produc ts recovered, may better reflect differences in stumpage values 
with respect to log grade, or defect, factors that affect recovery. Yet, 
on balance, charges levied on processed products, and in place of volume based 
charges on the timber cut, are not likely to be as effective a revenue source. 

Where charges on processed products are used to supplement volume 
based charges on the timber cut, charges on processed produc ts can serve to 
reflect that part of the stumpage value of the timber not captured by volume 
based charges. For example, charges based on the sawnwood output of logs could 
capture part of the effect of log grades and log defect on stumpage value. 
Similari1y charges on sawnwood that vary by species could capture that part of 
the variation in stumpage values attributable to product prices. As a result, 
stumpage values not captured by volume based charges can instead be captured' by 
charges on the processed products. If charges on logs and processed products 
together better match stumpage values, then greater revenues may be possible 
with a combined charge on logs and products. Yet, to be effective the two 
charges would need to be very carefully coordinated. 

Where charges on processed produc ts serve to supplement charges on 
logs, they are usually set at low levels, otherwise they would deter domestic 
processing of logs encouraging log exports instead. 

Administration cost and practicality: As a replacement for volum~ 

based charges, charges on processed products may be administratively easier tn 
some countries and certain situations. The measurement in the forest of trees 
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or volumes cut is avoided, with savings in scaling costs and manpower. The 
problems of under-reporting or under-scaling of log volumes measured in the 
forest will be avoided if charges are based on the output of sawnwood or other 
forest products. The measurement of the output of sawnwood or other forest 
products at processing plants can be cheaper and easier than scaling of logs in 
the forest, and is more readily checked and verified. 

Charges on processed products that supplement volume based charges on 
the timber cut can aid in the administration of the volume based charges, and 
vice versa, the two charges serving as a cross-check on each other, reducing 
under-reporting or evasion for each charge. Where administrative procedures 
are designed to facilitate comparison of processed products production with 
timber inputs, then under-scaling or under-reporting of log volumes will be 
signalled by sawnwood production that is out of line with the reported volume 
of logs used. The key lies in the design and adoption of a simple and auto
matic administrative method of matching and comparing the volumes of logs and 
sawnwood under the two charges. 

With separate charges on the timber cut and on forest products 
produced therefrom, each charge can be lower than it would need to be if only 
the one charge were used. With lower rates for each charge, there will be less 
incentive for under-scaling or under-measurement, for under-reporting, avoid
ance or evasion of charges. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: From the 
viewpoint of utilization, charges on forest products have a major disadvantage. 
Since they are based on the output of sawnwood or other processed products, 
rather than on the logs used, they provide no incentive for full recovery of 
processed products. Without a volume based charge on the logs, the cost of 
to the sawmill will include only the logging and transportation costs and the 
sawmill will economize by increasing the throughput of logs, resulting in 
reduced lumber recovery and economically inefficient use of logs. Wi th a 
charge on forest output instead of a charge on the timber used, standing timber 
is treated as a "free good", and logs as a "low-cost" input .).j 

From the viewpoint of forest management, charges on processed forest 
products also have a major disadvantage. Because charges on processed products 
can not reflect differences in stumpage values between stands with respect to 
distance, logging costs, ground conditions, or stand conditions, nearby stands, 
stands for which logging costs are low, stands on easy terrain, and well 
stocked stands will be overcut. Distant stands involving high logging costs, 
stand on difficult terrain, and stand that are less well stocked will 
be left. 

These problems of forest management could be overcome by the 
two-part charge suggested: a volume based charge on the timber cut, and a 
charge on the processed products. The volume based charges on the timber cut 

1/ Only with a fixed input-output ratio between logs and lumber will the 
charge on lumber be equivalent to a charge on logs and not result in the 
inefficient use of logs. 
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could be set to reflect the differences in stumpage value with respect to 
distance, or other factors related to the forest. The charge on the processed 
products could then reflect the differences with respect to species, and 
factors related to product prices, quality, or grades, and to recovery. 

Distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: In terms of 
their economic effects, charges on forest products can have important effects 
on the production of forest products, although not always those desired or 
intended. For example, charges levied on processed products may encourage the 
export of unprocessed logs, unless they are matched by charges of equivalent 
magnitude on export logs. Consequently charges on processed products need to 
be evaluatp.d in conjunction with volume based charges and other charges on the 
t irnber cut, and in conj unc tion wi th expo rt charges on logs and processed 
products (see Section 9.11 below). 

The structure of charges on processed products can, for example, 
serve to encourage the processing of certain species, certain types or sizes of 
produc t9, or production in certain regions, by means of lower rates for those 
species, types or sizes, and regions. lmpac ts on employment, prices of forest 
products and on income distribution will follow from these. 

Overall evaluation of charges on forest products: Char6es on forest 
products may serve in place of volume based charges on the timber cut in situa
tions where scaling of timber for the volume based charges experiences admini
strative difflcul ties, and where the measurement of sawnwood output or other 
processed products can be readily measured. However, as charges based on 
processed products can have undesirable effects on utilization of logs, and on 
forest management, they should replace charges on the timber cut only where 
they yield substantial administrative benefits. 

In some situations there may be gains to a charge on processed 
produc ts in conjunc tion wi th a charge on the timber cut. The two charges can 
then be used to cross-check each other. Each charge can be lower, reducing 
incentives for under-measurement or under-reporting. If properly coordinated, 
the two charges can work together to reflect the factors affecting stumpage 
values related to both forest conditions and processing. 

9.10 CHARGES ON MINOR FOREST PRODUCTS 

Minor forest products include a wide range of forest products; from 
firewood and poles to very specialized products. The products and their impor
tance varies greatly among tropical countries. Fuelwood and charcoal are very 
significant products in most countries, but many other products are special to 
particular countries or regions. 

As illustrated by the examples in the previous chapter (Section 8.10) 
charges on minor products are usually based on the products themselves rather 
than the volume of timber used, since most minor products are produced directly 
in the forest. Usually the charges are levied per unit of output, wi th rates 
laid down ill a fixed schedule of charges. For poles there is usually a 
schedule of charges by diameter. For some minor products and in some countries 
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charges are based on the value of the products. For some products, charges are 
levied on those gathering or producing them. 

9.10.1 Evaluation of Charges on Minor Products 

As a result of the diversity of ,dnor forest products, charges on 
minor products are best reviewed and evaluated wi thin the context of the 
specific situation of the individual countries. Consequently the evaluation 
here is purposely brief and general. 

In terms of financial revenues to the goverrunent, charges on minor 
products are not usually important revenue sources. This is, in part, because 
the charges are most often administratively established, with fixed schedules 
of fees, that are revised infrequently. Another reason may be that higher 
charges on m'inor produc ts would only encourage widespread evasion and thus 
might not yield any greater revenue. With produc tion of minor produc ts by 
small scale operations, scattered throughout the forest, and involving a large 
number of individuals, enforcement of charges above a relatively token level 
may be difficult. 

In terms of administration costs and practicality, the large number 
of people involved in the produc tion of minor products and the scattered 
operations together make administration difficult and expensive, and result in 
further problems of evasion. 

With the administrative difficulties in enforcing minor product 
charges there is not much scope to use the charges to influence utilization or 
to achieve forest management objectives. If it is possible to enforce minor 
products charges, overcutting of minor products or cutting in areas under 
pressure might be reduced by raising charges, and produc tion shifted to other 
areas with lower charges. However, for minor products whose use is not sensi
tive to prices, necessities such as fuelwood for example, higher charges are 
unlikely to reduce use, but instead only raise prices and encourage evasion. 
In such circumstances, other, non-economic, forest management policies are more 
appropriate. For example, policies to develop fuelwood plantations and 
increase fuelwood supplies might be a better alternative than higher forest 
charges. 

Additional economic effects may result where there are non-monetary 
economic benefits from the production of minor products. If so, lower forest 
charges on those products may be called for. 

In terms of their distributional effects, low charges on minor forest 
products can encourage employment, increase supplies, and for some products, 
save foreign exchange. For example, low charges on fuelwood can stimulate 
fuelwood cutting and use, helping to keep prices down, stimulate employment in 
fuelwood produc tion and perhaps result in a saving in the foreign exchange 
spent on imported oil and kerosene. Thus a policy of low charges on minor 
products may be appropriate to certain countries provided timber supplies are 
sufficient and overcutting does not result. 
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Low charges on minor products can have income distributional effects, 
benefiting those producing these products, not only in employment, but also by 
transferring part of the stumpage value of the minor products to the producers, 
in the form of higher incomes. 

enforced. 
Above all minor products charges should be simple and 

As suggested, there are also advantages to keeping them low. 
easily 

9.11 EXPORT CHARGES ON LOGS AND FOREST PRODUCTS 

For many developing countries export charges on logs, and on 
processed products, are important forest charges. They are important in terms 
of revenue, and also in terms of their effects on utilization, forest manage
ment, domestic processing, employment, foreign exchange, and on the avail
ability of processed products within the country. 

Export charges serve two basic functions: (a) as substitutes for 
forest charges on the timber cut, and (b) a means of encouraging the domestic 
processing of forest products and their domestic use. 

Export charges on logs, export charges on processed products, volume 
based charges on logs, and charges on processed products are closely related, 
both as revenue sources, and in terms of their effec ts. Together they can 
serve as alternative revenue sources, or to encourage domestic processing. For 
example, export charges on logs, plus charges on processed products, together, 
can serve as substitutes for volume based charges on the timber cut. Export 
charges on logs can serve to encourage domestic processing of logs, yet the 
impac t may be counterbalanced if there are high charges on processed produc ts. 
Export charges on processed products can serve to encourage the provision of 
processed products for the domestic market, but can at the same time counter
balance the domestic processing incentive of export charges on logs.l/ It is 
for these reasons that this study has emphasized on the evaluation of 
individual forest charges as part of a forest revenue system. 

As shown by the examples of the previous chapter, export charges on 
logs can be levied either as rates per cubic metre, or as ad valorem charges 
based on declared or posted export prices. Export charges can be specified at 
rates per unit of output, but for most countries are levied at ad valorem rates 
based on declared or posted export prices. 

9.11.1 Evaluation of Export Charges on Logs and Forest Products 

Export charges on logs and export charges on processed produc ts are 
evaluated together. This facilitates comparisons between export charges on 
logs and produc ts, volume based charges on the timber cut, and charges on 

!! A number of these effects just described were illustrated in the previous 
c~apter by the examples of export charges drawn from the selected countries 
( Sec tion 8. 11 ) • 
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processed produc ts. It also facilitates analysis of the domest ic processing 
incentives generated by the combined rates that apply to elCport logs and to 
logs processed domestically under these charges. 

Financial revenue to the government: Among the tropical countries 
surveyed that are the major log exporters, the export charge on logs is the 
most important charge on the timber cut. This may be because export charges on 
logs are easily collected and can be related to, and based on, world market log 
prices. World market prices for logs, while not free of distorting influences, 
are much more easily identified than log prices in domestic markets. 

With export charges, it is possible to use a so-called, "market test" 
of stumpage values, raising charges until log exports begin to decline. 
Countries keen on encouraging domestic processing may be willing to engage in 
such a "market test" of stumpage values. If they raise export charges and log 
exports decline very little, they get additional revenue. On the other hand, if 
they raise export charges on logs, and log exports decline they may encourage 
domestic processing. Thus, they may "win" either way by raising export 
charges. 

Export charges on logs can also serve to reflect those components of 
stumpage values that are related to log prices. Species and perhaps also log 
grades are readily identified from the marke t prices of export logs. However, 
components of stumpage value related to distance and to logging cost (stand 
conditions and ground conditions) are not easily measured by export charges on 
logs. 

Export charges on processed products are usually levied at relatively 
low rates, and at progressively lower rates on more highly processed produc ts 
(see Section 8.11, above). The rates are low to encourage domestic processing 
and decline with further processing to encourage greater processing. As a 
result, export charges on processed products are a relatively minor revenue 
source. 

Administrative cost and practicality: Export charges on logs, levied 
in place of volume based charges, offer advantages of low administration costs, 
simplicity and enforcement. Logs are more easily and more accurately measured 
at points of concentration, such as export ports. Measurenents can be 
cross-checked against export documents and shipping reports, and charges 
enforced by wi thholding export clearance until payment is received. Thus 
avoidance by under-scaling and evasion of payment are reduced, although not 
eliminated. 

Export charges on logs levied as an ad valorem percentage of the 
declared FOB prices of individual export shipments are administratively simple, 
involve low administration costs and are adequate at low rates. However, at 
higher rates they may encourage under-declaring of the FOB prices of shipments. 
The higher the ad valorem rates, the stronger the incentive for exporters to 
under-declare FOB prices. 

To overcome this problem, countries have moved to base export charges 
based on posted export prices established by the Government, a government 
agency, or an independent authority. The systems of valeur mercuriale prices 
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in the Ivory Coast, "check prices" in Indonesia, the "guide prices" established 
by the Philippine Central Bank, and the use of the export prices received by 
The Sabah Foundation, .in Sabah, Malaysia illustrate the approach. The use of 
posted export prices requires the government to undertake the market intelli
gence required to establish and revise the posted export prices, but avoids the 
problems of under-declaring of prices, and the expense of policing declared 
prices. The use of posted export prices may even result in greater revenue, 
sufficient to cover the ir administrative costs. Further, posted export prices 
can provide greater flexibil ity in setting export charges to achieve forest 
management objectives. Finally, the market intelligence of export log prices 
can be useful in setting other charges. 

Export charges fo r processed produc ts are most often levied as an ad 
valorem percentage of the declared FOB prices. A few countries utilize posted 
export pr ices. Since ad valorem rates on processed produc ts are generally low 
for most countries, the problems of underdeclaring of export prices are not 
likely to be severe so that this administratively simple approach is 
adequa te .]j 

Economic effir.iency in utilization and forest management: Export 
char(;es on logs can influence utilizat10n and forest managenent 1n many of the 
same ways as the volume based charges discussed above (Section 9.7). 

Export charges are usually varied with species, often varied by log 
grade, and in some cases varied by region of the country as well. These are 
also the factors most commonly taken into account by volume based charges on 
the timber cut, and are some of the key factors affec tinS stumpage values (see 
Section 8.7, 9.7 and Chapter 4). It may also be possible to vary export 
charges by hauling distance, as suggested in the FAO forest revenue study for 
the State of Sabah, Malaysia (FAO 1980 Sabah Timber Industry Royalty Appraisal 
and Market Study). 

Export charges on logs can be struc tured, and the rates varied, in 
much the same wa}T as volume based charges. Thus export charges can serve to 
reflect stumpage values, and influence utilizat10n and forest management in 
much the same way as the volume based charges evaluated above (Section 9.7). 

Export charges, like volume based charges, can be varied by species, 
to discourage the overcuttlng of the more valuable species, and to shift cut
ting toward the less valuable species, by means of lower charges. The Ivory 
Coast, for example, seems to have followed such a policy, basing the export 
charges for the higher valued species on posted export prices (valeur mercuri
aLe prices) that are closer to world market prices of logs and applying higher 
ad valorem rates to th~se species. Posted export prices (valeur mercuriale 
pr1ces) of lower valued species tend to be set below market prices of logs. 
These lower posted export prices, combined with lower ad valorem rates applied 
to these species yield considerably lower export charges and provide an 
incentive for utilization of these lower valued species (see Section 8.11). 

!/ A few countries also base export charges for processed produc ts on poste~ 

export prices. 
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Thus there is considerable scope for countries to vary export charges 
and so influence utilization. Posted export prices and/or ad valorem rates can 
be increased, thereby raising export charges for those species that are 
overcut, while posted export pr ices, ad valorem rates and export charges on 
under-utilized species are lowered. This can be done gradually until a better 
balance of utilization is achieved. 

Yet in most countries export charges, like volume based charges, do 
not vary sufficiently to reflect differences in stumpage values fully, with the 
result that the higher valued species continue to be overcut and the lower 
valued species, especially the lowest valued species, remain under-utilized. 

Export charges on processed products have effects on utilization and 
forest management similar to those of charges on processed produc ts. Since 
they are levied on the output of processed products rather than on the log 
inputs there will be less incentive to economize on logs utilized, utilization 
of the logs will be less than it might be and recovery ratios lower. But, as 
export charges on processed products are usually set at relatively low rates, 
their impact on utilization is relatively minor. 

Evaluation of domestic processing incentives: In addition to their 
func tions as forest revenue sources, export charges on logs and processed 
products also serve as policy instruments to encourage the domestic manufacture 
of forest products, their further processing and their domestic use. To 
evaluate this important objective of export charges, we depart from the format 
applied to the other forest revenue charges, to focus separately on this 
objective. 

The issue of domestic processing incentives is a broad one, involving 
export quo tas, export bans, domestic processing requirements and other regula
tions, as well as export charges. Several of these were illustrated in the 
previous chapter, by examples from the countries surveyed. As a complete 
evaluation of these other aspects would take us beyond the scope of the present 
study only those aspects related to export charges are evaluated in any detail 
here. 

Because they are levied on exports only, export charges on logs 
create an incentive for the domestic processing of logs. The incentive arises 
from the difference between the total charges on export logs and those on logs 
processed domestically. As export charges are frequently the major forest 
charge in developing countries (and are, levied only on exports) the domestic 
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processing incentives generated can be significant.ll 

Among the countries surveyed in the previous chapter, export charges 
on logs of higher valued species are considerably greater than the export 
charges on logs of lower valued species. The result is domestic processing 
incentives that are substantial for the higher valued species, but are minimal 
for the lower valued species. These domestic processing incentives, derived in 
the previous chapter (Section 8.11) were approximately as follows: 

Estimated Domestic Processing Incentives (1980) 

(US $/m3 of logs) 

Countries High Valued Species Low Valued Species 

Liberia US $ 3S-7S/m3 US $ 21m3 
Ivory Coast US $ 40-S0/m3 US $ 8-10/m3 
Indonesia US $ 40-S0/m3 US $ S-lS/m3 
Sabah, Malaysia US $ 60-7 51m3 US $2S-S0/m3 

For higher valued species, the export charges (and other volume based 
charges on export logs) result in a domestic processing incentive of from 
US $3S/m3 to US $ 751m3 on logs processed. Except for Sabah, Malaysia the 
domestic proc.essing incentives for the low valued species are rather small, in 
the order of US $2/m3 to US $ 151m3 of logs used. 

For the higher valued species domestic processing incentives of US $ 
3J-7Sm3 of logs used ought to provide a strong stimulus to their domestic 
processing. Yet to stimulate domestic processing J the incentives must be high 
enough to overcome trade and tariff policies of the importing countries, tran
sportation advantages on logs and any productivity or processing cost advan
tages of processing logs in the importing countries. To achieve this can make 
domestic processing incentives expensive. On the high value species the 
government gives up substantial revenue in stimulating domestic processing, US 
$3S-7S/m3 of logs processed, for many countries without achieving the desired 
degree of domestic processing. It is for this reason that countries have 
turned to export quo tas on logs, or to an export ban on logs. 

In designing export charges to generate domestic processing incen
tives, care must also be taken to be sure that they will stimulate increased 
domestic processing J wi thout merely subsidizing domestic processors by low 
charges on timber cut. 

Differentials in volume based charges between export logs and those 
processed domestically, (as in the Ivory Coast or Indonesia), and the 
charges levied on the processed products produced also contribute to the 
domestic processing incentives. But, these charges are usually smaller and 
t.heir contribution to the domestic processing incentives not as significant 
as export charges. 
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Export ch'irges on processed products (as well as charges on all 
processed products, where they are levied as a supplement to volume based 
chargeE on logs) operate to reduce the domestic processing incentives geaerated 
by export charges on logs. If domestically processed logs must pay additional 
charges based on the products produced, or additional charges when exported as 
processed products, then it will be less attractive to process logs domestic
ally. In most countries, both the charges on processed products and those on 
exports of processed products are relatively low. But if charges on processed 
products and export charges on products are high enough, they could overbalance 
the domestic processing incentives provided by the export charges on logs. 

Export charges on pro~essed products are generally structured to 
decline with increasing degrees of processing. But, because the rates are 
generally low in any case, the reduced in rates provide only a small incentive 
for further processing. 

To encourage domestic processing, export charges are often supple
mented by export quotas, an export ban an unprocessed logs, or by domest ic 
processing requirements. Examples from the countries surveyed 1n the prevIous 
chapter illustrated several types of export quotas, export bans and domestic 
processing requirements. 

Export quotas can take the form of an overall quota allocated among 
export requests, or a quota for each concession holder and/or processing plant. 
Export quotas are often appUed where export charges are felt to be insuffi
cient to deter exports. 

Export quotas that greatly restrict exports of logs or processed pro
ducts can become a valuable and sought after commodity to quota holders. Where 
export quotas are used J they could be allocated by auction wi th compet it t ve 
bidding for quotac. The auction of export quotas would both allocate the 
quotas among bidders and yield revenues. 

As export quotas are usually specified in terms of quant tty, they 
will encourage quota holders to use their quotas to export the high valued 
species and grades of logs or processed products, leaving the lower valued 
species and grades to serve the domes tic roarke t. With only the lower valued 
species and grades of logs available, the profitability of domestic processing 
can be reduced. Replacement of quotas by higher export charges would likely 
result in a more balanced supply of logs and products to both the export and 
the domestic markets. 

Export quotas are equivalent to an export charge which is zero up to 
the specified quota and very high (high enough to deter exports) beyr)Qd. 
Generally export charges are preferable to quotas. Export char~es yield 
revenue, and the level can be adjusted to allo~ the desired amount of exports. 
An export charge is also an economically more efficient means to restrict 
exports. Exports will be limited to those logs or products which are most 
valuable abroad and are thus most able to pay the higher charge. As a result, 
both revenue from the export charge and foreign exchange earnings will be 
received. 
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Domestic processing requirements, which are another means to encour
age domestic processing, can take several forms. Examples are a requirement 
that a certain percentage of the annual cut of each concession be processed 
domestically, or the right to export more valuable species earned by exporting 
a given quantity of lesser valued species. Because these requirements again 
tend to be specified in quantity terms, they will encourage export of the 
better grades, leaving the lower grades for domestic processing. With only 
poorer quality logs available, the productivity and profit ability in the 
domestic processing industry may be lowered. Again higher export charges might 
be a better policy. 

This evaluation of domestic processing incentives has touched only on 
the major impacts. The policy issues in domestic processing incentives are 
broad and important. A more complete evaluation would require a separate study 
and is outside the scope of the present study, which is focussed on forest 
revenue arrangements. 

Distribution of economic effects revenue and income: Export charges 
which stimulate domestic processing will generate employment. Export charges 
on logs will generate employment in sawmills, veneer and plywood plants, but 
this production may still be oriented toward exports. Greater linkages and 
further employment will be generated if production of sawnwood veneer and ply
wood serves the domestic market, rather than the export market. 

This extra employment generated will likely come at somp. cost in 
terms of lost forest revenue. If the consuming countries have a sizeable cost 
advantage in processing, for whatever reason, then substantial domestic proces
sing incentives may be required to encourage any domestic processing at all, 
and thus the revenue cost of the jobs created may be very high. 

Export charges or quotas on processed product exports can serve to 
direct processed products to the domestic market. The increased supply to the 
domestic market may help to keep prices down. This impact on prices will 
depend on the magnitude of the increase in supply and on the sensitivity of 
demand to price. If demand is sensitive to price, a small increase in the 
availablity of forest products may lead to a sizeable decline In price. If 
demand is not sensitive to price, the impact on prices may be small. 

Overall evaluation of export charges and domestic processing _i_n_c_e_n
tives: Export charges on logs can serve as a useful substitute for volume 
based charges on the timber cut, with administrative advantages and revenue 
advantages in setting the charges. Export charges on logs can be set to 
reflect stumpage values reasonably well, although not for all factors. 

Export charges on logs can also serve to encourge the domestic 
processing of logs. Thus export charges can serve as an instrument to achieve 
two objectives, as well as domestic processing and financial revenue. 

Yet to satisfactorily achieve both objectives, revenue and domestic 
processing, it may be necessary to combine export charges with other charges, 
utilizing two policy instruments. For example, volume based charges might. 
serve to reflect stumpage values, collecting revenue, with export charges on 
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the desired pattern of domestic processing and 
Other combinations of charges are also possible. 

9.12 FEES FOR SERVICES PROVIDED 

Fees are levied for a wide range of forestry services related to 
(a) the allocation of concessions and other timber rights, (b) forest manage
ment, (c) the measurement of forest produce and (d) transportation activities. 
They include fees for such services as applications, approvals, inspections, 
marking hammers, scaling, grading, port charges, etc. The fees cover both 
services that are required and those that are optional. 

9.12.1 Evaluation of Fees for Services Provided 

In terms of financial revenues to the government, these administra
tive fees are usually not large revenue sources. Many of the fees are low, or 
even token. Many are administratively set by forest regulations, revised 
infrequently, and eroded by inflation. As a result they may no longer cover the 
administrative costs involved. Other charges, such as scaling and grading fees, 
or port charges, are often more closely related to the costs involved and 
revised to reflect changing costs. 

Administrative fees for services should not be considered as money 
making revenue sources, but they should at least cover the costs of providing 
the services. 

In terms of administrative costs and practicality there is commonly a 
great diversity of fees, one for each required service, application, inspection 
etc. As a result, the costs of administering and collecting these fees can 
easily exceed the revenues collected. If so, the fees should be either revised 
upward, simplified, or dropped. Where fees are appropriate, they should be 
grouped as much as possible, and uniform fees set for groups. 

Where fees are set by legislation, revision of the legislation will 
be required to change or adjust them, a slow time consuming process when there 
is a legislative backlog of important legislation. If fees are set by govern
ment regulations, they still require a decision by a government body, or 
minister, that may also have a backlog of important matters to deal with. If 
fees are to reflect costs, there should be a simple means of relating operating 
costs to the fees levied. There should also be a mechanism, both for periodic 
review and adjustment of fees in response to inflation, perhaps by automatic 
revision based on the increase in the general price level. 

Fees that are relatively low but reflect the administrative costs 
involved should have little impact on economic efficiency in utilization or 
forest management. In fact, if the fees fully reflect the administrative costs 
of the services provided J they will contribute to efficiency J and discourage 
any overuse of optimal, non-required services. 

Equity will also be served and distributional effects balanced by 
fees that reflect the costs involved. 
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In summary, fees to cover administrative services are appropriate, 
provided the fees cover the costs, and provided the administrative costs of 
establishing and collecting the fees are not great. Where possible, the number 
of different fees should be reduced, fees amalgamated or grouped, and a simple 
means for the review and revision of fees introduced. 

9.13 CHARGES ON EQUIPMENT AND WORKERS 

Charges based on logging equipment, processing equipment or number of 
workers represent a quite different type of charge, on inputs of capital or 
labour inputs rather than on outputs, such as trees, logs, sawnwood, or 
exports. 

In the previous chapter, charges on equipment were illustrated by 
several examples from the countries surveyed. Among the examples were annual 
charges on logging equipment (power saws, tractors, skidders, trucks etc.); on 
logging operations, by capacity; on sawmills, by capacity, or size of equip
ment; and on veneer, plywood and other processing plants. Both initial 
"installation fees" and an annual fee were levied. Charges on the forest 
industry based on labour input could take the form of a charge per worker, or a 
payroll tax. One example was Indonesia's monthly tax on companies for each 
expatriot worker. 

In most of the countries surveyed, charges on equipment or workers 
have not been important revenue sources. Yet it is suggested below that they 
can serve as a useful component of a forest revenue system. 

9.13.1 Evaluation of Charges on Equipment and Workers 

In most of the countries that have used them, charges on logging or 
processing equipment and workers have been administratively set, and adjusted 
infrequently for inflation or changing conditions. Thus they have not been an 
important source of revenue. Evaluation in terms of the other criteria suggests 
that charges on equipment or workers could become a more significant revenue 
source. 

Charges on equipment can be relatively easy to administer. Logging 
or processing equipment is readily identified. An annual charge can be coupled 
with the licensing of equipment. Licensing of logging equipment such as power 
saws, tractors or skidders, and logging trucks can serve both to regulate their 
use for forest management purposes, and to assist in administration of charges 
based on the timber cut, providing a means to control the timber cut and to 
reduce evasion. Thus charges on logging equipment can compliment per-tree 
stumpage charges, or volume based charges on the timber cut. 

In terms of their effect on utilization and on forest management, 
charges based on equipment or workers offer advantages. As charges on equip
ment or workers are lump-sum charges (usually annual), no additional payment i~ 
required 1£ additional timber is removed from the forest, or 1£ addition.l 
processed products are recovered from the logs. As a result, they will not 
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deter harvesting and utilization of marginal species, or marginal logs. Charges 
on equipment or workers will also enable the same level of forest revenue to be 
achieved wi th lower charges on the timber cut (per-tree stumpage charges and 
volume based charges), or lower charges on processed produc ts. These lower 
charges on the timber cut or processed that will help to encourage greater 
utilization or recovery. 

In terms of their economic effects, charges on logging or processing 
equipment can serve to encourage the more efficient utilization of the equip
ment. An annual charge on tractors or skidders, if set at a significant level, 
may encourage a reduction in numbers, the more intensive use of the machines to 
produce the same volume of logs, operation of equipment for longer hours, and 
perhaps a substitution of manpower for capital equipment. Where there is excess 
capacity in the sawmill industry, for example, a charge of sawmills that is 
gradually raised may assist in reducing the number of mills, and lead to more 
efficient ut:Uization of capacity, operation for a greater proportion of the 
year, or use of more manpower to increase production from existing mills. 

Charges on workers, however, would encourage a reduction in the 
number of workers, and the substitution of capital equipment for labour. As 
most countries will wish to encourage employment rather than capital equipment, 
charges on equipment will be generally preferred. A charge on certain workers, 
for example, Indonesia's charge on foreign workers, may encourage a substitu
tion of other workers. 

Charges on equipment or workers can be combined with charges on the 
timber cut. For example, a volume based charge on log production from logging 
operations could be combined with an annual charge on tractors and skidders. 
Together the two would function like a two-part charge on the timber; consist": 
ins of a fixed annual charge related to log production capacity, based on 
logging equipment; aud a variable charge based on the timber actually cut. 

In these ways, charges on the forest industry, on equipment or 
workers, can serve as a useful component of an overall forest revenue system, 
complementing charges on the timber cut. 

9.14 CORPORATION INCOME tAX 

The corporation income tax is sometimes proposed as a simple and 
convenient replacement for one or all of the forest charges discussed above. 
It is not a substitute for forest charges. 

The corporation income tax is not a substitute for forest charges for 
several reasons: first, because it can not adequately reflect the diverse 
factors determining the stumpage values of timber cut and the value of conces
sions; second, because a corporate income tax rate of less than 100% can at 
best only collect a portion of the value of the timber; third, because of the 
difficulties of accurately measuring profits as a result of transfer pricing 
and accounting problems; and fourth because the corporation income tax is 
applied to corporations but not to other businesses. 

Neither is the corporation income tax a substitute for carefully 
setting the level of forest charges to capture stumpage values of timber or the 
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value of concessions. It is sometimes suggested that countries need not worry 
about the level of forest charges because the extra profits resulting from low 
charges will be collected by the corporation income tax. This too is 
incorrect, and for similar reasons to those mentioned. 

Evaluation of Corporation Income Taxes as Forest Charges 

The review and evaluation of corporation income taxation in terms of 
revenue, administration, economic effec ts and income distributional effects is 
an important topic of public finance theory and applied economic analysis. It 
is not the intention of the present study to survey the extensive literature on 
the corporation income tax. Rather the intention is to review and evaluate the 
corporation income tax as an alternative to forest charges, and in terms of the 
criteria applied to forest charges. 

Financial revenue to the government: For the reasons mentioned in 
the opening paragraphs of this section, revenues collected from forestry opera
tions by the corporate income tax can not be expected to approach the potential 
revenues reflected in the stumpage value of the timber cut. 

First and foremost, the corporate income tax can not reflect all of 
the factors that influence stumpage values, nor can they fully reflect the 
factors that determine the value of concessions. Consequently, stumpage and 
concession values can only be partly captured in corporate profits. 

Second, unless corporate income tax rates approach 100%, the corpor
ate income tax will not collect the full amount of those stumpage values and 
concession values which would be reflected in corporate profits. In most 
countries, corporate income tax rates are between 35% and 50%, so at most only 
35% to 50% of those stumpage and concession values reflected in profits will be 
captured as government revenue. In addition, various investment incentives, 
such as accelerated depreciation, tax holidays, etc., result in effective 
corporate tax rates of less than the 35% to 50% statutory rates. 

Third, the transfer pricing of logs or forest products sold to parent 
companies, marketing companies or subsidiaries at low prices can result in the 
transfer of profits to these companies, or out of the country. Likewise 
transfer pricing of machinery, equipment or materials purchased from parent or 
subsidiary companies at high prices can transfer profits of the operating 
company out of the forest industry, and perhaps out of the country. 

Finally, as the corporation income tax is app1 ied only to corpora
tions, profits earned by proprietorships and other non-corporate forms of 
business would go untaxed. Thus the corporation income tax can not function as 
a substitute for forest charges on timber cut by non-corporate forest opera
tions (proprietorships and partnerships). 

The replacement of forest charges by a corporate income tax and the 
impac t of this replacement on revenue can be illustrated by a simple example. 
Table 9.2 presents a simplified profit statement for a forest company and com
pares the situation in which stumpage charges are levied on timber cut (Situa
tion A) with a situation in which no stumpage is charged and revenues are 
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Table 9.2 

REPRESENTATIVE CORPORATE PROFIT STATEMENTS UNDER FOREST CHARGES AND UNDER A 
CORPORATION INCOME TAX ALONE: COMPARISON OF PROFITS AND GOVERNMENT REVENUE 

Representative Annual Profit Statement 
(1) 

Sales of Logs (US $150/m3 x 20,000 m3) 

Costs: 
Forest Charges on Timber Cut (US $50/m3 x 20,000 m3) 
Labour (wage/hour x hours) 
Depreciation (capital x depreciation rate) 
Office and other expenses 

Net Profit Before Corporate Tax 

Corporate Income Tax (tax rate 40%) 

Net Profit After Corporate Tax 

Government Revenues 

Forest Charges on Timber Cut 
Corporate Income Tax 
Total Government Revenues 

Corporation's View of Forest Charges As "Taxation" 

Forest Charges on Timber Cut 
Corporation Income Tax 
Total "Taxes" 

"Taxes" as a percentage of net profit before tax. 
the corporations view 

Situation A 

With Forest 
Charges on 
Timber Cut 

(2) 

(US$ '000) 

3,000 

1,000 
600 
300 
100 --

1,000 

400 --
600 

1,000 
400 

1,400 

1,000 
400 --1,400 

• 11400 
1.000 

- 140% 

Situation B 
With Corp-
oration 
Income Tax 

Onll 
(3) 

(US$ '000) 

-

3,000 

600 
300 
100 --

2,000 

800 --
1,200 

800 
800 

800 
800 

800 
2,000 

- 40% 
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collected only by a corporation income tax (Situation B). Table 9.2 presents 
the profit and income tax calculations for the two situations. In Situation A; 
forest charges of $1.0 million levied on timber cut and other costs deducted 
from annual log sales of $3.0 million leaves a net profit before tax of $1.0 
million. Corporate income tax at 40% amounts to $0.4 million, leaving a net 
profit after tax of $0.6 million. Government revenues are $1.0 million in 
forest charges and $0.4 million in corporate income tax, a total of $1. 4 
million. 

If instead, stumpage charges were dropped, with the idea that corpor
ate income taxes would collect the revenue (Situation B), annual sales of $3.0 
million, less operating costs and overhead leaves a net profit of $2.0 million. 
This is $1.0 million higher, exactly matching the reduction in forest charges. 
With a corporate profits tax of 40%, corporate income taxes would now be $0.8 
million and after tax profits $1.2 million. Government revenues of $0.8 
million would now come entirely from corporate income tax. A1 though corpora
tion income tax collections would be twice as high in Situation B, total 
government revenues would be considerably less. TItus corporation income 
taxation will not be equivalent to a forest charges levied on the timber cut. 
The corporation income tax is not an effective way to collect the value of the 
timber utilized. With a corporate income tax rate of 40% the corporate income 
tax could collect at very best only 40% of the value of the timber if forest 
charges were eliminated. 

Administrative costs and practicality: Where a corporate income tax 
is not already levied on corporations, the introduction of a corporate income 
to replace forest charges could involve the government in administration costs 
and manpower requirements for initial fmp1ementation costs and annual operating 
costs. Income tax statements and company accounts require checking and 
auditing. Elimination of forest charges would create increased profits in the 
forest industry and increased incentives to transfer profit to parent or subsi
diary companies, or out of the country. Transfer prices pose problems for 
auditing and in verifying appropriate prices, as relatively small changes in 
transfer prices large changes in profits. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: Elimina
ting forest charges in favour of collecting government revenues through corp
oration income tax, as illustrated in Table 9.2, above, is equivalent to allow
ing the corporation a free input, a free timber supply. Without forest charges 
on timber cut, the companies would treat the standing timber as a free good 
even though its stumpage value may be quite high. Utilization of the forest 
may decline. Reliance on the corporation income tax, in place of forest 
charges on the timber cut, would provide an incentive to companies to harvest 
the better species, better stands, nearer stands, and more valuable timber on 
which a higher profit (both before and after tax profit) could be earned, 
leading to overcutting of this timber. The poorer stands, poorer species, more 
distant stands, and marginal timber would be left. "High grading" or "cream
ing" will result. 

Without forest charges on the timber cut, the companies would also 
view logs entering processing plants as low cost inputs, whose cost includes 
only logging and transportation costs. Again there would be an incentive to 
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use logs rather freely, to be more concerned about the throughput of logs than 
about recovery. 

Equity in the distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: 
Replacement of forest charges by collection of government revenues through 
corporation income tax, would discriminate in favour of the forest industry, 
giving it free government-provided inputs, free timber and free concessions. 
It would be equivalent to providing other industries with a free government 
subsidized input, free labour or materials, with the expectation that the ~alue 
of this free labour or materials wuld be recouped through corporation income 
taxation. At best, only 35% to 50% of the wage or materials subsidy could be 
recouped. 

The representative calculations in Table 9.2 illustrate this subsidy. 
Replacement of forest charges by the corporation income tax reduced government 
revenues from $1.4 million to $0.8 million for the hypothetical corporation. 

Elimination of forest charges in favour of collecting government 
revenues through corporation income taxes wuld favour non-corporate forest 
industry firms (proprietorships and partnerships). Unless they were taxed as 
well non-corporate firms wuld get free timber and free concessions. 

Overall evaluation of corporation income taxes as forest charges: In 
spite of its simplicity, the corporation income tax is not a substitute for 
forest charges on concessions and on the timber cut and can not effectively 
reflect or collect more than a proportion of the stumpage values. Replacement 
of forest charges by a corporate income tax would favour the forest industry, 
which wuld then receive a free input, standing timber, would distort its use 
of timber and cause problems in utilization and forest management. 

In addition to these problems related specifically to its application 
to the resource industries, the corporation income tax does have Keneral 
problems of effectiveness, distortionary economic effects, and incidence (the 
question of "who really pays"). These are well-documented in the public 
finance literature and in literature on transnational corporations. For 
developing countries the issue of transfer pricing is an important aspect of 
the general problem of effectiveness of the corporation income tax in collect
ing both revenues and the value of resources provided to corporations. If 
transfer pr icing reduces the effective tax rate, then the corporation income 
tax is an even less effective replacement for forest charges. 

9.15 PROFIT BASED ROYALTIES 

Profit based royal ties differ from the corporation income tax just 
evaluated. They are levied on a different base. Profit based royalties attempt 
to isolate and tax the value of the resource itself; that is, the economic rent 
on the minerals, petroleum, the stumpage value of the timber in forestry. The 
resource rent tax, in particular, has attracted a great deal of attention as a 
means of collecting the economic rent is resource industries, and for that 
reason is reviewed here. Although designed for application in developing 
countries to mineral projects, i.t may also be a suitable alternative to forest 
charges in application to forestry projects under certain circumstances. 
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9.15.1 The Resource Rent Tax 1/ 

The resource rent tax proposed by Garnaut and Ross (1975) is designed 
to tax only the economic rent of resource projects, Le., the value of the 
resources themselves. It does this by taxing profits over and above a normal 
rate of return, and by taxing them at high rates. By allowing a normal rate of 
return, it avoids taxing marginal investments, and taxes instead the above 
normal profits that reflect the economic rent of the project. 

This basic resource rent tax is described with the aid of a hypothe
tical example of a resource development project illustrated in Table 9.3. The 
project illustrated could be a processing plant and logging operation drawing 
timber from a concession area set aside for it. Initial investment over three 
years is required to build the plant and develop logging operations. In the 
third year, produc tion commences and revenue begin. Reinvestment in moderni
zation of the plant is required in the eleventh year. 

Assessment for the resource rent tax is based on the annual "net 
assessable receipts" (column 4 of Table 9.3): "assessable receipts" (column 
2), minus "deduc tible payments" (column 3). Assessable receipts comprise gross 
sales revenues, plus any proceeds on the sale of assets. They exclude loan 
funds and shareholder investment funds received. Deductible payments comprise 
all payments for operating expenditures and capital expenditures and including 
payment of taxes other than the resource rent tax. They exclude repayment of 
loans or payments of interest or dividends. 

Thus the resource rent tax, based on net assessable receipts, differs 
from the corporation income tax by allowing: (a) immediate 100% deduction of 
capital expenses, (b) no deduction of interest payments and (c) unlimited carry 
forward of losses. The resource rent tax is therefore close to a tax based on 
cash flows. 

Each year from the beginning of the project, the value of net assess
able receipts is accumulated at the "threshold rate of return" se t by the 
Government. This threshold rate of return is, in principle, the normal rate of 
return allowed. Cumulative net assessable receipts are shown in column 5 of 
Table 9.3. The cumulative net accessab1e receipts of the previous year are 
carried forward, interest at the threshold rate of return on this amount is 
added, and then the current years net assessable receipts is added to give a 
year end figure. A 10% threshold rate of return is used in Table 9.3. 

Until the initial capital investment has been recovered and the 
threshold rate of return of 10% earned, the cumulative net assessable receipts 
will be negative. Once the cumulative net assessable receipts become, positive 

1/ The description of The Resource Rent Tax draws on Garnaut and Ross (1975). 
Uncertainty, Risk Aversion and The Taxing of Natural Resource Projects; and 
Garnaut and Ross (1977), A New Tax for Natural Resource Projects: 78-91. 



(1) (2) 

Year Assessable 
Receipts 

1 -
2 -
3 50 
4 200 
5 200 

6 200 
7 200 
8 200 
9 200 

10 200 

11 100 
12 200 
13 200 
14 200 
15 200 

Table 9.3 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE OF A RESOURCE RENT TAX 

Calculation of Basic Resource Rent Tax Supplementary Tax 
(3) (4 ) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Deductible Net Cumulative Resource Cumulative Resource 
Payments Assessable Net Assessable Rent Tax Net Assessable Kent Tax 

Receipts Receipts on Returns Receipts on Returns 
Carried Forward over 10% Carried Forward Over 20% at 
at 10% Threshold at 60% Tax at 20% Threshold 25% Tax 
Rate Rate Rate Rate 

100 -100 -100 - -100 -
300 -300 -410 - -420 -
100 -50 -501 - -554 -

50 150 -401 - -515 -
50 150 -291 - -468 -
50 150 -170 - -412 -
50 150 -37 - -344 -
50 150 109 65.4 -263 -
50 150 90 -166 -
50 150 90 -49 -

150 -50 -50 - -109 -
50 150 95 57 19 4.75 
50 150 90 37.5 
50 150 90 37.5 
50 150 90 37.5 

----

Combined 
Tax 

_(9 ) 

Total 
Resource 
Rent Tax 
"'(6)+(8) 

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
65.4 
90 
90 

-
61.75 

1l7.S 
127.5 
127.5 

--

.... 
0'1 
o 
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the resource rent tax is applied to these positive net assessable receipts. In 
the example, the resource rent tax is levied at a rate of 60% on net assessable 
receipts (column 6). Columns 1 to 6 illustrate the basic resource rent tax in 
which profits in excess of a 10% normal rate of return on the investment are 
taxed at a 60% rate. 

In the example the processing plant requires re-investment in year 11 
to modernize it. This requires a partial shutdown, causing a drop in assess
able receipts, and resulting in negative net assessable receipts for that 
year. 

Columns 7 to 9 illustrate a modification of the resource rent tax in 
which profits in excess of a 20% rate of return are taxed at an additional 25% 
rate. This represents 11 combined resource rent tax rate of 85% on profits in 
excess of the 20% rate of return. (The basic rate of 60% plus the additional 
25% rate). 

Evaluation of the Resource Rent Tax 

The resource rent tax has generated considerable interest, extensive 
evaluation and a series of hybrid forms. There is no room to review the 
several articles evaluating the resource r.ent tax or these hybrid fot"l1ls •. !/ 

Rather the evaluation here will outline some of the major points of 
evaluation that are relevant to forestry projects. 

Financial revenue to the government: Revenues especially from highly 
valuable (i.e., highly profitable) concessions and forestry projects are 
potentially quite large because of the high tax rates on profits in excess of 
the threshold rate of return. Revenues from less profitable concesdions and 
projects would be lower, or even zero if they do not reach the threshold rate 
of return. 

With a resource rent tax the government may have to wait a long time 
before receiving revenue. This is apparent in the example of Table 9.3. The 
resource rent tax allows the company to recover its capital investment and earn 
t he threshold rate of return before the tax starts to collect revenue. This 
long wait for government revenues may generate political concerns and difficul
ties. These difficulties can be reduced, and revenues earned in early years, 
if the resource rent tax were combined with the corporation income tax, or with 
forest charges on the timber cut. 

Because the resource rent tax first allows a threshold rate of 
return, and then taxes accessable receipts at high rates, government revenues 

1/ See for example, Sumner 1978, Progressive Taxation of Natural Resource 
Rents; Garnaut and Ross 1979, The Neutrality of the Resource Rent Tax; Kemp 
and Long 1979, The Under-Exploitation of Natural Resources; Mayo 1979, Rent 
Royalties; Emerson 1980, Taxing Natural Resource Projects; Palmer 1980, 
Mineral Taxation Policies in Developing Countries. 
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are likely to fluctuate. Revenues received will fluctuate as new projects 
become prof! table, as additional investments or expansions take place, as 
production expands or contracts, and as world market prices increase or 
decline. Revenues from the resource rent tax will fluctuate more than those 
from the corporate incOlUe tax. 

Transfer pricing problems can result in government revenue losses in 
the same way as wi th the corporate income talC. In fact, wi th hi8her tax rates 
the incentives to transfer profits are stronger, and transfer pricing problems 
could be even more severe than for corporate income tax. 

Administration cost and practicality: To apply the resource rent tax 
it is necessary to have a readily identifiable entity engaged in explOiting the 
forest. The company must be involved in operation of concessions and in 
logging if the resource rent tax is to capture a share of the stumpage value of 
timber. The cOlUpany may also be involved in processing the timber, in which 
case any above normal profi ts earned from processing the timber can also be 
taxed. However, if the company is engaged in other non-forestry ac tiv1ties, 
receipts and payments related to these activities should be excluded in 
calculatLng the resource rent tax and this can cause accounting difficulties. 

Transfer pricing of equipment or other inputs, and of logs or 
processed products sold can cause administrative difficulties of the same 
nature as for the corporation incOlUe tax, as well as the reduction in revenues 
mentioned. 

Thus, the primary pre-requisites for an effective resource rent tax 
are reliable accounting procedures on the part of companies and well developed 
government auditing procedures. Where these are achieved, and transfer pricing 
problems overcome, the resource rent tax can be a relatively straight forward 
and easy to administer system. 

If a corporation income tax is already levied, the additional 
accounting required to reclassify assessable receipts and payments to conform 
to the resource rent tax will be minimal. Thus, a resource rent tax levied on 
resource industries can be conveniently combined with a corporation income tax 
which is in place and is functioning well. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: In appli
cation to mjneral developments one of the principle advantages claimed for the 
resource rent tax is its ability to capture a substantial share of the economic 
rent of the resource without distorting investment decisions or recovery of 
lower grades, the neutrality of the tax. This claim has been a focus of 
discussion in the literature on the resource rent tax referred to above. The 
issues of the neutrality of the tax, and its effect on investment, utilization 
of lower grades, etc. appears to depend on the practical questions of how the 
tax is applied in specific circumstances. In application to forestry, the 
resource rent tax would seem to hold promise. If carefully designed, t t should 
be able to encourage the utilization of marginal timber and stands, and the 
processing of marginal logs. 

Distribution of economic effects! revenue and income: The economic 
effects of the resource rent tax on employment, regional development, or prices 
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of forest products. The resource rent tax. if effec tlve. might reduce the 
profits below those previously earned. and if so reduce the incentives for a 
rapid expansion of the industry or even lead to some contrac tion of forestry 
activity. The magnitude of these impacts would be hard to predict. except in 
specific circumstances. 

As the resource rent tax is designed to capture the value of the 
resources involved an obvious distributional effect will be the redistribution 
of income from profits to increased government revenues. if the tax is 
effective. 

Overall evaluation of the resource rent tax: The resource rent tax 
has an advantage in attel1lpting to collect the value of the resources being 
uti lized. It also has an advantage as a cOl1lplementary charge to the corpora
tion income tax. It can respond to some of the problems of the corporation 
income tax identified in the previous section. l~dle the corporation income 
tax is unable to adequately reflect the stul1lpage value of the timber cut the 
resource rent tax is designed to do just that. On the other hand t one of the 
problems of the resource rent tax is the long period of time before tax revenue 
collec tions begin. Corporate income taxes yield revenue early in the life of a 
projec t. By combining the resource rent tax and the corporate income ta>e: t some 
of the advantages of each are achieved and the disadvantages of each minimized. 
The economies of scale in administration favour the joint administration of 
both. Garnaut and Ross themselves suggested combining the resource rent tax 
with the corporation income tax or charges on the timber cut (Garnaut and Ross 
1975, Uncertainty, Risk Aversion and the Ta>e:ing of Natural Resource Projects: 
283; Garnaut and Ross 1977, A New Tax for Natural Resource Projects: 87-88). 
Several of the studies evaluating the resource rent tax have also argued for, 
and demonstrated the efficiency and superiority of such a cOl1lbination over 
either charge alone (Palmer 1980, Mineral Taxation Policies in Developing 
Countries: 530-540; Emerson 1980, Taxing Natural Resource Projects: 134-144). 

9.16 JOINT VENTURES OR FULL OOVERNMENT ~NERSHIP Of CONCESSIONS, LOGGING 
OPERATIONS, OR PROCESSING PLANTS 

Examples of either joint ventures with private sector companies, or 
of full government ownership and operation of concessions, logging operations, 
or processing plants were presented in the previous chapter. They illustrated 
a diversity of types of arrangements found in tropical countries. The examples 
also illustrated some of the advantages of these arrangements. n-ey can 
cOlllplement forest charges as revenue sources. They constitute a source of 
information on logging, hauling and processing costs and a source of exrerience 
on Which to base forest charges. 

Although they are not truly forest charges. joint ventures, or full 
government ownership represent alternative forest revenue arrangements to 
forest charges on concessions or timber cut. 
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Evaluation of Joint Ventures and Government Ownership of Forestry 
Operations 

Financial revenue to the government: Government participation in 
forestry operations can serve to collect, as profits, at least a part of the 
value of the concessions, or of the timber cut. They will collect that part 
not collected by forest charges. The proportion collected as profits will 
depend on the nature of the participation, on the forestry operations 
undertaken, and on the levels of prices received and costs incurred by the 
operation. 

If the participation is in the nature of a joint venture with private 
sector firms, then only a proportion of the profits from the concession or 
timber cut can be collected. The proportion will depend on the equity partici
pation in the jointly owned operating company, or on the working interest in 
costs and revenues of the joint venture partnership arrangement. If the 
operation is fully owned by the government then 100% of any profits will accrue 
to the government. 

The share of the value of concessions and timber cut, collected as 
profits will also depend on the forest operations undertaken. For example, 
government owned sawmills that buy logs from private sec tor logging operations 
will not be able to capture the stumpage value of the timber. The stumpage 
value of the Umber will be captured instead by the logging companies or 
perhaps dissipated in overexpansion of logging.l/ 

Simllarlly, government ownership of concessions will not enable the 
government to collect the value of the concession or the stumpage value of the 
timber if the timber is allocated easily and without competition to private 
sector logging cOl1lpanies. The government would need to be engaged in logging 
as well. If the market for logs is also non-competitive, government participa
tion in processing might also be required to collect a part of the stumpage 
value. 

To collect the profits from government ownership or participation, 
the government need not undertake the actual logging or processing operations. 
Contract loggers can be hired, or logs custom sawn, as illustrated by some of 
the examples of the previous chapter. 

The proportion of the stumpage value collected also depends on the 
efficiency of the government operations compared with private sector opera
tions, on the costs paid, and on the prices received for the logs and processed 
products sold. 

Joint ventures with private sector or foreign partners are suscep
tible to the problems of transfer pricing of input or outputs already men-

1./ Government owned sawmills can capture a portion of the stumpage value of 
the timber cut only if they can exert some monopsony power on the private 
logging companies, purchasing logs at low prices because they are the only 
buyer. 
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tioned. For example, the private partner lDay sell logging or processing 
equipment to the joint venture at higher prices. Alternately it may market the 
logs or sawnwood at prices below those obtainable elsewhere. Small reductions 
in log prices or products can transfer a substantial share of the profits to 
the private partner, its sale ~ent, or its subsidiary. These dangers of loss 
of revenue IDUSt be balanced against the benefits of technical or managerial 
expertise, the marketing connections brought by the private partner, and the 
additional profits resulting from these contributions. 

Administration cost and practicality: Government administration will 
be minimal for joint ventures in Which the private partner provides the organi
zational planning and managerial activities required for operation of conces
sions, logging operations and forest management. 'l1le government will still 
require people who are skilled and knowledgeable in these activities, in order 
to participate in decisions and look after the governments interest. 

Full governmen t ownership of concessions, logging operations, or 
processing activities requires skilled manpower to plan, organize and undertake 
the actual activities. 'l1lis will involve both substantial implementation costs 
to start up and substantial annual operation costs. 'l1lese can be recovered out 
of revenues from operations, but only later as profits are earned. Alterna
tively, if operations are carried out by contractors, manpower requirements may 
be less, but the government will still require the skilled manpower to plan and 
organize the operations, and to oversee and supervise the contractors under
taking logging, trucking, or forest management activities such as planting and 
thinning. 

Economic efficiency in utilization and forest management: Joint 
ventures, or full government ownership and operation of concessions, logging 
operations, or processing plants provides much more opportunity for, and 
greater flexibility in achieving the government's objectives in utilization of 
the forest, in utilization of logs and production of processed products, and in 
forest Inanagement. 'l1le examples drawn from the countries surveyed in the last 
chapter illustrated these opportunities. Nevertheless, joint ventures, and/or 
government owned operations must be given clear objectives and performance 
standards by which it will be evaluated, otherwise they may pursue only their 
own objectives, the maximizing of profits from their activities. 

Distribution of economic effects, revenue and income: Jo int 
ventures and government ownership can also serve to pursue distributional 
objectives to stimulate employment, regional development, influence prices and 
availability of forest products, and thereby influence the incomes of various 
groups or overall income distribution. 

Overall evaluation of joint ventures and government ownership: Joint 
ventures, or full government ownership is a highly flexible revenue tool and 
forest policy tool. It can serve to reflect and capture forest revenues not 
reflected in and captured by for~st charges. Thus it can serve to complement 
existing forest charges. Joint ventures and government ownership of conces
sions, logging, or processing operations can also provide information on 
prices, costs and other factors which will assist in setting the level of 
forest charges. 
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9.17 SUMMARY 

The present chapter has reviewed and evaluated a full range of forest 
charges and alternative forest revenue arrangements. The advantages and 
disadvantages, applications and problems of each have been evaluated within the 
framework of the four broad criteria established previously (in Chapter 7). 

Table 9.1 provides a convenient summary evaluation of the 14 types of 
forest charges and forest revenue al ternatives reviewed in this chapter. It is 
useful both as a summary of the evaluation and for comparing alternatives. 

The classi fication of charges by the base on which they are levied, 
and their evaluatlon in terms of the four criteria allows countries to utilize 
the evaluation in the review of their own particular forest revenue arrange
ments, and of alternatives suitable to their particular circumstances. 

Although it has been necessary, at times, to refer to the level of 
charges both in the previous chapter and in this chapter, the evaluation wi thin 
this chapter has focussed on the struc ture of forest charges, independent of 
t he level of charges. The next chapter turns to a systematic review of methods 
of setting the level of these forest charges. 
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Chapter 10 

SETTING THE LEVEL OF FOREST CHARGES 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

At the beginning of Chapter 8, two dimensions of forest revenue 
systems were singled out for separate analysis: (a) the types of forest 
charges, classified by the base upon which the charges are levied, and (b) the 
level of forest charges and the methods of establishing that level. It was 
argued that the separate analysis of forest charges in teI"lDS of these two 
dimensions facilitated the separation of those issues related to the structure 
of forest charges from the more contentious issues related to the level of 
charges. 

Chapters 8 and 9 surveyed and evaluated the full range of types of 
forest charges. Although it was at times necessary to refer to the level of 
the charge evaluated, a systematic analysis of the level of charges and an 
evaluat ion of the methods of establishing the level was reserved until the 
present chapter. In this chapter six methods of establishing the level of 
forest charges are reviewed, and then evaluated, drawing on the experience of 
the tropical countries surveyed. 

10.2 METHODS OF ESTABLISHING THE LEVEL OF FOREST CHARGES 

The six methods of setting the level of forest charges are: 

administratively set, fixed-rate charges 

value related (ad valorem) charges 

fOI"lDula approaches to setting forest charges 

negotiation of forest charges 

open bid and sealed-bid auctions 

public log markets. 

Each of these six methods is described, reviewed, and evaluated in 
turn, along with examples drawn from the tropical countries surveyed. Each 
method is evaluated in terms of the four criteria established earlier, in 
Chapter 7, namely: financial revenue to the government; administration cost 
and practicality; economic efficiency in utilization and forest management; and 
distribution of economic effects, revenue and income. The format of the 
evaluation parallels that used in Chapter 9 in the evaluation of the fourteen 
types of forest charges. 

Table 10.1, presented here, summarizes this evaluations of these six 
methods of setting the level of charges. It provides both a guide to the 
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Teble 10.1 

IoETHODS \F SETIING THE LEVEL \F FCREST CHARGES AND THEIR EVALUATION 

Method of SettIng the Level 
of Charges, and Desc~Iptlon 

AdmInIstratIvely Set, 
FIxed-Rate Charges 

- by schedules of Charges, or 
Forest TarIffs est~IIshed In 
Leglsletlon, Forest Regule
tlons, Codes or OrdInances. 

- wIdely used. 
- usually fIxed rates, adJ us1-

ment of levels requIres 
revIsIon of rates. 

Value Related (Ad Valorem) 
Charges 

usually a sIngle ad valorem 
rate, but can be a set of 
rates .Ith dIfferent rates for 
specIes, etc. 
ad valorem rates a~e applIed 
to market prIces, declared 
prIces, or posted prIces 
estab I I shed by the govern
ment. 
usually used for expo~t taxes 
on logs o~ forest products. 

EvaluatIon: FInancIal Revenue to the Government; Admlnls~atlon 
Cost and Practlcellty; EconomIc EffIcIency In UtIlIzatIon and 
Forest Management; DIstrIbutIon of EconomIc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: In prIncIple can be effectIve but requl~es 8ppralsal. 
In p~ectlce rates low and not adjusted for InflatIon or changIng 
prIces. 

AdmInIstratIon: SImple and easy If set at low rates. But more 
demandfng If rates are hlghe~ and reflect stumpage values. To 
~eflect stumpage values, admInIstratIvely set ~ates .1 I I depend 
heavily on appraIsals. Rates dIffIcult to adjust fo~ InflatIon. 
RevIew and ~evlslon t~es tIme. 

EffIcIency: In prInciple flexIble 
utilIzation and forest management. 
not provIde suffIcIent leverage to 
and rates do not va~y suffIcIently 
stumpage values. 

and able to encourage 
In prectlce, low rates do 

Influence forest management 
to reflect dIfferences In 

DIstrIbutIon: FlexIbIlIty of admInIstratIvely set charges can 
be used to encou~age employment, or economIc actIvIty, etc. But 
low charges that vary lIttle lImIt these possIbIlItIes. 

SuggestIons: Pe~Iodlc revIew should be ~equlred by legIslatIon. 
Escalat10n formulae for annual adjustment are suggested, based 
on prIce IndIces. 

Revenue: Ad velo~em charges are usually more effectIve revenue 
sources than admInIstratIvely set Charges. WIth charges based 
on % of prIce, adjustment to prIce changes and to InflatIon Is 
autometlc and prompt. Ad valorem charges can reflect e part of 
the Increase In stumpage velues due to prIces and grades but 
cannot capture all of It. 

AdmInIstratIon: Ad valorem charges are sImple In structure, 
even 1f several rates are applIed. They are flexIble and 
automatIc In adjustment to changIng prIces and InflatIon. 
EstablIshment of posted prIces may be requIred, InvolvIng 
admInIstratIon cost and manpower. 

EffIcIency: Ad valorem based charges can partly, but not fully, 
reflect some of the factors determInIng stumpage values (prIces 
and grades). They can not reflect loggIng cost and dIstance. 
Thus they can not easIly nor fully achIeve utIlIzatIon and 
forest management ObJectIves. 

DIstrIbutIon: Because of theIr sImple structure ad valorem 
Charges can not serve to achIeve desIred economIc effects. They 
are too blunt an Instrument. The dIstrIbutIon of stumpage value 
between revenue and profIts Is affected by the level of rates. 

SU9¥;tlons: Both ad valorem rates and posted prIces can be 
var by specIes etc. to reflect stumpage values, as done In 
the Ivory Coast, for example. 
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Method of SettIng the Level 
of Cherges, end Desc~lptlon 

Formul e Approaches to SettIng 
Forest Cherges 

- levels of cherges determIned 
by vwr lab les such es pr Ices, 
cost, fectors, dlstence, etc., 
end by pwremeters such es 
fIxed deductIons end fIxed co
effIcIents. 

- more flexIble thon ad velorem 
cherges sInce formulee cen 
Include other verlebles and 
par ameters. 

- level s adJ usted regul erl y 
(monthly, querterly, ennuelly) 
besed on new prIces etc. 

- Sabeh, Meleysla provIdes e 
good EDColII1ple of the formule 
epproech. 

NegotIatIon of FOf'est Charges 

- charges can be negotIated In 
conj unctIon wIth th6 other 
terms on concessIons. 

- to bergeln successfully the 
government wIll requIre dete 
and InformatIon on prIces, 
costs, profIt levels, etc. 
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Eveluetlon: Flnenclel Revenue to the Government; Admlnlstretlon 
Cost end PrectlcelltYi EconomIc EffIcIency In UtIlIzatIon end 
Forest Menagement; DIstrIbutIon of EconomIc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: A more effectIve revenue source then admlnlstretlvely 
set cherges. Usuelly more effectIve than ad velorem charges, es 
addltlonel varlebles and parsneters enlble the formule to metch 
stumpege velues. More responsIve then ed velOf'em cherges 10 
pr Ice chenges. 

AdmInIstratIon: Cere end ettentlon Is requl~ed In the desIgn of 
fhe fonnule end In desIgn of operetlonel procedures. If cwra
fully desIgned, then operatIon wll I not be dIffIcult. Before 
Implementetlon the fonnule should be tested wIth e wIde renge of 
possIble verlebles of prIces, costs, etc. (e sensItIvIty 
an el ys Is). A key requ Irement I s the regu I ar eve Ilab III ty of 
prIces and othe~ data on whIch to bess the formule. 

Efflclenc~: If the formule besed charges can approach stumpege 
values, f en utIlIzatIon and forest management wIll be Improved. 
IncludIng a dIstance factor In the formula could help to shIft 
overcuttlng from near stands. 

DIstrIbutIon: Formula approaches, by IncludIng approprIate 
vwrlables and pwrameters, can contrIbute to other economIc 
obJectIves. The dIstrIbutIon of stumpage value between revenue 
and profIts Is determIned by the formula. 

SU9¥istlons: Formulae should be kept as sImple as possIble to 
fae Itate theIr applIcatIon, yet remaIn effectIve. Sabah's 
formule whIch Includes a sImple "basIc allowance" deductIon for 
loggIng costs, Is an exsnple. In some cases a dIstance fae10r 
mIght be Included In the formula. 

Revenue: The level of cherges and revenues collected depend on 
the government's bergelnlng power. CompetItIon emong fIrms cen 
be encouraged by restrIctIng concessIons avelleble, and by 
negotletlon wIth two or more potentlel concessIon holders. 

AdmInIstratIon: Low costs If the government enters negotletlon 
unprepared, but prepwratlon, whIch cen be demandIng of tIme and 
menpower, Is costly. Negotletlon can be demendIng of senIor 
offlclels tIme and put them under pressures. 

Eft Iclency: In theory, flexlb Ie. In practIce negotIatIon can
no1" eas II y ecIJ ust cherges to ach I eve utI I I zot Ion end forest 
menagement objectIves at the serne tIme os other ObJectIves. 

DIstrIbutIon: In conjunctIon wIth negotIatIon of other terms, 
can se~ve to achIeve economIc development, but In practIce 
dIffIcult. DIstrIbutIon between forest revenue and profIt 
depends on reletlve bergalnlng power. 

SuggestIons: Negotletlon Is best If restrIcted to InItIal lump
sum Of' ennual bonus peyments on concessIons, but not used for 
charges on the tImber cut. CompetltJon should be encouraged to 
strengthen the government's bargalnYng power. Escelatlon cleuses 
should be negotleted along wIth condltYons for ra-openlng 
negot I etlons. 



Table 10.1 (contInued) 

Method of SettIng the Level 
of Charges, and DescrIptIon 

Open-BId and Sealed-BId 
AuctIons 

- open-bId, or oral-bId auctIons 
are suI teb Ie where there ere a 
large numbet'" of bIdders who 
con gather together at the 
same tIme, or where sevet"'al 
blocks of tImber are sold. 

- sealed-bId auctIons ere 
suI teb Ie where there ere fewer 
bIdders or a few domInant 
bIdders, where bIdders cannot 
gather together, and for sale 
of sIngle blocks of tImber. 

- open-bId auctIons con be by 
ascendIng bIds or descendIng 
bIds. 

- sealed-tender auctIons seem to 
result In slIghtly hIgher bIds 
In many sItuatIons although 
the dIfference Is not great. 

PublIc Log Markets 

- publIc log markets se~ve as an 
alternatIve to forest charges. 
Revenue comes f~om the sale of 
logs. 

- publIc log markets consIst of 
(e) a log assembly yard, (b) 
gradIng and scellng facIlI
tIes, (c) log seiling proce
dures (log auctIons, etc). 
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EvaluatIon: FInancIal Revenue to the Government; Admlnlstrotlon 
Cost and PractIcalIty; EconomIc EffIcIency In UtIlIzatIon and 
Forest Management; DIstrIbutIon of EconomIc Effects, Revenue and 
Income 

Revenue: If competItIon SIIong bIdders CM be encouraged, 
auctions can be a very effectIve In settIng the level of charges 
to maxImIze revenue and reflect stumpage values. 

AdmInIstratIon: Once the auctIon process Is establIshed, 
admInistratfon wIll be relatIvely easy. Stumpage appraIsal or 
appraIsal of the value of concessIon Is less Important, or even 
unnecesary. AuctIons can provIde InformatIon on values of use 
In settIng charges by other methods. 

EffIcIency: If bIddIng Is competItIve, and ~eflects stumpage 
values or the value of concessIons, then effIcIent use of the 
tImber and concessIons wll I ~esult. However, If fInancIal 
values dIffer from economIc values, then ~dltlonal regulatIons 
may be requIred. 

DIstrIbutIon: AuctIons wIll allocate tImber to Its fInancIally 
Des~ use. If auctIons are competItIve, stumpage values wIll be 
dIstrIbuted prlmarll y as ~evenue to the government wI th onl y 
normal profIts earned by the Industry. 

SUQ~stlons: CompetItIon should be encouraged by lImItIng 
tfm\8r supply to Indust~y needs, advertIsIng, choosIng open-bId 
or sealed-bId auctIons as suItable to the sItuatIon, makIng 
tlmbet'" avaIlable In smaller lots by open-bId, and auctIonIng 
large concessIons by sealed-bId. IntroductIon of auctIons 
should be InItIally lImIted to competItIve sItuatIons. PrIces 
bId wll I provIde guIdance In settIng the level of charges under 
other methods. 

Revenue: Revenue Is based on the prIces receIved for the logs 
sold, less loggIng and transport costs. loggIng can be by a 
goverMlent body or undertaken by contractors. Log markets can 
be an effectIve revenue 50urce If they are cent~ally located, 
operate effIcIently and at low cost, genet"'ate competItIon among 
log buyers, and allocate logs to theIr most valuable use. 

AdmInIstratIon: AvoIds the need for stumpage appraIsal. 
FacIlItates supervIsIon of loggIng and forest management. 
EvasIon low. ~qulres government supervIsIon of loggIng 
contractors, or supervisIon of loggIng operatIons. RequIres 
pi annlng of loggIng. Involves fl nancl ng of road constructIon 
and loggIng operatIons. 

Efflclencr Importc!lnt advantages In utilIzatIon and forest 
managemen , and In control of loggIng actIvItIes. 

DIstrIbutIon: Can serve to stImulate economIc actIvItIes, 
prOductfon of processed products, employment, etc. Stumpage 
values wll I be dIstrIbuted largely to government as revenue If 
log markets are competItIve, and If loggIng Is effIcIent (or 
contractor rates are low and competItIvely set). 

sU¥Fmstlons: It Is suggested that log markets be Introduced In 
aiiifted way, In sItuatIons where they can achIeve competItIon 
and operate effIcIently. Log prices obtaIned and contractors 
rates for loggIng and transportatIon can old In settIng the 
level of charges by other methods. 
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analysis to follow and a summary of the evaluation. 

The process of setting the level of forest charges is closely linked 
to that of disposal of timber and timber rights. In open-bid or sealed-tender 
auctions of standing timber, both the disposal of timber, and the establishment 
of the level of the charges takes place simultaneously, in the allocation of 
the tUnber to the highest bidder. In negotiating the terms and conditions of a 
concession, the financial terms related to the level of charges will be agreed 
upon in conjunction with the terms and conditions involved in disposal of the 
timber rights. 

Despite these close links, the present chapter focusses on the price 
setting dimensions of timber disposal. The allocation of timber and timber 
rights, and the establishment of the terms and conditions of concessions or sh
orter term forest utilization contracts are appropriately dealt with 
separately. Another FAO forestry paper is devoted to this topic (SchmithUsen 
1977 Forest Utilization Contracts on Public Land). 

10.3 ADMINISTRATIVELY SET, FIXED-RATE CHARGES 

Establishment of the level of forest charges through administrative 
decisions is the most widely used method of setting the level of forest charges 
in developing countries. Administratively set charges, established by legisla
tion, regulations, codes, or ordinances, are a simple and easy approach to 
setting the levels of charges. Charges are specified in a schedule, or forest 
tariff, by species grade, diameter class, locality, or other characteristics 
deemed important. 

Administratively set charges offer a simple and easy method of 
setting the level of forest charges. Although they may not maximize revenue, 
the level of charges can usually be established at low administrative costs, 
and with little in the way of manpower requirements. 

In spite of their strong advantages and widespread use, there are 
difficulties with administratively set, fixed-rate charges, both in establish
ing the level of charges and in up-dating them to capture a reasonable share of 
the value of concessions, or of the stumpage value of the timber cut. Some 
suggestions for overcoming these problems are offered below. 

10.3.1 Examples of Administratively Set, Fixed-Rate Charges 

Because of their widespread use there is a variety of examples of 
administratively set, fixed-rate charges among the developing countries 
surveyed. Some of these examples may illustrate useful variants of application 
to other countries. 

Liberia: For Liberia, all of the principal forest charges described 
in Chapter 8 are administratively set, fixed-rate charges, defined by schedules. 
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in the Forest Regulations, and established by the Forest Development Authority 
under Liberia's Revenue and Finance Law. 

While some of the charges, such as the "Land Rental Fee" on conces
sions, have remained unchanged for an extended period, Liberia's most important 
forest charge, the volume based charge on export logs, titled the "Industriali
zation Incentive Fee" (formerly termed "Export Stumpage Fee"), has been 
adjusted relatively frequently (five times between 1973 and 1980) to reflect 
changing prices and circumstances. In addition new charges, such as the volume 
based "Reforestation Fee" on timber harvested from concessions and the "Forest 
Products Fee" on exports of processed wood products, were introduced and their 
levels subsequently revised. Thus administratively set, fixed schedules of 
charges do not seem to have detered adjustment in the level of charges or the 
introduction of new charges. 

In the administratively set schedule of charges for the "Industrial
ization Incentive Fee", rates per cubic metre are specified for 28 species. 
Under the "Forest Product Fee" rates are specified for 28 species as well as 
for three level of processing. 

These schedules of charges provide considerable flexibility in 
setting the level of charges for different species, although in practice, the 
rates specified do not vary sufficiently to fully reflect the value of the more 
valuable logs. In its annual report, the Forest Development Authority observed 
that " ••• it is patently obvious that the concentration [in exports] has been 
on increasing the easy-to-sell, high valued species." (Liberia, Forest 
Development Authority 1979 Annual Report:33). This suggests that the range of 
rates levied could be wider and the rates on the high valued species raised. 

Reliable information both on logging, log transportation and proces
sing costs, and on the prices of export logs and processed products has been a 
major constraint in setting the levels of Liberia's forest charges. To aid in 
setting the level of forest charges, an FAO project developed a methodology for 
timber appraisal (FAO 1976 Liberia Natural Resource Development, Appendix 5 
"Manual for Estimation of Margin between Log Production Cost and Log Value 
F.O.B. Liberia Ports") which is discussed in the next chapter. 

Ivory Coast: For the Ivory Coast, the major forest revenue sources 
are the value related, ad valorem export taxes on logs and on processed 
products (taxe d' exportation, or Dro1ts Uniques des Sortie, DUS) discussed 
below (Section 10.4). Although not as important in terms of revenue, the Ivory 
Coast forest revenue system includes a number of the other charges which are 
administratively set, fixed-rate charges. These include the following charges 
surveyed in Chapter 8: 

Concession Permit Fee (tax d' atribution) (Section 8.3): an initial 
one-time charge on concessions. 

Public Works Fee (taxe de Gravaux d'interet general)(Section 8.3): an 
initial one-time charge on concessions. 

Annual Area Charge (taxe de superficie) (Section 8.4): 
charge based on the area of the concessions. 

an annual 
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Felling Tax (taxe d'abattage) (Section 8.7): a volume based charge that 
varies wi th species class and between export logs and those used 
domestically. 

Special Tax for Small Areas (permis de coupe) (Section 8.7): a volume 
based charge, levied in place of the above charges on concessions in 
the north (Savana Zone). 

The rates in effect in 1980 for these administratively set charges on 
concessions and on the timber harvested have remained unchanged from the m1d-
1970's, or even earlier, with some dating back to 1966 (Republic de cOte 
D'Ivoire, Ministere des Eaux et For€t 1979 Code Forestier et R.eglementation 
Foresti~re). 

Ghana: With the exception of the value related (ad valorem) export 
charges on logs and sawnwood all other charges are administratively set, fixed
rate charges. These include the following charges surveyed in Chapter 8: 

Lease and Licence Rentals (Section 8.4): an annual area based charge 
levied on the total area of the timber leases and licences. 

SUvicultural Fee (Section 8.8): an annual area based charge applied 
only to the area to be cut-over, or actually cut-over each year. 

Stumpage Fee or Royalty per Tree (Section 8.6): levied on 39 species 
of trees at set rates per-tree. 

The rates under these charges were set initially in 1962 when uniform 
charges were adopted across the country. All charges were revised in 1965 and 
stumpage charges doubled for most species (Page, Pearson and Leland 1976 
Capturing Economic Rent from Ghana Timber: 27). Stumpage charges were revised 
again in 1975 based on average log prices of 1968 to 1972. As a resu1 t, 
stumpage charges from 1975 remained unchanged and lagged behind the rise in 
timber prices. In common with other countries, area based annual ground rental 
charges have been revised less frequently and also raised less than charges on 
the timber cut. Thus over time, they have become a less important source of 
forest revenue. 

Nigeria: Nearly all forest charges in Nigeria are administratively 
set. The levels of charges are established in the forest tariff of the indivi
dual states. These administratively set, fixed-rate charges include the 
following charges surveyed in Chapter 8: 

Per-Tree, Stumpage Charges (Section 8.6): charges per tree that vary 
by species and, in some states, by diameter as well. 

Volume Based, Out-Turn Volume Charges (Section 8.7): charges that vary 
by species. 

Area Based Charges on the Area Logged (Section 8.8): charges per. 
hectare cut-over, that vary by forest reserve or by region of th~ 

state. 
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The revision of the levels of charges by the individual states has 
required a review of the trends and present levels of prices of forest products 
and logs; a review of the trend and present levels of logging, trucking and 
sawing costs; the establishment of new rates; and finally the approval of the 
new tariff by the state commissioner responsible for forestry and/or the state 
legislature. As a consequence, revision of rates is not easy, has been infre
quent, has involved sizeable jumps in rates, and has lagged behind increases in 
forest product prices and changes in stumpage values. Intervals between revi
sions in per-tree, Stumpage Charges has varied among states, averaging between 
3 years and 8 years. Stumpage Charges in several states remaining unchanged 
from 1971 or 1974 through 1981. Between 1978 and 1980, the levels of per-tree, 
Stumpage Charges in several states were raised substantially (with charges for 
the lower valued species being raised proportionately more). This brought 
charges in those states to between ll.00 Naira and 60.00 Naira/tree (US $20.00 
to $90.00/tree) for the more valuable species and to between 3.30 Naira and 
30.00 Naira/tree (US $5.00 to $45.00/tree) for the less valuable species. 

The levels of the volume based, Out-Turn Volume Charges remained 
relatively unchanged in most states from the mid 1950's, through the 1960's, 
and until the end of the 1970's, with only minor revisions to rates at 
intervals of roughly four to five years. Between 1978 and 1980, volume based, 
Out-Turn Volume Charges in several states were also raised substantially (with 
the rates for the lower valued species raised the most). This brought the 
level of the volume based Out-Turn Volume Charges in these states to between 
14.00 Naira and 15.00 Naira/ml (US $21.00 and $23.00/ml) for the most 
valuable species, and to between 5.60 Naira and 15.00 Naira/ml (US $8.40 to 
$2l.00/ml ) for the lesser valued species. 

The Area Based Charges on timber cut on concessions, initially esta
blished in several states in 1968 and 1969, also remained virtually unchanged 
until the end of the 1970's. Again between 1978 and 1980 these area Based 
Charges on timber cut were raised in several states. The new rates ranged from 
two to twenty times the previous rates per hectare, with a median increase to 
about five times the previous rate. 

The Nigerian Federal Department of Forestry, in a memorandum to the 
National Council for Agriculture and Rural Development in 1978 had recommended 
that the Council " ••• approve in principle an immediate increase in the Forest 
Tariff, to a minimum of 3 times the present rates. ..... The memorandum also 
provided a proposed standardized tariff and suggested rates (Nigeria, Federal 
Department of Forestry 1978 "Memorandum on Regeneration of Nigeria High Forest: 
Call for Review of Tariff on Forest Produce and Introduction of Mechanization 
in the High Forest Zone"). 

The individual states set their own forest charges, but not all 
states have increased their charges, nor have rates been increased rates for 
three types of charges. Thus the uniformity of rates, and the standarization 
of the forest tariff among states, for which the Federal Department of Forestry 
had hoped has not yet been achieved. 

Indonesia: Indonesia levies a number of charges based on the volume 
of timber cut and on logs exported. These include a diverse set of charges 
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levied by various government departments for a variety of purposes. The most 
important charges are value related, ad valorem type, export charges, discussed 
below in Section 10.4. However, several are administratively set, fixed-rate 
charges. 

The more significant of these administratively set, fixed-rate 
charges, identified in Chapter 8 include the following: 

Additional Royalty (luran Hasilhutan Tambahan) (Section 8.7, 8.11), a 
charge of 600-1,000 Ruphiah/m3 (US $1.OO-$1.70/m3 ) in 1980, 
levied on export logs only. 

Dredging Fees (Bea Angkutan Langsung) (Section 8.7, 8.11) a charge of 
around 50 Ruphiah/m3 (US $0.10/m3 ), levied on all logs. 

Industrial Contribution (Simpanan Wajib Industri) (Section 8.7, 8.11), 
a charge of 2,000 Ruphiah/m3 (US $3.20/m3) in 1980, levied on 
export logs, repaid upon investment in processing plants. 

Indonesia's charges on concessions, discussed in Chapter 8, are also 
fIxed-rate charges, whose level is administratively set. These concession 
charges are: 

Timber Licence Fee (Section 8.3), an initial licence fee of 1,000 
Ruphiah/ha (US $1.60/ha) in 1980. 

Annual Concession Charge 
(Section 8.4), an annual 
$0.08/ha/yr) in 1980. 

(luran 
ground 

Hak Pengusahaan Hutan, IHPH) 
rental of 50 Ruphiah/ha/yr (US 

Sarawak, Malaysia: With the exception of the Export Tax on logs, a 
value related (ad valorem) charge, all other important forest charges in the 
Malaysian state of Sarawak are administratively set, fixed-rate charges. 

Timber Royalties, based on either round log volumes or sawnwood, and 
described in Chapter 8 (Section 8.7), are the most important forest charges in 
Sarawak. Rates are administratively set for five species groupings. Following 
minor re\l'lsions to the level of a few rates in 1974, Royalty rates remained 
unchanged until 1980, when the rates for almost all species classes were 
increased by 50%. These newly established rates ranged from $9.00 Malaysianl 
Hoppus ton (US $2.80/m3) for logs of the lowest valued species group, the 
"Swamp Species", to $30.00 Ma1aysian/Hoppus ton (US $9.50/m3 ) for logs of the 
highest valued species group, the Meranti group (Shorea spp). Royalty rates 
for sawnwood, based on converted volumes, are set at twice the rates for logs, 
and thus are equivalent if 50 per cent of the log is recovered as sawnwood. 

Other administratively set, fixed-rate charges include the Timber 
Cess (or Native Premium) of $1 Ma1aysian/Hoppus ton (US $0.25/m3) levied on 
hill species, and the Timber Development Premium of $2 Ma1aysian/Hoppus ton (US 
$0. 501m3 ) levied on the swamp species. Both have remained unchanged for a 
number of years. 
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Philippines: Until consolidated into a single charge in 1980, volume 
based forest charges comprised a set of roughly six administratively set, 
fixed-rate charges. These charges, surveyed in Chapter 8 (Section 8.7), 
included Regular Forest Charges of 0.60 Pesos/m3 to 3.50 Pesos/m3 (US 
$0.OS-$0.47/m3), plus levies to finance various Funds and Special Deposits. 

For the Regular Forest Charge, rates for four species groups were 
established some years ago, under a Congressional Act. However, because of the 
difficulty in achieving the legislative approval for revision the rates 
remained virtually unchanged for years. To deal with the problem, the Bureau 
of Forest Development instead reclassified species into higher rated species 
groupings. As a result, 95% to 9S% of the timber cut was reclassified to the 
highest group, paying 3.50 Pesos/m3 (US $0.47/m3). 

Additional volume based charges were also introduced, to fund refor
estation, and for other forestry activities. Together with the Regular Forest 
Charges, they totalled between 6.35 Pesos/m3 and 9.35 Pesos/m3 (US 
$0.S5$1.25/m3) for logs used domestically and between 10.85 Pesos/m3 and 
13.S5 Pesos/m3 (US $1.45-$1.S5/m3) for logs exported (representing between 
6% and 12% of log values, based on 19S0 export log prices). 

It is understood that later in 1980 these volume based charges were 
combined into a single charge of 20 Pesos/m3 (US $2. 70/m3), between one
and-one half and three times the level of the combined charges described above. 
This single charge was to be raised to 30 Pesos/m3 (US $4.00/m3) in 1981. 

Thailand: The major forest charges under the Forest Act, are 
administratively set, fixed-rate charges. These charges include the lump-sum 
Concession Fees, the per-tree Stumpage Fees, and the volume based Timber 
Royalties. Forest Improvement Fees are based on the Royalties, with the rates 
specified as twice the Royalty for teak and equal to the Royalty for non-teak 
species. Thus the level of the Forest Improvement Fees are dependent on the 
level of Royalties, and so they too are in essense administratively set. 

Revisions to the level of these charges were made in 1963 and again 
in 1975. The 1975 revisions, which doubled the level of charges, were still in 
force five years later, in 19S0. 

10.3.2 Evaluation of Administratively Set, Fixed-Rate Charges 

Financial Revenue to the Government: In principle, there is no 
reason why administratively established charges can not be an effective source 
of revenue. In practice there are several reasons why administratively set, 
fixed-rate charges might not yield as much revenue per cubic metre of wood as 
charges set by the other methods. 

First, to accurately establish the levels of fixed-rate charges 
requires an accurate appraisal of stumpage values (or of the value of conces
sions for concession charges). Lacking both reliable data on which to base 
appraisals and the manpower to undertake the appraisals, developing countries 
1I8y establish fixed-rate charges that are relatively low, so as to avoid 
setting charges above the stumpage values and seeing the timber left uncut. 
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The second reason for lower revenues from administratively set fixed
rate charges is that they are not easily adjusted for changing prices, costs 
and inflation. With inflation fixed-rate charges will, over time become 
smaller and smaller in proportion to the value of the logs, or of forest 
products. As a result, revenues from administratively set rates may fall 
behind those of other charges. Adjustment for changing prices or cost requires 
the establishment of a new schedule of charges. The revision of fixed-rate 
charges takes time and suffers delays. 

Administration Cost and Practicality: In one respect, administra-
tively set, fixed-rate charges are simple and easy to establish. A schedule of 
fixed-rate charges can be implemented easily, at relatively low cost, and with 
minimal deloands on manpower. However, fixed-rate charges may not accurately 
reflec t stumpage values, and may not collect much revenue. 

To establish a schedule of fixed-rate charges that reflects stumpage 
values and collects a greater proportion of those stumpage values would be more 
demanding of manpower and relatively costly. Charges would need to be based on 
reliable stumpage appraisals and these, in turn, require reliable data on log 
and product prices; on logging, transportation and processing costs; and on 
forest factors and industry factors affecting these costs. Surveys of prices, 
cost studies and stumpage appraisals all require skilled manpower and can be 
costly. 

In practice, lacking the information or the manpower to undertake 
appraisal of stumpage values, the level of charges may be set rather arbitra
rily, without benefit of any appraisal, based perhaps on estimates of what the 
industry might accept, rather than on the stumpage value of the timber and what 
the industry might pay. 

Administratively set, fixed-rate charges, because they are fixed, are 
less responsive to inflation, and to changing prices and costs affecting 
stumpage values, than are other methods of establishing the level of 
charges •. !.! 

This results in several administrative problems. First, administra
tively set, fixed-rate charges can be difficult to adjust. An initiative is 
required by the forest service to instigate a review of charges. Revision is 
not automatic. Review and revision of rates impose additional work on the 
forest service, requiring re-allocation of personnel to undertake the review 
and revisions. New or updated stumpage appraisals will be required from time 
to time with manpower requirements both for data gathering and for carrying out 
the appraisals. 

!I Ad valorem charges whose level is value related, and formula based charges 
will be automatically adjusted for inflation, or price changes. Auctions 
of standing timber and public log markets will automatically reflect 
changing prices and costs and inflation in the bids or in the log prices 
received. 
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Second, the process of review and revision of char.ses takes tilDe. 
The review itself takes time, and then once the proposed new rates are deter
mined, their implementation will require further time, and may suffer delays. 
Schedule rates are usually contained in legislation or forest regulations which 
will require administrative, or legislative approval. These revisions must be 
fitted into the legislative or administrative schedule and may encounter 
considerable delays. As a result the new fixed-rate charges may be already 
out-of-date by the time they are implemented. 

Finally, with inflat ion and infrequent adjustments, the adjustments 
can be large and dramatic, especially if inflation has been rapid. There may 
be criticism of such large increases. There may be pressures from the forest 
industry, which benefited from rising forest products prices and unchanging 
forest charges, to keep the increases down. 

A more automatic adjustment of fixed-rate charges would help to over
come some of these problems. Such an adjustment is suggested below. 

Economic Efficiency in Utilization: In principle administratively 
set, fixed-rate charges can be highly flexible. The schedule of rates can be 
set to reflect a wide range of factors, as illustrated by the examples from the 
selected countries. The level of these rates can be set to encourage or 
discourage the utilization of given species or grades, timber from given areas 
or stands; and to encourage or discourage util izat ion for certain uses such as 
domestic processing, or exports. Thus, in principle, administratively set 
fixed-rate charges are sufficiently flexible to achieve forest managemement and 
utilization objectives. 

In practice, rates are not usually varied sufficiently to do so. As 
observed above and in the review and evaluation of per-tree stumpage charges 
and volume based charges (Chapters 8 and 9, Sections 8.6,8.7,9.6,9.7), 
charges usually are not varied sufficiently to reflect differences in stumpage 
values, and as a result the more valuable timber is overcut. In addition, with 
rates commonly set at low levels, the charges can not have much influence on 
utilization or forest management. 

For administratively set fixed-rate charges to achieve their poten
tial for utilization and forest management objectives, the schedule of charges 
needs to be designed with care and with skill, and be based on reliable inform
ation and reliable appraisals of stumpage values, not an easy task. 

Distribution of Economic Effects, Revenue and Income: Because of 
their flexibility, administratively set, fixed-rate charges can be designed to 
stimulate employment and economic activity within certain regions of the 
country, to influence the availability of processed products and product 
prices, or to achieve other economic effects. However, in practice, charges 
set at relatively low levels will have little leverage to do so. 

If administratively set, fixed-rate charges are relatively low com
pared to those established by other methods, stumpage values will be distri
buted to the forest industry as profits, rather than to the government as 
revenue, or to consumers of processed products where the production of forest 
products is stimulated and prices decline. 
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Overall Evaluation: Administ rat lvely se t, fixed-rate charges have 
advantages of basic simpl ic ity. They can be administratively easy if stumpage 
appraisals are not undertaken in setting rates. On the other hand, accurate 
establishment of levels is dependent on appraisals. The revision of rates to 
update the levels for inflation and changing conditions imposes additional 
administrative demands. 

Because of the difficulties in updating administratively set forest 
charges a means of ensuring a more frequent and automatic review is desired. 
To ensure a regular review, and the legislative acceptance of that review, a 
requirement for periodic review can be written into the legislation or the 
forest regulations. Alternatively, escalation clauses can be introduced into 
the legislatLon or regulations. For example, Ii simple escalation formula could 
be developed for the annual adjustment of the schedule of charges based on 
price indices available frOID the central statistical office of the govenllDent. 
The choice might include the consumer price index, gross national product 
deflator price index, industrial commodities price indices, or forest product 
prices or price indexes as available. Ideally the adjustment should be based 
on the changes in forest product prices, but figures on forest products price 
are not usually available nor sufficiently reliable to use in adjustment ot 
forest charges. The use of forest products prices to adjust forest charges 
might also encourage dispute and disagreement from thp. industry about prices 
and with the adjustment of charges. Adjustment based on an index such as the 
consumer price index, while less closely tied to timber values, offers 
advantages of impartiality as well as simplicity. Over the longer term, it 
might then be worthwhile to convert the adjusting formula to one based on 
forest product prices for sawnwood, plywood or other forest products, or even 
to o'i formula based on both forest product prices and costs. 

Even with escalation clauses a periodic review of 
structure of fees and charges is still advised to bring them 
changing stumpage values. However, a review will be required 
and the changes in rates less dramatic. 

10.4 VALUE RELATED (AD VALOREM) CHARGES 

the level and 
into line with 
less frequently 

The levels of value related charges are determined, usually as an ad 
valorem percentage of the prices of logs or forest products on which the charge 
is levied. Establishing the level of charges as an ad valorem percentage of 
the prices of logs or forest products is a simple and easy to administer 
approach. For this reason it is an approach that is widely used. It has some 
advantages over administratively set charges. With the level of charges set as 
an ad valorem percentage of pr ices, the level of charges per cubic me tre, as 
well as revenues, will automatically increase as prices rise with inflation, 
thereby avoiding both the delays in revision and the need for frequent revision 
of rates. 

In addition, the level of the charge per cubic metre is adjusted 
automatically for variations in prices resulting frOID changing market demand, 
and for variations in prices among species and grades of logs or forest 
products. Consequently a minimum set of rates, or even a single ad valorem 
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rate, can serve in place of a schedule of rates. Ad valorelD charges are only 
applicable where market prices are readily identifiable however. 

10.4.1 Examples of Value Related (Ad Valorem) Charges 

Ad valorem charges are widely used to establish the level of charges, 
mostly of export charges for logs or processed products. The ad valorem rates 
are applied to FOB prices, or to posted export prices established by the 
government itself, a government agency or an independent body. The examples 
from the selected countries. illustrate a variety of value related chardes and 
applications of posted export prices. 

Ivory Coast: In the Ivory Coast, the export taxes (taxe d'exporta
tion. or Droits Uniques de Sortie) applied to logs. and to processed wood 
products are examples of the type of value related (ad valorem) export taKes 
common throughout French speaking West and Central Africa. 

The export tax on logs is the major forest charge in the Ivory Coast 
and the most inlportant component of the forest revenue system. It 1.a a value 
related charge derived by applying the ad valorem tax rates to posted export 
prices (valeurs mercuriales) established for 47 species of export logs. 

These valeur mercuriale prices for logs are established by the 
Ministry of Finance. following discussion with the Ministry of Water and 
Forestry. and other ministries concerned. The valeur mercuriale prices for 
these 47 species are based on FOB log prices, but are generally set somewhat 
below FOB prices. For the major export species, valeur mercuriale prices 
averaged 75% of FOB prices over the period 1974 to 1980. However, for the 
higher valued species, valeur mercuriale prices were much closer to, and in 
come cases even exceeded, the FOB pr ices. For the lower valued species they 
were roughly 50% to 60% of FOB prices. Valeur mercuriale prices for the 47 
species are revised approximately annually to adjust for changing prices and 
inflation. 

The export charges are then based on ad valorem tax rates applied to 
these valeur mercuriale prices, with ad valorem rates established for four 
species groupings. Ad valorem rates, in 1980, ranged from 24% for low valued 
species to 44% for high valued species, with rates of 24%, 30%, 36%, and 44% 
for the four species groupings. 1/ These ad valorem rates on export logs are 
also revised from time to time:- From 1974 to 1980 they have been revised 
roughly every two to three years and the rates increased slightly. 

With almost annual adjustment of the valeur mercuriale prices, along 
wi th periodic rev ision of the ad valorem rates, export charges have kept pace 
with changes i~ log prices, and with general inflation. In addition, the higher 
valeur mer ;uriale prices for the more valuable species (set closer to or even 
above FOB prices), plus hfgher ad valorem rates, result in considerably higher 

1/ An additional ad valorem tax on export logs, the Shipper's Tax (taxe au 
benefice du ConseU Ivorien des Armateurs) is levied at 0.6% and is also 
based on the valeur mercuriale prices. 
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export taxes on these more valuable species. Lower ad valorem rates and lower 
valuer mercuriale prices for the less valuable species result in lower export 
charges which helps to encourage both their harvest and export. 

For processed produc ts, export taxes are levied on the FOB prices 
declared, rather than on posted export prices. As the tax rates on processed 
products are lower than those on logs, there is less incentive to under-declare 
FOB prices, and so posted export prices are less necessary. Ad valorem export 
tax rates on most processed products were revised in 1979 and most rates 
reduced. Ad valorem export tax rates on sawnwood ranged frota 2% to a maximum 
of 11% in 1980 depending on species and the product. Rates on veneer and 
plywood in 1980 were 1% or 2%.1/ 

Indonesia: In Indonesia, the level of a number of forest charges 
surveyed in Chapter 8 (Section 8.7, 8.9, 8.11) are determined by ad valorem 
rates based on posted export prices of logs, sawnwood, or other products. 

Posted export prices, termed "check prices", are established quar
terly by the Government in discussions between the Department of Trade, the 
Department of Forestry, and the forest industry organization, M.P.I. 
(Masyarakat Perkayuan Indonesia). They are based on timber market information 
and prices from Indonesian embassies in Japan and other consuming countries, as 
well as other sources. These prices, established quarterly, are then applied 
for the following three month period. Check prices are specified in United 
States dollars rather than in Indonesian Ruphiah, in US $/m3 of roundwood for 
logs and in US $/m3 of processed products for sawnwood. 

Check prices for logs are specified for about a dozen species group
ings of logs, for three groupings of log grades and for three economic regions 
within Indonesia. 

In the gecond quarter of 1980, the check price of logs of the highest 
priced grouping, the Meranti group species, "Prime/First" grade logs, from 
Region I (east and south Kalimantan), was set at US $160/m3 • Check prices of 
other species and grades from other regions ranged downward from this price. 
Check prices for Region II were 12% to 15% lower, and those for Region III 20% 
to 25% lower than those for Region I. Check prices of "Second/Third" grouping 
were 5% to 10% lower, and those of the "Local" grade 17% to 22% lower than 
those of the "Prime/First" grouping. The Heranti species group carried the 
highest check prices, the Kapur group was priced about 25% lower and the 
Jelutung group about 40% lower than the Heranti group. Although the general 
level of check prices is reviewed and raised or lowered at each quarterly 
review, and the check prices of some of the species groupings or grade group
ings altered slightly, in general the structure and pattern of check prices 
deecribed remains more or less the same. 

!j The ad valorem Shipper' s Ta~ (taxes au b~nefice du Conseil Ivorien des 
Armateurs) is also levied on processed products at 0.6% of the FOB price of 
processed products. 
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The structure and pattern of check prices for logs provides an oppor
tunity to vary the forest char6es, not only to reflect the stumpage values of 
logs, but also to influence utilization of species or ~rades of tilnber, to 
reflect forest management objectives, or to achieve regional development objec
tives. 

These check prices for logs serve as a base for the Timber Export Tax 
(Aloksi Devisa Otomatis, ADO), Indonesia's most important forest charge. The 
Timber Export Tax rate in 1980 was set at 20% of the check price. The rate was 
raised from 10% to 20% in 1978. 

The check price also serves as the base for the Royalty (luran Hasil
hutan, lHH) levied on all logs cut, whether exported or locally processed. The 
Royalty rate in 1980 was 6% of the check price of logs. Although the rate has 
remained unchanged, the Royalty has risen substantially as the check prices 
have been increased to reflect rising log prices. 

Finally, the check price serves in a rather unusual way as the base 
for the MPO Export Tax, a withholding tax levied on corporations and based on 
their exports of logs or processed products. This tax is 40 Ruphiah per US 
dollars of check price. The MPO Export tax is equivalent to an ad valorem tax 
of a little over 6%, and thus is roughly equal to the Royalty (IHH) in revenue. 

The system of posted export prices is also used for charges on 
processed produc ts and exports of produc ts. Charges on processed produc ts are 
less important revenue sources. For sawnwood, check prices are established by 
species groupings and grades, and specified in terms of United States dollars 
per cubic metre of processed wood. On semi-processed sawnwood exports, the 
Export Tax (Pajak Export) in 1980 was 5% of the check price of sawnwood, 
increased from 0% in August 1979. The rate on veneer, plywood and fully-pro
cessed sawnwood remained at 0%. 

The Indonesian ad valorem approach based on the system of check 
prices has several advantages. First, basing the charges on the check prices 
ensures that the relationship between timber prices and f(Hest charges is main
tained. As timber prices increase over time, or decline with market downturns, 
adjustments in the check prices ensures that the Royalties and Export Taxes 
follow. Thus adjustment of the level of charges is both quick and automatic. 
Second, the use of check prices rather than actual FOB prices avoids the incen
tives for the under-declaring of FOB prices which would reduce forest charges 
payable. Third, the use of check prices, based on market prices in consuming 
countries, reduces the problems raised by transfer prices of logs and processed 
products between related subsidiaries of transnational corporations, although 
it can not avoid them altogether. Fourth, the use of check prices allows a 
government to establish a structure of check prices to encourage utilization of 
certain species of timber, grades of logs, or timber from certain regions, and 
to discourage over-cutting of others. Although the check prices could be used 
for these objectives, it appears that the differences in check prices among 
regions, grades and species groups in the Indonesian system are designed 
primarily to reflect differences in timber values, or logging and transporta
tion costs. 
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In spi te of these advantages, there are nevertheless, problems and 
disadvantages to the use of check prices. First, they require the collection 
and analysis of the marke t prices from which the check prices can be esta
blished and revised. Although not very difficult where log markets and forest 
product markets are competitive, and if market data on world prices or prices 
in consuming countries are available, it is more difficult if markets are not 
well organized, or if sales are at transfer prices between subsidiaries of 
transnational companies. Establishment of check prices may be difficult for 
countries in ~lich most logs or forest products are sold and used domestically 
since markets are often local, and prices less well defined. 

The Indonesian system of ad valorem rates has the advantage of 
simplicity. Forest charges are a simple percentage of the check price. How
ever, wi th an ad valorem Royal ty rate of 6% and an ad valorem Timber Export Tax 
rdte of 20% on export logs, Indonesian ad valorem forest charges can capture 
only 6% plus 20% - a combined 26% - of any increase in log prices as additional 
revenue, leaving the re1naining 74% of any price increase as additional profit 
to the forest industry. A formula approach such as that of Sabah, Malaysia, 
described in Section 10.5, below, may be better able to address this problem. 

Sarawak, Malaysia: The Export Tax on logs, based on the declared FOB 
value, is the only value related (ad valorem) forest charge in Sarawak. It is 
levied in addition to the Timber Royalties discussed above (Section 10.3). 
From 1974 to 1980 the Export Tax was 5% of the declared FOB value of logs 
exported. The rate was raised to 10% in 1980. 

Philippines: For the Philippines, export taxes on logs, timber, 
and plywood provide examples of value related (ad valorem) forest 

Nearly all other forest charges in the Philippines, such as those 
above (Section 10.3), are administratively set fixed-rate charges. 

veneer 
charges. 
discussed 

The export taxes on logs are based on "guide prices" established by 
the Central Bank, and revised monthly. These guide prices correspond roughly 
to FOB prices of logs. The guide prices are used to avoid the problems of 
under-dec laratlon of pr ices which might occur if export taxes were based on 
declared FOB prices of individual log shipments. 

Export tax rates for logs have varied considerably over time. Rates 
on logs, originally set at 10%, were reduced to 4%, eliminated in early 1974, 
and then reimposed at 20% in 1979. In spite of the increase in export tax 
rates, log export restrictions and log export quotas have made the export taxes 
on logs a less important revenue source for the government. 

Export tax rates on lumber, veneer and plywood have remained at a 
uniform ad valorem rate of 4% of FOB values for long time. As a result of the 
lower tax rate, and the lesser incentive for under-declaring of pr ices, the 
Central Bank normally accepts the declared FOB prices rather than utilizing the 
guide prices for processed products. Export restrictions for lumber, veneer 
and plywood are less stringent, and so exports and revenues from the export tax 
on processed products are less restricted than those on logs. 

The only other ad valorem charges in the Philippines are those o,n 
minor forest products such as rattan, resins, tanbank, vines and buttresses. 
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Forest charges for these are set at 10% of the market value of each, but based 
on "assessed market values" that are laid down in the Forest Regulations, 
rather than declared values, market prices or posted prices. Thus ad valorem 
charges on minor forest products are, in practice, equivalent to administra
tively set, fixed-rate charges. 

10.4.2 Evaluation of Value Related (Ad Valorem) Charges 

Financial Revenue to the Government: With ad valorem based charges, 
the adjustment of the level of forest charges in price changes and inflation is 
both automatic and prompt. Thus ad valorem charges are likely to be more 
effective than administratively set, fixed-rate charges in responding to infla
tionary changes in log or product prices, and in collecting revenue. 

The effectiveness of ad valorem based charges, in capturing a share 
of the stumpage value of the standing timber is illustrated in Table 10.2 by an 
ad valorem export charge on logs. Table 10.2 evaluates the irupac t of both 
price increases and increases in logging costs on stumpage values. Stumpage 
values of standing timber are compared with the export tax revenue per cubic 
metre collected from an export tax based on a given ad valorem percentage of 
the export price of logs. 

Initially (Situation A, column 2), with export logs selling at a 
price of US $80.00/m3, and with transport costs to port and logging costs as 
given, the residually determined derived demand stumpage price is calculated 
as US $20.00/m3 

initial situation (Situation A, column 2), export tax rates 
the export price of logs will reflect a proportion of the 
An export tax of 20% will collect US $16. 00/m3, 80% of the 

In this 
of up to 25% of 
stumpage value. 
stumpage value. Export Taxes above 25% would discourage production. 

At the initial price level, a relatively low percentage ad valorem 
export charge will collect a reasonable share of the stumpage value. However, 
it will no longer do 80 as prices rise. 

With a doubling in export prices to US $160.00/m3 (Table 10.2, 
Situation B, column 3), the stumpage value does not just double. It increases 
by five times, to US $100.00/m3 • At the former 20% ad valorem rate, govern
ment revenues doubles to US $32. 00/m3. However, the 20% ad valorem export 
charge, rather than collecting 80% of the stumpage value, as before. now 
collects only 32% of the stumpage value (US $32.00/m3 in revenue compared to 
stumpage value of US $100.00/m3). To collect 80% of the stumpage value. as 
before, the ad valorem rate would have to be raised to 50%. 

If logging costs now double to US $80.00/m3 (Table 10.2, Situation 
C, column 4). stumpage value i8 reduced. and a lower ad valorem rate would be 
called for. Stumpage value is reduced to US$60.00/m3 (compared to Situation 
B). To reflect stumpage value, the ad valorem rate 8hould not exceed about 
37%. Situation C might be used to illu8trate a more marginal stand with higher 
logging cost8. Comparing Situation8 Band C, sugge8t8 that royalty rates 
8hould be adju8ted up or down to reflect difference8 in logging C08t8 and other 
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Table 10.2 

COMPARISON OF STUMPAGE VALUES AND AD VALOREM EXPORT TAX RATES 
UNDER CHANGING EXPORT LOG PRICES AND LOGGING COSTS 

Situation A Situation B Situation C 
Ini tial Level Higher Log Higher Log 
of Log Prices Prices Prices and 

Determination of Stumpage Value & and Costs Logging Costs 
Comearison with Exeort Tax Rates (US ~/m3) ~US $/m3) ~US $/m3) 

(1) (2) (3) (4 ) 

Determination of Stumeaae Values 

Export price of logs (US $/m3) 80.00 160.00 160.00 
Less: Transport cost to port (US $/m3) 20.00 20.00 20.00 

Roadside Value (US $/m3) 60.00 140.00 140.00 
Less: Logging cost (US $/m3) 40.00 40.00 80.00 

Stumpage value of standing timber (US $/m3) 
20.00 100.00 60.00 

Exeort Tax Revnues 

At ad valorem rates of 10% 8.00 16.00 16.00 
20% 20% 16.00 32.00 32.00 
30% 24.00 48.00 30% 48.00 
40% 32.00 64.00 64.00 
50% 40.00 80.00 80.00 
60% 48.00 60% 96.00 96.00 
70% 54.00 112.00 112.00 
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cost factors affecting stumpage values. If ad valorem rates were raised to 
50%, as in Situation B, then marginal stands representl:!d by Situation C will 
not be cut. 

This simple illustration identifies some of the major problems faced 
in designing a forest revenue system in general, and, in particular, the 
problems of ad valorem forest charge in reflecting stumpage values. 

Administration Cost and Practicality: Ad valorem charges can be 
based on a single uniform ad valorelQ percentage rate, as is common. This is 
extremely simple. A single ad valorem percentage rate will automatically 
result in charges per cubic metre that vary with prices, species, grades or 
other characteristics identified. For example, a uniform ad valorem rate will 
result in a 60% greater charge per cubic metre for species priced 60% higher. 
Thus less variation in ad valorem rates between species, etc., is required than 
for administratively set, fixed-rate charges. Variation in ad valorem rates 
vill still be required if the charges are to accurately reflect stumpage 
values. It is possible to vary the ad valorem rates, as is done by the Ivory 
Coast. 

With ad valorem based charges, adjustment of rates will be required 
less frequently than for administratively set, fixed-rate charges, an admini
strative advantage. An unchanged ad valorem percentage rate will automatically 
result in an increased charge per cubic metre as prices rise in response to 
inflation, or other factors. A 30% increase in prices viII result in a 30% 
rise in the charge per cubic metre, without any need to alter the ad valorem 
rates. 

For these reasons ad valorem charges offer administrative advantage 
of simplicity, along with some flexibility and a degree of automatic adjustment 
to changing conditions. 

As ad valorem chargeE require readily identifiable prices upon which 
to base the charges, they are most commonly utilized for export charges. Ad 
valorem export changes based on the declared FOB prices of shipments are 
administratively simple. They are sui table where ad valorem rates are low. 
But, at higher ad valorem rates, under-declaration of FOB prices is encouraged, 
and it may then be better to use posted export prices instead. 

The establishment and revision of posted export prices will require 
reliable market data on prices, as well as the skilled manpower to analyze and 
evaluate the price data, and from then to establish or rl:!vise the posted 
prices. Given reliable market data, and once an appropriate system has been 
established, the regular review and revision of posted prices need not be 
difficult, judging from the experience of countries that are using posted 
export prices. 

Economic Efficiency in Utiltization and Forest Management: Ad 
valorem charges can reflect some of the factors affecting stumpage values. For 
example, they can reflect part of the variation in stumpage values attributable 
to variation in the log or product prices to which the rates are applied. 
However. a single ad valorem rate will not be able to fully reflect stumpage 
values. As shown. a low rate may satisfactorily reflect the stumpage value of 
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the less valuable timber, but it will capture only part of that of the more 
valuable timber. Over-cutting of the more valuable timber w-il1 continue. If 
t he ad valorem percentage rate is raised, the charge per cubic metre on the 
lesser valued timber may exceed its stumpage value and the timber w-ill be left 
uncut. Thus an ad valorem cho.rge can only partially achieve utlltization and 
forest management objectives. 

To more fully reflect stumpage values and achieve utilization and 
forest management objectives, it will be necessary to vary the ad valorem 
rates. For example, in the Ivory Coast higher ad valorem rates are levied on 
the more valuable species and are applied to posted export prices that are set 
almost equal to, or even slightly above FOB prices. Lower ad valorem rates are 
levied on the lower valued species and are applied to lower posted export 
prices set at perhaps 50% to 60% of FOB price. Thus the resulting charges per 
cubic metre will vary more widely than log prices and 80, perhaps, reflect 
more accurately the stumpage value of high and low priced species. 

While ad valorem charges can, at least partially, reflect stumpage 
values with respect to prices, species and grades, they can not reflect differ
ences due to factors such as distance, logging costs, ground conditions or 
stand conditions. Thus ad valorem charges can not serve to influence utiliza
tion, or forest management, unless these factors are explicitly brought into 
the system of charges. For example, ad valorem charges can not be used to 
discourage over-cutting of near stands nor to encourage cutting of distant 
stands, unless distance is specifically included as a factor. 

Distribution of Economic Effects, Revenue and Income: As a result of 
their basic simplicity of structure, ad valorem charges themselves do not 
provide much scope for use as instruments to influence employment, regional 
development, prices or foreign exchange earnings. To address these objectives, 
a variety of rates would be required. Export charges can have significant 
effects on employment, prices, etc., as a result of the domestic processing 
incentives generated by export taxes and illustrated by the examples of Chapter 
8 (Section 8.11) and the evaluation of Chapter 9 (Section 9.11). However these 
effects result from the export taxes themselves, from the fact that export 
charges are levied on export logs, but not on logs processed domestically, 
rather than from the structure of the ad valorem rates. 

With ad valorem charges the distribution of stumpage value between 
the government and the forest industry will depend, not only on the ad valorem 
rate, but also upon the logging and other costs incurred. In general, the 
proportion of stumpage values captured will be greater the higher the ad 
valorem rate, but the exact proportion of stumpage values captured cannot be 
easily specified. Stumpage values depend on both prices and costs. 

Overall Evaluation of Value Related (Ad Valorem) Charges: Ad valorem 
rates have strong advantages of simplicity, and of automatic adjustment to 
inflation and to changing prices ~ Ad valorem charges also automatically vary 
between species in response to differences in prices. Thus ad valorem charges 
can reflect, at least a part of the variation in stumpage values. By varying 
rates between species groups and varying posted export charges, as done in the 
Ivory Coast, ad valorem charges can be made to reflect stumpage values more 
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closely, and thereby achieve utilization and forest management objectives more 
effectively. 

10.5 FORMULA APPROACHES TO SETTING FOREST CHARGES 

The formula approach to establishing the level of forest charges is 
an extension of the ad valorem based approach. In the ad valorem approach, 
the charge is established as a specified percentage of the price (whether FOB 
prices or posted prices). In essence ad valorem charges are derived by a 
simple formula with one variable, price. 

In formula approaches to setting the level of forest charges, the 
levels of the charges are based on a relationship, not only with prices, but 
also with other factors, such as costs, and perhaps distance, stand conditions, 
or terrain. 

Establishing the level of forest charges by a formula helps to over
come some of the problems faced by administratively set charges; the adjustment 
of charges for changing prices and costs, and the delays in their implementa
tion as revised schedules of charges. In addition, formula approaches, by 
including other parameters and variables in the formula, attempt to reflect 
stumpage values more precisely, and consequently can be better forest revenue 
sources. 

With forest charges established by formula, the charges are auto
matically revised as the prices of logs or processed products change, and as 
the costs and other factors included in the formula change. With the formula 
specified, these adjustments will take place monthly, quarterly, or annually, 
as the case may be, and implemented immediately, thereby overcoming a major 
problem of administratively set charges. 

10.5.1 Examples of Formula Approaches 

The forest revenue system of Sabah, Malaysia is 
effective revenue systems among developing countries. 
formulae, the center piece of its forest revenue system, 
example of the formula approach, an example which may be 
application to other countries. 

one of the most 
Sabah's royal ty 
is an excellent 

of interest or 

Sabah, Malaysia: Sabah's forest revenue system includes formulae 
both for export logs, for logs processed in Sabah, and for other forest pro
ducts such as Mangrove pulpwood chips. 

These formulae, first introduced in 1970 were revised in June 1979 
following a study by the Task Force on Forest Revenues (Sabah, Malaysia 1977 
Report of the Task Force on Forest Revenues). The Task Force recommended that 
the formula approach be strengthened, with changes in the basic allowances to 
reflect increases in logging costs, and an increase in the royalty coefficient 
to capture a greater share of the increase in log prices since 1970. These 
were adopted in 1979, along with an additional formula for higher priced logs. 
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The Government of Sabah also requested a study of the forest revenue 
system by FAO, which began about the time when the Government implemented the 
1979 revisions. The FAO study supported both the general conclusion of the 
Task Force study and the 1979 revisions adopted. The FAO study also found the 
formula approach appropriate and the general structure of the formulae satis
factory. It suggested a number of refinements and simplifications (FAO 1980 
Sabah Timber Industry Royalty Appraisal and Market Study, Terminal Report). 

The Royalty formulae for export logs are the most important of the 
formulae in terms of revenue, since Sabah currently exports over 90% of its log 
production. They are also of greatest interest in terms of their potential 
for application to other countries. These Royalty formulae for export logs 
were described in Chapter 8. As revised in 1979, the formulae are as follows: 

Where: R = Royalty Malaysian $/Hft. 

FOB z FOB log price in Malaysian $/Hft. (derived from prices 
received by the Sabah Foundation for export logs) 

For all species classes other than Class A (Class B, C, D, E, Other)l/ 

- where FOB is $1.80 or less R = 0.1 (FOB) 

- where FOB is $1.80 to M $8.00 R = 0.1 (FOB) + 0.5 (FOB - $1.80) 
This is simplified to R = 0.6 (FOB - $1.50) 

- where FOB is $8.00 or more 
This is simplified to 

For Class A species~/ 

R = 0.1 (FOB) + 0.6 (FOB -$2.66) 
R m 0.7 (FOB - $2.28) 

R II: 0.25 (FOB). 

Based on these formulae, Royalties per Hoppus cubic foot for 
export logs are calculated monthly for each species class (class A, B, C, D, E 
and Other) using the average net FOB prices of logs received by the Sabah 

1/ The royalty formulae (for Class B, C, D, E, Other species) converted to the 
equivalent in cubic metres and US dollars and based on an exchange rate of 
M $2.25 • US $1.00 are as follows: 
a. where FOB is US $22.00/m3 R - 0.1 (FOB) US$/m3 
b. where FOB is US $22.00 to US$98.50/m3 R· 0.6 (FOB - 18.50) US $/m3 
c. when FOB is US$98.50/m3 or more R • 0.7 (FOB - 28.00) US $/m3• 

~I It is something of a puzzle why logs of class A species are treated separ
ately. Both the Task Force and the FAO study suggest the inclusion of 
class A under the other formu~ae. 
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Foundation, the government enterprise which is the major concession holder and 
a major log exporter.l/ 

Two key features of the formulae are: (a) the deduction froID FOB 
prices and (b) the marginal, or incremental royalty on price increases or 
higher valued species classes. These result in Royalties which more closely 
reflect stumpage values and make possible higher Royalties that are more 
senstitive to varying conditions or price changes. 

The first feature, the deduction from FOB prices approximates a basic 
allowance for average logging costs, transportation costs and normal profits on 
these operations. These deductions are equivalent to a "cost allowance" of 
$1. 50 Malaysian/Hft. (US $18.50/m3 ) or $2.28 Malaysian/Hft. (US $28.00/m3 ) 
depending on the level of log prices.~/ 

The second key feature of the formulae is the marginal, or incremen
tal Royalty. For species classes priced between $1.80 and $8.00 Malaysian/Hft. 
(US $20.00 to $98.50/m3 ) the marginal, or incremental Royalty is 0.6. Thus 
the royalty equation captures 60% of any price increase, leaving 40% as addi
tional profit for the forest industry. For species classes priced above $8.00 
Malaysian/Hft. (US $98.50/m3 ) the marginal or incremental Royalty is 0.7, and 
thus the equation will capture 70% of price increases. The formula also 
provides the industry with a 60%, or 70% reduction in the Royalty for any 
reduction in log prices. Thus the government shares both in any increase or 
decline in log prices. 

crudely, 
profits, 
Royalty. 
value of 
revenue. 

By including a deduction in the formulae representing, if only 
a rough "cost allowance" for logging, transportation and normal 
it is then possible to incorporate a higher marginal, or incremental 

The Royal ty formulae is then better able to reflect the stumpage 
the timber, and to collect a larger share of stumpage value as 

As a result of these features, Sabah's Royalties, derived from the 
formulae were responsive to the rapid increase in export log prices in the 
1970's, so that Sabah's Royalties are claimed to be among the highest forest 
charges in the world on tropical timber. For example, for the Class B species 

1/ Net FOB prices are arrived at by deducting stevedoring costs and agents 
commissions from the value per Hoppus cubic foot received on board the 
ship. 

For log prices from $1.80 to $8.00 Malaysian/Hft. (US $22.00 to 
$98.50/m3 ) the deduction in the formula is $1.80, equivalent to a "cost 
allowance" of $1.50 Malaysian/Hft. (US $18.50/m3 ) in the simplified 
formula. For log prices above $8.00 Malaysian/Hft. (US $98.50/m3). The 
deduction in the formula is $2.66" equivalent to a "cost allowance" of 
$2.28 Malaysian/Hft. (US $28.00/mJ ) in the simplified formula. This 
higher cost allowance for log prices above $8.00 Malaysian/Hft. is 
necessary to adjust for the higher marginal Royalty and to ensure a smooth 
progression of royalties. 
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group, which account~ for over 60% of Sabah's log exports and contRins the most 
valuable species, the Royalty r<ites in April 1980 were set at $5.89 Malaysian/ 
Hft., (US$76.0U/m3). The Rdditional Timber Development charge of $0.50 
Malaysian/ Hft. (US $6.50/m3 ) raised total export char.ses to $6.39 Malaysian/ 
Hft. (US $82.40/m3). These export charges represented 58% of the FOB log 
price of class B species, which was then $10.69 Malaysian/Hft. (US $138/m3). 

Sabah's royalty system and the level of Royalties do not appear to 
have deterred either log production, or exports. Log exports rose rapidly 
through the 1970's, until export quota's were introduced, and exports subse
quently pressed against the quotas. Thus, it might have been possible to raise 
Royalties on export logs and stlll achieve the same level of exports as was 
allowed under the quota. 

Royalties for export logs of Class A species are calculated under a 
separate formula: R = 0.25 (FOB) M$/Hft. as already noted. This formula is 
equivalent to an ad valorem Royalty of 25% of the export price. The formula 
for Class A species does not include a basic allowance representing costs and 
as a result the marginal royalty rate applied can not be as high. Without the 
basic allowance Royalties might be too hi8h to allow an adequate return at low 
prices, while not capturing an adequa te share of the stumpage value at higher 
prices. Consequently the formula for Class A species is not as effective as 
the other formulae, in reflecting stumpage values and as a forest revenue 
source, nor is it a.s responsive to chan8ing log prices. For example, the 
Royalty on the Class A species groupings in April 1980 was set at $2.05 
Malaysian/Hft., based on an average net FOB price of $8.20 Malaysian/Hft. Yet 
the royalty for Class E, the lowest ~alued species grouping, calculated by the 
more sophisticated formula, at $3.27 Malays ian/Hft. was more than 50% higher 
than that on Class A, although the FOB price of Class E species was actually 
lower ($6.95 Malaysian/Hft.). 

Royal ties 011 logs processed in Sabah art:! calculated under a separate 
formula. For logs processed in Sabah the Royalty formulae are: 

Based on logs 

Based on Sawnwood 

R = 0.07 (FOB) 

R '"' 0.15 (FOB) 

Where: R = Royalty in Malaysian $/Hft. 

FOB = FOB log price in Malaysian $/Hft. 

Royal ties for logs processed in Sabah can be paid either on the log 
input, or on the sawnwood produced, as explained il1 Chapter 8 (Section 8.9). 
Like the Royalty formula for export logs of Class A species, these formulae are 
equivalent to an ad valorem charge of 7% on logs or 15% on sawnwood (with both 
based on log prices). 

10.5.2 Evaluation of Formula Approaches to Setting ~'orest Charges 

Financial Revenue to the Government: Formula approaches, like ad 
valorem set charges, are likely to be more effective than administratively set 
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charges as revenue sources. Like ad valorem charges, adjustment to 
fluctuations in log, and product prices and to general inflation, is both 
automatic and timely. 

Formula approaches, such as that of Sabah, Malaysia, which include a 
fixed deduction, reflecting cost or other factors, are able to apply a higher 
marginal charge to incremental price increases, and to the differences in 
prices between species and grades. Consequently, they can better reflect 
stumpage values, changes in stumpage values over time, or variations in 
stumpage values between species; and thus capture a higher proportion of that 
stumpage value. 

As a result, revenues from formula approaches will rise over time in 
response to increases in the prict!s of logs or processed products upon which 
the formula is based, and likely rise more than revenues from ad valorem 
charges. Revenues will also fluctuate over time in response to cyclical 
changes in demand for logs or produc ts, again more than revenues from ad 
valorem charges. While revenues from formula based charges can be higher than 
those from ad valorem charges, they are also likely to be less stable over 
time. 

Administration Cost and Practicality: If the formula has been kept 
simple, and is carefully designed, with the administrative procedures for its 
implication carefully worked out, then the administration of the formula 
approach, and its regular application in setting forest charges should involve 
routine procedures, require a minimum of manpower, and involve minimal annual 
operating cost. Thus if efficiently designed, the formula approach to setting 
forest charges should involve fairly substantial manpower requirements and 
administative costs in the design and implementation stage, but relatively low 
manpower requirements and costs in its operation. Investment of manpower in 
the design and implementation can payoff through savings in annual operating 
costs and manpower. 

In establishing the formula, care is required to ensure that the 
formula parameters are correct and will remain appropriate with rising prices, 
and under fluctuating market prices, changing costs and inflation. ~stablish

ing the parameters of the formula will require estimates of logging, transpor
tation and processing costs, and some form of stumpage appraisal, if forest 
charges are to reflect stumpage values, generate revenue and achieve the forest 
management and utilization objectives. 

To be sure that the formula is designed to remain appropriate under 
changing conditions of prices, costs and other factors, a sensitivity analysis 
of the formula should be carried out. This can be done by testing the formula, 
calculating the charges for a full range of alternative conditions of prices, 
cost changes and other factors, that might be encountered; in each case com
paring the calculated charges with the stumpage values applicable to that set 
of conditions. If the charges defined by the formula differ markedly from the 
stumpage value applicable to the particular set of conditions, then the para
meters of the formula can be adjusted to bring the calculated charges into line 
with the stumpage value. 
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Revision of the formula will be required from time to time, but revi
sion will certainly be less urgent than for administratively set charges. 
Revision should also be required less frequently than for ad valorem charges. 

The key requirement of the formula approach is the availability on a 
regular bas1s (monthly, quarterly or annually, depending on the frequency of 
adjustment of the charges) of reliable prices for logs or processed products, 
the data upon which to base the formula. These prices should approximate 
competitively established prices received by the forest industry, and not be 
influenced or manipulated by the firms involved. 

If there is some uncertainty about the prices, or if forest industry 
firms can influence the prices, then the formula should be based on derived 
prices that reflect the prices adjusted for any imperfections, manipulations or 
aberrations. Examples include the posted export prices used for ad valorem 
export charges and discussed in the previous section (Section 10.4): the valeur 
mercuriale prices used in the Ivory Coast, the "check prices" used in Indonesia 
and the "guide prices" used in the Philippines. Sabah's formula utilized the 
export prices obtained by the quasi government Sabah Foundation. 

Certainty of liability for the forest industry should pose no problem 
if the formula is relatively simple, easily understood and known in advance. 
The actual forest charge per cubic metre will depend on the price of the logs 
or forest products about the time the timber is cut, and so is not known before 
hand. Nevertheless firms in the forest industry may be happier with charges 
which vary with log or product price, and so leave them with more stable 
profits. 

Economic Efficiency in Utilization and Forest Management: If the 
formula used can reflect those variables that affect stumpage values - vari
ables such as species, grade, diameter, location, stand conditions and ground 
conditions - then ut llization will be encouraged and forest management objec
tives achieved. However, the more variables that are included, the more 
complex the formula, and the greater the chance of problems. Utilization and 
f.orest management objectives should be achieved with as simple a formula as 
possible. 

Sabah's 
reasonably well. 
(six in all), but 
allow for logging 

royalty formula is simple, yet it can reflect stumpage values 
It is based on prices for a limited number of species groups 
not log grades, and it includes a simple fixed deduction to 
costs. 

The basic allowance for logging costs is an important component of 
the Sabah's formula. It contributes greatly to the formula's effectiveness in 
reflecting stumpage values among species. As a result it will help to encourage 
the increased utilization of the lower valued species and a reduction in over
cutting of the more valuable species. 

If formula approaches do not include distance in the formula, over
cutting of nearby stands will be encourged, while distant stands are under-cut. 
To overcome this and encourage efficient utilization, a distance factor COUld. 
be included in the formula where feasible. Such a distance factor was con-:
sidered by the FAO study as a workable addition to Sabah's royalty system. 
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(FAO 1980 Sabah Timber Industry Royalty AppraIsal and Market Study, Tet'1l1inal 
Report). In Sabah, the Sabah FoundAtion already includes a distance factor in 
the contract prices it pays its logging contractors. 

Distribution of Economic Effects, Revenue and Income: Fot'1l1ula 
approaches provides scope for adjusting forest charges to encourage employment, 
forest activities in selected regions, dotnest ic processing, or the avail ab 11 ity 
of processed products. These economic objectives can be achieved by varying 
the factors in the formula, by including additional factors, or by using two or 
more formulae. Sabah, for example applies separate formulae to export logs and 
to those processed domestically. 

The distribution of the stumpage value of timber between revenue to 
the government and profits to the forest industry will be determined by the 
structure of the fot'1l1ula chosen, and on the parameters within that formula. If 
the formula and parameters are set appropriately, then the formula can work to 
collect for the government a reasonable share of the value of the timber, 
leaving companies with a not'1l1al rate of return, And the remaining share of the 
value of the timber as additional profits. 

For example, Sabah's formula for export logs, priced above $8.00 
Malaysian/Hft. (US $98.50/m3 ), is set to collect 70% of any price increase or 
variation in price between species groups leaving 30% to the forest industry. 
If the basic allowance of $2. 28/Hft (US $28. 00/m3) r~asollably reflects the 
logging costs and normal profit, and if the prices used reflect the prices 
obtained, then the fot'1l1ula will reasonably reflec t stumpage values, and the 
shares of stumpage values will be 70% to the government, 30% to the forest 
industry. 

Overall Evaluation of Formula Approachel!,: Formula approaches, if 
carefully designed and kept simple, have advantages in administration which can 
reduce manpower r~quirements and administrative costs. The formula can include 
a cost allowance (such as that of Sabah, Malaysia) and so collect a reasonable 
proportion of stumpage values. They call also be used to encourage desired 
patterns of utilization or forest management, Although care and skill is 
required to ensure the desired results are obtained. Some level of timber 
appraisal will be required in establishing the parameters of the formula. There 
is scope for more extensive, but cautious, application of formulae in setting 
charges. 

10.6 NEGOTIATION OF FOREST CHARGES 

Negotiation of the level of forest charges has been used in a few 
countries, and on larger concessions, to establish the level of charges, in 
conjunction with the negotiation of the other terms and conditions of the 
concession. 

In spite of the seeming simplicity of negotiation, there are com
plexities, problems and dangers to this approach. For effective negotiations, 
the government requires knowledge of the forest industry, the value of logs and 
forest products, and the costs of logging, hauling and processing. The 
companies have this information already, and thus are in a stronger bargaining 
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posi tion, giving them the advantage in negotiations. Without detailed informa
t ion on costs and revenues, the government is likely to remain in a weak 
bargaining position. As a result, the forest charges agreed to may be 
relatively low, and perhaps collect only a small share of the value of 
concessions, or of the stumpage values of the timber cut, leaving the larger 
share to the concession holder as prof! ts. 

Only if the government has reasonable knowledge of prices, costs and 
industry conditions, and therefore reasonable bargaining power, should it 
consider negotiation as a means of establishing the level of certain charges. 

10.6.1 Examples of Negotiation of Forest Charges 

Negotiation of forest charges is not widely used. It is most often 
applied in special circumstances, and thus not easily documented. Only two 
illustrations are presented frOID the countries surveyed. 

Liberia: Prior to the establishment of a standard concession agree
ment in 1973, concession agreements were negotiated ind ividually. This 
apparently resulted in considerable variation in the terms and conditions, 
particularly those relating to tax reductions and to the establishment of 
processing plants but also, in some cases, for forest charges. For example, two 
major concessions reportedly have a lower negotiated volume based "Severance 
Fees" and two have a negotiated reduc tion in the volume based export charge, 
the "Industrial Incentive Fee". 

Ghana: Prior to the establishment of a uniform national concession 
policy and uniform national forest charges in the early 1960's, forest con
cessions and forest charges were negotiated between the companies and the 
individual Stools, the titled chiefs who hold the land in trust for the local 
residents. With many Stools throughout the country, each had little individual 
bargaining power in negotiating concession terms or forest charges. As a 
result both charges and concession terms varied widely, and forest charges were 
said to be relatively low. 

10.6.2 Evaluation of the Negotiation of Forest Charges 

Financial Revenue to the Government: The level of charges and the 
revenues collected depend very much on the bargaining power of the governmertt. 
As suggested in the opening paragraphs, the bargaining power depends on the 
information and knowledge available to the government and on its ability to use 
this knowl edge. 

Negotiation involves bilateral discussion between government and the 
potential buyer(s). Where competition between users can be introduced through 
simultaneous negotiation with two or more potential buyers, higher negotiated 
charges may be achieved. Potential buyers should be made aware of these compe
titive negotiations, both to stimulate agreement to higher charges and in 
fairness. Competition can also be encouraged for example by restricting the. 
number of concessions available 80 that the number of potential concessiop 
holders exceeds the concessions available. 
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In negotiation of forest charges, it is important that escalation 
clauses be included for the adjustment of charges over time for inflation, 
price increases, or cost increases. In addition, the conditions for the 
reopening of negotiations should be spelled out. If so, then higher overall 
charges and greater revenues are more likely, and uncertainty on the part of 
the industry over arbitrary reopening of negotiation will be reduced. It is 
better for both sides that uncertainty be reduced. Commonly in negotiations 
both the adjustment of charges over time and the conditi.ons for reopening of 
negotiations have been overlooked, and agreed charges have remained unchanged 
over long periods. With inflation, these fixed charges agreed to have shrunk 
in importance. 

Administration Cost and Practicality: In negotiation, administration 
costs and -manpower requirements will obviously depend on the seriousness with 
which the negotiations are taken. Negotiation will be simple and easy, with 
low administration cost, only if the government t~kes negotiating lightly and 
cOllles to the negotiating table unprepared. But in such cases, wi th weak bar
gaining power, the government may have to settle for relatively low charges 
that yield less revenue. 

If the government is to enter neogitations well prepared, then nego
tiations can involve significant requirements for information and for manpower, 
with implications for administration costs. First, considerable manpower and 
costs will be required in collecting information on costs and prices, and in 
appraiSing the value of the timber and of the concessions both to the buyer and 
to itself. Second, negotiation will require a considerable amount of the ti.me 
of senior officials, not only in the actual negotiations themselves, but also 
in preparations, and in directing the information gathering and analysis 
beforehand. 

Finally, negotiation can result in considerable tensions and pres
sures on forestry administrators from firms seeking to obtain timber or conces
sions at low charges. This can place officials in difficult positions. 

Negotiations which lead to differing charges among concessions can 
resul t in a confusing structure of charges and in increased administration 
costs. Consequently, it is suggested that negotiations be in terms of lump-sum 
bonus payments on concessions, leaving the structure of forest charges on the 
timber harvested uniform and unaltered. 

Economic Efficiency in Utilization and Forest Management: Negotiation 
has the advantages of flexibility. In theory negotiation can achieve forest 
charges that reflect the value of timber as well as differentials with respect 
to species and other characteristics. If so, then negotiation could be effec
tive in directing timber to its most efficient and most valuable use, in 
encouraging full utilization of less valuable species and in discouraging over
cutting of more valuable species. In practice, however, negotiation has not 
been successful in both establishing the levels of several charges, and in 
maintaining the appropriate relationship amongst charges required to reflect 
their relative value. Negotiation is better suited to establishing a single 
overall level of charges, leaving the structure.of charges to be determined by 
other means. 
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Distribution of Economic Effects, Revenue and Income: Negotiation of 
the level of charges, in conjunction with the negotiation of other terms and 
conditions on concessions may be used to influence economic development. The 
lel/els of negotiated charges can be used to influence employment, regional 
development, the availability of forest products, or foreign exchange earnings. 
For example, lower charges negotiated on logs processed locally can lead to 
increased employment and availability of processed products. Lower charges 
negotiated in a particular region of the country can stimulate activity within 
that region. However, again, in practice, negotiation may not be successful in 
achieving these objectives. 

The distribut ion of the stumpage values of timber cut, and of the 
value of concessions between revenues to the government and profits to the 
forest industry is an obvious outcome of the negotiations process. The opening 
paragraphs emphasized the importance of the government's bargaining power in 
negotiating charges. The bargaining power of the two sides, and their skill in 
using it, are key fac tors determining the levels of charges and the distribu
tion of stumpage values. 

Overall Evaluation of Negotiated Charges: Negotiation of forest 
charges theoretically offers advantages of flexibility in establishing a 
structure of charges which can achieve the objectives of revenue, utilization, 
forest management and economic development. Yet, in practice negotiation can 
not achieve all of these. 

Negotiation is more appropriate to establishing the level of conces
sion charges than to charges on the timber cut. Negotiation of the level of 
concession charges such as licence fees, annual ground rentals, or other 
concession fees can serve to capture a share of the value of the concessions 
identified in Chapter 6. These values will vary among concessions, and so may 
be conveniently reflected in concession charges. 

Negotiation is not as appropriate in establishing the level of 
charges related to the volumes of timber harvested. The negotiation of volume 
based charges on individual concessions could easily result in a complex and 
confusing struc ture of charges, wi th di fferent rates for each concession and 
increased administration costs resulting from the variety of separate rates. 

10.7 OPEN-BID AND SEALED BID AUCTIONS 

Auc tions can be used to allocate timber, or to allocate concessions 
and other timber rights. Auctions simultaneously allocate timber, or timber 
rights, among users and establish the level of forest charges. However, the 
present study is concerned primarily with their "price setting" role in esta
blishing the level of charges. 

Auctions can take place either by open, oral bidding, or by sealed
tender bidding. Bidding is usually based on the monetary terms, and in terms 
of the price per cubic metre on timber cut; or as an initial, bonus payment on 
lwnp-sUlll timber sales, concessions and other timber rights. However, bidding 
could serve to establish the level of any of the types of forest charges dis~ 
cussed in the two previous chapters. It is also possible to include other 
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terms and conditions in the bidding, for instance silvicultural terms, regener
ation terms, road construction proposals, although this is uncommon. 

Under certain well defined conditions of competition among buyers 
auctions can work well to identify the buyer's will1ngness-to-pay, and to 
capture that value in the form of forest charges on the timber or concessions. 

10.7.1 Open-Bid Versus Sealed-Bid Auctions 

Open-Bid Auctions: In open-bid auctions, commonly termed oral 
auctions, bidders usually gather in one place at the same time. Bids are 
signalled orally or visually to the auctioneer. The level of each bid, and 
perhaps also the bidder, is known to all bidders. 

Bidding can proceed either with ascending bids from buyers until the 
highest bid is achieved or by decending bids, called by auctioneer, until a bid 
is offered and a buyer identified. 

In the ascending bid system, the bidding begins Rt an "upset price" 
which can be either a minimum, reserve price, or the appraised price .11 bids 
are raised and freely announced until there is no bidder Irliling to -make a 
higher bid. Thus the sale is made to the most eager bidder. at a price just 
above the maximum willingness-to-pay of the second most-eager bidder. 

In the decending bid system, the bidding is started at a price 
certain to be above the maximum willingness-to-pay of any buyer, and is lowered 
by the auctioneer in increments until a bid is received. Thus the price bid 
will be below the maximum willingness-to-pay of the most eager bidder, but may 
not be above that of the second most eager bidder or other bidders. The 
bidding should not be allowed to fall below the "upset price", known only to 
the auctioneer, and based on this seller's minimum price.!1 

Sealed-Bid Auctions: In sealed-bid, or sealed-tender auctions bidders 
have time to consider whether to bid and to decide on the level of the bid. 
Bids, or tenders, are submitted in writing, and in sealed envelopes, thus the 
term sealed-tender auction. Bids are opened only after the deadline. Unless 
there is collusion among bidders, the bidders will not know each others bid. 

The usual practice in calling for sealed-tender bids is to award the 
sale, or contrac t, to the highest bidder. Bidders will enter bids which are 
slightly above their estimates of other anticipated bids but below their own 
maximum willingness-to-pay value. Thus bids will depend on the bidder's assess
ment of the valuations of other bidders. 

!/ For timber concessions the upset price should be at least the government's 
minimum value of the timber of the concession, as identified in Chapters 5 
and 6 (Sections 5.1 to 5.4 and 6.3). 

!/ For timber, or concessions, this would be the government's minimum price 
mentioned above. 
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An alternative approach, not commonly used, but one worth consider
ing, is to invite bids on the understanding that the sale or contract will be 
awarded to the highest bidder, but at a price equal to the second highest bid. 
Bidding the maximum willingness-to-pay will be the dominant strategy under this 
approach, since it maximizes the probability of winning the award, while the 
benefit obtained will depend on the bid of an independent bidder. Thus it may 
achieve higher prices. 

Comparing the Levels of Bids in Open-Bid and Sealed-Bid Auctions: In 
comparing open-bid and sealed-bid auctions the level of bids generated is an 
important concern. The prevailing view is that, in general, sealed-bid 
auctions will generate slightly higher prices than open-bid auctions, because 
collusion or tacit cooperation among bidders is facilitated by open-bidding 
(Johnson 1979 Oral Auction Versus Seal Bids; Mead 1966 Competition and 
Oligopsony in the Douglas Fir Lumber Industry:188). This view is borne out by 
theoretical analysis and by expe rimental results .1/ This has been generally 
confirmed in studies comparing the prices bid on timber sales.l/ 

In controlled experimental auctions, wi th uniformity among bidders, 
sealed-tender aucti.ons yielded prices that were somewhat higher than those of 
either ascending bid or descending bid open-bid auctions. The difference was 
statistically significant (Coppinger, Smith and Titus 1980 Incentives and 
Behavior in English, Dutch and Sealed-Bid Auctions). 

In application to timber, it has recently been argued that even where 
there is no collusion among bidders, sealed tenders can result in higher prices 
(Johnson 1979 Oral Auction Versus Sealed Bids: An Empirical Investigation). It 
is argued that where some bidders possess a known comparative advantage, an 
advantage of lower cost, for example, then sealed tenders will encourage more 
bids, and a higher winning bid (Johnson 1979: 317-321). A comparison of prices 
bid on U.S. Forest Service Timber Sales in Idaho and Montana States showed that 
sealed bidding yielded higher prices than open-bidding in situations where some 
bidders have cost or other advantages (Johnson 1979: 326, 330-332). Prices in 
sealed-bid auctions were roughly 10 per cent higher than in open-bid auctions 
and this difference was statistically significant. 

1/ Vickery 1961 Counterspeculation, Auctions, and Competitive Sealed Tenders; 
Coppinger, Smith and Titus 1980 Incentives and Behavior in English, Dutch 
and Sealed-Bid Auctions. 

1:./ Johnson 1979 Oral Auction Versus Sealed Bids: An Empirical Investigation: 
315-335; Haynes 1980 Sealed Bidding and Activity of Outside Bidders for 
National Forest Timber: 334-346; Mead 1966 Competition and Oligopsony in 
the Douglas Fir Lumber Indus~ry: 139-141, 187-190, 196-200, 205-207; Mead 
1967 Natural Resources Disposal Policy - Oral Auction Versus Sealed Bids: 
194-224; Mead 1968 Competition for Federal Timber in the Pacific Northwest 
- An Analysis of Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management Timber 
Sales. 
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Another study of U.S. Forest Service Timber sales, based on sales in 
Washington and Oregon States, showed both that sealed bidding by itself 
resulted in higher prices, and that the presence of outside bidders resulted in 
higher prices under either b1dding method (Haynes 1980 Sealed Bidding and 
Activity of Outside Bidders for National Forest Timber: 346). If sealed bidding 
encourage outside bidders then it can lead to higher pr1ces on both counts.l' 

In summary, the theoretical analysis, confirmed by both experilDental 
analysis and by the empirical analysis of timber sales concludes that sealed
bid auctions can, and do lead to somewhat higher prices bid, especially where 
the number of bidders is nall, collusion is possible, and some bidders have 
cost or other bidding advantages. Sealed-bid auctions can also lead to higher 
prices if they facilitate the entry of additional "outside" bidders. 

Situations in Which To Use Open-Bid or Sealed-Bid Auctions: Open-bid 
auctions are appropriate and effective where there are a relatively large 
number of independent and similar bidders, where there are several blocks of 
timber to be sold, and, of course, where bidders can gather together at the 
same time. Sealed-bid auctions are likely to be both more appropriate and more 
effective where there are fewer bidders, where a single block of timber or con
cession is being sold, or where bidders are not able to gather together. 

With a large number of bidders, an open-bid auction can encourage 
competition among bidders and generate high bid prices, pushing bids higher tn 
the ascending bid procedure, or ensuring higher bids in the descending bid 
procedure. 

With few bidders, or a few dominant firms, under open-bid auctions 
bidders know who their competitors are. Open-bidding facilitates direct collu
sion, or the development of a tacit "cooperative understanding" among bidders 
which can result in lower prices bid. In sealed-bid auctions, a bidder does 
not know who his competitors are. Outside bidders may enter. As a conse
quence, collusion or cooperation among bidders is more difficult. Bidders 
cannot as easily know how high a bid will be required to obtain the sale. As a 
result, sealed-bids are likely to realize higher prices in situations in which 
few bidders are involved. 

Where there are several blocks of timber or concessions to be sold, 
an open-bid auction facilitates their sale. Bidders that are unsuccessful on 
the first block can bid again on the second, or third block; or successful 
bidders can bid for further timber supplies. This would not work so well under 
sealed-bid auctions. Bidders might obtain more timber than they could uti11ze 
if they submitted high tenders, or not at all timber if they submitted low 
tenders. Sealed-tenders work well where only one block of timber, or only one 
block of timber is sold at a time. 

!./ There has been increased use of sealed-bidding on U. S. timber sales in 
recent years. Earlier studies had not been able to demonstrate a statistic
ally significant relationship between higher prices bid under sealed-bidd
ing in spi te of careful study, perhaps because only about 10 percent of 
timber sales were by sealed-bidding in the earlier period (Mead 1966 
Competition and Oligopsony in the Douglas Fir Lumber Industry: 197, 205). 
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Open-bid auctions are probably best held periodically and at definite 
times, wi th a sizeable number of blocks of timber available. It will then be 
worthwhile for bidders to gather, and thus competition is increased. 

Where it is difficult or costly for bidders to gather, timber is 
better sold by sealed-tenders, in which case sales are better spread out with 
frequent auctions of single blocks, so that those who are unsuccessful can soon 
submit a tender at the next auction. 

10.7.2 Examples of Auctions for Establishing the Level of Forest Charges: 

Auc tions have been used for the sale of timber in a number of 
tropical countries. They have generally been used in special circumstances, 
but their success suggests there is scope for their wider use. The examples 
illustrate some of the applications of auctions in setting forest charges. 

Nigeria: Auctions have been applied on a limited basis in Nigeria. 
Gmelina plantation timber was sold by auction from 1960 to 1966 in Alepaka 
Forest Reserve, Anambra State. The plantation areas were to be clearfelled and 
replanted. The standing timber was inventoried to assess the stocking (volume 
per hectare). A price was then determined by the Forestry Department for each 
block. The block was advertised, sealed, tenders called and the highest bid 
accepted. 

Sabah, Malaysia: Sealed-tenders have been used in Sabah, Malaysia to 
both allocate cutting rights, and establish the level of forest charges on 
Special Licences, in situations where there is competition for the Licenses. 
The tender prices in the late 1970's, ranged from $0.20 Malaysian/Hit to $0.30 
Malaysian/Hft. (US $2.50/m3 to US $3.80/m3 ) in addition to normal 
Royalties. 

Although the Special Licences are each smaller in area, and shorter 
in duration than Concession Agreements, they are an tmportant form of tenure in 
Sabah. They are more numerous and involve a larger total area. In 1980, 
Special Licences (of 5 to 20 years duration) outstanding numbered 114 and 
covered about 8.4 million ha. 

Peninsular Malaysian States: A number of the peninsular Malaysian 
States have levied a Prenium on timber licences in addition to the volume based 
Royalty and Silvicultural Cess. The Premium, usually an area based charge, was 
intended to reflect increases in timber values and variations in these values 
among licences. (FAO 1973 Logging and Log Transportation in Peninsular 
Malaysia: 186-187; Noordin 1977 Assessment of Forest Revenue Based on Inventory 
Data) • 

Although the Premium was usually administratively set, a number of 
states used sealed-tender auctions to establish the levels. Tender prices in 
the 1970' s rose over time reflecting increasing timber values. They averaged 
two to three times the administratively set rates (Noordin 1977 Assessment of 
Forest Revenue Based on Inventory Data). 
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Thailand: In Thailand, both p1ant~tion timber and salvage timber on 
areas to be cleared for plantations are commonly sold by auc tion. The Royal 
Forestry Department establishes a minimum price for the plantation timber 
auctioned. Auctions are held at the regional forestry offices, with bidding by 
sealed-tender. These auctions have yielded prices three to five times the 
administratively established royalty rates. 

Although the volume of timber sold by auction is, at present, small 
with Thailand's commitment to the development of plantations, the volume of 
both salvage timber and plantation timber available for sale by auction will 
grow substantially. 

10.7.3 Evaluation of Auctions for Establishing the Level of Forest Charges 

Financial Revenue to the Government: Where competition among bidders 
can be encouraged, auctions can be an effective method of establishing both the 
level of charges on the timber cut and the level of concession charges. Under 
competitive auctions, bids will approach the maximum wi11ingness-to-pay of the 
second highest bidder, as explained above, and revenue to the government will 
be maximized. Under competitive conditions, prices bid on blocks of timber of 
differing species, sizes and qualities, in different locations and at differing 
distances from ports or processing plants will reflect the at differing 
stumpage values of the timber. Thus auctions can be a flexible means of 
setting charges to reflect timber values and maximize revenues. 

Auctions can also be utilized to establish the level of charges on 
concessions, and other timber rights, whether they be the initial lump-sum or 
annual charges described and evaluated in Chapter 8 and 9 (Sections 8.3, 8.4, 
8.5,9.3,9.4,9.5). Auctions are ideal for establishing such charges, since 
it is difficult to determine by appraisal the value to buyers of concessions or 
other timber rights. 

Competition for concessions can be encouraged if the concessions 
offered are not so large that they are only of interest to a few bidders, if 
they are well advertized, and if the supply of concessions available is 
restricted so that the potential bidders exceed the concessions available. 
Similar conditions apply in encouraging competition in auctions of blocks of 
timber. 

If forest charges are set by means of auctions, then charges are 
likely to be more responsive to changes in stumpage values and in the values of 
concessions. Consequently, revenues are likely to be more variable than under 
other methods, but also higher provided the auctions achieve competitively 
bidding • 

Administration Cost and Practicality: There are certain once-only 
administrative costs involved in establishing auction procedures. In addition, 
there are the operating costs of advertising, carrying out the auction process, 
ensuring sufficient bidders to achieve a competitive auction, and 80 forth. 
Apart from these administrative costs the cost of an auction may be relatively 
low. 
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If <tue tions operate satisfactorily, wi th competitive bidding, then 
the need for the accurate appraisal of stumpage values, and of the value of 
concessions to establish the level of charges on timber and concessions is 
greatly reduced. The manpower demands for and costs in information gathering 
of prices and costs; in estimating forest product prices, processing costs 
transportation costs, and logging costs; in deriving stumpage values; and in 
setting charges are reduced if not eliminated. 

For most countries, the competitive conditions necessary for auctions 
to function effectively are likely to occur only in certain situations; to be 
found only in certain parts of the country, or to apply only to certain types 
of timber or timber rights. Thus While timber appraisal will still be required 
for setting charges by other methods, the level of charges achieved by auctions 
can assist the appraisal process. Auc tions of timber or concessions, even in 
limited areas, can provide useful information from the prices bid on the 
general levels of stumpage values; on differences in stumpage values between 
species and location, with distance, etc.; and on values of concessions. Thus 
aue tions can complement and support other methods of setting the level of 
forest charges. 

Economic Efficiency in Utilization Forest Management: Under 
competitive bldding by either open-bid, or sealed-bid auctions, if bidding 
comes close to reflecting the value of the timber involved, the forest charges 
established by bidding will approximate the relative value of the different 
species, qualities, locations and other characteristics of the timber involved. 
Under such circumstances higher valued species will attract higher bids, low 
valued species minimal bids; near or more conveniently located stands higher 
bids, distant or less well sited stands low bids. As a result, incentives for 
over-cutting higher. valued, or near stands will be dampened by the higher 
charges bid and the utilization of lower valued species, or more distant stands 
encouraged by the lower charges bid. 

Forest charges established by auc tions will serve both to allocate 
the timber among bidders, and allocate timber to its fiancially most valuable 
use. If the timber is of more value to one bidder because he has a more 
efficient processing plant, then he will be able to out-bid others, and the 
timber will be allocated to him at the higher charge bid. Or, if timber is of 
higher financial value as sawlogs than as eltport logs, then auctions will 
allocate the timber to that use, and at a level of charge reflecting the value 
in that use. Thus efficiency in utilization and in forest management will be 
encouraged, but only if bidding is competitive and if all the economic benefits 
and costs are reflected in the financial values to the bidders. Where there 
are economic benefits to the utilization of the timber for certain purposes, 
thp.n constraints on the allocation of timber by means of the auction process 
may be appropriate. For example, it may be economically desirable to reserve a 
certain volume of tilnber for local use, or for local processing, or to auction 
it aeparately. 

Distribution of Economic Effects, Revenue and Income: Where competi
tion among bidders is obtained, auctions can be expected to result in forest 
charges that approach the value of the timber, or concessions, to the bidders. 
In such circumstances, the stumpage value of the timber will be collected by 
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tht> government as revenue rather than as above-normal profits by the forest 
industry. 

The distribution of economic effects on employment, regional develop
ment, prices and foreign exchange earnings will be the result of the allocation 
of the timber to its financially most valuable use and to the highest bidder. 
Since auctions allocate timber to the highest bidder, they are neither suitable 
not" appropriate for achieving distributional objectives. Distributional objec
tives can be served only through introduction of constraints, such as mentioned 
above, in which a certain volume of timber is reserved for allocation to local 
uses or for local processing. 

Overall Evaluation and Guidelines for Auctions: If competition among 
bidders can be relied upon or encouraged, open-bid or sealed-bid auctions can 
work well to establish charges on timber and on concessions which approach the 
value of the timber, or that of the concession. If competition among bidders 
can be achieved, forest charges will reflect the relative value of different 
species and qualities of timber in different locations, etc. Utilization of 
lower valued timber will be encouraged, over-cutting of high valued species 
discouraged. Charges will approach the value to the buyer and revenues will be 
maximized. Administration wi 11 be relatively easy. Timber appraisal will be 
less necessary, and thus data requirements on prices and costs less pressing. 

However, all these advantages depend crucially on tht! government's 
ability to encourage competition among bidders. The greater the level of 
competition that can be encouraged, the closer will the bidding approach the 
buyer's maximum willingness-to-pay. 

Auctions can be usefully introduced in a limited way, applying them 
to the sale of certain timber, or to certain areas, chOOSing those situations 
in which competition is present, or can be encouraged. It is suggested, for 
example, that timber be sold in relatively small blocks to make them attractive 
to a large number of bidders, and to enable almost all bidders to obtain at 
least part of their timber supply. This will both encourage competition and 
provide all bidders with an equal opportunity. 

The limited use of auctions will provide information on the value of 
timber to buyers, which will guide both timber appraisal and the setting of 
charges on other timber. 

10.8 PUBLIC LOG MARKETS 

For developing countries, public log markets offer some distinct 
advantages, not only in establishing the level of forest charges, but also in 
forest management, in allocating timber among various uses and in encouraging 
economic development. The public log markets in Thailand provide a good 
illustration of their application and potential. 

In developed countries, public log markets have been seriously pro
posed for the sale of public timber in the United States. They have been care
fully evaluated, but have not yet been tried (Mead 1976 Log Sales vs. Timber 
Sales; Clawson 1978 Public Log Markets as a Tool 1n Forest Management). These 
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proposals for the United States, along with their evaluation, and the practical 
experiences in Thailand provide a useful framework for the evaluation of the 
potential for application of public log markets in developing countries. 

10.8.1 Description and Operation of Public Log Markets 

The basic structure of a public log market consists of (a) a log 
assembly yard, to which logs would be delivered, (b) grading and sorting 
facilities and (c) procedures for the sale of logs either by periodic auction, 
or on a regular basis at established prices. While this basic structure of 
public log markets is explained and one or two variations are described, there 
is opportunity for variations in the structure and operation of a public log 
market, to suit the conditions of individual countries, or particular locations 
and circumstances. 

Public log markets should normally be located at some natural log 
assembly point, where the log transportation system converges, where there is a 
concentration of processing plants, or where logs are transferred between 
transport modes. However, log markets might also be established at locations 
where the government wishes to develop wood processing centers. 

To function well any private firm or public agency should be able to 
send logs to the public log market for sorting, grading and sale. The sale of 
privately owned logs through the log market would increase the volume of logs 
handled and lead to a broader and more competitive log market, more competitive 
bidding and higher prices for all logs. 

At the log assembly yard, logs would be graded and sorted into a 
reasonable number of grades, based on species, size and quality, and related to 
their uses for sawnwood, plywood, export logs, furniture stock, etc. 

Where the logs are sold by auction, graded logs would be sold at 
regular weekly or monthly auctions In lots of relatively small size, so as to 
make them accessible to as many bidders as possible, and thus attract the 
highest prices. 

Some of the logs could be sold at fixed prices based on auction 
prices, or on "market clearing" prices, adjusted up or down so as to maintain a 
balance between minimal inventories and steady prices. Negotiated sales of 
some logs are another alternative. A combination of auction sales and these 
other two selling methods, for which auction prices provide a benchmark, might 
be a feasible alternative in many situations. 

Log markets avoid the problems, both of timber appraisal prior to 
setting forest charges for standing timber, and the surveying of standing 
timber prior to its sale. 

On the other hand, disposal of public timber through public log 
markets requires government involvement in joint ventures, or full government 
ownership and operation of concessions, as described In the previous chapter 
(Section 9.16). This involves the government in a much more active role in 
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logging, in planning and overseeing logging operations, in hiring aud 
supervising logging contractors, and in laying out and constructing roads. 

10.8.2 Examples of Public Log Markets 

The most complete example of public log markets is that of Thailand. 
There are other examples of situations which have some of the charat!teristics 
of public log markets. 

Thailand: In Thailand, the log marke ts operated by the government 
owned Forest Industries Organization illustrate the operation of successful and 
well-established log markets. The state owned Forest Industries Organization, 
mentioned in Chapter 8 (Section 8.16), is the largest concession holder in 
Thailand. It controls over three-quarters of the mature teak forests, has 
almost sale responsibility for the extraction and markettng of teak and yang 
(Diterocarpus spp.), and undertakes most of the harvesting itself. It also 
operates three large sawmills, several plants for further wood processing and a 
number of small transportable sawmills operating in the forests. 

About half the logs produced in the Organization's logging opera
tions, but not utilized in Forest Industries Organization sawmills, or in the 
government owned Thai Plywood Company, are transported to two central log 
storage yards near Bangkok, and sold by public auction. 

These log storage yards provide the basis for the log market. Sorted 
and graded logs from the storage yard are sold at twice-monthly auctions by 
sealed-tender bidding. A fixed minimum price is established. The auctions 
have been successful in achieving competitive log prices, with 30 to SO 
processing plants or other bidders involved at each auction. 

The inferior teak logs not utilized in the Forest Industries Organi
zation transportable sawmills are sold locally at periodic auctions. 

10.8.3 Evaluation of Public Log Markets 

Financial Revenue to the Government: Public log markets are based on 
the sale of the primary product and on log values rather than on the sale of 
standing timber and on stumpage values. Thus the net flnancial return to the 
government is derived from the prices receiv-ad for the logs, less the costs 
incurred in logging and transporting the logs to the log market. If the log 
prices received are high, and logging and log transportation costs (or payments 
to logging and trucking contractors) are reasonable, then the net financial 
return to the government will be high and will reflect stumpage values. 

Public log markets can be an effective revenue source if they achieve 
log prices which approach the buyers' maximum willingness-to-pay values. Log 
markets will do so if they are efficient and competitive, that is if they: 

are centrally located to minimize the costs of transporting logs. 

operate efficiently and at low cost. 
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generate sufficient competition among bidders to ensure bids 
approaching the buyers' maximum willingness-to-pay value of logs. 

encourage the allocation of logs to their highest value use through 
competitive bidding. 

An efficient and competitive log market is necessary to realizing 
high forest revenues, but it is not sufficient. It is also important that 
logging and log transportation be efficiently organized and carried out at low 
cost. 

The government may undertake the logging and log transportation 
activities itself, although it is more likely to rely on contractors. Where 
the government relies on contractors for specific. logging and log transporta
tion activities, it will still be necessary to plan the overall operations 
efficiently if costs are to be minimized. To minimize costs it will also be 
necessary to supervise and coordinate the activities of contractors. 

Finally, where contractors are utilized for logging and log transpor
tatlon functions, it is important that competition for contracts be encouraged. 
Competition among contractors will ensure that contract rates for logging and 
transportation reflect the costs involved and a reasonable return on the 
investment by efficient contractors. Open-bid or sealed-bid tendering on 
logging contracts will contribute to competition. 

Competition will be improved if the contract logging and log trans
port industry is encouraged, if entry of new contractors is encouraged, and if 
relatively small contractor operations are encouraged wherever warranted. 

Administration Cost and Practicality: Public log markets offer 
several administrative advantages and cost savings. However, new administra
tive initiatives would also be required. 

The sale o~ timber through public log markets would avoid the 
elaborate and costly process of timber appraisal needed in establ1ahing of the 
level of charges by most other methods. 

The supervision of utilization standards, silvicultural requirements, 
selective logging operations, regeneration, plantation thinning, etc. could be 
easier, as the logging would be carried out by the forest service, by a publ'ic 
agency, or by contractors directly responsible to the forest service. 

Administrative problems of evasion will be minimized under public log 
markets. The logs are scaled by the agency operating the log market prior to 
sale. Payment by purchasers can be required prior to their removal. 

Alongside these advantages, the sale of timber by public log markets 
would require new initiatives. The forest service, or a new public agency, 
would have to undertake initiatives in planning and coordinating logging. 
activities, the transportation network and log transportation activities. I~ 
would need to encourage bids from, and select logging and log transportation 
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contractors, supervise contractors, and enforce their performance in meeting 
logging and forest management conditions. Alternatively, the forest service or 
the pubUc agency would have to develop its own capability in logging and log 
transportation, or in both. 

The development of these capabilities would involve significant 
implementation costs and manpower requirements, although they would be partly 
or fully offset by reductions in costs and manpower for appraisal of standing 
timber, for policing logging activities and for enforcing regulations. 

The government will have to fund the initial costs of financing road 
construction and logging activities although these costs will be recovered 
later from the sale of logs on the log markets. These initial expenditures, 
will be more than repaid if pubUc log markets result in higher net revenues 
resulting from greater competition for logs and better allocation of logs among 
users and end'uses. 

Economic Efficiency in Utilization and Forest Management: Public log 
markets offer important advantages in the utilization of logs and of the forest 
resource, and advantages for f~rest management. 

In the utilization of logs, public log markets work to direct logs to 
their highest value use, and to the produc tion of the most valuable processed 
products. The grading and sorting of logs into uniform lots by species, sizes 
and quality, tailored to the end uses, and the sale of these lots by auction 
will help to direct logs to their most appropriate use. In addition, with an 
input of logs of uniform species, size and quality, both the produc tion of 
processed produc ts and the recovery from the logs can be greater. If log 
markets also encourage the grouping of processing plants nearby, then it will 
also facilitate the utilization of waste wood for pulp chips, panel boards, 
pulp, etc. 

Thus, log marke ts can extend to smaller non-intergrated firms, the 
benefits already achieved by large integrated firms, the benefits from alloca
tion of logs to their best use and the benefits from utilization of waste wood 
in production of other products. 

In addition to the better utilization of logs, public log markets 
provide opportunities for improved utilization in the forest. With forest 
revenues collected from log sales rather than from standing ttmber, it will be 
economical to harvest timber as 1008 as the anticipated log prices cover the 
marginal or incremental costs of harvesting and delivering the logs. The 
marginal or incremental "costs" involved in harvesting additional ttmber from a 
stand may be qui te low, especially if the logging roads are al ready in, and 
10gg1ng 1s already underway on the area (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). If so, 
even low priced logs can cover their marginal, or incremental, harvesting 
costs, generate additional forest revenues and be of positive marginal stumpage 
value. The removal of lower priced species, lIIIlaller diameter trees and logs, 
and lower quality ttmber will be encouraged, with fuller utilization of the 
forest achieved. 

In addition, public log markets can facilitate forest management and 
incorporate non-marke t, economic values into harvesting decisions. Trees that 
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should be removed for silvicultural or forest management reasons can be cut and 
the logs sold in the public log market, even if the prices received do not 
cover the logging and transportation costs. Rates per cubic metre paid logging 
contractors can also be set to encourage removal of certain trees or stands for 
silvicultural, or forest management purposes (even though the prices received 
might not cover the costs and the timber would not be harvested by private 
operations) • 

For example, in the management of high forest stands, removal of 
undesirable species can be encouraged by higher contract logging rates per 
cubic metre which reflect the economic benefits of their removal. Salvage 
logging of plantation sites can be encouraged by higher contract logging rates 
that reflect the economic benefits from clearing the site. Likewise, in the 
selective cutting of high forest stands, trees of the more valuable species can 
be discouraged by lower contract logging rates that make it unattractive to 
remove those trees. 

In addition to the contract rates, contract terms and conditions can 
also be written to require, or encourage, desired silvicultural activities. 

Distribution of Economic Effects Revenue and Income: Public log 
markets, if sited at appropriate locations, can serve as catalysts in the 
development of the forest products industry, or in regional development. By 
selling logs in smaller lots suited to end uses, graded and sorted by species, 
quality and size, public log markets can make it easier for small processing 
plants to compete against larger integrated companies. This may make possible 
the establishment or expansion of a local proceSSing industry to utilize the 
timber supplies more fully. 

The location of log markets can provide a significant incentive for 
the concentration of sawmills, veneer and plywood plants, furniture factories 
and other wood processing industries, and the establishment of wood processing 
centres. With the sorting of logs, individual plants can concentrate on 
production of specific products. The concentration of the processing industry 
at centres may also encourage the development of new proceSSing industries 
based on wood wastes and producing products such as particle board, hardboard, 
or even wood pulp. Thus, log markets can play an 111lportant role in regional 
development. 

Log markets will also result in increased employment. rmployment per 
~ubic metre of timber harvested will be increased if a greater proportion of 
the timber is processed rather than, for example, exported as logs. Employment 
will be further, increased if log markets lead to fuller utilization of the 
forest, and to the utilization of waste wood for by-products. 

Where log markets encourage production of processed products they may 
a180 result in lower prices and greater availability of forest products within 
the country, or in increa.ed foreign exchange earnings from exports of 
processed products. 

Where log markets are able to operate effectively and bidding ia 
competitive, the distribution of the stumpage value of the timber will be 
predominantly as revenue to the goverament, rather than as profits to the 
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industry. Increased employment in processing would result in increased 
employment incomes and could result in higher wages, and increased availability 
of processed products could result in lower prices for these products. 

Overall Evaluation and Guidelines for Public Log Markets: As 
apparent from the above evaluation, public log markets can offer signif1.cant 
advantages for forest revenues, 1n allocating timber among uses, in forest 
management, as well as tn collecting revenue. Competition among buyers in the 
log market can lead to bidding that approaches the maximum willingness-to-pay 
of the buyers, and it will direct logs to those buyers who can make the best 
use of the logs and toward the most valuable products. The result can be 
increased forest revenues. 

The opportunities for more direct control of logging operations will 
facilitate improved utilization of the forest and better forest management. 
Public log markets also avoid the administrative problems and manpower require
ments of stumpage appraisals to set the level of charges. 

One of the major constraints on public log markets is the administra
tive demands and manpower requirements in planning logging operations and in 
supervising logging contractors. Another is the once-only initial investment 
required for road construction and in financing the start-up of logging opera
tions. These disadvantages can constrain the application of public log markets 
for most countries. 

Both because of these administrative constraints, and because public 
log markets function best with competition among buyers, it is suggested that 
public log markets be introduced in a limited way, and restricted to situations 
in Which competition among buyers can be ensured. The limited introduction of 
log markets in one or two locations would make it }Xlssible to gain experience 
in the operation of log markets, and in the planning and supervision of logging 
operations, wi thin manageable manpowe r and budget requirements. These would 
provide training and experience to staff and allow for the later expansion of 
log markets to other areas. 

Log markets are particularlly promising for tropical countries with 
diverse forests and many species: They can facilitate both fuller utilization 
of the timber and :fJIlproved forest management. 

10.9 MINIMUM FOREST CHARGES 

This chapter has been concerned, thus far, wi th es tabl1shing the 
level of forest charges, based on the stumpage value of timber to the forest 
industry and the value of concessions to concession holders, the values to 
buyers identified in the exchange model of Chapter 3. However, the other 
con.ideration in setting the level of charges is the value of timber and 
conce.sions to sellers, the basis for minimum forest charges. 

The conceptual basis for minimum forest charges on the timber cut was 
e.tabl1ahed in Chapter S. Minimum charges should at least cover the admini
strative costs of selling the timber, unless there are economic benefits from 
harvestina the timber. 
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Higher minimum charges would be justifip-d if standing timber is 
expected to be of greater financial value to the government in the future, or 
if there are significant alternative uses for the timber. If timber is 
expected to be of greater value in the future and will be sold at higher forest 
charges, minimum forest charges today should be set to reflect the discounted 
present value of the higher future revenues expected .1/ Higher minimum c.har~es 
will also be justified if there are significant al ternative economic uses of 
the forest and the standing timber, for food, game, leaves, bark, medicines and 
a host of other minor products; or for erosion control, watershed protection 
and other values. Most of these alternative uses involve non-market values and 
require economic analysis for their evaluation.!/ 

It is important that minimum forest charges be established on the 
timber cut, to avoid selling timber too cheaply, at prices below the cost of 
selling it, below the value in other uses, or below the value of the future 
uses. After all, the timber if left will still be available for sale next 
year. 

On the other hand, where there are economic benefi ts from harvesting 
the timber of certain species, in certain areas, or Wlder certain situations, 
then the minimum charges should be lowered to reflect these benefits and to 
encourage harvest ing. Some of these economic benefits include those from 
salvage logging, silvicul tural harvesting or improved utilization, and were 
identified in Chapter 5. 

The establishment of minimum charges on concessions is equally 
important. The conceptual basis for minimum concession charges was presented 
in Chapter 6 (Section 6.3). The basis for minimum concession charges parallels 
that for minimum charges on timber. Minimum charges on concessions should 
reflect the administrative costs to the government in allocating and supervis
ing concessions. Higher minimum charges on concessions ~uld be justified if 
concessions are expected to be of greater financial value to the government in 
the future, or if alternative uses of the concession areas are of significant 
economic value. These alternative economic values, mentioned in discussing 
minimum charges on the timber cut, include a number of non-marketed uses and 
environmental values. 

The establishment of minimum forest charges on timber and on con
cessions requires both financial analysis of the administrative costs involved, 
and economic analysis of the alternative uses of the standing timber and of the 
concession area. Ideally minimum charges should vary wi th species, location 
and other factors. However, in practice it may be simpler, easier and perhaps 

!l The concept of discounted present values was discussed in Chapter 5. The 
concept and the mechanics o~ discounting are explained in Gregersen and 
Contreras 1979 Economic Analysis of Forestry Projects: 99-110. 

!/ Chapter 7 of Gregersen and Contreras 1979 Economic Analysis of Forestry 
Projects discusses the shadow pricing of forestry output8 where market 
prices are absent or inadequate measures of economic values. 
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safer to apply a uniform min~um charge on all species of timber throughout the 
country, and a uniform concession charge to all concession areas. 

10.10 SUMMARY 

This chapter has reviewed and evaluated six methods of setting the 
level of forest charges. They represent a diversity of approaches to settng 
the level of charges. The advantages, disadvantages, benefits and problems of 
each method have been evaluated within the framework of the four broad criteria 
established in Chapter 7, and previously applied to the types of forest 
charges. 

Table 10.1, presented at the beginning of the chapter, provides a 
convenient s~mary evaluation of the six methods of setting the level of 
charges. 

From the review and evaluation of these six methods of setting the 
level of forest charges, as well as the survey of their application in tropical 
countries, two conclusions emerge. First, while each method has advantages and 
disadvantages that make each suitable to specific situations, no 
single method of establishing the level of forest charges is likely to be ideal 
for all si tua tions. For example, public log marke ts can be sui table where 
there is strong competition for logs, where there are benefits from inte~rated 

utilization of logs, and where the forest administration is equipped to operate 
the log market, plan and supervise logging activities. Open-bid or sealed-bid 
auctions of standing timber can be suitable where competition for standing 
timber exists, or can be encouraged. Under such conditions auctions can have 
important advantages. 

Formula approaches and ad valorem charges have advantages in the 
adjustment of charges for price changes and inflation, but are only suitable 
where log or forest product prices are available, or if posted prices can be 
established. 

Administratively set, ~ixed-rate charges are widely applicable, but 
have significant problems. To reflect stumpage values, or the value of conces
sions, and to yield significant revenues, they rely on appraisals of stumpage 
values, or of concessions. In addition, they have proven difficult to adjust 
for changing stumpage values and inflation. 

Negotiation of forest charges is of limited application. It is 
recommended only for setting the level of initial lump-sum concession charges, 
and where the government's bargaining power approaches that of the forest 
industry. 

The second conclusion which emeries is that several of these methods 
can assist in setting the level of charges established by some of the other 
methods. For example, stumpage prices bid in open-bid, or sealed-bid auctions 
can provide information on stumpage values, which, in turn, can help in esta
blishing the levels of administratively set charges, the levels of ad valorem 
rates. or for establishing the parameters in formula approache.. Public log 
markets, for example. will generate log prices which can serve as a basis for 
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ad valorem charges. Public log markets will also provide information on 
logging costs, log hauling costs and stumpage values, useful in establishing 
setting the levels of administratively set charges, the levels of ad valorem 
rates, and the parameters of formula approaches. 

Thus there may be gains from a planned and integrated combination of 
methods of setting the level of forest charges, provided each is applied where 
its strengths and advantages are found. 
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STUMPAGE APPRAISAL 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

Stumpage appraisal is the estimation of the financial value to the 
concession holder of standing timber to be logged and marketed as logs or as 
processed products, the buyers willingness to pay in the bargaining model 
framework of Chapter 3. Stumpage appraisal is an extension of this framework 
and an application of the derived demand model of stumpage value discussed in 
Chapter 4. 

Stumpage appraisal can be helpful as a guide in establishing forest 
charges where there is competition among buyers oi standing timber. as in 
open-bid and sealed-bid auctions. Where there 1s no competition among timber 
users. some form of stumpage appraisal is required. Wi thout an appraisal 
charges can easily be set too low, too high or incorrectly. If set too low. 
there will be substantial loss of revenue and overcut ting. If set too high 
timber will be left, with loss of revenue. If set incorrectly cutting 
activities will be distorted, utilization and forest manag,ement frustrated. 
Some form of stumpage appraisal is required in establishing the level of 
administratively se t, fixed-rate charges. the level of ad valorem rates, the 
parameters in formula approach, or in guiding negotiations on forest charges. 

Stumpage appraisal is often more important for developing countries 
than in the developed countries. Yet in developing countries the information 
required to undertake a stumpage appraisal (information on market prices of 
products, costs of manufacture, costs of logging and transportation costs) are 
often less easily obtained and less reliable than in the developed countries. 
In addition, developing countries are often short of the administrative 
training, skills, expertise and manpower to undertake the timber appraisal 
under these more difficult circumstances. There is no simple solution to these 
divergent demands for, and abilities to carry out, appraisal. Rather than 
hoping to implement sophisticated timber appraisal arrangements based on impre
cise figures. the solution must be to depend on revenue systems that are Where 
possible self adjusting and automatic and to utilize simple appraisals to 
establish reasonable levels of forest charges. 

This chapter is intended as an overview survey of stumprlge appraisal, 
not as a comprehensive guide, or appraisal manual. It focusses first on the 
basic objec tives, concepts and pr inciples of stumpage appraisal. in order to 
provide a framework wi thin Which the main components of stumpage appraisal, 
information needs. problems and issues are reviewed. 

In this review. the stumpage appraisal systems of some developed 
countries are introduced (e.g., US Forest Service, US Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, British Columbia (Canada) Forest Service). Also, the experiences of. 
developing countries in stumpage appraisal and in estimation of logging costs 
are drawn upon. Examples of appraisals in tropical countries are reviewed. 
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Finally, suggestions for stumpage appraisal in tropical countries are 
proposed. 

11.2 OUTLINE OF STUMPAGE APPRAISAL 

In practice stumpage appraisal is far from simple, requiring perhaps 
an operational inventory of the stands appraised; the determination of market 
prices of logs, or processed products for the best use of the timber; estima
tion of logging, transportation and processing costs, as appropriate; and 
determination of an allowance for profit. These and other problems are 
disc us sed below. 

In outline stumpage appraisal is simple. The value of the standing 
timber is calculated as the selling pr ice of the logs, or processed produc ts 
produced, less the cost of processing, transportation and logging, and an 
allowance for profit. Appraised stumpage values are therefore residual deter
mined, based on the derived demand for the standing timber in various alterna
tive uses. Stumpage appraisal represents an application of the derived demand 
model of stumpage value, presented in Chapter 4. 

The basic outline of stumpage appraisal is illustrated in Table 11.1. 
The starting point of stumpage appraisal in Table 11.1 is the export price of 
logs. To be an appropriate starting point, the log prices used should reflect 
competitively determined average prices for the species, grades and qualities 
of logs being appraised .11 From this starting price are deducted operating 
costs moving backwards to the standing tree: stevedoring charges, port 
charges, hauling costs, loading costs, skidding costs and felling costs. 
Deduc tion of operating costs from log prices leaves the amount available for 
profit and forest charges, termed the "conversion return". This conversion 
return is then divided between profit and forest charges. 

The conversion return and stumpage value can be defined symbolically: 

Where: R - selling price 1m3 

C - operating cost including depreciation 1m3 

M - allowance for Profit 1m3 

S - stumpage value 1m3• 

R-C+M+S 

Conversion Return - R - C - M + S 

Stumpage value - R - C - M. 

II If there are few log buyers, with market power on the side of the buyers, 
market prices will reflect less than the full value of the timber. 
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Table 11.1 

A SIMPLIFIED STUMPAGE APPRAISAL CALCULATION 
BASED ON EXPORT LOGS 

Value per cubic 
meter of logs 

(converted to US$) 

Export price of logs 
minus handling hauling cost and logging costs 

equals Conversion Return: the amount available 
for profit and stumpage charge 

minus allowance for profit 

equals appraised stumpage charge 

Table 11.2 

A SIMPLIFIED STUMPAGE APPRAISAL CALCULATION 
BASED ON PLYWOOD PRODUCTION 

150.00 
60.00 

90.00 

15.00 

75.00 

Value per Cubic Metre 
of Product of Logs 

(converted to US$) 

selliqg price of plywood 480.00 
equals selling price of plywood per cubic metre of 

logs used (recovery factor 0.50 m3Jm3 of logs) 
selliqg price of pulp chips 60.00 

equals selling price of chips per cubic meter of logs 
used (recovery factor 0.30 m3Jm3 of logs) 

equals selling price of plywood and chips per m3 of logs used 
minus plywood manufacturiqg converted to a per 

cu m3 of log input basis 
minus log handling, hauling and logging costs 

equals Conversion Return: the amount available 
for profit and stumpage charge 

minus allowance for profit and risk (in logging 
and plywood manufacture) 

equals appraised stumpage charge 

240.00 

18.00 

258.00 
90.00 

60.00 

108.00 

40.00 

68.00 
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The determination of the appropriate allowance for prof! t is an important 
aspect of stumpage appraisal. The several methods of stumpage appraisal are 
distingushed primarily by their approach to estimating this allowance for 
profit. 

This simplified stumpage appraisal in Table 11.1 illustrates the 
residual nature of stumpage values, as well as their dependence on accurate 
prices and cost figures and on reliahle profit allowances. For example, if the 
export price of logs is underestimated by 10%, this adds $15.00 to the price of 
logs and $15.00 to the appraised stumpage value, a 20% inccease in the 
appraised stumpage price. Similarily, a 10% fluctuation in the world pric~ of 
logs results in a 20% change in the appraisal stumpage value. In this 
particular example, as logging costs happen to be smaller than the appraised 
stumpage value any over- or under-estimates of logging costs will have a 
smaller percentage impac t on the appraised stumpage value. However, for low 
valued species, with lower appraised stumpage values, the impact of any 
inaccuracies in logging cost estimates on stumpage values would be 
proportionately larger. 

The allowance for profit has a direct impact on appraised stumpage 
values. If the allowance for profit is too generous, appraisal stumpage values 
will be teo low. If the allowance for profit is too small, appraised stumpage 
values will be higher than the forest industry will be willing to pay. 

If the market for logs is not a competitive with well defined market 
prices, if processed products represent an alternative use of the logs, or if 
the logs go directly to a processing plant operated by the concession holder, 
then stumpage appraised must start from the market prices of the processed 
products and by-products. Table 11.2 outlines a stumpage appraisal based on 
plywood prices and can be compared with the appraisal based on export log 
prices presented in Table 11.1 above (both tables are presented on page 217 
above) • 

In Table 11.2 the value of the plywood produced from a cubic metre of 
logs is estimated at US$240.00/m3 of logs, based on the market prices of ply
wood and a recovery of 50% (twei cubic metres of logs required for each cubic 
metre of plywood). 

The recovery of more than a single product from the logs is also 
illustrated in Table 11. 2 by the recovery of pulp chips. The value of this 
by-product is also adjusted for the recovery of chips and the value added to 
that of the plywood produced from a cubic metre of logs. Reliable estimates of 
recovery fac tors is important. They can have a significant influence on 
appraised stumpage values, as they affect the rather high values of products 
and enter at an early stage in the appraisal process. 

From the value of plywood and chips produced from a cubic metre of 
logs plywood manufacturing costs are deducted. The usual means of measuring 
manufacturing costs is based on plywood output rather than log basis. so these 
too need to be converted to a log input basis. 
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Log handling, hauling and logging costs are deducted, as in Table 
11.1, to arrive at the conversion return, the amount available for profit and 
stumpage charges. The allowance for profit in this case must include both 
logging profit and plywood manufacturing profit. Deduction of the allowance 
for profit leaves the appraised stumpage value. 

Basing stumpage appraisal on the market price of plywood involvea 
extra steps, the estimation of additional costs and the possibility of intro
ducing additional inaccuracies. Yet, it may be necessary if there is no compe
titive log market, or if processed products represent a more valuable use. The 
appraised stumpage value will obviously vary depending on the products 
produced. It may be that logs, lumber, plywood or some other products yield 
the highest stumpage value. In this illustration it turi.1S out that export logs 
yield a slightly higher appraised stumpage value than plywood and pulp chips; 
US$75.00/m3 as export logs versus US$68.00/m3 as plywood and pulp chips. 
However, it could have turned out the other way. 

Stumpage appraisal should be based on the highest value use that is 
feasible. In the illustration, stumpage charges should be based on the 
US$75.00/m3 appraised value as export logs if export logs are a feasible use. 
However, if there is an export ban on unprocessed logs then forest charges 
should be based instead on the lower US$68.00/m3 appraised value of logs for 
plywood production and pulp chips. 

11.2.1 Analytical Methods of Stumpage Appraisal 

The analytical methods of stumpage appraisal, outlined above, differ 
primarily on how they divide up the conversion return between profit and 
stumpage value, that is, on how they establish the allowance for profit. There 
are two general methods; the overturn method and the investment method 
(Explained in ORvis 1966 Forest Management: 394-400; Forbes 1955 Fort!stry 
Handbook: 15.18-15.25). 

Overturn Method: In the Overturn Method the allowance for profit is 
determined either as a proportion of the conversion return itself, or as one of 
three ratios between profit, operating costs, or selling price. A proportional 
division of the conversion return between profit and forest charges is simple. 
A 50-50 split is a common proportion. 

Alternatively, the allowance for profit is determined on the basis of 
one of three ratios. These three versions of the Overturn Method, and the 
corresponding ratios, are defined and described in turn. They are defined in 
symbols using the following terms: 

Where: R - selling price 1m3 

c - operatin~ cost including depreciation 1m3 

M - allowance for profit 1m3 

S - stumpage value 1m3 
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The three ratios are: 

P - profit ratio 

Q - selling value ratio (ie. return on sales) 

o - operating ratio 

1. Profit Ratio: In this version of the Overturn Method, the allow
ance for profit is expressed as a proportion of the sum of production costs and 
stumpage value, expressed as decimal fraction: 

P - M 
C + S 

By rearranging terms and with a given profit ratio the allowance for 
profi t 1m3 is: 

M - P(C + S) 

By substitution this allowance for profit 1m3 can be expressed as: 

M - P x R 
1 + P 

This later formulation allows direct calculation of the allowance for profit 
from the assumed percentage profit ratio, and the selling price of the logs, or 
products. 

2. Selling Value Ratio: In this version, the allowance for profit 
is calculated as a percentage of the selling price, exprebsed as a decimal 
fraction: 

Q • M 
R 

By rearranging terms and with a given selling value ratio the 
allowance for profit can be determined directly, as a proportion of the price 
of the logs or produc t: 

3. Operating Ratio: In this version of the OVerturn Method the 
allowance for profit is established as the ratio of operating costs plus stum
page over the selling price: 

o • C + S 
R 

By rearranging terms and substitution the allowance for profit 1m3 
can be expressed is in terms of the operating ratio: 

M - R(1-o) 
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Once the operating ratio is assumed, the allowance for prof! t can be 
calculated directly from selling prices. 

Al though the Overturn Method may use one or other of the three 
ratios, in practice it makes no difference which ratio is used. 'nte three 
ratios are mathematically related. As shown each can be deriv~d directly from 
the others. In all three the allowance for profit turns can be expressed as a 
percentage of the selling value. 

Overturn Methods are appropriate where operating costs are the major 
cost factor and therefore provide a reasonable basis for determining the allow
ance for profit. In such circumstances, working capital and risks are closely 
related to the operating costs. 

Investment Method: In the Investment Method the allowance for profit 
is related to the investment in capital equipment and working capital. It is 
most appropriate to stumpage appraisal on concessions involving large invest
ments in developing logging operations, or processing plants. 

The average annual investment is calculated from the initial invest
ments and their scrap values, plus the average working capital requirement. To 
determine the allowance for profit an appropriate rate of return is applied to 
this average annual investment. 'nte appropriate rate of return should reflect 
the rate of return earned by similar investments elsewhere, and the risks 
involved in the particular forestry situation to which the appraisal applies. 

11.2.2 Direct Methods of Stumpage Appraisal Based on Transactions Evidence 

Rather than deriving stumpage values analytically, as outlined above, 
based on market prices of logs or products and cost estimates and an allowance 
for profit, stumpage values may be arrived at directly, from transactions 
evidence of sales of standing timber. 'ntis method of stumpage appraisal is 
relatively straight forward but requires the existence of competitive markets 
in which standing timber is sold to a large number of actively competing 
independent firms. Consequently, it will be of limited application to 
developing countries, only in special situations. 

In the direct method the stumpage prices received from sales of 
standing timber are used as the basis for stumpage appraisal. A sample of a 
large number of sales is analyzed, for example by regression analysis or other 
statistical techniques, to identify the effect of various factors on the 
stumpage prices received and the magnitude of these effects. Factors such as 
species, size, quality, stand density, distance, end uses, etc., are evaluated, 
and the significant variables identified. 'ntese variables and the magnitude of 
their influence on prices then serve for the appraisal of stumpage values of 
other stands. 

11.3 STUMPAGE APPRAISAL IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

Perhaps the best known and most developed stumpage appraisal systems 
are those of the United States Forest Service, applied to the sale of public 
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timber from the National Forests; the United States Bureau of Land Management, 
applied to the sale of public timber from public lands Wlder BlJol management; 
and the British Columbia Forest Service, applied to the sale of public timber 
from Crown lands in the Canad ian province of British Columbia. They are also 
the most sophisticated and the most complex. The stumpage appraisal chapter in 
the U.S. Forest Service Manual, for example is about 150 pages long. The U.S. 
Forest Service Timber Appraisal Handbook for Region Six (The Pacific Northwest) 
extends to over 300 pages. 

It is not possible to review these stumpage appraisal methods :I.n any 
detaiL Nor is it appropriate. They have been developed wi thin the context of 
their particular forest administrations, and based on the information, data and 
expertise available. 

The U.S. Forest Service and British Columbia Forest Service appraisal 
systems are reviewed briefly, with references provided for those who wish to 
survey them in detail. 

11.3.1 United States Forest Service Stumpage Appraisal 

The U. S. Forest Service uses several methods of stumpage appraisal. 
The OVerturn Method is the most commonly used method. Appraisals are based on 
estimated sales of the manufactured products (lumber, plywood, veneer, and by
produc ts such as pulp chips). The allowance for proU t is based on pron t 
ratios: sales and costs figures are derived 1D0stly from industry experience. 

The investment method is used only in limited circumstances. It has 
been used for stumpage appraisal of large blocks of timber for which a pro
cessing plant was to be built, such as found in Alaska (Davis 1966 Forest 
Management: 394). It is now applied primarily in the valuation of young growth 
timber and under special circumstances. 

The direct method, based on transactions evidence, is used in the 
southern and eastern United States, where there are large areas of private 
forest land and a viable private market for standing timber. 

The U.S. Forest Service appraisal systems are described in detail in 
the Forest Service Manual and the Timber Appraisal Handbook of Region Six, the 
Pacific Northwest (United States Forest Service 1977 Forest Service Manual 
T1 tle 2400 Timber Management, Chapter 2420 "Timber Appraisal"; United States 
Forest Service 1979 Timber Appraisal Handbook). They are described in less 
detail and evaluated in Davis (1966 Forest Management: 380-419). 

11.3.2 British Columbia Forest Service Stump~ge Appraisal 

Stumpage appraisal in British Columbia is based on the OVerturn 
Method, with the allowance for profit determined by means of profit ratio. The 
B.C. Forest Service uses two appraisal systems: one for coastal British 
Columbia, another for the interior of the Province. In coastal areas, 
appraisals start from the selling price of logs sold on the Vancouver open log 
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market. In interior areas of the Province, appraisals start from lumber prices 
and the price of the by-produc t, pulp chips. 

The British Columbia appraisal system is decribed by Juhasz (1976 
Methods of Timber Appraisal in British Columbia: 56-88). Stumpage appraisal 
has been evaluated, both by a government task force and more recently in a 
government white paper (British Columbia, Task Force on Crown Timber Disposal 
1974 Timber AppraiRalj Bri tish Columbia, Ministry of Forests 1980 Alternatives 
for Crown Timber Pricing). 

11.4 STUMPAGE APPRAISAL AND LOGGING COST STUDIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

St,~page appraisal in developing countries is not as detailed, nor as 
complex as the examples from the United States and Canada, surveyed above. 
Such complex and detailed systems are not likely to be appropriate to most 
tropical countries. Developing countries face different problems and 
r.onstraints. and have different objectives. 

11.4.1 Exam~les of Stumpage Appraisal and of Logging Cost studies in 
Developing Countries 

The examples presented below illustrate the experiences of several 
tropical countries in applying stumpage appraisal and in deriving estimates of 
logging costs. The examples are selective, but are illustrate a variety of 
approaches and ideas of application to other countries. 

Liberia: A methodology for the estimation of logging costs. and for 
appraisal of the margin between log production costs and FOB log prices (the 
conversion return, defined above) was developed as a component of a project 
undertaken by FAO for the Government of Liberia in the 1970' s (FAO/UNDP 1976 
Liberia Natural Resource Development: Establishment of a Concessicn 
Secretariat, Forest Concessions; Appendix 5 Manual for Estimation of Margin 
Between Log Production Cost and Log Value FOB Liberia Port). 

The manual provided a detailed framework. and a step by step metho
dology, including worksheets, tor Lhe calculation of logging costs. It was 
suggested that the calculation be updated annually, if possible, and that 
forest charges also be revised annually, based on these production costs and on 
marke t pr ices (FAO/UNUP 1976 Liberia Natural Resources Development: 2. 21. 25. 
2b). 

The report also recommended improved mark2t intelligence to monitor 
world prices for loes and processed products and recommended revised forest 
charges (FAO/UNDP 1976 Liberia Natural Resources Development: 21-27). 

Sabah, Malaysia: In proposing revisions to the royal ty formulae 1n 
1977, a government appointed Task Force on Forest Revenues recommended improved 
marlr..et intelligence for log prices. The Task Force also recommended that the 
Forestry Department ultimately base Royalties on appraised stumpage values,_ 
taking into account logging and transportation costs. However, it also recog~ 
nized the problems and difficulties in doing so. In the interim it proposed 
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retention of the royalty formulae and proposed revisions to the formulae 
(Sabah, Malaysia 1977 Report of the Task Force on Forest Revenues). 

A follow-up study by FAO, undertaken at the request of the Government 
of Sabah, addressed the question of market intelligence and reviewed the 
royalty formulae system, suggesting minor revisions and simplifications to the 
formulae (FAO/UNDP 1980 Sabah Timber Industry Royalty Appraisal and Market 
Study) • 

The FAO study developed a manual for estimation of logging costs 
(FAO/UNDP 1980 Sabah Log Production Cost Allowance Estimation). Cost estimates 
were developed were used to evaluate and suggest minor revisions to the basic 
allowance in the royalty formula. They were also used to estimate profit 
marl!:ins under alternative royalty formulae, and so to evaluate alternative 
formulations of the basic allowances and royalty coefficients in the royalty 
formulae. The methodology and procedures were written to facilitate the annual 
revision of the cost estimates. 

Sarawak, Malaysia: As a component of an FAO study for the Malaysian 
state of Sarawak, a review of the royalty system for the Hill Dipterocarp 
forests developed estimates of logging costs and suggested revisions to royalty 
levels based on them (FAO 1980 Forest Development Project, Sarawak, A Royalty 
System for the Hill Dipterocarp Forests of Sarawak). In the interim royalty 
rates were increased by 50% (see Chapter 10, Section 10.3). 

Penniusular Malaysian States: A method of estimating forest charges 
was adopted in Selangor State in 1974, based on forest inventory data, current 
logging costs and market log prices (Noordin 1977 A Method of Forest Revenue 
Assessment Based on Inventory Data). The appraisal was used to establish a 
Premium, levied as a per acre charge on areas to be cut (in addition to the 
volume-based Royalty and the Silvicultural Cess). 

A forest inventory was used to estimate the volume per acre of the 
area to be cut. Market values of logs, by diameter class are used to establish 
a market value of the timber on the area. The basic Premium was calculated at 
20% of this marke t value. Adjustments to the basic Premium are made by means 
of a percentage reduction in the Premium for low volumes per acre, for higher 
elevations and for distance from main roads. 

Papua New Guinea: A relatively simple royalty appraisal system was 
introduced in 1974-75, following a review of the royalty system. The new 
royalty appraisal system was designed for simplicity, for low cost of implemen
tation and administration, for minimum reliance on cost information, and for 
the easy review and adjustment of Royalties. The system was patterned on the 
on the appraisal system of the Australian state of Tasmania (Yauieb 1980 Choice 
of Sales and Marketing Systems in Tropical Hardwood Forests). 

A basic Royalty is established, to serve as a maxtmum Royalty for the 
whole country. Allowances for six cost factors are deducted, to arrive at the 
Royalty applicable to the particular timber involved. The allowances deducted 
under each of the six factors are specified in quantitative terms, for each of 
the six factors. The six factors are: 
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Total Timber Volume Available: The smaller the volume available, the 
larger the deduction (5 classes). 

Access to Market: Based on the distance to port, or market. The greater 
the distance, the larger the deduction (3 classes). 

Climate: Based on the length of the wet season. The longer the we t 
season, the larger the deduction (3 classes). 

Stand Quality: Based on stand density, size of tree, defect and species 
composition (3 classes). 

Log Haulage Distance: Based on average road distance to conversion plant, 
or log export point. The longer the distance, the greater the 
deduc tion (5 classes). 

Topography and Soils: Based on slope, soil conditions and the number of 
stream crossings (3 classes). 

An index is used to adjust the level of Royal ties over time. It is 
based on the Consumer Pr ice Index (Yauieb 1980 Choice of Sales and Marke ting 
Systems in Tropical Hardwood Forests). 

Other Logging Cost Studies in Tropical Countries: In addition to the 
examples surveyed, a variety of cost studies of logging, hauling and processing 
have been undertaken by forestry departments, government agencies and organiza
tions within the countries surveyed. These studies have been undertaken for a 
wide range of purposes, cover a wide variety of situations, and differ greatly 
in degree of detail. 

Further cost studies have been developed as a component of many FAO 
projects in individual countries. (See for examples FAO 1973 Logging and Log 
Transportation in Peninsular Malaysia). These often provide a framework and 
approach which can be updated to assist in appraisals. 

Finally FAO has undertaken a number of more general logging studies 
to assist countries in evaluation of logging methods and in developing cost 
estimates (see, for example, FAO 1974 Logging and Log Transport in Tropical 
High Forest; FAO 1976 Harvesting Man-Made Forests in Developing Countries; FAO 
1977 Planning Forest Roads and Harvesting Systems; FAO 1978 Assessment of 
Logging Costs from Forest Inventories in the Tropics). 

All of these cost studies can provide experience, or guidance in 
developing cost estimates for stumpage appraisals, and in the revision of 
forest charges. 

11.5 COMPONENTS OF STUMPAGE APPRAISAL 

Previous sections introduced and outlined the structure of stumpage 
appraisal, outlined the several methods used, and introduced examples from 
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developed and underdeveloped countries. In this section, each of the compo
nents of stumpage appraisal is discussed in turn, highlighting the .important 
considerations involved in each. 

11.5.1 Forest Inventory 

In developed countries, such as the United States and Canada, a stum
page appraisal is usually undertaken for each tract of timber being sold. An 
operational forest inventory of the tract is first undertaken to identify the 
species composition, tree sizes, grades and qualities of timber, and used to 
identify volumes per hectare, tree sizes, ground conditions and other. factors 
influencing logging costs as well as to weighted the prices in the appraisal 
and establish averages. 

In developing countries, stumpage appraisal normally serves to esta
blish the level of forest charges that will be applied generally, not just to a 
single tract. Thus detailed inventories of each tract, are not required prior 
to their sale. Nevertheless, general forest inventory information will be 
required for the appraisal. Inventory information on average volumes per acre, 
average tree sizes, etc. is needed to estimate appropriate logging costs. 
Inventory information on log grades and log sizes is required to establish an 
average market price of the logs, in determining the likely output of sawnwood 
products, and in estimating sawing costs for appraisals based on processed 
products. 

11.5.2 Prices of Logs or Processed Products 

As stumpage values are derived from the value of the produc ts pro
duced from the timber, the selling prices of logs or processed products are the 
logical starting point for stumpage appraisal. The prices should be those 
actually received for the most valuable products, and at the earliest identifi
able stage of processing for which a competitive market exists. Thus if logs 
are the most valuable product, and the market for logs competitive, then 
appraisal should be developed from log prices. Extension of the appraisal 
through more advanced phases of processing significantly complicates the 
appraisal and requires additional assumptions about prices, costs and the 
recovery of processed product. Only where the market for logs is not competi
tive, or if processed products would yield higher stumpage prices, should 
appraisal be extended to additional stages. 

Local log markets are usually closely linked to processing plants 
either through subsidiaries, through agreements on guaranteed supplies to one 
purchaser, or through financial arrangements, commonly in the form of loans to 
the loggers. In addition, there are often only a limited number of processing 
plants, perhaps only one, who are potential buyers. In such cases prices In 
local log markets are likely to underestimate the value to buyers, although it 
may not be easy to determine by how much, even in a specific country and situa
tion. 

Where local log markets are not competitive, prices could be based 
instead on export log prices. Export log markets are usually more competitive, 
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with more buyers and a greater degree of arms-length, inelependent buying and 
selling. Thus prices established in export log markets are likely to be closer 
to competitive market prices, and to the full willingness-to-pay value to 
buyers. Yet, export log markets, even when they involve a number of buyers or 
are world markets, may not be fully competitive. Export log buyers may recog
nize this interdependence, and thus may not compete strongly in purchasing 
logs, may operate only in certain parts of the country ("zones of influence"), 
or may purchase only from "regular customers". In addition, log buyers may 
extend credit, or assist in the financing of equipment purchases, and in 
exchange tie logging firms to selling to them at prices below the full market 
v·alue. 

Finally, logging companies may sell to parent companies, or to log 
buying subsidiaries, at transfer prices which do not reflect the value of 
timber. Although these transfer prices could be above competitive market prices 
if the company wants to earn profits within the country, they are more likely 
to be below the competitive market price, in order to transfer profits abroad. 
This is evidenced by logging subsidiaries which make losses each year, but 
continue in operation. 

If the export log markets are not competitive, it may be possible to 
base appraisals on log prices from the more competitive log markets in consum
ing country, and then deduct loading, unloading, handling and storage charges, 
and ocean freight. Alternatively, it may be necessary or appropriate to base 
appraisals on processed products. 

The prices upon which appraisals are based should be current. Yet 
the statistical data on prices of logs or products are historic, and are 
usually only available after a time lag. In addition, prices of forest products 
are subject to sudden and sometimes large fluctuations. Thus prices should be 
based on the most recent information available, covering a period long enough 
to average the flue tuations. 

Because they are the starting point for stumpage appraisal, it is 
crucial that prices of logs or products should be as accurate and reliable as 
possible. As stumpage values are residually determined, any inaccuracies in 
the prices from which the appraisal starts will be carried through to stumpage 
values, to become a larger proportion of the residual stumpage values. As 
illustrated in Section 11.2, a 10% error in prices can become an error of 20%, 
or more in stumpage values. 

11.5.3 Logging Costs 

Accurate estimates of logging costs are difficult. Logging costs 
vary considerably both with stand conditions and logging conditions. Logging 
coats also vary widely depending on the equipment used, and may vary between 
logging operators depending on Qperator efficiency. Costs should normally be 
based on those of logging operators of average efficiency. OVerhead costs are 
difficult to estimate and can vary widely. As they are fixed costs, costs per 
cubic metre are dependent, not only on the level of these fixed costs, but also 
on the level of utilization of logging plant and equipment. 
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Surveys of logging costs that take into account all these variables 
are difficult to carry out. Often cost estimates are built up synthetically 
for each phase of activities, felling, bucking, skidding, loading, etc. based 
on equipment capacities, hourly operating costs, and time and motion studies. 
These are illustrated by some of the examples and references mentioned above. 

Contract logging rates may be used to measure logging costs where it 
is otherwise difficult to determine logging costs. Provided there are a size
able number of contract loggers, and sufficient logging contracts to provide 
work for the contractors, contract logging rates can approximate logging costs 
including a normal profit on logging activities very well and, in addition, may 
be fairly easily obtained. 

11.5.4 Transportation Costs 

Trucking costs vary by distance, road conditions, size of load, and 
by waiting time for loading and unloading. Road maintainence and road condi
tions are important factors and have a very significant effect on logging 
costs. 

Trucking costs are commonly a major component of the delivered cost 
of logs as a consequence of the high cost of imported equipment and spare 
parts, because of the often difficult road conditions and slow speeds required, 
and because of the frequency of repairs required. Usually truck hauling costs 
are developed synthetically, as are logging costs. As trucking costs are an 
important cost item, errors in their estimation can have a significant effect 
on the residually determined stumpage values. 

Contract hauling rates can serve as a reasonable measure of truck 
hauling costs including a normal profit on trucking, just as contrac t logging 
rates can serve to approximate logging costs. 

Water transport by log raft or barge on streams, lakes, or in coastal 
areas, varies widely with conditions, but usually is a relatively low cost 
item. Railway transport is less common, but more eas11y estimated from rail 
rates. 

11.5.5 Processing Costs and Recovery Factors 

Processing costs will be required for stumpage appraisal, either 
where log markets are not competitive and log prices do not reflect the value 
of the logs, or where processed products yield a higher stumpage value. 
Processing costs for sawnwood, veneer and plywood, or pulp and paper will 
depend on the timber, and its suitability for various products. 

Sawing costs, for example, may be obtained from surveys of sawmills, 
or can be built up synthetically, based on engineering data, time and motion 
studies, etc. Sawing costs are highly variable depending on the sawmill equip
ment, sawmill layout, condition of the equipment t skill of the operating crew 
and efficiency of the management. Sawing costs also depend on log diameters 
and the quality of the logs, and on the particular sawn products produced. All 
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of these factors need to be taken into account in any survey of sawing costs; 
both to identify the magnitude of their effect on costs, and to enable them to 
be weighted in estimating average sawing costs. Because of the wide variations 
experienced in sawing costs and the number of variables affecting sawing costs, 
surveys of sawing costs will require large samples and measurement of a number 
of variables. 

If accounting records are reliable and accurate, then surveys of 
sawing costs can be based on accounting figures. Alternatively, surveys of 
sawing costs may require visits to individual mills, to record throughput of 
logs, output of lumber, manpower, other cost items, and to tmdertake time and 
motion studies in order to build up cost estimates synthetically. 

Synthetic cost analysis estimates will have to take the same factors 
into account. This will require separate estimates, based on each set of 
factors, and then the weighting of these estimates, to arrive at the costs 
applicable to the timber being appraised or average costs. 

Overhead cost estimates will again prove difficult, just as for 
logging costs. Because of their relative size as cost factors, and their fixed 
nature, their importance in terms of costs per tmit of sawnwood produced is 
highly variable, depending on the capacity utilization of the sawmill and the 
length of time it operates. 

Custom sawing rates can serve to measure overall sawing costs, 
including a normal profit on the operation, provided that there are a suffi
cient number of custom sawing sawmills to maintain competition among them and 
sufficient business to keep them busy without tmdercutting of rates. 

Figures on recovery rates are necessary since sawing costs, or the 
processing costs for other forest products, are usually based on the output of 
the processed product, rather than on the input of logs used. As stumpage 
values are based on roundwood volumes, it is necessary to translate sawing 
costs, or the processing costs for other products, into costs per tmit of 
roundwood. For this, accurate recovery ratios (the volume of processed products 
recovered per tmit of logs used) are required. As suggested above, a slight 
underestimate of this simple ratio can result in higher costs per tmit of logs, 
and thus tn lower appraised values. Alternatively, a slight overestimate of 
the recovery ratio can lead to the reverse. The actual recovery of sizes and 
grades of sawnwood for example, is also required to establish the selling value 
of logs in terms of the produc ts produced. 

11.5.6 Profit Allowance 

The determination of an appropriate allowance for profit and risk 
involves difficult questions. The appropriate allowance should provide a 
percentage rate of return on capital equal to that earned elsewhere, but no 
more. !be profit allowance shou'ld also recognize differences in risk among 
forest operations. 

Because the profit allowance is meant to reflect the required rate of 
return on capital, the allowance should be based on, and applied to, the 
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capital involved in the logging, hauling, or processing stages, rather than on 
operating costs or on sales prices. 

In the Investment Method of stumpage appraisal, described in Section 
1l.2.1, the profit allowance is based on the average investment in each stage 
of forest production. However, the determination of the average level of 
investment in logging, hauling and processing is not easy. The initial cost, 
scrap value and average investment of each ite1U must be calculated and aggre
gated. Working capital estimates must be derived. Finally, appropriate rates 
of return must be chosen for each activity. Thus, although conceptually 
correct, the investment method involves problems of measurement and conse
quently, potential for error and inaccuracies. In the end it may be less 
accurate than the Overturn Method described in Section 11.2.1, in which the 
profit allowance is calculated as a percentage of the selling price of the logs 
or products, even though the investment method is the theoretically correct 
method. 

The profit allowance under the Overturn Method should be based on an 
average rate of return on the capi tal investment and an average level of 
investment. The rate of return allowed under the Overturn Method could be too 
high or too low on individual stands, species or grades, since capital invest
ment cannot be expected to vary with the selling price. The Overturn Method 
will allow higher profits, and higher rates of return on higher priced logs or 
processed products. This will encourage the cutting of high valued species and 
stands. 

11.5.7 Adjustments 

The updating of appraisals for changing prices and costs, and the 
adjustment of forest charges are in the interest of both the government and the 
forest industry. It means that the government will take on some or most of the 
risk involved in changing economic conditions, but the government will also 
benefi t in terms of revenue frolll increased stumpage values. However, the 
updating of appraisals required to adjust foreat charges also involves addi
tional costs and manpower to collect information and revise the calculations. 

11.5.8 Administration 

Timber appraisals to set the level of forest charges have an obvious 
financial impact on both the government and the forest industry. Thus admini
stration of appraisal policies and procedures ~rrants careful attention. 

Appraisals require reliable information. In gathering and organizing 
data on prices and costs, a system of methods and procedures is required. To 
collect reliable information on prices, a market intelligence system is needed. 
This may involve a system for sampling market prices of given lpecies, sizes 
and grades of logs, or processed products. and a sYltem for analyzing the data 
and calculating average prices. Likewise, the creation of a system is required 
to gather data on logging, hauling and procelsing costs, as discussed above. 
Each of these components involves statistical design, the design of sampling 
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procedures, the design of analysis procedures, and even the design of appro
priate forms. 

The appraisal process itself requires establishment \)f methods and 
procedures for the application of this information to the estimation of stump
age values. These must be planned and designed to be appropriate to the situa
tions experienced in the country itself. 

Thus the smooth functioning of an appraisal system and the reli
ability of the appraisals depends very much on the care and skill applied to 
the design and implementation of the information systems and appraisal systems. 
A sound appraisal system also depends on the availability of trained experi
enced appraisal personnel both for implementation of the information and 
appraisal systems, and for their operation. 

11.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter has outlined stumpage &ppraisal, surveyed examples both 
frOID developed and developing countries and discussed the components required 
appraisal. While some form of stumpage appraisal is required under most of the 
methods of setting the level of forest charges, accurate appraisal are not 
easily achieved. Appraisals require reliable information and expert personnel. 

The availabil ity of reliable information on the prices and costs, 
discussed above, puts severe constraints on stumpage appraisal, especially 
beeause of the residual nature of stumpage values and the sensitivity of 
stumpage values to errors in estilnates of prices, costs and recovery ratios. 
The availability of expert personnel places an additional constraint on 
stumpage appraisal. In view of these two constraints, stumpage appraisal 
systems should be designed to re4uire a minimum of data on prices and costs, 
involve a minimum of calculati.ons and provide estimates of stumpage values for 
a ] imited munber of key categories and characteristics. 

An obvious first step in strengthening the data base for appraisals 
is to implement a survey of prices of logs and forest products. A minimum 
number of key species and categories should be sampled initially. It is impor
tant that the categories and sampling procedures be tightly specified so that 
price trends can be established for use in updating forest charges. 

Sl.Jrveys of contractor rates for logging, for log hauling and custom 
sawing rates, offer a simple medns of obtaining estimates of 108ging, hauling 
and processing costs. These rates, which include profits, will allow an appro
priate rate of return if contractor rates can be competitively set. The survey 
of contractor rates can also provide information on trends in logging costs 
over time, and thus serve in updating appraisals for changes in costs. 

These suggestions form the basis of a relatively simple and easily 
administered appraisal system, which is likely to be of more use in setting the 
level of charges than a more complex and perhaps less manageable system. They 
also provides the basis for developing the experience and expertise required to 
extend the appraisal system, as and when desired. 
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Chapter 12 

FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS: STRUCTURE AND PROPOSALS 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the study both the inter-relationships among the types of 
charges and the inter-relationships among the methods of establishing the 
levels of charges have been emphasized. This final chapter is intended to 
integrate the several types of forest charges and methods of setting their 
level into a basic forest revenue system. 

12.2 OUTLINE OF A BASIC FOREST REVENUE SYSTEM 

In previous chapters we have carefully avoided proposing a forest 
revenue system because the circumstances of individual countries, as well as 
the objectives, and the weight placed on each objective, will differ. Never
theless, in the course of the review of alternative types of forest charges and 
the survey of examples drawn from tropical countries the framework of a basic 
forest revenue system has emerged. This basic forest revenue system outlined 
here can serve as the starting point for countries in the design or modifica
tion of their own forest revenue system. It may be necessary or desirable to 
introduce variants or additlonal charges to suit the situation in the indivi
dual country. Alternatives to the basic charges are suggested and other 
charges and their application to special circumstances are summarized. 

The components of a basic forest revenue system proposed consist of 
the following: 

1. Annual Ground Rentals on Concessions: Levied on all concessions and 
other short and long-term forest utilization contracts. 

2. Volume Based Charges on the Timber Cut: Levied on all timber cut, 
whether used domestically, or exported. 

3. Export Charges and Domestic Processing Incentives: Where it is 
desired to encourage the domestic processing of logs, a uniform 
export charge per cubic metre can be levied on log exports, in 
addition to the volume based charge. 

These components provide the basic framework for a forest revenue 
system. ADlong the types of charges discussed there are alternatives for each 
component. A country may choose to substitute alternative charges drawn from 
those evaluated in Chapter 9 for one or other of the components of the basic 
system, to introduce combinations, or to add to the system to sui t the 
country's own particular situation. 
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For each components of the basic system the rationale is discussed, 
followed by an examination of a1 ternatives. Additional char3es [0 r special 
circumstances are discussed later. 

12.3 ANNUAL GRO'JND RENTAL CHARGE 

An annual Bround rental is recommended on all concessions and other 
short or long-term forest utilization contracts. 

The annual ground rental can serve to reflec t the value of the con
cession generated by the security of timber supply, and by forest char6es on 
timber cut which are below the stumpage value (see Chapter 6). Annual ground 
rentals based on the area of concessions are easy to administer. They can 
serve both to discourage the acquisition and holding of large concession areas, 
beyond the needs of the forest industry, and to encourage more efficient use of 
t he areas held. 

The levels of annual ground rental charges can be administratively 
set. However, because the value of concessions is not easily estimated, the 
level of annual ground rentals is best established by bidd tng in open or 
sealed-bid auctions of concessions, in those situations in which competitl.on 
for concessions and bidding on ground rentals can be encouraged. The levels 
of annual ground rentals established by auc tion can then be used to establish 
administratively set annual ground rentals for other areas. Concession 
policies should be modified to encourage greater competition for concessions, 
reducing the number of concessions offered to ensure more bidders for each, and 
also reducing the length of tenure to do the same. 

Minimum annual ground rental charges should be established, reflect
ing the administrative costs in supervising the concessions, and the oppor
tWlity costs of allocating the timber rights. The opportunity cost reflects 
t he potential future value of the concession to the government; t he foregone 
alternative uses for food, fuelwood, medicinE'S, etc.; and the environmental 
benefi ts from erosion control, wa tershed management etc. whic h would be 
foregone (See Chapter 6, Section 6.3; Chapter 10, Section 10.9). 

In summary then it is suggested that annual ground rental charges 
playa more important role in forest revenue systems, and, for most countries, 
that their levels be raised. 

Alternatives to Annual Ground Rentals 

Initial Lump-Sum Licence Fees An initial, lump-sum licence fee, 
levied on concessions or other forest utilization contrac ts, can serve as an 
alternative to annual ground rentals, reflecting the value of concessions and 
the security of timber supply provided by the concession. 

The value of this security of timber supply is not at all easy to 
estimate. Consequently, the initial lump-sum payment is best established as a 
bonus bid on concessions through open-bid or sealed-bid auctions. Even if 
competition for concessions is weak or imperfect, an auction is likely to yield 
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a higher payment than some arbitrarily set charges. Negotiation with two or 
more potential concession holders may be an alternative method of establishing 
the level of the initial lump-sum bonus payments on concessions, but is a 
"second-best" choice. 

A minimum initial lump-sum licence fee should be established. rather 
arbitrarily if necessary. both in ordp.r to reflect the costs to the government 
in granting the concession, and to encourage higher bidding. 

Licence fees should not be expected to be a large revenue source. not 
as large as annual ground rentals. Yet they can be an important component of 
the forest revenue systems. serving to allocate concession areas. discourage 
the over allocation of concessions and reflecting financial costs borne by the 
government and opportunity costs. In some situations it may be desirable to 
levy an both initial lump-sum licence fee and an annual ground rental. 

12.4 VOLUME BASED CHARGES OU THE TIMBER CUT 

Volume based charges levied on the timber cut are recommended to 
reflect the stumpage value of the timber harvested. Volume based charges 
should be the major charge in the basic forest revenue system. In certain 
situations. one or other of the variants of volume based cherges. alternative 
charges or a combinations of volume based with other charges mentioned in 
Chapters 8 or 9 can serve as substitutes. 

Volume based charges should be levied on all timber cut. whether used 
domestically or exported. based on th(> stumpage value of the timber. Where a 
domestic log market exists. the level of volume based charges should be based 
on stumpage values of logs in domestic markets. Domestic processing incentives 
are then provided by additional export charges levied log exports. the third 
basic charge. discussed below. 

Volume based charges can be based on measurement of roundwood volumes 
in the forest. at some central transportation point. as the roundwood enters 
the processing plant. or at exp~rt ports. The choice among the combination of 
points depends on the relative administrative ease. accuracy of measurements. 
ability to crosscheck volumes and ability to counter evasion. 

Volume measurements can be based on the volumes of individual logs. 
as is most common. o'n stacked volumes. or on weight mesurements. 

12.4.2 Varying Volume Based Charges to Reflect Stump&ge Values: As 
suggested in earlier chapters. volume based charges that accurately reflect 
stumpage values will result both in greater revenues and in better utilization 
of the forest and forest management. Where administratively feasible. volume 
baaed charges can be varied by species group. log diameter. grade. or distance. 
the major factors affecting stumpage values. For simplicity in the forest 
revenue sys tem. volume based charges should include a minimum of these key 
factors. 
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Species Groups: With the great diversity of species found in 
tropical forests, species is perhaps the most important factor affecting stump
age values. It is the factor most easily identified. Differences in forest 
charges by species, or species groups, are widely applied, so their feasibility 
has been tested. 

In most countries the differences in market prices of logs or 
processed produc ts between species results in significant differentials in 
stumpage values and makes it appropriate that forest charges differentiate 
between species. The advantages of forest charges that vary among species are 
two-fold. First, by setting stumpage prices to reflect differentials in 
stumpage values it is possible to collect greater revenue. A uniform char~e 

would not collect the full value from high valued species and would discour~e 
the cutting of lower valued species. Second, by setting stumpage prices to 
reflect differentials in stumpage values, profits earned in cutting high valued 
and low valued species will be more equal. Overcutting of high valued species 
will be reduced, while lower charges on the lower valued species will encourage 
their utilization. 

In most countries, several dozen species are cut. Many of these 
species command approximately the same price. It is suggested that species be 
classified into four to perhaps at most, ten classes, based on log prices. 
These categories should be reviewed and revised at regular intervals of between 
two and five years, and species reclassified if their relative prices have 
changed. 

Differentials in stumpage values among species are relatively easy to 
establish once average log prices have been established. If logging costs are 
roughly the same for each species, the absolute differences in log prices can 
be translated directly into equal differentials in volume based charges between 
species class. 

Log Diameter: Volume based charges which vary by log diameter is a 
factor worth considering in a forest revenue system. One or two tropical 
countries do vary volume based charges by log diameter. Log diameter is an 
important measure of log quality as log diameters affect processing costs as 
well as the products produced, and therefore stumpage values. Varying volume 
based charges by log diameter will enable lower charges to be levied on suall 
diameter logs, encouraging their utilization. 

As log diameters (or girths) are usually recorded in the scaling of 
logs, it would be relatively easy to classify logs into diameter classes in the 
field, and then to apply the appropriate charge per cubic metre. Better still 
where log volumes are calculated by computer from field measuretnents the 
cOlllputer can be programmed to automatically apply the appropriate charge per 
cubic metre to logs of each diameter class and the amount levied summed in the 
billing of forest charges. 

Alternatively, forest charges could also be adjusted for log 
diameters using average diameters. Diameters recorded in calculating the 
volumes of each species group would be averaged over the scaling period (daily, 
weekly, monthly) and this average used to apply the appropriate volume based 
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charge per cubic metre. The harvesting of smaller diameter trees or the utili
zation of 91nall top logs from trees cut would introduce more small diameters 
into the scale return for the period and therefore result in application of a 
lower charge per cubic metre. 

The incentives for improved utilization are perhaps the strongest 
advantage in varying volume based charges by log diameter. It provides a use
ful way of ensuring that volume based charges reflect the stumpage value of 
marginal timber, and of ensuring that volume based charges do not discourage 
utilization. 

However, varying volume based charges by log diameter could encourage 
underscaling. By under-estimating diameters, not only would the reported 
volume be reduced, but the change per cubic metre applied to that volume would 
also be reduced. Tighter enforcement, cross-checks and check scaling would be 
required. 

Log Grades: Differentials in stumpage values with respect to log 
grades can be significant. Where logs are graded, volume based charges might 
be varied by log grades. One or two of the tropical countries surveyed do so. 

As logging and hauling costs are virtually the same for all grades of 
logs, the absolute differentials in stumpage values by log grade will be equal 
to the differences in log prices between log grades. Therefore, to reflect 
these differences volume based charges between log grades should approximate 
the absolute differences in log prices. 

The grading of logs is more subjective than classification by 
species, or by diameters. Consequently, differentials in volume based charges 
by grade can be subject to abuse through the classification of logs to lower 
grades, thus reducing the charges payable. The incentive to do so will be 
stronger the greater the differentials in charges. Consequently differentials 
in volume based charges by grades are only recommended where log grading is 
well developed, grading is undertaken by independent graders and is free of 
influence from concession holders. 

Distance: Transportation costs are a major component of the overall 
delivered cost of logs. Thus distance is an important variable worth incorpor
ating into stumpage prices. Distance could be incorporated by means of an 
allowance per kilometre of distance, and applied either by concentric circles 
on the map, or by using actual road hauling distance to the cutting area as' in 
Sabah, Malaysia. (The experience of the Sabah Formulation with contract 
logging rates). 

Introduction of distance as a factor has advantages in reflecting 
more accurately the stumpage value of the timber stands, and therefore of 
collecting more of that value as revenue. It also has advantages for forest 
management by reducing pressures to overcut nearby areas while leaving distant 
stands uncut. 
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Alternatives to Volume Based Charges 

Charges Based on the Area Logged: Charges based on the area logged 
have advantages that make them suitable in a number of situations. As the 
charge is fixed irrespective of the timber removed. they will provide a strong 
incentive for the full utilJzation of all merchantable timber within the stands 
logged. With high volume based charges this advantage becomes of more 
importance. Area based charges also avoid the necessity of scaling the timber 
removed. and the difficulties involved in doing so. 

Area based charges are a particularily attractive al ternative where 
stands of timber are allocated and the level of charges set by open-bid or 
sealed-bid auctions. Under such circumstances. an accurate pre-sale inventory 
and appraisal of the stand is less important. provided competition for the 
timber can be encouraged. Evaluation of the stand can be left to the judgement 
of bidders. Only minimum charges need be established. 

Area based charges are recommended where high forest stands. salvage 
logging areas. or plantation stands can be sold by auction and full utilization 
is to be encouraged. 'nley should be introduced where they are feasible. both 
to gain experience for their broader application, and to provide information on 
the stumpage values of stands which will then be of use in setting other 
charges. 

Per-Tree Stumpage Charges: Per-tree charges are not recommended as 
an alternative to volume based charges, except in special circumstances. They 
are recommended only where logging operations are small and scattered, making 
supervision and scaling difficul t, in plantatious where trees of uniform size 
are cut and handled as trer.l lengths, or for products such as poles and other 
minor produc ts. 

A Two-Part Charge on the Timber Cut: 'nlis combination consists of an 
area based charge on the area logged, and a volume based charge on the timber 
cut. 'nle area based charge can be a fixed amount per hectare, as the volume 
based component will account for the variations in the volumes, values and 
species on the area. 'nlus the area based charge can be simpler than when it 
must reflect the entire value of 'the timber. 'nle volume based component can be 
lower than a separate volume based charge, because part of the value of the 
timber will be captured by the fixed, per hectare, charge. With lower charges 
per cubic metre, fuller utilization of the marginal species, trees and logs 
will be encouraged. 

Al though the combination involves the administratiou of two charges, 
it can have administrative advantages. The fixed area based charge is easy to 
administer and yields revenue early, prior to cutting. With the lower volume 
based charges on the timber cut J there will be less incentive for under
scaling, under-reporting, aud evasion, and consequently less administrative 
problems. 

A two-part charge on the timber cut is reasonably equitable. 
Payments are related to the timber cut. 'nle increased utilization of timber 
from the area will provide opportunity for higher profits, and/or greater 
forest revenue. 
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12.5 EXPORT CHARGES ON LOGS AND DOMESTIC PROCESSING INCENTIVES 

Export charges on logs, in addition to volume based charges on the 
timber cut, are recommended (a) to reflect higher stumpage values in export 
markets and (b) to provide incentives for domestic processing. Without the 
export charge, logs will be exported to the financially most profitable market 
wi thout yielding additional forest revenue, and without generating domestic 
processing benefits. Thus an export charge should be designed as a supplement 
to the volume based charges where export logs yield higher stumpage values. 
Where stumpage values of domestically processed logs are higher than those of 
export logs, no export charge is warranted. 

Several of the tropical countries surveyed put primary emphasis on 
export charges as the major forest charge and levy a separate charge on logs 
processed domestically. However, this creates problems and can distort the 
domestic processing incentives. The size of the domestic processing incentive 
is no longer readily apparent under this approach. In addition the domestic 
processing incentives will vary among species. High valued species will carry 
a high export charge, and thus a substantial domestic processing incentive. 
Low valued species will carry a low export charge, and thus a low domestic 
processing incentive. This can distort domestic production and timber harvest
ing, resu1 ting in little harvesting or domestic processing of lower valued 
species. 

The previous section recommended that volume based charges, or alter
natives, be levied on all timber cut, whether used domestically or exported, 
with the levels of the volume based charges based on stumpage values in 
domestic uses. Thus the levels of the export charges should be set to reflect 
the difference between the stumpage value of export logs and the volume based 
charges already levied. Ideally, if the volume based charges fully reflect the 
differences in stumpage value with species, log diameter grade, distance, etc., 
then the additional export charge can be a uniform charge per cubic metre. If 
so, it will provide an equal incentive for the processing of high and low 
valued timber. 

12.5.1 Alternative Domestic Processing Incentives 

As an alternative, where export markets are the most profitable 
outlet for logs, domestic processing could be encouraged by volume based 
charges on all logs, combined with a rebate based on the output of processed 
products. The volume based charge would then be based on the stumpage value of 
logs in the export market. It would be equivalent to the combined level of the 
volume based charge and the export charge proposed above. The rebate, based on 
the output of processed products, would then serve to reduce the effective rate 
on domestically processed logs, thereby encouraging domestic processing. 

There are advantages to this alternative approach. The higher volume 
based charges levied on all logs would make the logs a more expensive input, 
and encourage their more careful use in processing, encourage fuller utiliza
tion of logs and greater recovery of processed products. 
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The rebate proposed would be offset against the volume based charges 
levied on the log input. but would be based on the production of processed 
products. Separate rebates could be set for sawnwood. veneer. plywood. or 
other products. with higher rebates for the more highly processed products. 
The level of the rebate should be based on the level of effective protection 
required to achieve the desired degree of domestic processing. 

As the rebate would be based on the output of processed products, it 
would provide a further incentive for the full utilization of the logs and for 
recovery of processed products. 

In addition, the rebate would serve as a cross-check of volume based 
charges. With the rebate based on the output of processed products, and offset 
against volume based charges on the logs used, the rebate would discourage both 
the underscaling of logs and the overstating of the producti.on of processed 
products. Any significant under-scaling of logs, or under-reporting of volumes 
to avoid volume based charges. would resul t in an unusually high recovery 
factor. Any overstatement of processed product production in order to claim a 
greater rebate would also result in an unusually high recovery factor. Thus 
the combination charge and rebate introduce a self-policing mechanism into the 
forest revenue system. 

In smmary. there are important advantages to this alternative of a 
volume based charge and rebate; in encouraging domestic processing. in 
utilization and in administration. 

12.5.2 Export Charges on Processed Product 

Export charges on processed products are generally not recommended, 
except in special circumstances, or for specific purposes. Export charges on 
processed products will offset the domestic processing incentives generated by 
export charges on logs. For this reason, they are usually set at a low level, 
have miniJllal iJDpac t, and yield miniJllal revenue. Export charges on processed 
products may be levied to collect part of the stumpage value of the timber, but 
usually this is better achieved through volume based charges on the timber 
cut. 

12.5.3 Export Quotas and Domestic Processing Requirements 

Export quotas, introduced to restrict log exports and to encourage 
domestic processing, are not recommended. A reduction in log exports is better 
achieved by higher charges on export logs, which would both reduce exports and 
yield additional revenue from those logs exported. Although the initial reduc
tion in 108 exports is less certain than under export quotas. the level of the 
charges on export logs can be adjusted until the desired reduction in log 
exports is achieved. Higher charges on export logs are also more efficient, as 
log exports will be restricted to only those species, grades, etc. which yield 
the highest prices as export logs, leaving those most valuable in the domestic 
market for domestic processing. For the same reasons it is better to encourage 
domestic processing by higher charges on export logs than by regulations such 
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as those requiring a certain proportion of log production to be processed 
domestically. 

In summary, export quotas and domestic processing requirements are 
not recommended. Their objectives can be better achieved by volume based 
charges and export charges on log exports. 

12.6 CHARGES FOR SPECIAL SITUATIONS 

Although the number and variety of charges in the forest revenue sys
tem should be kept to a minimum, there may be circumstances in which addition
al or alternative charges may be called for. These charges for special situa
tions are drawn from among those surveyed and evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9. 

12.6.1 Charges on Processed Products 

Al though charges on sawnwood and other processed produc ts can serve 
as a subst i tute for volume based charges on the timber cut, they are only 
recommended in special circumstances. Charges levied on processed products 
rather than the log inputs result in "cheaper" logs and substitute higher 
charges on processed products. As a result they discourage both the full 
utilization of logs and the full recovery of processed products. 

Charges on processed products are only recommended where the Qcaling 
of logs for volume based charges is difficult and the measurement of the sawn
wood output or other processed products is easy and more reliable. 

12.6.2 A Two-Part Charge on Logs and Processed Products 

Al ternately, charges on processed products can yield advantages when 
combined with volume based charges on the timber cut to form a two-part charge 
on the timber cut. Under this scheme, the volume based charge on the timber 
cut can be lower, thereby encouraging improved utilization in the forest of 
marginal species, trees and logs. However, this combination charge can still 
discourage the full recovery of processed products, as a consequence of the 
component part of the charge levied on processed products. 

Incentives for Wlderscaling of logs will be reduced, and the char:ges 
on logs and processed products can serve as a cross-check on each other. 
However, setting the level of the two components of the combination charge, and 
coordinating of the two will likely involve additional administration. 

12.6.3 Charges on Equipment and Workers 

Charges levied on logging equipment such as tractors, skidders, 
logging trucks or even power saws; or charges levied on processing plant and 
equipment such as sawmills, head-saw equipment, plywood plants, etc. can be 
useful in certain situations. Charges on workers or payrolls are generally not 
recommended as they discourage employment and can instead encourage capital 
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intensive logging and processing which may require imported equipment and 
foreign exchange. 

Charges on equipment are unlikely to be a significant source of 
revenue, but they can facilitate the supervision and control of forestry 
activities, and are easy to administer. Charges on equipment that are a fixed 
annual fee can help to encourage efficient use of the equipment. Combined with 
lower volume based charges, they can also encourage improved utilization and 
recovery. 

12.6.4 Profit Based Royalties 

Profit based Royalties such as the Resource Rent Tax, evaluated in 
Chapter 9 (Section 9.15), have advantages, but are applicable only in specific 
and limited situations. They are applicable only to new projects, not to 
existing, already operating projects, in which the investments have already 
been made. They are applicable only to forestry developments which include the 
exploitation of a concession or area of forest resource and the extraction of 
the forest resource. Finally, they are limited to projects undertaken by a 
financial self-contained entity for which accounting records are available. 

However, applied to these specific situations, profit based Royalties 
can offer advantages in capturing both the stumpage value of the timber cut, 
and the value of the concession. As suggested in Section 9.15, profit based 
Royal ties to capture stumpage values can be combined wi th the corporate incolne 
tax on profits. Together the two can complement each other. 

12.6.5 Joint Ventures or Full Government Ownership of Concessions, 
Harvesting Operations and Processing 

Government operation of concessions and of logging and processing 
activities, or joint ventures with private sector firms, are recommended for 
limited application. These operations should be limited initially to ensure 
efficient supervision and management of operations, or efficient supervision of 
joint ventures. The government Will then be able to capture its share of the 
stumpage value of the timber cut, as profits. The government can also derive 
useful information on prices J logging. hauling, and processing costs, and on 
stumpage values. This information can be of value in setting the level of 
forest charges elsewhere within the country. 

12.6.6 Combining Porest Charges into a Porest Revenue System 

An important theme throughout the study has been the interrelation
ships among forest charges. One forest charge can contribute toward the 
efficiency or effectiveness of another. The achievement of the best, most 
efficient and effective forest revenue system depends on the combination of 
charges chosen. The basic forest revenue system proposed illustrates some of 
the interrelationships between forest charles, and shows how individual charges 
can operate together to achieve an efficient system. The alternative charles 
as well as lOme of the charles suglested for special circumstances provide 
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further examples of how one charge can contribute to the efficient operation of 
another. 

Care should be taken to avoid including too many charges in the 
forest revenue system. In spite of the individual advantages of each charge, 
there are collective advantages to a simple and Wlcomplicated forest revenue 
system consisting of a minimum number of charges. 

12.7 ESTABLISHING THE LEVEL OF FOREST CHARGES 

A forest revenue system should include several methods of establish
ing the level of forest charges, just as it includes several types of forest 
charges. One method of setting the level of charges can complement and assist 
another. For example, open-bid and sealed-bid auctions can yield information 
on stumpage values that are useful in establishing the level of 
administratively set charges, ad valorem rates, the parameters in formula 
approaches, or in the negotiation of charges. Public log markets can yield 
information on log pr ices, on logging and log hauling costs, and on stumpage 
value of use in setting the level of charges by other methods. 

Suggested Strategy for Setting the Level of Forest Charges 

For most countries, administratively set, fixed-rate charges will 
remain the primary method of setting the level of forest charges, but this 
method can be made more responsive to changes, and it can be supplemented by 
the other approaches discussed. 

A suggested strategy for setting the level of forest charges is 
given below. Although the proposals are designed to complement and support 
each other, not all of them need be adopted. Together they represent a 
flexible set of suggestions designed for adaption to a variety of situations. 

Adjustment of Administratively Set, Fixed-Rate Charges: As we have 
seen, one of the major problems of administratively set, fixed-rate charges is 
in keeping the levels of charges up-to-date. A simple escalation formula was 
suggested to adjust charges annually. Where available, the use of a price 
index, such as the consumer price index, published by the central statistical 
office is suggested. Other al ternatives might be the Gross Domestic Produc t 
price index from The National Accounts, or an index of forest product prices, 
jf available (see Chapter 10, Section 10.3). 

Introduction of Formula Approaches to Setting the Level of Charges: 
Formula approaches such as that of Sabah, Malaysia offer promise of a simple, 
flexible and responsive method of setting the level of forest charges (see 
Chapter 10, Section 10.5). Their use is suggested where feasible. 

Increased Use of Auctions to Establish Levels of Forest Charges: 
Where competition among forest industry firms exists, or can be encouraged, 
increased reliance on open-bid or sealed-bid auctions is recommended. Auctions. 
can be used to allocate longer term concessions, and to establish concessio.n 
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charges; or to allocate short term timber rights, and establish charges on the 
timber cut. 

Auctions, at least initially, should be restricted to those situa
tion in which the greatest degree of competition can be obtained, so as to 
ensure that the concession charges bid approach the value of the concession to 
buyers, and that the charges bid on the timber cut approach the stumpage value 
of the timber. These prices bid can then provide a reliable reflection of 
concession values and of stumpage values for use in setting the level of 
charges by other methods. 

The li1llited introduction of auctions in the most favourable situa
tions will allow the government to develop and refine auction procedures for 
wider application later. 

C01llpeti tion for concessions can be encouraged by reducing the number 
of concessions available. Competition for standing timber can be encouraged by 
making ti1llber available in smaller lots, and thus accessible to a larger number 
of bidders. To encourage competition, large concessions with processing plants 
might be required to purchase a proportion of their log requirements from 
smaller logging firms, and smaller short-term concessions made available by 
auction to these logging firms. This would then provide the government with 
information on competitive stumpage values from which to set prices on the 
larger concessions. Sales of logs to processing plants would also provide the 
government with information on log prices. 

In addition, the government 1Ilight require a certain percentage of the 
timber or concessions be harvested by logging contractors. Contractor prices 
would provide the government with information on logging costs and aid in 
ti1llber appraisals and in setting more accurate forest charKes. 

Limi ted Introduction of Public Log Markets: The establishm.en t of 
public log markets in one or a few of the most sui table locations is also 
recommended. The locations selected should be positioned centrally located, 
near existing concentrations of processing plants, where the greatests benefits 
from integrated utilization are ~ikely. and where competition for logs will be 
strong • 

Public log markets involve the government in planning and supervising 
logging operations and log transportation. The government will need to either 
undertake the logging and log transportation itself, or hire and supervise 
contrac tors. In spite of the administrative demands in undertaking these 
activities, valuable experience would be gained and valuable knowledge of 
logging and transportation cost acquired. 

The prices bid on logs at these public log markets, if they reflect 
competitive market prices of logs, can then be utilized in stumpage appraisal, 
and in the establishment and adjustment of forest charges set by other 1Ilethods. 
Logging and hauling coste from government operations, or logging and hauling 
contractor rates, as well as the operating experience gained can aid in 
stumpage appraisal, and in setting or adjusting the level of charges esta
blished by other methods. 
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Surveys of Forest Product Prices: Where the export market is impor
tant to the country market intelligence on log prices and processed products 
prices in overseas markets is recommended. In addition, basic surveys of 
domestic market prices of logs and processed products should be undertaken 
where information on forest products prices and log prices are not available. 
These surveys should concentrate on developing accurate and reliable sampling 
approaches for a limited number of key species, grades, sizes, etc. Once 
established on a reliable basis, the surveys can be extended to become more 
comprehensive, as and when required. Public log markets can also contribute 
data on log prices. 

The prices obtained will provide the starting point for the develop
ment or refinement of stumpage appraisal procedures. If the surveys are done 
on a consistent basis from year to year, they will also provide information on 
prices for the adjustment of forest charges over time. 

Monitoring of Contractor Rates, Logging and Hauling Costs: Contrac
tor rates for logging and hauling provide a simple and reasonable measure of 
logging or hauling costs, including a normal profit on investment, provided 
that contract logging and hauling is reasonably competitive; that is, if there 
are a reasonably large number of contractors, a reasonable number of concession 
holders hiring contractors, and sufficient contract work to keep contractors 
busy. A survey of contractor rates can be relatively easy to undertake. 

In some countries custom sawing of logs is carried out. If so, then 
a survey of custom sawing rates is also recommended. Custom sawing rates under 
competitive conditions will reasonably reflect sawing costs and a normal profit 
on investment, and will provide useful information on sawing costs and on 
trends in sawing costs. 

12.8 A CAUTIONARY NOTE: THINGS TO AVOID IN FOREST REVENUE SYSTEMS 

Finally, to complete the structure of a forest revenue system, it is 
important to introduce a few cautions about things to avoid in designing a 
forest revenue sys tem. Earlier analysis and recommendations focussed on 
"what-to-do". Things to avoid are just as important, as forest revenue 
arrangements, once established, are not easily changed. Problems may be 
created that are not easily corrected, and they can encourage special interest 
groups with vested interests to protect. For example, low forest charges may 
result in a large, profitable and influential, but not particularly cost 
efficient logging industry, with vested interests in keeping charges low to 
subsidize its inefficiency. Or overly-generous domestic processing incentives 
may encourage a large, but inefficient processing sector with a vested interest 
in maintaining the generous processing allowances. 

A number of important things to avoid are enumerated below. The list 
is selective, rather than exhaustive. Other things to avoid may be important 
in certain countries, and so the reader is invited to add to the list from his 
own experience. 

Avoid Too Many Different Charges: The previous sections introduced A 

basic forest revenue system of fairly broad applicability. Alternative charges 
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and charges suitable to special circumstances have also been suggested, to 
allow the basic forest revenue system to be adapted to the special circum
stances or the objectives of different tropical countries. However, only a 
limited OIaber of these charges should be applied to a specific situation, or 
country. This caution was voiced above. 

There are dangers in including too many charges in the forest revenue 
system. Increasing complexity increases the problems in the coordination of 
charges, and of the levels of these charges. If possible, the forest revenue 
system should be limited to three or at most four key charges. 

Avoid Too Many Variables: While inclusion of additional factors in 
the structure of forest charges may enablt them to reflect th~ values involved 
more adequately, it greatly increases the complexity and administration 
problems, almost geometricallyl Volume based charges, for example, theoretic
ally might reflect stumpage values better if they were varied by spec iea, 
diameter, grade, distance, stand conditions and ground condi tions. However, 
the number of combinations can quickly get out of hand. It may be better to 
include only one or two factors, perhaps only species group and distance for 
example. 

Avoid Several Charges Levied on the Same Base: Some countries levy a 
number of charges on the same base. Sometimes they are levied by different 
government departments and jurisdictions. As a result, it may be difficult to 
coordinate the charges, or perhaps even to be sure of the total level of the 
combined charges. This situation can easily arise over tilDe, as additional 
charges are added for special purposes, or to fund certain activities. 

On the other hand there can be advantages and economies of scale to 
using a common base for more than one charge. In such cases, the several 
charges should be coordinated by a single government departlIlent to ensure the 
combined charges reflect stumpage values adequately. 

Avoid Charges Based on Difficult to Define Criteria: Charges based 
on criteria that are difficult to define, measure, or verify, or on criteria 
that can be subject to interpret~tion, or manipulation, can encourage firms to 
adjust their activities to avoid charges, and can encourage evasion, increase 
administration costs and result in a loss of revenue. The larger the differ
ence in charges between the categories, the greater the incentive for mis
classification. For example, log grades that are not precisely specified may 
encourage mis-grading to reduce charges. Species groupings that are not 
clearly distinguished will encourage mis-classification of logs to groups 
carrying lower charges. 

Avoid Charges Established by Statute: Charges that are established 
by statute and require legislative action to change them, or to raise their 
level, are time consuming and difficult to update. The delays in making 
changes leave the charges always behind prices and stumpage values. 

Avoid Administratively Set, Fixed-Rate Charges That Do Not Incorpor
ate a Mechanism for Adjustment and Review: The problems of adjusting the level 
of administratively set charges have been emphasized. Where they are utilized, 
a process for their periodic review is suggested, and an escalation formula to 
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adjust their level, along the lines discussed above, is recommended. Avoid 

Value Related (Ad Valorem) Charges Based on Prices Under the Control 
of the Individual Firms: Charges such as ad valorem export charges based on 
the declared value of individual shipments encourage under-reporting of prices, 
so as to reduce payments, as seen in Chapters 8 and 9 (Sections 8.11, 9.11). 
In such cases, the firm itself benefits directly from underreporting. The 
benefi t from, and incentive for, under-reporting is considerably reduced if 
charges are, instead, based on industry wide declared values. 'nle use of 
posted prices eliminates the incentive, and is usually the preferred solution. 

Avoid Using Export Charges on LOgR to Both Reflect Stumpage Values 
and Encourage Domestic Processing: Separate volume based charges to reflect 
stumpage values, combined wi tn an export charge on logs, were recommended 
above. A single charge can not achieve both objectives. 

Avoid the Use of Export Quotas or Domestic Processing Requirements to 
Encourage Domestic Processing: Export quotas on logs are effective in 
restricting log exports, but higher export charges could do as well, and will 
generate additional revenue on log exports. Domestic processing requirements 
that require the domestic processing of a certain proportion of the cut can 
lead to unusual results. Again, higher export charges could do as well and 
would also generate additional revenue on log exports. 

Avoid the Use of the Corporate Income Tax to Replace Forest Charges: 
The corporate income tax is not an appropriate substitute for forest charges, 
as was argued forcefully in Chapter 9 (Section 9.14), and above. 

Avoid Creating Uncertainty About the Forest Revenue Systems: 'nle 
government should avoid creating uncertainty about the structure of the forest 
revenue system, expected changes in that structure, the charges applied, the 
level of charges, or the amounts payable. Where there is uncertainty about the 
forest revenue system, the forest industry will look for a greater profit 
before making investments or other decisions, in order to cover the increased 
uncertainty. A higher required profit allowance will leave less as stumpage 
values, and so forest charges cannot be as high. Some investments will not be 
undertaken. Some stands or species will not be cut. If uncertainty can be 
reduced, higher forest charges are possible, and increased investment and 
utilization may be possible. 
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GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED TERMS 

AD VALOREM In proportion to value, literally "by value". In the case of ad 
valorem charges or taxes, the amount to be paid is proportionate to 
the value of the timber or forest product. 

ALLOWABLE CUT, ANNUAL ALLOWABLE CUT, YIELD DETERMINATION The calculation, more 
directly by volume regulation, less directly by area regulation, of 
the amount of forest produce that may be harvested annually or 
periodically from a specified area over a stated period, in accor
dance with the objects of management. NOTE: (1) The amount actually 
prescribed, generally specified in a working plan or working scheme, 
is termed the prescribed yield (or permissible yield) which may be an 
intermediate yield-or a final yield or both. (2) For major produce 
it is prescribed by volume, number of stems of certain size cate
gories, or area cut over -- either annually or periodically. 

APPRAISA.L The determination by a competent authority of value, or the value so 
determined, of property or goods, e.g., forest land or timber. 

BONUS BID At an auction the price (or forest charge) bid over and above the 
upset price, or minimum price, set by the seller. 

COMPLIANCE COSTS The costs incurred by the forest industry or timber buyer in 
paying the charge. 

CONCESSION, FOREST CONCESSION, TIMBER CONCESSION (1) tiluber lease, licence, 
or permit granted to a firm or person to extract and market timber or 
other produce commercially from a defined area of forest within a 
given period. NOTE: For timber a certain number and size of tree 
may be specified. 

CONVERSION COSTS 'nle economic outlay to manufacture a unit of wood product. 
Manufacturing in this sense relates to all costs of processing once 
the raw wood is entered into the converting process. 

CONVERSION RETURN In stumpage appraised, the amount available for profit and 
stumpage value. It is defined as the selling price of the logs or 
processed products, minus the operating costs including deprecia
tion. 

CORPORATION TAX, CORPORATION INCOME TAX, CORPORATION PROFITS TAX A tax levied 
on the profits of incorporated companies, usually annually and at 
flat rate. 

DEMAND The quantity of a commodity that will be bought at a particular price 
and within a given period of time. Generally at a high price less 
will be bought than at a low price, yielding a demand curve explain
ing the relationship between the price and quantity which would be 
bought. 
Demand does not refer to merely the desire for a commodity, and is 
distinguished from need. 
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DERIVED DEMAND Where the demand for a commodity (e.g., logs) is the direct 
resu1 t of the demand for anothe r (e.g., sawnwood or plywood). The 
term is particularly applicable to the demand for factors of 
production, land, labour capital, raw materials and other inputs. 
The price and quantity of the factor is determined by the demand for 
the finished product in which it is used. Thus the greater the 
demand for the finished produc t, the greater the demand for the 
factor of production. 

DISCOUNTING The process of estimating the present worth of an anticipated item 
of income or expenditure by determining the amount of money which, if 
present by invested and allowed to accumulate at compound interest 
will exactly equal the expected item of income or expenditure at the 
time when it becomes due. 

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY The efficiency with which resources and factors of produc
tion are used to produce goods and services of value to society. 
Economic efficiency is achieved when it is not possible to increase 
the production of some goods or services without reducing the 
quantities of some other goods or services that are equally valuable 
to society. 

ECONOMIC RENT The excess of total payments to a factor of production (land, 
labour capital or raw materials such as timber supplies) over and 
above the earnings necessary to keep it in its present use. 

EXTERNALITIES The cos ts or benefi ts that do not enter into the financial 
accounting system of the firm, organization, or industry (e.g., 
pollution, scenic beauty). 

MARGINAL COST The additional cost of increasing output by a small amount 
(1.e., one unit). 

OPPORTUNITY COST The value of the next best alternative foregone by devoting 
resources to a particular project. The value of the alternatives or 
other opportunities which have to be foregone in order to achieve a 
particular thing. The real cost of satisfying an objective, 
expressed in terms of the cost of the sacrifice of alternative 
activities given up. 

OPEN-BID AUCTION, ORAL AUCTION A sale in which interested parties bid openly 
for timber. 

OVERHEAD COSTS OVerheads, fixed costs. Costs that are not directly attribut
able to specific units of produc tion, mainly fixed costs and common 
costs. 

PRESENT VALUE, PRESENT WORTH. The value at one point of time, generally the 
present, of a series of benefits or costs arising at subsequent 
points of time. NOTE: Present values are often calculated for time
streams of values measured at shadow prices rather than market 
prices. 
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ROYALTY Payment (to be) made to the owner or lessor of a forest for the right 
of exploiting it, generally based on a rate per unit of produce 
removed. 

SCALE, SCALING To measure timber (individually or collectively) and fuelwood 
(stacked). NOTE: The person who measures is termed a scaler. 

SEALED-BID AUCTION A sale in which interested parties submit written bids at 
the time and place specified. 

SEVERANCE TAX A tax on a fixed (i.e., 1n situ) natural resource, (e.g., on 
timber), following its removal from its natural site and therefore 
severance from its natural stake. 

SHADOW PRICE Value measured by opportunity cost principles instead of market 
prices, related to determining costs (or values) of goods or services 
not normally quantifiable by costing (valuing) according to other the 
opportunities foregone. 

SOCIAL COST, SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY COST The non-monetary and rarely calculable 
toll on society arising from any form of economic activity. e.g., 
from. smoke pollution over and above the cost of goods and services 
causing the smoke. 

SOCIAL VALUE, SOCIAL BENEFIT The non-monetary and rarely calculable returns to 
society arising from any form of economic activity, e.g., those from 
creating a town recreation park. 

SPECIFIC TAX A tax based on a phrs1cal rather than a value unit, (e.g., a 
timber severance tax per m3) 

STACKED VOLUME STACKED CONTENT, SUPERFICIAL VOLUME 'nte total space occupied 
by a stack of wood, as determined by its external dimensions. NOTE: 
(1) is expressed in stacked cubic units (e.g., stacked cubic feet, 
steres) (2) stacked volume equals solid volume plus void volume. 

STUMPAGE APPRAISAL The estimation of the financial value, to the concession 
holder of standing timber to be logged, and marketed as logs or as 
processed products. 

STUMPAGE VALUE 'nte value of timber as it stands uncut, in terms of an amount 
per cubic unit. 

UPSET PRICE Reserve price. A predetermined min1nlum price, generally with 
reference to auction sales. 
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